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Overview

This thesis intends to contribute to two different strands of logic-based Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) research.

In Part 1 of the thesis, we investigate logics of distance spaces: a family of know
ledge representation formalisms aimed to bring a numerical, quantitative concept of 
distance into the conventional qualitative representation and reasoning.

The second part is complementary to the first: since knowledge representation re
quires to capture different aspects of the world, like temporal, spatial, or epistemic 
aspects, there is a strong need, having specialised formalisms for each of these aspects 
at hand, to reintegrate them in a way that allows those different aspects to interact, 
and, ideally, such that reasoning mechanisms for the component formalisms can be 
used to support reasoning within the combined formalism. Combining knowledge 
representation formalisms, however, is difficult, since the computational behaviour of 
the resulting hybrids is often much worse than the behaviour of the combined com
ponents.

Thus, in Part 2 of the thesis, we are concerned with the study of ¿-connections, a 
combination methodology for logical formalism that is widely applicable, and which 
is very well-behaved computationally.

To conclude the thesis, we will summarise our main achievements, mention a 
number of open problems, and discuss directions for future research.

The two sections that follow contain brief descriptions of the contents of (the two 
parts of) this thesis. More detailed introductions can be found, respectively, in Sec
tions 1.1 and 4.1.

Logics of Distance

In Part 1 of the thesis, we systematically investigate first-order, modal, and Boolean 
modal languages intended for reasoning about distances, where the concept of 'dis
tance' is understood in a wide, not necessarily spatial sense. The structures in which 
these languages are interpreted are metric spaces, or more general classes of distance 
spaces satisfying only a subset of the conditions of metric spaces.

Chapter 1 introduces the first-order languages £J[A4], their two-variable frag
ments £ T 2[M], as well as a family £0o[M ] of modal languages parametrised by sets
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2 OVERVIEW

O of distance operators being primitive in the language, and by parameter sets M of 
subsets of the reals, i.e., the distances that formulae can explicitly refer to. Over dif
ferent classes of distance spaces, we compare the expressive power of the first-order 
languages with the modal distance languages, as well as with a variant LO$[M] of 
Boolean modal languages. It is shown that the modal language LO[M] is expressively 
complete over metric spaces for the two-variable fragment

Chapter 2 investigates the computational behaviour of these languages. We show 
the two-variable fragment of first-order logic to be undecidable when interpreted in 
metric spaces, and single out an expressive and decidable fragment COp [M] of CO [A4] 
that has the finite model property.

In Chapter 3, we study logical properties of the modal distance logics introduced. 
We give complete axiomatisations of modal distance logics, amongst them the coun
terpart of two-variable first-order distance logic interpreted in metric spaces, and dis
cuss compactness, and the (mostly failing) interpolation property.

¿-Connections

Part 2 of the thesis is concerned with a new combination technique for logics, 
called ¿-connections.

In Chapter 4, we introduce abstract description systems as a framework for study
ing combinations of logics, introduce the methodology of ¿-connections, and provide 
a number of examples.

Chapter 5 studies the computational behaviour of ¿-connections. It is shown that, 
unlike for instance products of logics, ¿-connections exhibit an extremely stable com
putational behaviour: the basic ¿-connection of any number of decidable logical sys
tems is again decidable. This result can be refined to show that ¿-connections of cer
tain subclasses of decidable logics remain decidable, even if the interaction between 
the component logics is enriched in various ways.

In Chapter 6, we begin by comparing ¿-connections with the related combina
tion methodology of distributed description logics (DDLs). We show that DDLs can 
be understood as a special case of ¿-connections. We then briefly start an investiga
tion into the expressiveness of ¿-connections by lifting the concept of bisimulations 
to ¿-connections, and apply this theory to show that certain properties are not defin
able by basic ¿-connections. It is shown, however, that such undefinable properties 
can be added as 'first-order constraints' to ¿-connections in a way that, again, pre
serves decidability. Finally, we discuss the relationship between ¿-connections and 
other combination methodologies such as multi-dimensional products of logics, inde
pendent fusions, fibrings, and description logics with concrete domains.
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CHAPTER 1

Languages, Logics, and Expressivity

1.1. Introducing Logics of Distance

Logics of distance spaces were conceived as knowledge representation formalisms 
aimed to bring a numerical, quantitative concept of distance into the conventional 
qualitative representation and reasoning [Sturm et al, 2000, Kutz et al., 2003b]. The 
main application area of these formalisms envisaged was spatial reasoning. However, 
the notion of 'distance' allows a wide variety of interpretations.

Distances can be induced by different measures. We may be interested in the phys
ical distance between two cities a and b, i.e., in the length of the straight (or geodesic) 
line between a and b. More pragmatic would be to be concerned about the length of 
the railroad connecting a and b, or even better, the time it takes to go from a to b by 
train (plane, ship, etc.). But we can also define the distance as the number of cities (sta
tions, friends to visit, etc.) on the way from a to b, as the difference in altitude between 
a and b, and so forth. A more abstract notion of distance is obtained by assuming the 
distance between two points to be induced by a similarity measure: we may say that 
two points have distance 1 if they share a certain number of properties, distance 2 if 
they share a certain smaller number of properties, etc.

The standard mathematical models, capturing common features of various notions 
of distance, are known as metric spaces. A metric space is a pair (W,d), where W is 
a set (of points) and d a function from W x W into the set IR+ (of non-negative real 
numbers) satisfying, for all x,y ,z  6 W, the following axioms:

(1) d(x,y) -  0 <=> x — y;

(2) d{x,y) =  d(y,x);

(3) d{x,z) < d (x ,y )+ d (y ,z ).

We refer to (2) as symmetry of the metric, to (3) as triangularity, and call the 
value d(x,y) the distance from the point .t to the point y. Axiom (1) is related to 
the Leibnizian principle of the indiscemibility o f identicals and is assumed throughout. 
Clearly, the distance from a point to itself should be zero in any sensible interpretation 

of 'distance'.
7



8 1. LANGUAGES, LOGICS, AND EXPRESSIVITY

Note, however, that the axiom also implies the converse, namely the identity of in
discernibles: if we assume the distance function to measure similarity, perfect similarity, 
i.e. distance zero, implies identity.1

Perhaps the most well-known metric spaces are the «-dimensional Euclidean 
spaces (Rn,d n) with the metric

d„ (^,9) = Jf
Although acceptable in many cases, the concept of metric space is not universally 

applicable to all interesting measures of distance between points, especially those used 
in everyday life. Consider, for instance, the following three examples:

(i) d(x,y) measures the flight-time from location x to location y;
(ii) d(x,y) measures the 'fuzzy distance' between locations x and y, i.e., is one of 

'short', 'medium', and 'long';
(iii) d(x,y) measures the similarity of scientific topics x and y identified with some 

subset of keywords from a list K, i.e., computes the ratio of non-shared to 
shared keywords.

In (i), d is clearly not necessarily symmetric, just book an arbitrary flight from x 
to y and back, and stop the time. In (ii), note that to represent these measures we 
can, of course, take functions d from W x W into the subset {1 ,2 ,3} of R + and define 
short 1, medium := 2, and long :=  3. So we can still regard these distances as 
real numbers. However, for measures of this type the triangular inequality (3) usually 
does not hold: short plus short can still be short, but it can also be medium or long. 
As concerns (iii), assume K is some list of keywords, and topics x, y are identified with 
some non-empty subset of K. If x n y — 0 , we may want to define d(x,y) := \K\. 
Otherwise, we may set

d(x,y)
,= |(*uy)\(xny)| 

|*ny|
using the set-theoretic symmetric difference to count the number of keywords on 
which x and y disagree, and intersection to count the number of keywords on which 
they agree. This measure clearly satisfies (1) and (2), but it does not satisfy the trian
gular inequality (3). For instance, take K to be the index of terms of this thesis and

x = {Euclidean spaces, metric spaces}; 
y = {metric spaces, frame-companions}; 
z = {frame-companions, compactness}.

1On the other hand, it does make sense to allow for the situation where the distance between points 

x and y is zero (because, e.g., they share all properties in question) and where x and y still denote distinct 

points. The investigation of such kinds of models is left for future work.
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Then d(x,y) =  d(y,z) = but d(x,z) = 182, since x and 2 share no keywords at all 
and \K\ = 182.

Metric spaces as well as more general distance spaces (W, d) satisfying only axiom
(1) are the intended models of the languages we will construct and investigate. We 
will denote the class of all metric spaces by MS or V m; the class of symmetric distance 
spaces satisfying (1) and (2) by Ds; the class of all triangular distance spaces satisfying
(1) and (3) by Df; and, the class of all distance spaces, still satisfying (1), by Drf, or 
simply by V.

This chapter is mostly concerned with the introduction of the syntax and semantics 
of first-order, modal, and Boolean modal languages intended for reasoning about dis
tances, and with studying and comparing their respective expressive power. We be
gin, in Section 1.2, by formally introducing the first-order distance languages ,GiF[M], 
where M C R +,2 containing monadic predicates (for subsets of W), individual con
stants (for points in W), and the binary predicates 5(x,y) < a and S(x, y) = a, a € M, 
saying that the distance between x and y is smaller than a or equal to a, respectively. 
Typical sets M of possible distances appearing in formulae—called parameter sets— 
will be Q+ (the non-negative rational numbers) and N (the natural numbers including 
0). The following example will be used to illustrate the expressive power of our lan
guages.

E x a m p l e  1.1. Imagine that you are going to buy a house in London. You then 
inform your estate agent about your intention and provide her with a number of con
straints:

(A) The house should not be too far from your college, say, not more 
than 10 miles.

(B) The house should be close to shops and restaurants; they should 
be reachable, say, within 1 mile.

(C) There should be a 'green zone' around the house, at least within 
2 miles in each direction.

(D) Factories and motorways must be far from the house, not closer 
than 5 miles.

(E) There must be a sports centre around, and moreover, all sports 
centres of the district should be reachable on foot, i.e., they should 
be within, say, 3 miles.

(F) Public transport should be easily accessible: whenever you are 
within 8 miles from your home, there should be a bus stop or a 
tube station within a distance of 2 miles.

2
~Where M satisfies certain closure conditions, compare Definition 1.2 on Page 15.
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(G) And, of course, there must be a tube station around, not too close, 
but not too far either—somewhere between 0.5 and 1 mile.

The constraints in Example 1.1 can be formalised in £T[Q +] by the (conjunction of the) 
formulae (A ') -^ )  listed below. We use first-order constants college and house, as well 
as unary predicates shop, restaurant, green_zone, factory, motorway, district_sports_centre, 
public-transport, and tube_station.

(A') 8 (college, house) < 10;
(B') 3x(8(house,x) < 1 A shop(*)), and

3x(8(house,x) < 1 A restaurant(x));
(C') Vx(8(house, x) < 2 —♦ green_zone(x));
(D') Vx (factory (x) V motorway(x) —> 8(house, x) > 5);
(E') 3x (8(house, x) < 3 A district_sports_center(x)), and

Vx(8(house, x) > 3 —* -idistrict-sports_center(.r));
(F') Vx(8(house,x) < 8 —> 3y(8(x,y) < 2 A public_transport(i/)));
(G') 3x(8(house,x) > 0.5A 8 (house, x ) < 1 A tube_station(x)).

Similar to the fields of temporal, modal, and description logics, which avoid the 
use of first-order quantifiers by replacing them with various kinds of modal operators 
like 'sometime in the future', 'it is possible', and so on, the modal distance languages 
we introduce are variable-free languages jCOo [M], M C 1R+, which, instead of first- 
order quantifiers, use some set O of distance operators from the list

{A <a, A - “, A>a,A -* ,A “ “,A >1 A f fe,A JJ,A |*  :

where, e.g., A-a is understood as 'everywhere in the circle of radius n' and A>a as 
'everywhere outside the circle of radius a', and which, instead of first-order constants, 
use nominals, i.e., atomic formulae that are interpreted by singleton subsets. The 
language containing all these operators will be called £0[M ], and, if nominals are not 
present in the language, we denote the respective languages by £o[M].

The constraints in Example 1.1 can be formulated in the language £0[N ] as fol
lows. As before, we treat 'house' and 'college' as constants representing certain points 
in the space. In the modal context, this can be done with the help of nominals. Further, 
'shop,' 'restaurant' and other unary predicates are now understood as propositional 
variables interpreted as subsets of the domain of the distance space, and the operat
ors E~a are, as in modal logic, the duals of the operators A-fl, i.e., E-a _  = —<A-a—»__.
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(A ") house —> E- 10college;
(B") house —> ( E - 1shop A E- 1 restaurant);

(C ") house —► A - 2green_zone;

(D ") house —* - i E - 5(factories V motorways);
(E") house —> ( E - 3district_sports_center A A >3-idistrict_sports_center);

(F") house —* A - 8E -2public_transport;

(G") house —> E j J 5tube_station.

The intended meaning of the distance operators used in the example above is as fol
lows. The formula E^shop is true at exactly those points in the domain from which at 
least one shop is reachable within 1 mile. Likewise, A~2green_zone is true at point x, if 
the whole 'neighbourhood' of radius 2 around x belongs to the green zone, whereas 
E j} -stube_station is true at those points that are located in a distance between 0.5 and 
1 mile (excluding 0.5) from at least one tube station."

By replacing quantifiers with distance operators we do not loose expressive power 
as compared with the two-variable distance language £3*2 [M], i.e., the two-variable 
fragment of £T[M] consisting of all £T[M]-formulae with the variables x and y only. 
In fact, after introducing and discussing the necessary terminology in Section 1.3, 
we show in Section 1.4 that the language £Of[M]—containing distance operators 
A=fl, A<fl, A>fl, AJ£ and nominals—is expressively complete for £T 2[M] in the class 
MS of all metric spaces, for any A4 C ]R f (Theorem 1.17). The proof of this theorem, 
which is similar to proofs in Etessami et al. [1997] and Lutz et al. [2001b], and the 
expressive completeness of Boolean modal languages enriched with converse modal 
operators and the difference operator for (standard) two-variable first-order logic, as 
shown in Lutz et al. [2001b], suggest that there is a close relationship between modal 
distance logic and Boolean modal logic. Indeed, in Section 1.5 we introduce a natural 
Boolean modal distance language and show it to be expressively complete for the lan
guage £Of[M] and thus for the two-variable first-order distance language interpreted 
in metric spaces. At the end of Section 1.5, the reader can find a table summarising the 
relative expressiveness results obtained in this chapter.

In Chapter 2, we turn to an analysis of the computational behaviour of the form
alisms constructed. As one might expect, the satisfiability problem for £9~[Q f ] and 
£T[N]-formulae in any class of distance spaces containing the class MS of all metric

" By the way, the end of the imaginary story about buying a house in London was not satisfactory. 

Having checked her knowledge base, the estate agent said: 'Unfortunately, your constraints (A)-(G) are 
not satisfiable in London, where we have

tube_station -+ E~35(factory V motorway).

In view of the triangular inequality, this contradicts constraints (D") and (G").'
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spaces is undecidable. This is shown by a reduction to the hereditarily undecidable 
theory of graphs in Theorem 2.1 (i). In order to find decidable but still reasonably 
expressive sublanguages of £T[Q +], we turn our attention to its two-variable frag
ment £ T 2[Q+]- Note that all formulae in the example above belong to this fragment. 
The two-variable fragment of classical first-order logic is known to be decidable4 and 
NEXPTIME-complete5. We use this result to show, in Theorem 2.15, that the satisfiab
ility problem for £ T 2[Q+]-formulae is decidable

• in the class D of arbitrary distance spaces, and
• in the class Vs of all symmetric distance spaces.

Unfortunately, this does not hold any more as soon as we add the triangular inequality 
(3): we show in Theorem 2.1 (ii) that the satisfiability problem for £ T 2[N]-formulae is 
undecidable both in

• the class MS of all metric spaces and in
• the class D/ of triangular distance spaces.

The proof shows that the undecidable N x N-tiling problem can be reduced to a satis
fiability problem in the language £p[N] (not using nominals), and uses the expressive 
completeness theorem (effectively) relating first-order and modal distance languages. 
In fact, the proof makes it clear that seemingly weak fragments of £p[N] are already 
undecidable. Roughly speaking, we loose decidability as soon as we are able to speak 
about 'rings', as in constraint (G).

Note that the expressive completeness results also have interesting consequences 
as concerns the computational behaviour of various sublanguages £0o[M ] of £0[M ], 
i.e., languages containing different sets of distance operators. First, any (decidable) 
fragment of £ T 2[M] can be obtained as a (decidable) fragment of £Of[M]. And 
second, since the translation from £ T 2[M] into £Of[M] is effective, decidable frag
ments of £Op[M] have to be proper. In particular, £Op[N] itself is undecidable when 
interpreted in distance spaces satisfying the triangular inequality.

The main result concerning fragments of £0[M ] is in Section 2.3. We show that 
the rather expressive and natural fragment £O d [M]—containing distance operators 
A -a, A>fl, and nominals—has the finite model property (even for parameters from 
R +, Theorem 2.8) and is decidable (if parameters are taken from Q+, Theorem 2.14). 
Note that this language can still express all the constraint from Example 1.1, except 
constraint (G).

4The decidability of the two-variable fragment without equality was proved by Scott [19621, and for 
the language with equality in Mortimer [1975].

5Consult Fiirer [1984], Gràdel et al. [1997], and, for more information, Gràdel and Otto [1999], Borger 

et al. [1997].
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To prove these results, we first give a relational representation of metric spaces 
with respect to the language LOp [M] in Theorem 2.7, which shows that a formula from 
the language £O d [M] is satisfiable in some metric space if and only if it is satisfiable 
in a certain kind of Kripke frame, called D-metric frames. By performing a complex 
filtration and 'frame-repair' procedure, we then show that this class of Kripke frames 
has the finite frame property, and that we can construct an adequate metric space from 
a frame. Finally, analogous results are shown for weaker classes of distance spaces not 
necessarily satisfying the symmetry condition in Theorem 2.17.

Table 1.1 summarises the main decidability results we obtain in Chapter 2: + ( - )  
means that the satisfiability problem for the corresponding language in the corres
ponding class of structures is decidable (undecidable). The results do not depend on 
whether the parameters are from N or Q+.

V Vs V 1 MS

C3-[Q+/N] — - — -
■C3-2[Q+/1N] + + — -

-C0HQ+/1N] + + - —

COd[Q+/IN] + + + +

Table 1.1: The satisfiability problem for distance logics.

In Chapter 3, we investigate logical properties of distance logics like axiomat- 
isability, compactness, and interpolation. Logics of distance spaces are understood 
semantically, that is, we identify the logic MSOq [M] (MSq [M]), i e  {d ,s ,t,m }, with 
the set of validities in the language £0o[M ] (Co[Mj) interpreted in the class D' of 
distance spaces. In Section 3.1, we present Hilbert-style axiomatisations of the logics 
MS'D[M], i e  {d ,s ,t,m }, in the languages £p[M] not containing nominals. To prove 
completeness in Theorem 3.3, we employ the relational representation for these lan
guages given in Section 2.3 and use Sahlqvist completeness theory as well as variants 
of the filtration and 'frame-repair' techniques used to prove the decidability of the 
satisfiability problem for these languages in Chapter 2.

In Section 3.2, we draw our attention to the modal distance logic MSOf [Mj, whose 
language we show in Section 1.4 to be expressively complete for the two-variable 
fragment £3*2 [M] interpreted in metric spaces. We show that even for this (undecid
able) language, an elementary relational representation of metric spaces can be given 
that captures theoremhood (Theorem 3.12). To axiomatise the corresponding class 
of frames—called F-metric frames—in the language £ 0 f  [M], we make use of some 
rather general completeness results from hybrid completeness theory (Theorem 3.24).
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Finally, Sections 3.3 and 3.4 discuss several themes related to the (frame) represent
ation theorems for languages £Od [M] and £Of[M]. We start by showing that while 
F-metric frames can capture theoremhood in HOp[M], the local consequence relations 
with respect to metric spaces and F-metric frames differ in that the latter is compact, 
while the former is not. We proceed by showing that the frame representations can be 
used to derive corresponding representation theorems for a variety of sublanguages 
of the full modal distance language £0[M ], and provide sound and complete axio
matic systems for the respective logics. We close our investigations on distance logics 
by deriving a few results on Craig interpolation: we show that while languages con
taining some subset of { A - fl, A <fl} as distance operators have Craig interpolation (The
orem 3.29), failure of interpolation is the norm in distance logics. When operators of 
the form A >0 are present in the language, failure of interpolation can be traced back to 
the failure of interpolation in languages containing the difference operator D, where 
a formula Dcp is true at a point w of a Kripke model if cp is true at some point v ^ w 
[de Rijke, 1992]. But even if we leave out this operator, languages like £ e>[M] and 
Cp[M] fail to have interpolation, which can be shown by an argument similar to the 
proof of failure of interpolation in Humberstone's inaccessibility logic [Humberstone, 
1983, Areces and Marx, 1998] (Theorem 3.34).

The idea of constructing logical formalisms capable of speaking about distances is 
not new. For example, somewhat weaker spatial 'modal logics of distance' were in
troduced in Rescher and Garson [1968], von Wright [1979], Segerberg [1980], Jansana 
[1994], and Lemon and Pratt [1998]. However, their computational behaviour has 
remained unexplored. More attention has recently been devoted to metric (or quant
itative) temporal logics,6 which clearly reflects the fact that temporal logic in general 
is more developed than spatial logic. For example, starting with Kamp's classical 
result on the expressive completeness of temporal logic with respect to monadic first- 
order logic [Kamp, 1968], an elegant theory comparing the expressive power of first- 
order, second-order and temporal languages for trees and linear orderings has been 
developed [Gabbay et al., 1994, Rabinovich, 2000]. To our knowledge, nothing like 
this has been done for spatial logics.

We hope our investigations—grown up from earlier work in Suzuki [1997], Sturm 
et al. [2000], Kutz et al. [2002a] and Kutz et al. [2003b]—will help to fill the gap.

6See, e.g., Alur and Henzinger [1992], Montanari [1996], Henzinger [1998], and Hirshfeld and Ra

binovich [1999].
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1.2. First-Order and Modal Languages

All the languages we introduce will be defined with respect to some set of para
meters from R + that may appear in formulae. These sets are called parameter sets and 
are defined thus:

Definition 1.2 (Parameter Sets). Let M c  IR+ be a set o f mm-negative real num
bers. M is called a parameter set, if the following two conditions are satisfied:

(PS1) 0 6 M;
(PS2) If a,b e M and there exists c e M such that a + b < c, 

then a-Lb e M;

The sets R +, Q+ and N are natural candidates for parameter sets, but they are all 
infinite. It should be obvious, however, that finite parameter sets do exist, for instance, 
M = {0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  n }, for n € N.

As for the semantic structures, the languages will be interpreted in different classes 
of distance spaces as introduced in the last section. We are going to use the following 
abbreviations:

• 'Dd or simply D denote the class of all distance spaces, satisfying (1);
• T)s denotes the class of all symmetric distance spaces, satisfying (1) and (2);
• Df denotes the class of all triangular distance spaces, satisfying (1) and (3);
• Dm or simply MS stand for the class of all metric spaces, satisfying (1)~(3).

1.2.1. First-Order Distance Logics. The most obvious choice of a language to talk 
about metric or weaker distance spaces is probably a standard first-order language. 
Let M be a parameter set. The language £T[M] of first-order distance logic contains a 
countably infinite set C], c2, . . .  of constant symbols, a countably infinite set X\, x2, . . .  
of individual variables, a countably infinite set P\, P2, • • • of unary predicate symbols, 
the equality symbol =, two (possibly infinite) sets of binary predicates

<?(__, _ ) < f l  and S( — , _ )  — a (a e M),

the Booleans (including the propositional constants T for verum and 1  for falsum), 
and the quantifier 3*/ for every variable X j.  Thus, the atomic formulae of £T[M] are 
of the form

T, X, $ {t ,t ' )< a , S(t,t') ~ a, t X t/ and P ft),

where t and t’ are terms, i.e., variables or constants, and a e M. The compound 
£X[M]-formulae are obtained from the atomic ones by applying the Booleans and 
quantifiers in the usual way:

cp atom | ~̂ cp | q>\ A (p2 | 3.r,•</>.
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We use S (ti,t2) > as an abbreviation for -»¿(^,¿2) < a A ~'S(ti,t2) = ci. £32 [M] 
denotes the two-variable fragment of £3"[M], that is, the set of all £3"[M]--formulae 
containing occurrences of at most two variables, say, x and y. Sometimes we are in
terested in only those formulae in £3*2 [M] that contain precisely one free variable, 
denoted by L3\[M], or those that contain no free variables, denoted by £3^[M]. The 
formulae in £32[M] are also called sentences.

£3'[M]-formulae are interpreted in structures of the form

where {W,d) is a distance space, the P f  are subsets of W interpreting the unary pre
dicates Pi, and the c f  are elements of W interpreting the constants c,\ An assignment 
a in 51 is a function assigning elements of W to variables. The pair DJI = (51, a) will be 
called an £3'[M]-model, or simply a first-order model. For a term t, let tm denote c f  
if t is the constant Cj,  and a(*) if t is the variable x. Now, the truth-relation ©1 \= cp, for 
an £3'[M]-formula (p, is defined inductively as follows:

• WIN T a n d S t t J^ l ;
• 9JU= < a <=> d ( t f , t ^ )  < a;
• DJI1= ¿ ( M 2) =  n *=> d ( t f , t f )  =  a;
• DJI h ti =  t2 <=*> t f  = t f ;
• DJI 1= Pj(t) <=> € i f ;
• DJl\= 3Xj (p <=> (51, b) N (p for some assignment b in 51 that may differ from a 

only on xp,
• h —>cp DJI ¥ (p¥,
• 5DT h (p A  ip <=> 9HL (p and DJl\= ip.

The notions of validity and satisfiability are defined as in standard first-order logic, but 
respect the class of intended models.

D e f i n i t i o n  1.3 (V a l i d i t y  a n d  S a t i s f i a b i l i t y ) . Let V , i e  { d ,s ,t ,m }, be a class 
of distance spaces, M a parameter set, and cp 6 £3'[M]. The formula cp is called satisfiable  
in D!, if there is a model based on a space (W,d) 6 TJ‘ such that 9JI h (p. (p is valid on a 
distance space (W,d) e  D', iffor all models DJI based on (W,d) ive have DJI h cp. Finally, 
cp is valid in the class 'D', if cp is valid on every (W,d) in D'.

We can now introduce first-order logics of classes of distance spaces:

D e f i n i t i o n  1 .4  ( F ir s t - O r d e r  D i s t a n c e  L o g i c s ) . LetrDl, i  e  {d ,s ,t,m },beaclass  
o f distance spaces and M a parameter set. Then 3M'[M] denotes the first-order distance 
logic o f  the class T>1, i.e., the set o f formulae o f £3"[M] that are valid in the class D'. 
Likeivise, the logics are defined as the sets o f formulae of the two-variable fragment
£3*2[M] of £3“[M] that are valid in the class T)1.
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Unfortunately, from the computational point of view, the constructed logics turn 
out to be too expressive. In the next chapter, more precisely in Theorem 2.1, we will 
prove that the satisfiability problem for LT[N]-formulae is undecidable in any class 
of distance spaces containing the class MS, and, moreover, that even the satisfiability 
problem for the two-variable fragment jCU"2 [UNI] is undecidable in the class of distance 
spaces satisfying the triangular inequality.

For this reason, we need more fine-tuned languages, languages that are still reas
onably expressive, but less expressive than the full first-order language. We follow 
this idea in the next section by introducing 'modal' languages that allow only for some 
kind of restricted quantification.

1.2.2. Modal Distance Logics. We begin by introducing a number of proposi
tional modal and hybrid languages. Let M be a parameter set. The languages we 
define, then, will depend on such a set M, on the collection of distance operators 
being considered as primitive, as well as on the presence of nominals and the univer
sal modality. Following similar conventions from the field of description logics, we 
use 'O' to indicate that nominals are present in the language. To avoid confusion we 
should note, however, that in the languages we define nominals always come with the 
universal modality as a 'binding device'. Here are the details:

Definition 1.5 (Syntax). Suppose M c  R + is a parameter set. The alphabet o f a 
language £ 0 O[M] consists o f a demitnerably infinite list Var = {pi : / < a?} of proposi
tional variables, a denumerably infinite list Nom = {/; : l < to] o f nominals, the Boolean  
connectives A and the propositional constants T and A., the universal m odality  ES, 
as well as a subset O  C  D [M ], called operator set, of the following set 0[A 4] of distance 
operators, depending on M:

{A<fl,A -“,A>0,A-“,A=0, A J A A | J  | a.beM} .

The set o f well-formed formulae o f such a language is constructed in the standard way; it will 
be identified with U0o [M]. Furthermore, by LoJM] we shall denote the language that is con
structed just like £ 0 O[M], with the exception that there are neither nominals nor a universal 
modality in the language. The full language L0o[Mj [M] simply be called TO[A4].

Usually, when a parameter set M has been fixed, we will omit it from the notation 
since most of the questions we are interested in do not depend on the particular choice 
of M. Some logical properties, like axiomatisability, do not depend on the choice of 
M.7 However, compactness does depend on whether or not M is infinite, and to prove 
decidability, we obviously require that M is a recursive set.

7That is, when parameter sets satisfy minimal closure conditions as specified in Definition 1.2.
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Other Booleans as well as the dual distance operators E-a, E<rt etc. and the uni
versal diamond ♦ are defined as abbreviations, e.g., E-a = -iA-fl-i, etc. We use lower 
case Latin letters p ,cj,r ,... to denote propositional variables, i,j, k to denote nominals, 
lower case Greek letters x> (P> $r • • * 1° denote formulae, and upper case Greek letters 
A, £ , 0 , . . .  to denote sets of formulae. Next, we will give the semantics for these lan
guages:

D e f i n i t i o n  1.6 (S e m a n t i c s ). We distinguish two kinds o f models: Firstly, a fu ll 
model, or simply a model, is a structure o f the form:

as above, but zvithout providing interpretations for nominals. Obviously, full models will be 
used to interpret languages o f type LOo[M ]for some O, while nominal-free structures suffice 
for languages £o[Mj.

The truth-relation (03, w) h (p, for  03 a full model, £0[M ] formulae zp and a point 
zo e  W, is defined hzductively as follows:

• (03, iv) t= p <=> zo € p®;
• (03,zo) f= i <=> {w} = z®;
• (<B ,w ) N (p Aip <=> (03, w) 1= zpand (03, w) h i/>;
• (03, w) N -'(p <=> (03,w) ¥ (p;
• (03,zz>) (= Mzp <==> (03, u) N (p for all u e  W.
• (03, w) 1= A <acp (03, u) h zp for all u e W  with d(w, u) < a;
• (03, w) h A- azp <=> (03, u) h (p for all u e W  with d{w, u) < a;
• (03, w) h A >azp <=> (03, u) \- (p for all u e W  with d(w,u) > a;
• (03, w) N A- aip (03, u) f= (p for all u e W  with d(w, u) > a;
• (03, w) t= A=a(f) <=> (03, u) t= (p for all u e W  with d(w, u) = a;
• (03, zy) h A >abzp <==> (03, h) h zp for all u e W  with a < d(w, u) < b;
• (03, zo) h A~abzp <==> (03, u) h zp for all u e  W with a < d{zo,u) < b;
• (03, z o) h A >abzp <==> (03, u) N zp for all u 6 W zoith a < d(zv, u) < b;
• (03, w) t= A ~abzp <i=> (03, u) h zp for all u e W  zoith a < d(w, u) < b.

(03,zi>) is called a pointed m odel
As usual, a formula zp is said to be valid  in a model, 03 \= zp, if it is true at every point 

of the model; zp is valid in a distance space (W ,d), if it is valid in every model based on 
(W ,d). We sometimes use zp® to denote the truth-set or the extension o f zp, that is, the set

where (W ,d) is a distance space, the p f  are subsets ofW  and nominals // are interpreted by 
singleton subsets z®. Secondly, a nominal-free model is a structure
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of all w e W such that (33 ,zv) \= cp. Finally, cp is valid in a class K of models (or distance 
spaces), if it is valid in every model (respectively, distance space) ofK .

Since the notion of truth of a formula is defined pointwise, there are two differ
ent versions of consequence, namely local and global consequence. Both will play 
a role, but mostly we will be interested in global consequence since this is more nat
ural in the context of spatial reasoning. The definition is completely analogous to the 
corresponding definition in modal logic.

Definition 1.7 (Global and Local). Let D', i e  {d,s, t, m), be a class o f distance 
spaces, M a parameter set, and let Y be a set o f formulae and cp a formula o/£0[M]. We say 
that cp fo llow s locally  from T with respect to £>', in symbols F hj cp, if for every model 33 
based on some (W, d) 6 V  and every point w in 33 it holds that:

(33, re) t= T = >  (33,w )^cp.

Further, cp is said to fo llo w  globally  from Y with respect to V ,  T \=lg cp, iffor every model 33 
based on some (W, d) € V  it holds that:

33 1= r  ==► 33 h cp.

Nj is called the T)1-local consequence relation and the V -g loba l consequence rela
tion. If we write just Y M cp, we always mean global consequence. If the class o f distance 
spaces is clear from the context, we leave out the qualifying superscript i.

Clearly, if cp follows locally from Y, it also follows globally, but not conversely. 
Note that the full language £0[M ] is clearly redundant in the sense that some distance 
operators are definable8 from others. For instance, the operator A|£ can be defined by

A | J_  := AH-AA=“_  AA1* - .

However, we have given the semantics for the full set £)[M] of distance operators since 
we are primarily investigating languages where different subsets of £>[M] are taken as 
primitive, and where nominals and the universal modality may or may not be present. 
Let us define some of those fragments. According to Definition 1.5, all languages we 
define agree on the presence of the propositional variables and all Boolean connect
ives. To determine a language, we thus just need to specify interesting operator sets, 
i.e., subsets of 0[M ].

Definition 1.8 (The Languages £0f, £ f , COp, and Cp). Fix a parameter set M 
and let:

(1) F[M] :»  {A<a,A >a,A â,AJJ | a ,be M };

8We will discuss definability of operators in a precise way in Section 1.3.
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(2) D[M] := {A -fl, A>fl | a e  M };

This defines the languages £ 0 f[m]/ L f[M]/ £O d[m]/ and L D[Mj. Again, we will usually sup
press the dependence on the parameter set M and will talk about operator sets F, D, etc.

Note that in £O d [Q+] we can express all constraints from Example 1.1, save (G). 
The formula

(G)' house —> E>03tube_station A E-Hube-station 

is clearly not equivalent to

(G) house —* E5| 5tube_station,

for (G)' is already satisfied if there are two tube stations located, say, at distances 1.2 
and 0.2, while (G) requires a single tube station being located at a distance between 0.5 
and 1.0.

As with first-order distance logics, modal distance logics are defined semantically, 
that is, as sets of formulae of some language that are valid in a specified class of spaces:

Definition 1.9 (Modal Distance Logics). Given a parameter set M C IR+ and an 
operator set O, we define the logics M S0q [M] (MSq [M]) as the sets o f all LQo[M]-formulae 
(Lo[M)-formulae) that are valid in the class T)l,for i e  {m, t, s,d}.

For the most important case where Dl =  MS, we denote the logics simply by MS0o[M], 
respectively, MSq[M].

Obviously, we can also use standard Kripkean possible worlds semantics to inter
pret the languages at hand. Let M be a parameter set. A polymodal M-frame for the 
languages Cq or LOq is a structure of the form

which consists of a set W (whose members are called 'points') and families 
of binary relations o n W x l V  for each operator symbol o 6 O. The notation R°^ is 
shorthand for the fact that some operators, e.g. A>a, are indexed by one parameter 
a e  M, while others, e.g. A>£, are indexed by two parameters, a and b. A model based 
on a frame is of the form

where the p™ are subsets of W and the i™ singleton subsets. If we work in languages 
without nominals, the interpretations for nominals are omitted. The notions of truth 
(in a pointed model) and validity in M-models and M-frames are the usual Kripkean 
ones, with the addition that nominals are interpreted as singleton sets of worlds. For

f = (W , {(Ra\b)a,beM I 0 € ° } )
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instance,

(m,zv) a>ab(p 

(W\,w) N Mcp 

(DJI, w) N i

(3)?, u) N cp for all u 6 W such that wR>abu; 

(9JÍ, u) N (p for all u 6 W; 

im = {u>}.

Similarly for the other operators. It should be clear that the truth or falsity of a for
mula at a point depends only on the propositional variables, nominals, and operators 
appearing in it. Thus, given a sublanguage COo1 [M ] C -C0o[A4] with O C O and 
M ' c M  and a frame

f =  ( w , { ( ]R0a\b)a,beM I ° € ° } )

for £ 0 o [M], we may define the frame-reduct f l(0',M') oi f as

f l(0',M'):= I o' e  O ' } ) .

We then have for every formula cp of .C0o'[^ ] and every model DJI based on f.

a , poif • *• / w)  ^ v  ( f k<yM')'Po1'--**to1*w)   ̂ ip-

This observation does not depend on the presence of nominals.
Surely, frames in general do not reflect any properties ol distance or metric spaces. 

However, as the following proposition shows, all the logics defined above can also be 
characterised by classes of frames. But let us first introduce some helpful concepts. 
For the following definition, recall that a normal modal hybiid logic, whose language 
contains nominals, is defined just like a normal modal logic, except that it is closed 
not under the usual uniform substitution of formulae for propositional variables, but 
under sorted substitution, that is, arbitrary formulae may be substituted for proposi- 
tional variables, and nominals for nominals.

Definition 1.10 (Frames and 1 heory). t£t L be a normal modal (hybrid) logit in 
language L and F a class o f frames for L. We define the expression Fr(L), the fram es o f l ,  as

Fr(L) := {f | i 1= F}.

Similarly, we define Th(F), the theory o f  F, as

Th(F) := {<jp € -C | F N <jo}.

It is well known from standard modal logic that the theory Th(F) of a class / of 
frames determines a normal modal logic. Also, if the logics L and L coincide, where 
L' = Th(Fr(L)), then l  is frame-complete with respect to standard Kripke semantics. 
In a similar fashion we can show that all distance logics are complete with respect to 

frame semantics.
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D e f i n i t i o n  1 .11 ( F r a m e - C o m p a n i o n ). Let S =  (W ,d) be a distance space and M a 
parameter set. YJe define the M-frame-companion o/S for language LOq or L q as

fOM(S) = (w ',{(K \ bU eM I 0 6 O }) ,
by setting W1 := W and, for all u, v e  W:

uR<av : <£=*> d(u,v) < a, uR>av : d{u,v) > a,
uR=av : <==> d(u,v) =  a, uKfffu : a < d(u,v) < b,

etc., for those operators appearing in O.
Further, i f çB = (W ,d, p\f , p f , . . . ,  i f ,  i f , . . . )  is a full model based on the distance space 

S = ( W ,d), then the Kripke model 9Ho,m (®) based on the M-frame 1o,m (S) is the structure

OTo,m (B) = (fo,M(S),p®aM(®) ;2R0.m(®)
l0

with p f 10’1* ^  := p f  and := i f ,  for all n,m < co. 9J1o,m(23) /s ca^  bhe M-
frame-cotnpanion model o f 03 for language £0o[M ]. The same definition applies to lan
guages L o , but nominals are left out. As usual, if the parameter set M is fixed, we leave it out 
in the notation.

P r o p o s i t i o n  1.12 ( F r a m e  C h a r a c t e r i s a t i o n ) . All the logics M S q [M] and 
MSQl0 [M\for O C 0[M], i e { m ,t,s ,d }, are characterised by classes o f frames, i.e., for 
some fixed parameter set M:

M S’0 = Th(Fr(MSl0 )) and = Th(Fr(MSOk)).

PROOF. That M&o C T h ^ M S ^ ))  and MS(% C Th(Fr(MSOy) hold should be 
clear. So it suffices to show that if (p MSq (^ MSOq) then (p can be refuted in a frame 
for (MSOb).

First, by a straightforward structural induction we can show that for all (full) 
models © based on some distance space S — (W,d), their frame-companion models 
9% ,m (93)/ all formulae ip € £ 0 o [M] and points w e W:

(03,ze) N ip <=> (WIo m W av) N ip.

Hence, for every distance space S e D' we have 1o,m (S) 6 Fr(MSo[M]) and if 0$ is a 
(full) model such that (03, w) ¥ (p then (9JTo,m(93)/ w) ¥ (p. □

Thus, every class of distance spaces induces in a canonical way a corresponding 
class of frames which generates the same set of tautologies.

We will use Kripke semantics in some detail when proving completeness results 
in Chapter 3. In particular, it will turn out that the logics MSD and MSOf are complete 
with respect to first-order definable frame classes.
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1.3. Comparing Languages

To compare the different languages introduced in some more detail and to transfer 
results about decidability or the finite model property from one language to another, 
we require precise definitions of notions like 'definability', 'simulation of nominals', 
'expressiveness', and 'satisfiability equivalence'; compare also Goranko [1990b], Bor- 
gida [1996] and de de Rijke [1992]. We clarify all these notions and fix our terminology 
in a series of definitions. Mainly, we will need to distinguish between two different 
notions of 'expressiveness', one that is defined with respect to classes of models, and 
one that is defined with respect to classes of distance spaces—all the other notions 
mentioned above are then reducible to one of those two. In particular, note the ana
logy to the model/frame distinction frequently employed in standard modal logic to 
analyse expressivity etc.9

We start with the notion of expressiveness on the level of models based on distance 
spaces:

D e f i n i t i o n  1.13 ( E x p r e s s i v e  C o m p l e t e n e s s ). Let M  be some class o f models based 
on distance spaces. We say that a language JL\ is as expressive as a language C2 with respect 
to a class M o f models for and C2 if there is a translation : L 2 — ► £ i such that, for 
every S e M ,  point w in 93, and formula (p 6 L 2:

(93,u>)l=<p (03 ,zv)\=(pK

Further, we say that and L 2 are equally expressive or that L\ is expressively complete 
for L 2 with respect to M, if L\ is as expressive as C2 and C2 is as expressive as

Sometimes, we say that a language £ i can define an operator O i n a  class of mod
els M. This is understood to be synonymous to the assertion that the language £] is 
as expressive as the language L 2 that results from by adding the operator O-

If two languages and C2 are equally expressive over a class M and the trans
lations are computable, we have established a very strong link between the two lan
guages, making them basically interchangeable when interpreted in M (apart from 
questions concerning the complexity of the translation and the related complexity of 
reasoning problems for those languages). For instance, the satisfiability problem for 
C] in M is decidable if and only if the satisfiability problem in M is decidable for C2, 
and has the finite model property (FMP) with respect to M if and only if C2 has 
the FMP with respect to M. One important example for such a strong link are the 

languages £0[M ] and jC0f [M]:

9For an extensive discussion of this distinction in modal logic, compare Blackburn et al. [2001],
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Proposition 1.14 (Expressive Completeness of £ 0 f [M] and £0[M ]).
The languages £ 0 f  [M] and £0[M] are equally expressive over the class o f all models based 
on distance spaces.

PROOF. It suffices to notice that, clearly, the additional distance operators of 
£0[M ] are definable by the equivalences

A~a(p «-> A<a(p A A Tn(p,

A|ab(p «-► A A A=a(p A A=b(p,

etc., which are valid in all distance spaces. □

For many languages that are of interest, however, the notion of expressive com
pleteness over models is too strong. In particular, note that the notion of equal ex
pressiveness over models actually makes no sense when one language contains nom
in a l and the other does not. Since nominals can be understood as 'proper names', 
there is no means for the language £  without nominals 'to know' to which point a 
nominal i refers to in a given model 93. In fact, we cannot expect any expressive com
pleteness result even for languages £ i and £2  that both have nominals, but which 
use syntactically different sets of names. We thus require a weaker notion of express
ive completeness, namely, one that abstracts from interpretations and is defined over 
structures:

Definition 1.15 (Structural Expressive Completeness). Let K denote some 
class o f distance spaces. £ 1  is structurally as expressive as a language £2  with respect to K 
if there is a translation : £2  — > £ 1  such that, for every S e K, formula cp e £ 2, and point 
w e S we have:

(S,w) (p <=> (S,w ) f= (pK

We then say that £1  and £2  are structurally equally expressive or that £ 1  is structurally 
expressively complete for £2  with respect to K if £ 1  is structurally as expressive as £2  and 
£2  is structurally as expressive as £ 1.

Clearly, expressive completeness over a class M of models based on structures 
from a class K  implies structural expressive completeness over K. Also, we clearly 
have that if £ 1  and £ 2 are (structurally) equally expressive over some class M (K), 
then they are (structurally) equally expressive over any class M C M (K C K).

Yet, it is important to note that structural expressive completeness is a strictly 
weaker notion than expressive completeness over models. For instance, we show be
low that the languages £0p and £ f  are structurally equally expressive over the class 
V of all distance spaces, but they are not equally expressive simpliciter, that is, over
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the class of pointed models based on distance spaces. This fact is closely related to the 
presence of nomináis in the language C 0 F.

On the other hand, structural expressive completeness of two languages £ ;  and 
£2  with respect to computable translations still allows us to transfer, e.g., decidability 
and FMP with respect to a class of structures from one language to the other. More 
specifically, we can transfer results about properties of satisfying (refuting) models,
i.e., if we can refute a formula in a specific point zv of a structure S, then we can 
refute its translation qfi in the same point of the same structure.

If a language £ 1  is structurally as expressive over K as the language £| that results 
from £] by adding nomináis, we sometimes say that £| can simulate nomináis over 
K. The following proposition gives two important examples of structural expressive 
completeness, namely, for distance logics containing the F and D operator sets.

Proposition 1.16 (Simulation of Nominals).
(i) The languages COp and Cp are structurally equally expressive over the class V o f all 
distance spaces. In particular, Up can simulate nominals and define the universal modality 
and the difference operator.
(ii) The languages C 0 F and CF are structurally equally expressive over the class T> o f all 
distance spaces. In particular, CF can simulate nominals and define the universal modality 
and the difference operator.

Proof. We prove (i) and (ii) simultaneously.
Let us first show that the universal modality can be defined in the languages CF 

and Cp. Fix an/?eM and define for each formula q> G Cp(Cp):

q)m := A- a(p A A>acp,

where the operator fK-a is primitive in Cp and defined as Av" — A A '“ — in CF. We 
then have for any nominal-free model © and point w :

<03,w) L B(p <=* (03, w) h (pm•

Similarly, the difference operator can be defined by setting (pp :=  E>0<p. Then

(03,tp)l=D<p <=> (03, u>) h </>/>

Next, since C £ 0 F and Cp C COp, to prove that COF (£ Op) is structurally 
as expressive as Cp (Cp), we can pick the constant maps as translations from CF(CD) 
to COp(CQp). To prove that CF (Cp) is structurally as expressive as £ 0 F (COp), we 
have to give translations:
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such that for all cpk e  &0k(k =  F, D), distance spaces S and points zv e  S:

(X) (S,zv)t=cpk <=> (S,w) t= cpfk.

We show (4k) just for k = F; the argument for k = D is the same. Let us introduce 
the abbreviations iPj := pj A A>0->pp where pj is some propositional variable. Clearly, 
we can single out an infinite set {iPj | pj e  VarN} such that Var \ VarN is still infinite. 
E.g., set Varw := {p,- | i — 2n for some n e  cv}. Now, by definition of the operator A>0, 
we clearly have, for any nominal-free model 53* and point zv:

(*&\zv) N ip <=> (ip)®‘ = {zv}.

Hence, the formulae ip , p € VarN, can be used, in a sense, as nominals in and CD.
But note that this definition still allows for 'non-denoting' nominals. That is, we 

may have that for some model 53*, = 0 , in which case (53*, w) ¥■ ip for any w.
So we have to be careful when treating the ip as proper logical nominals. For instance, 
on the level of validity on distance spaces, we have that for any distance space S, point 
w and nominal i:

S t= ♦/, but S ¥ +ip.

Given a formula (p 6 COp, we write (p{in)> with in = (/'o,. . .  / in-\), to indicate that 
the nominals appearing in cp are among the n nominals in in. Denote by <p(ip(ik) / ik) 
the result of substituting the formulae ip k̂) for the nominals ik appearing in cp, where 
we assume without loss of generality that the ip^  contain no propositional variables 
appearing in cp. We can now define the translation, for cp = cp(in) € COp, as

<pfr =  (/\ ♦<>(o)
i€tn

Clearly, we have that for any full model and formula cp e  COr [MJ there is a 
nominal-free model 53* based on the same metric space such that for all zv:

(53,w)\=(p <i=> (53*,u>) t= <p+f,

by setting, for every nominal i appearing in cp, (p(i))®* := i® and p®’ := p® for those 
propositional variables appearing in cp. This shows the implication from right to left 
in ( * ) .  Conversely, if 53* is a nominal-free model based on S such that, for some zv, 
we have (53*, zv) P cpiF, then

t= (f\  ♦V(/)) K
iel7,

and so the ip^  'denote', i.e., i®(Jj = {zuj}, and we can again set i® := (p(/))®’ and 
p® := p®‘, thus obtaining a full model 53 such that (53, zv) P cp, which proves the 
implication from left to right in (4k).
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The same construction can be carried out for the languages Cp and COp. In fact, 
by Proposition 1.14, all the languages £ 0 , COf and Cp are structurally expressively 
equivalent over V, by appropriately replacing any of the distance operators of CO not 
appearing in £p. D

As a consequence of Propositions 1.14 and 1.16, every formula y  of CO is logically 
equivalent to a formula (pf  of COf and to a formula (p* of Cp c  COp not containing 
nominals or the universal modality. So the corresponding logics are equivalent in the 
sense that, for every formula cp £ £ 0 , we have

(p £ MSO' <p+ £ MS0'F <£=i> $  £ MS'F, for i £ {d ,s ,t,m }.

Again, a similar equivalence holds true for the languages COp and Cp, i.e.

(p £ MS0'd «=> <p* £ MS'D, for i £ {d ,s ,t ,m }.

Hence, since the respective translations .+, and / are computable, we can, for in
stance, give an axiomatisation of MSOp and obtain 'axiomatisations7 for MSO and 
MSp automatically in the sense that we can enumerate the tautologies. We will axio- 
matise the logic MSOp using hybrid completeness theory in Section 3.2 and the logic 
MSd using more traditional techniques from standard modal logic in Section 3.1.

A similar equivalence holds true for definability of classes of distance spaces, 
where we call a class JFCi of distance spaces definable relative to a class K2 D K\ 
in language C, if there is a set T of formulae of C such that

Ki = {S I S h r } n J C 2.

It should be clear from the definitions that if two languages £ 1  and C2 are (structur
ally) equally expressive, then they can define precisely the same classes K, of struc
tures relative to a class K. E.g., if the set T of formulae of C2 defines K h then the set 
T* of formulae of £] defines K x as well, and conversely. We will make some observa
tions about definability of distance spaces in connection with definability of frames in 
Section 2.3.1.

1.4. Expressive Completeness of Modal Distance Logic

Let us now turn to a comparison of the expressive power of the first-order lan
guage £T , more precisely, its two-variable fragment £ T 2, with the modal language 
COp (which we have just shown in Proposition 1.14 to be expressively equivalent to 
£ 0  over the class of models based on distance spaces). Every £T[A4]-structure

<a = (w ,d ,p ? ........ c f , . . . )
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gives rise to its £ 0 [M] counterpart

where p f ‘ := P* and i f ’ {c 1̂} for all k. This correspondence is clearly bijective, 
whence we can safely assume that these languages are interpreted in the same classes 
of structures, thus, circumventing the problem of syntactically different sets of nom
in a l by identifying the first-order constant cy_ with the nominal iCk. If an £3'[M]-struc- 
ture (or an £3'[M]-model) is based on a metric (symmetric) space, we call it a metric 
(symmetric) £3*[M]-structure (£T[M]-model).

The theorem we are about to prove shows that, when speaking about metric or 
symmetric spaces, £ 0 F[M] is expressively complete for the (sentences of the) two- 
variable fragment £  J 2 with respect to metric or symmetric £ J[M]-structures. But note 
that we can translate any £ 0 F[A4] formula into an equivalent £ 3*2 sentence with re
spect to arbitrary CTlM^structures 21, whereas we need the additional condition that 
21 is a symmetric structure for the converse translation of an £ T 2 sentence into an 
£3'[M]-formula.

By w /x  we denote any assignment a with a(x) = w.

Theorem 1.17 (Expressive Completeness of £ 0 f for £T 2).
(i) For every LOf[M]-formula cp there exists a LT\[M}-formula cp* with at most one free 
variable z such that its length is linear in the length o f cp and, for any L$[M]-structure 21 and 
point w in 21, we have

(% w /z) N cp* <=> (2l*,w )N ^.

(ii) For every £3^ [M]-formula cp with at most one free variable z there is an £ 0  r[M)-formula 
(p* such that its length is exponential in the length o f cp and, for any symmetric £ T -structure 
21 and point w in 21, zve have

(21 ,w /z )  1= cp <==> (21*, zi;) h cp

(iii) The languages £ 0 F[M] and are equally expressive over the class o f symmetric mod
els, and, a fortiori, £ 0 F [M] and £3^ are structurally equally expressive over the classes o f 
symmetric and metric spaces, respectively.

PROOF. We fix some parameter set M.
(i) The proof of the first claim is pretty standard; cf. Gabbay [1981]. We inductively 

translate all formulae of £(3F into £3 ’2-formulae with at most one free variable and 
which use only two variables, say, *  and y.

Let 2 and z! be metavariables ranging over {x ,y }. The notation [z'/z] denotes 
the operation of substituting the variable z' for the variable z, if z is free, and doing
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nothing otherwise. The translation + is defined inductively as follows:

(Pk)f  = Pk(x);

(4 )+ = (cjt = x);

(V\ A ip2)f  = tpilx/z] A ^[x/z']);

= -v/>+;

(E<fl̂ )+ = 3z (¿(z',z) < a A ipf (z));

(E>fli/>)+ = 3z (<?(z',z) > « A t/?+(z));

(E=ai/>)+ = 3z (<?(z',z) = a A t/>+(z));

(Ej£i/; )+ = 3z(i7 < S(z', z) < b A t/;+(z));

(■i/;)+ = Vz i/?+(z).

To be precise about variable usage, if z is free in a formula i/’+(z), we choose z ^ z', 
and if i/’+(z) contains no free variable, we choose z —y and z! = x.

We can now check inductively that for all points w:

(21 , w / z) f̂  (p^iz) « = >  (21* ,zp) h  </>.

First, the atomic and Boolean cases are trivial. If (p = E<<Ji/>, then (21*, w) N (p if and 
only if there is a u such that d(w,u) < a and (21*, u) h i/> if and only if (21, w/z') h 
3z(£(z',z) < a A z/>+(z)), where the variable z' is the (possibly) free variable of i/>+. The 
other distance operators are treated similarly. So suppose (21*, w) f- l i p. This is the 
case if and only if ip holds globally in 21*, i.e. we have (21*, u) h ip for all u, which, 
by induction hypotheses, is equivalent to (21, u/z) h i/?+(z) for all u which in turn is 
equivalent to (2l,ze/z) N Vz(t/;+(z)).

Finally, it is obvious that the size of (pt is linear in the size of (p.

(ii) To define the converse translation, we first observe that the following tians- 
formations of an Ld^-formula (p(x,y) result in an equivalent formula with respect to 
symmetric spaces.

Every occurrence of equality fj =  h  can be replaced by ¿ (h , t2) = 0 . Further:

= 0 b y  T;
S(t, t) — a by 1  if a > 0; 
S(y,t) — a b y  S(t,y) = a; 
S(t,x) — a by S(x,t) — a;

â(t,t) < 0 by X;
S{t,t) < a by T if a > 0; 
S{y,t) < a b y  â(t,y) < a; 
S(t,x) < a by S(x,t) < a.

In what follows, we assume that these transformations have been applied to all 
our formulae, in particular, to cp. As a result, we can assume that ip does not contain 
equality and that in occurrences of #{t\, t2) we always have t\ j-- t2, and the variable x
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always appears first, y second. Note that we needed only symmetry and Axiom (1 ) of 
metric spaces, but not the triangular inequality, to perform these transformations.

We distinguish between three types of atomic formulae in £  J?- binary atoms are 
of the form 8 (x, y) < a or S(x, y) — a (they have two free variables); unary atoms are of 
the form 8(x ,ck) < a, 8(x,ck) -  a, ? ,(*), P,(y), 8(ckfy) < a or 8(ck/y) = a (having only 
one free variable); atoms without free variables, Pi(ck), 8(ck,C[) < a or 8(ck/ci) = a, 
can be called nullary.

We inductively translate all £ T 2-formulae ip with at most one free variable to £ 0 p- 
formulae ip*:

(1) liip  = Pi(ck) then tpt = ■ ( , * -  Pi);
(2) If ip is 8(ck,cj) = a (k,l < cv) then ip* = M(ik —> E=aii) .
(3) If ip is 8(ck,ci) < a (k, I < cv) then ipt -  M(ik —► E<ai{).
(4) If ip € {Pj(x),Pi{y)} then \pt = p,;
(5) If ip e { 8(x,ck) = a, 8(ck,y) — a \ k < to} then tp* =  E =aik;
(6) If ip e {8 (x ,ck) < a, S(ck/y) < a | k < co} then ip$ =  E<aik.

(7) If tp = Xi A X2 then ip* = x\ A Xr
(8) If ip =  ->x then ip* =

The remaining cases of ip = 3yx(x>y) and p = x̂x (x>y) are more sophisticated. We 
consider only the former. The formula x ix>y) can he regarded as a Boolean combin
ation of binary atoms pi and formulae Vj(x) (including the nullary atoms) and ¡¡(y) 
with at most one free variable. Denote this Boolean combination by k, i.e.,

X{x,y) = k(/3 ........ pr,v i (x), . . . ,  vi(x), £i (y), . . . ,  & (y)).

Let us first move all components in k without free y out of the scope of the outmost 
3y in ip. Then ip can be equivalently rewritten as

V  (3yx(^1,...,^ r,i'i/ ...,v/,^1 (y),...,^(y))A  /\ (Vi(x) <- Vi)}.
(vi...v/)e{T,i}' i<*</

Now let 0 =  no < fli <••■ < a n be the list of all numbers occurring in \p together with
0. So this list is non-empty. Consider the set containing the following formulae:

• 8(x,y) -  (ij, for i < n;
• di < 8{x,y) < dj+\, for i < ti;
• 8(x,y) > an.

For every p e  Ry and every binary atom fa in ip, we have either p h fy or p \= -np{. in 
other words, by assigning a truth-value to some p in Dfy, we fix the truth values of all 
binary atoms in ip. Let p f  = T if /3 h p it and p f  = 1  otherwise. Then ip is equivalent 
to the formula

V  ( V  ....... .................v,,fi....... f s))A /\ (i>((x) M t/,)).
(i/],...,t/i)e{T,i}i pe%p i<i</ '
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Next, we replace each /3 6 Dfy with the distance operator /3* defined by taking

• (¿(x,y) = fl,)* =  E=% for i < n;
• («f < <J(x,y) < = E<J;+1, for i < n;
• (¿(x,y) > «„)* =  E><\

delete the quantifier 3y and recursively compute the values of vf and gf. This yields 
the formula tpt which is

V ( V v w t f ... ........ vi't f... fi))A A (vf ~ *'■))•
(D /-/V ,)e{T ,i}' pe%r W <1

It should be clear from the construction that, in the worst case, the size of the formula 
is exponential in the size of (p and that, for every metric structure 51 and point w in 

51 we have

(% w /z )tq >  <=> (51*,w) N (px,

which proves (ii). Item (iii) is a consequence of (i) and (ii). □

The following examples illustrate the translation given in the proof of (ii). 

E x a m p l e  1.18. Consider the CTVsentence

tp = 3y ̂ 3* (<?(*, y) > 0 A ? ,(*)) A ->P,(y)).

Let (y) = 3x(£(x,y) > 0 A Pt(x)) and £>(y) = “>P#(y)- Then we represent cp as

3y(fi(y) Aff2(y))

which is equivalent to

3y(S(x,y) =  0 A gx(y) A g2(y)) v 3y(<?(*,y) > 0 A £i(y) A £>(]/)),

since =  {<?(*,y) =  0,<?(x,y) < 0,<?(*,y) > 0} and the missing formula 
3y(£(x,y) < 0 A Ji(y) A £2(j/)) is inconsistent. Thus, we obtain the COf-formula

<p =  E=0(S iA f£ )V E >0(gf A?*),

where g* = E=0( l  A p,) V E>0(T A p,) or, equivalently, = E>0Pi, and £j = ip,-. So 
the resulting translation (with rearranged conjunctions for better readability) is:

<p* =  E A  E>0p/) V E' °(~'Pi A E' 1 pi).

Using the universal ♦, we finally obtain

(pt = ♦(-ip,- A E >UP;).

The reader can easily check that q> and cpx indeed say the same when the distance 
function is assumed to satisfy symmetry. Similarly, the formula

<p(y) = 3x(8{x,y) > 0 A P#(x)) A -nP,(y)
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with one free variable y corresponds to ->/?, A E>0p„ for we have, for all models 21 and 
points w

(% iv/y) N (p(y) <=* (21 *,w) h ->p/ A E>0p/.

However, note that in non-symmetric spaces cp̂  does not correspond to (p but to

<p~ = 3y (3 x {8 (y ,x ) > 0AP;(x)) A ->?,(]/)),

where we have swapped the variables in 5(x,y) > 0. We indicate in the next section 
how this deficit in expressivity of the language LOp can be overcome.

1.5. Boolean Distance Logics

An analysis of the expressive completeness result from the last section and in par
ticular the expressiveness of the 'ring operators' of the form suggests that the lan
guage LOp is closely related to Boolean modal logic. For instance, while the formula 
A>ab(p is clearly not equivalent to a conjunction of the form A>acp A A<b(p, the operator 
AJJ does coincide with a Boolean modal operator [y a A -<&] build from a conjunction 
of the symbols y a and -<h being interpreting by the distance function d in the obvious 
way, i.e., given a model 03 based on a distance space (W,d), we have, for all points 
u € W:

(93, u) b [>~„ A -<b](p <=> (03, v)\= (p for all v G W with d(u, v) > a and d(u, v) < b.

Yet, unlike in the case of 'standard' Boolean modal logic, the natural ordering 
of parameters from R + imposes additional structure on Boolean distance operators 
defined by allowing arbitrary Boolean combinations of symbols from the set

{~<?/ ~<a, | A E M },

and hence restricts the number of 'new' operators obtained in this way.
Furthermore, Boolean modal languages with similar expressive capabilities as the 

language COF, namely Boolean modal logic enriched with converse modal operators 
and the difference operator, have been shown to be expressively equivalent to the 
two-variable fragment of first-order logic, compare Lutz et al. [2001a] and Lutz et al. 
[2001b].

In this section we show that, indeed, the language LOp is expressively equivalent 
to a natural variant of Boolean modal logic (over the class of all distance spaces) and 
thus expressively equivalent to two-variable first-order logic interpreted on symmetric 
distance spaces.

Let us start by defining the language of Boolean distance logic:
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D e f i n i t i o n  1.19 (B o o l e a n  D is t a n c e  L o g i c ). Let M be a parameter set and define 

a set o f m odal parameters as follows:

Then, let £ (M ) be the set o f all Boolean combinations o f symbols from M. Now, the language 
LO'£[M] consists o f a denumerably infinite list {pi : l < co} o f propositional variables, a 
denumerably infinite list { / /  : l <  cv} ofnom inals, the Boolean connectives A and -i, the 
propositional constants T and 1 ,  the universal m odality M ,  as well as the following set 

o f Boolean distance operators depending on M:

The set of well-formed formulae o f this language is constructed in the standard way, it will be 
identified with £ 0 £[M]. As usual, we often omit the parameter set M in the notation.

Again, other Booleans as well as the dual Boolean distance operators (6) and the 
universal diamond ♦ are defined as abbreviations.

D e f i n i t i o n  1.20 (S e m a n t i c s  f o r  B o o l e a n  D i s t a n c e  L o g i c ) .  / I s Hie 

models for the language COS are fu ll models of the form:

where <W,d> is a metric space, the pfare subsets are interpreted bp

singleton subsets i f .
We just have to define the truth-relation for the new distance operators: let <8 be a full 

model, w a point in W and [¿}<pa C O S  formula with 3 € B (M). First, we define the exten
sion ofS with respect to a point w 6 W, abbreviated as PH"’, as follows:

where {w, v) f= S is inductively defined as follows:

• (w,v) <=> w =  v;
• {w, v) <==> d(w,v) < a;
• (w,v)\=5 A 7  <==> (w,v)\=Sand (w, v) t= 7 ;

• (zv, v) N -»7 <=> (zv, v) ¥ 7 .

Now set:

• (<B,w) h [ %  for all v € P P  we have (<B,v) t= <)>.

Let us introduce the notion of satisfiability for the Boolean distance operators. A 
combination S can be called satisfiable, if there is a model <B and a point such that 
PH"’ t- 0 . Deciding satisfiability of a given S is a very simple problem, we just have

M :=  { « a,-<a\a e  M}.

{[<S] S (M )}.

PH” := {v  6 W | 1= ¿},
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to check whether or not a system of equalities and inequalities in one variable, i.e. of 
the form x = aj, x cij, x < aF, x > aj, has a solution.

Clearly, all the distance operators of COp[M] and the universal modality are defin
able in COB[M] with respect to all distance spaces, namely we can translate them as 
follows:

• (A= » *  = [«„]<?*;
• (A < » *  =  {■<a]<p*;

• (A>a(py =  b H a  V &a)](p* =  h  -<a A-1 &a\<P*i

• ( K W *  =  b H «  V ~ a )A -<b]<P* =  b  -<a A-« «<* A -<b]<P*)
• (M(p)*  =  (Ai=a(p)* A (A <a(py  A (A >a(py .

Note that, in the translation of the LOp [M]-operators, we only needed atomic negation 
and conjunction. Note also that for each formula of the form [V/<« ¿iW we ^ave f°r 
models 03 and points w:

(<B,w) N [\J 6,}(f <̂ =s> (B,w) t= f\[&t\<p-
l<n l<n

Hence, as far as expressivity goes, we can do with atomic negation and conjunction in 
the definition of Boolean distance operators by bringing S in disjunctive normal form 
(DNF) and by replacing the disjunction in 5 in favour of conjunctions of formulae. 
(This procedure, however, can result in an exponential blow up of formulae length 
and is thus not inert with respect to complexity issues, cf. Lutz and Sattler [2002])

We can now show that the languages LOp and COB are equally expressive over 
the class of all models based on distance spaces. The central argument is, in essence, 
the same as in Theorem 1.17.

T h e o r e m  1.21 ( E x p r e s s i v e  C o m p l e t e n e s s  o f  COB f o r  COf ).
The languages LOf [M] and COB[M\ are equally expressive over the class o f all models based 
on distance spaces.

P r o o f . We have already shown that all the distance operators of COF as well 
as the universal modality are definable in COB, so COB is as expressive as COF. It 
remains to show that there is a translation .+ : COB — > COF such that for all formulae 
cp e  COB, models <33, and points w in 03, we have:

(03, w) \= (p <=> (03, w) N (p*.

As sketched above, we can assume without loss of generality that all Boolean distance 
operators are defined by conjunctions of literals of modal parameters. The translation 
is defined inductively. As usual we define

• p! = pi,;
.  ¡1 = if,
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• = v,f Ax +;
• (~>ipy  = .

The remaining case of ip = [&}%, S a conjunction of literals, is more difficult. We distin
guish several cases.

First we check whether S is satisfiable. If it is not we have ||<$||w’ = 0  for any model 
$  and point w, so we can set:

• ([¿]f)+ = T, if 6 is inconsistent;

For the remaining cases we assume S is satisfiable. If S for some a, then for any 
model 03 and point zv € W we have ||<$||71’ = || ||IW. Hence we can define

• ([¿]</>)+ = E=fl<p+, if 6 8 for some a and 8 is consistent.

It remains to consider the case where

8 -  -1 A . . .  A A . . .  A -<\,m A -<c, A . . .  A -<Ckf

With n,m ,k > 0 and ai < . . .  < a„, b\ < . . .  < bm and C\ < . . .  < ck. Assume first that 
m ~ k  = 0. Then we can translate

.  ( [% )*  =  A<a'<p+ A A ^ y  A . . .  A Ag£ V  A A > V  ■

We can without loss of generality assume that m,k < 1. Namely, if m,k > 0 set

b := max({bi | -> ¿})

and

c := mw({cj |yc,e £})•

Then 8 is equivalent to S', where

8' -  A . . .  A  1  A - «  ^ A ^ c ,

Moreover, since <5 is satisfiable, we can assume that the parameters are ordered as 
follows

b < fl\ < i?2 < • • • ^

It should be clear now how we have to translate the remaining cases. For simplicity, 
we use the operators etc. that are definable in LOp:

• ([% )+ = A g j y  A A g j y  A . . .  A A A  Ag?”/ ,  if n,m,k  > 0;
.  ([¿i]<p)+ = AgJ, A A g j y  A . . .  A Ag“;-' (j>+ A A>ay \  if n, m > <U = 0;
• ([<5]i>)+ = A « y  A A g j y  A. . .  A A g Jj'V  a  A g g y , if 0,m = 0;
• ([¿>j<p)+ = aJ  ̂y  , if m,k > 0, ii = 0;
• ([¿]<?>)+ =  A<cq>*,i( n,m  = 0,k  > 0 ;
• ([¿]<p)+ =  A -fc<p+, if n,k = 0,m > 0;

□
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Similar to Proposition 1.16 we could as well show that £023 is structurally express
ively complete over the class of all distance spaces for a language £023“ that is like 
£023, but without nominals or the universal modality. Also, by Theorem 1.17, £023 
is as expressive as the 2-variable first-order language £ T 2 over symmetric models. To 
obtain languages £ 0 p and £0234 that are as expressive as £ 5 2  over models based 
on arbitrary distance spaces, we had to add inverse distance operators like Afa etc., 
defined by

(03, u>) f= E^acp <=> (03, u) f= cp for all u 6 W with d(u,w) < a, 

to the language £ 0 f ,  and inverse Boolean operators

(03, u>) \= [6}-(p <==> for all v e ||£||̂ we have (03, v) h cp,

where ||̂||̂ := {v e  W | (v,w ) h 6), to the language LOB, similarly to what has been 
done in Lutz et al. [2001b], but we leave the details of these enrichments to the reader.

To close this chapter, we present an overview of the results on expressiveness ob
tained. An entry in Table 1.5 for languages £ j and £2  indicates the respective strongest 
property we were able to proof for these languages. We use the abbreviations EC'

£T2, £0jf, £023+ £0, LOp, LO B £f, £023“ LO q L D
l j 2, £0? / £0£+ - ECS SEC5 AEli AEd
£0, £0f, LO B ECS - SEC' AEd AEd
L F, L  023" SECS SEC* - SAEd AEd
l o d - - - - SEC*
L d - - - SEC1 -

Table 1.2: Expressiveness for distance logics.

(i e {d ,s , t, m}) for expressive completeness with respect to the class of models based 
on spaces from D', SEC' (i € {d ,s ,t,m })  for structural expressive completeness with 
respect to the class V i, AE' (i e {d ,s, t, m}) for £ ; being as expressive as L k over the 
class of all models based on spaces from D', and SAE' (i e {d ,s ,t ,m }) for £ ; being 
structurally as expressive as L k over the class 2D', where j  is the row, and k is the 
column. Those languages for which we were able to prove expressive completeness 
with respect to the class of all models based on distance spaces are identified, thus the 
(empty) diagonal might be read as EC(/.

Some of the results mentioned in the table have not explicitly been proved, but are 
easy corollaries. For instance, notice that if £ 1  is structurally expressively complete for 
£ 2 over Vd and £ 2 is expressively complete for £3 over symmetric models, then £ 1  is 
structurally expressively complete for £3  over Vs.



CHAPTER 2

Computational Properties of Distance Logics

2.1. Undecidable First-Order Distance Logics

From the computational point of view, first-order distance logic as well as its 
two-variable fragment C J 2 turn out to be too expressive, at least when we are primar
ily interested in metric spaces. We have the following undecidability result.

T h e o r e m  2 .1  ( U n d e c i d a b i l i t y  in  £ J  a n d  £ T 2).

(i) Let K be any class o f distance spaces containing MS. Then the satisfiability problem for  
&J'[1N]-formulae in (models based on spaces from) K is undecidable.
(ii) The satisfiability problem for £ 3*2 [1N}-formulae in any class K o f distance spaces such that 
K  C  D f and (R 2,d2) € K is undecidable as well. In particular; £ T 2[N] satisfiability is 
undecidable in the classes T)t and MS.

PROOF. To prove the former claim, it suffices to observe that £T[1N] is powerful 
enough to interpret the theory of graphs (i.e., the theory of structures (W, R), where R 
is a symmetric and reflexive binary relation on W), which is known to be hereditarily 
undecidable1 [Rabin, 1965]. Indeed, let cp{x,y) be the formula

S(x,y) = 1 V<?(.t,i/) = 0.

Given a graph (W, R), we can define a metric space (W, d) by taking, for all a, b e  W,

d(a,b) =

if a = b,

if a 7̂  b and aRb, 

if not aRb.

We then clearly have (W, d> 1= ,[« . U if and only if M .  For a formula 7  in the sig
nature of graph theory, denote by ?  the result of replacing every occurrence of an

, \ /~\i eu, v̂* i<? an UTfNl-formula and, for every graphatom R(x,y) in 7  by q>{x,y). Obviously, 7  lb 4  ̂ , , /TA. «
(W, R), the formula 7  is satisfiable in (W, R) if and only if 7* »  sat>sflable <W* d\

Now consider the set F of formulae 7  in the signature of graph heory such tha 7
is true in all £J[N]-m odels based on distance spaces in K. tar y every 7

theorem of graph theory, so F is a subtheory of graph theory. By he result of Rabin
[19651 mentioned above, the theory T is undecidable, which yields (.)•

'This means that every subtheory of graph theory is until

37
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(ii) follows from Theorems 1.17 (i) and 2.2 to be proved below. □

2.2. An Undecidable Modal Distance Logic: MSf

We now show that the satisfiability problem for £ f  [N] is undecidable in natural 
classes of spaces satisfying the triangular inequality. The proof below can be carried 
out with a number of variations of the language Lp, all containing distance operators 
like E|°; details of this may be found in Kutz et al. [2003b].

T h e o r e m  2.2 ( U n d e c i d a b i l i t y  in  L f ).
Let K  C V* contain (IR2,^ ) .  Then the satisfiability problem for Lp [^-formulae in (models 
based on spaces from) K is undecidable. In particular, Lp [N] satisfiability is undecidable in 
the classes V t and MS, and Cp [N] does not have the finite model property.

PROOF. The proof is by reduction to the undecidable N x N tiling problem (see 
van Emde Boas [1997], Borger et al. [1997] and references therein). We remind the 
reader that the tiling problem for N x N is formulated as follows: given a finite set of 
tile types 7  = {T\,. . . ,  T/}, i.e., squares 7/ with colours left(T i), right(Ti), up(Ti), and 
down(Tj) on their edges, decide whether the grid N x N can be covered with tiles, 
each of a type from 7, in such a way that the colours of adjacent edges on adjacent 
tiles match, or, more precisely, whether there exists a function r  : N x N -+ 7  such 
that, for all n, m € N, we have

r i g h t  ( T ( n , m ) )  =  l e f t ( r ( n  +  l ,w ) ) ,  

u p ( r ( n ,  m ) )  =  d o w n ( r ( n ,  m  -f 1)).

So suppose a set of tile types 7  = {T\,. . . ,  T/} is given. Our aim is to construct an 
Up[N]-formula which is satisfiable in K if and only if 7  can tile N x N.

For convenience we use again operators like A -a etc. that are definable in £/-[N]. 
Take propositional variables p\,. . . ,  pi, cjo, • • • / and ro,. . . ,  7*4. Let

Xi.j = A-9(p, A qj), for /,/' < 4,

and let T be the set of the following formulae, where L] < 4 and k < l:

(4) Pi^Qj E~9Xi,jf Xi.j A<so"'Xuj* Xi.j Xm.n {(b j) i 1 (m ,n));

(5) Xi.j V  A' 9^ ' Ym "ir” ^ w);
k<l

(6) Xi.j A Tjt A E~20(E~20Xi.j A Xi+shj A V  rw);
right (Tk)~left(Tm)

Xi.j A rk -> E120(Ei;20Xi,j A Xi,j+51 A \J rm);
up(Tk)=dou>n(Tm)

(7)
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where +5 denotes addition modulo 5.2 The first formula in (4) is satisfied in a model 
93 if and only if the truth-set (p, A <7/)® is the union of a set of spheres of radius 9. The 
second one is satisfied in 93 if and only if the distance between any two distinct centres 
of spheres of radius 9, all points in which belong to (p, A 9/)®, is more than 80, while 
the third formula guarantees that the sets x *  are pairwise disjoint. We think of the 
truth-sets a®, for i ,j  < 4, as a finite family of infinite sets making up the grid for the 
tiling (see Fig. 2.1). The formulae in (5) ensure that every point of the grid is covered by 
some tile and that different tiles never cover the same point. Finally, formulae (6) and 
(7) ensure the tiling conditions in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.

Note that if (03,w) t= Xi,j then, in view of (6)'/ there exist Points u>v € W with 
(93, u) 1= Xi+5\,j and (© ,0) N Xi,j for which d(w,u) < 20 and d(u,v) < 20. But then, 

by the triangular inequality, d(w, v) < 40, and so, by the second formula in (4), w = v. 
The situation in the vertical direction is similar.

We are going to show that the conjunction of formulae in {~i(Ao,o —► -L)} U T is 
satisfiable in K  if and only if 7  can tile N x N. This will be done in two steps.

Lemma 2.3. 1/7 tiles N x N, then H ao,o -+ -1)} U  F is satisfiable in the 2-dimensional 
Euclidean space { R 2, ¿2) •

Proof. Suppose t  : N x N —♦ T is a tiling. For r e R2, put

S(r) = {y € R 2 : d2(r,y) < 9}.

Define a model 93 on (R 2,d2) by taking, for i, j  < 4 and k < l,

p f =  ( J  S (20(5/7 -F i),20m),
ni,tte IN

q f — ( J  S(20w,20(5m+ ;) ) ,

r» =  ( J  S(20/i, 20« ).
T(n,m)=Tjt

It is not difficult to see that this model satisfies {->(Ao,o -L)} u F; see Figure 2.1. □

Lemma 2 .4. Suppose that a model 93 based on a space (W, d) 6 satisfies the conjunc
tion o f { ~i(ao,o 1 ) ) U T  Then there exists a function f  : N x N -► W such that, for all 

*'i < 4and k i,k 2 € N,

(a) (©,/(5fcj + i,5k2 +;)>!= Xi.fi
(b) d(f(k\,k2),f(k\ + l,jt2)) < 20andd(f(ki 4-1,k2)J(kv k2)) < 20;
(c) d (f(k i ,k 2),f(k\ ,k2 4-1)) < 20 and d(f(k\,k2 4- 1),f(k\ ,k2)) <20.

2The first conjunct in the right hand sides of (6) and (7) is redundant if K  consists of symmetric 
spaces only.
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Figure 2.1: Building the grid.

The map t : N x N —► T defined by taking

r(n, m) = Tk : (*B,/(w, m)) N rk/ for all k < l and all n, m e N,

is a tiling.

PROOF. We define /  inductively. Pick some /(0 ,0 ) with (<33,/(0,0)) N xo,o- By (6), 
we can then find a sequence zvn E W, for n € N, such that

• wo =  /(0, 0),
• (<33, w5k+i) t= Xi,o for all i < 4 and k e N,
• d(wn,zvn+\) < 20 and d{wn+\, wn) <20.

We put f(n ,  0) = wn for all n e N .  Similarly, by (7), we find a sequence vn, for n e  N, 
such that

• vo =  /(0, 0),
• (<33, v5k+j) \= Xo,j for all j  < 4 and k e  IN,
• d(v„,vn+i) < 20 and d{v„+\,vn) <20.

Put /(0,m) = for all m E N. Suppose now that / has been defined for all 
(m',ri) with m' + ri < m + n so that it satisfies conditions (a)-(c). Without loss
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of generality we can assume that n = 5k\, m =  5A:2 + 1, for some k\,k.2 G N. 
Then 1 )> h #0,0/ and hence (<B,/(n,m - 1 )) 1= E -2°xo,i- So we can
find a zv' € W with (95, w/) N Xo,i and such that d(f(n ,m  -  < 20 and
d(w ',f{n ,m  -  1 )) < 20. We then put f(n ,m )  =  zv'. It remains to prove that / 
still satisfies (a)-(c). To this end it suffices to show that d(f(n  -  1 ,m),w') < 20 and 
d(zv',f(n -  1 ,m )) < 20. We have (05, f {n  -  1 ,m)> h x 4/i, and so there exists a zv" e  W 
with (93, h ;£o,i and such that d( / (n — l,m )/ii//) < 20 and d(w ",f{n  — 1 , wz)) < 20. 
Thus it is enough to show that w/ = zv". Suppose otherwise. Then we have

• d(zv",f{n -  1 ,m )) < 20;
• d(f(n  -  — l,m  — 1 )) < 20;
• d(f(n  — 1 ,m — l),/(tt,m — 1 )) < 20;
• d(f(n ,m  -  l),zv') < 20.

By the triangular inequality, it follows that d(zv",w') < 80, contrary to the second 
formula in (4). It is readily seen now that r  is a tiling. □

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. □

2.3. A Decidable Logic of Metric Spaces: M§d

Our main concern in this section is to establish that, when interpreted in the class 
MS of all metric spaces, £ 0 D[1R+] has the finite model property (FMP), i.e., every sat- 
isfiable formula of COD [IR+] is satisfiable in a finite metric space, and that satisfiability 
in £O d [Q+] is decidable over the class MS. However, in Proposition 1.16 (i) we have 
shown that £ 0 D[Q+] and £ d [Q+] are structurally equally expressive over the class of 
all distance spaces, i.e., for every formula cp of LOp there is a formula (p* o f Lp  such 
that cp is satisfiable in a point zv of a full model based on a distance space (W,d) if 
and only if cp* is satisfiable in zv in a nominal-free model based on (W ,d). We will 
therefore, for purely technical reasons, work with the language b p ,  i.e., assume that 
no nominals î  or the universal modality occur in formulae thus proving the results 
first for the language L p  and then transfer them to the language £ 0 D via the following 
simple corollary.

Corollary 2 .5 . For i e  {d ,s, t, m), thefollozving hold:

(1) £O d [IR+] has the FMP over the class D' if and only z/C d [1R+] has the FMP over 
the class V 1.

(2) Satisfiability o f LOp[Q+]-fonnulae in £>' is decidable if and only if satisfiability o f 
Lp[Q +)-formulae in V 1 is decidable.

Proof. By Proposition 1.16 (i). □
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But before turning to the details of the proof, we give a relational representation of 
metric spaces that enables us to use tools and techniques from standard modal logic.

2 .3 .1 . Frame Representation for Lp[M]. A s we have two kinds of distance oper
ators in the language /Cd [R+], namely, and A>a, the frame-companions of distance 
spaces S — (W,d), as defined in Definition 1.11, are structures of the form

(8) fo(S) =  (W , (R<a)aeM, /

where (R<a)aeR+ anc* (R>a)ae r + are two families of binary relations on W defined by 
uR<av d(u,v) < a and uR>av *=> d(u,v) > a for all a e  IR+ and u,v e W.
Moreover, in Proposition 1.12 we have shown that for every distance space model 
93 = (W ,d,p®,. . . )  and its frame-companion model 9J1 = (foiS),/?!?,. ••) we have, for 

all formulae (p in £ d [R+] and points w e W:

(9) (93,ze)b<p <i=> (¡d(S),w) cp.

We can, therefore, understand the relations uR<av and uR>av as stating that 'v is 
at most a (units) away from u’ and 'v is more than a (units) away from it', respectively.

Our next aim is to describe in a more analytic way a suitable class of Kripke frames 
comprising all frame-companions of metric spaces for the language L D, where by 
'suitable' we mean a class of frames that suffices to characterise theoremhood in the 
language Lp. Let us impose a number of restrictions on the accessibility relations and 
say that an M-frame f of the form

(10) f =  ( W , (R<a)aeM/ (R>a)aeM)

is D-metric, if the following conditions hold for all a,b e  M and w, u, v e  W:

(Dl) H9 uK>fl = Wx W;

(D2) R<a n R>a = 0 ;

(D3) If uR<„v and a < b, then uR<\,v;

(D4) uR<qv n—-4* u — v,

(D5) uR<(jV ...r* vR<(]ii,

(D6) If uR<av and vR<bw, then uR<a+bw, whenever a + b e M.

Properties (D4), (D5) and (D6) reflect Axioms (l)-(2) of metric spaces. Thus, we call 
an M-frame f D-standard, if it satisfies (D1)-(D4); we call it D-symmetric, if it satisfies 
(D1)-(D5); and we call it D-trianguIar, if it satisfies (D1)-(D4) and (D6).

Note that all D-metric frames satisfy the additional properties:
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(D7) If uR<av and uR>a+bw then vR>bw, whenever a + b e  M;

(D8) If and a > b, then uR>bv;

(D9) uR>av vR>au;

(DIO) uR<av and uR>aw, then vRyQiv,

where (D7) is a consequence of (Dl), (D2) and (D6); (D8) follows from (Dl), (D2) and 
(D3), (D9) from (Dl), (D2) and (D5), and (DIO) from (Dl), (D2) and (D4). Thus, all D- 
standard frames also satisfy (D8) and (DIO), all D-triangular frames also satisfy (D7), 
(D8) and (DIO), and all D-symmetric frames also satisfy (D8), (D9) and (DIO). Note 
also that condition (DIO) is the special case of condition (D7) for b = 0.

We shall denote by 3^[M]f IF[M], T*[M] and T n[M\ the classes of all D-standard, 
D-symmetric, D-triangular, and D-metric M-frames, respectively.

The reason why we will sometimes assume these 'redundant' conditions is that 
condition (D2) is not definable in the language L D when interpreted on Kripke-frames, 
namely we have the following:

P r o p o s i t i o n  2.6 ( U n d e f i n a b i l i t y  in  L d ).

There is no set <P o f L D[M)-formulae such that, for all M-frames f, ive would have

Proof. By the Goldblatt-Thomason Theorem, a first-order definable class of 
frames is modally definable, that is, characterised by the validity of some set of 
modal formulae, if and only if it is closed under taking p-morphic images, generated 
subframes, disjoint unions and reflects ultrafilter extensions, cf. Goldblatt and Thoma
son [1974] or Goldblatt [1993].

Hence, to prove the lemma, it suffices to give a frame fi satisfying (D2) and a 
surjective p-morphism u  : fi — + f2 such that (D2) does not hold in f2•

I \= <t> 4= 4* f satisfies condition (D2).

vR<av

h

uR<au

Figure 2.2: (D2) is not definable on frames.
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Figure 2.2 illustrates two such frames. The M-frame fi in Figure 2.2 (where a 
ranges over M) clearly satisfies (D2). The depicted map n  is obviously a p-morphism 
from fi onto the M-frame f2, but [2 does not satisfy (D2). □

In fact, h satisfies all the properties (Dl)-(DIO), which means that none of the 
classes 7 d, 3 s, 3d, and 3™ is L d [Mj-definable. Basically, this is due to the fact that we 
treat all our distance operators as standard modal operators. If we would interpret 
E>0 as a logical modality, namely as the difference operator, then we could simulate 
nominals and define the universal modality, and thus define (D2). This would, how
ever, not simplify the proof of the finite model property, as will be clear from the proof 
below.

It is easily checked that, for every metric space S =  (W ,d) (distance space, sym
metric space, triangular space) and parameter set M, the frame-companion ]d{S) is 
a D-metric M-frame (D-standard, D-symmetric, D-triangular). Moreover, we have 
the following representation result.

Theorem 2.7 (Representation of Metric Spaces for £ d).
(i) For every finite parameter set M and D-metric M-frame ] (D-standard, D-symmetric, 
D-triangular) there is a metric space S (distance space, symmetric space, triangular space) 
such that ] is its frame-companion, i.e., f = f d,m (S)- In particular, if] is finite, so is S.

(ii) For an arbitrary parameter set M we have: An Lo[M]-formula cp is satisfiable in a met
ric space model (distance space, symmetric space, triangular space) based on a set W if and 
only if it is satisfiable in a model based on a D-metric M-frame (D-standard, D-symmetric, 
D-triangular) based on W.

Proof. Let us first prove (i). Let M = {0, ax, . . . ,  i?„_2 , 7 } be a finite parameter set 
with 7  = max(M) and let

f = <W,(R<fl)fl€M,(R  >n)aeM) •

Let
D := {a,- + a j -  7  | + a; > 7  and ait aj e  M}

and set e := min(D U {1}) > 0. The definition of e guarantees the following property:

(11 ) If a,b e  M and a + b < 7  + e, then a + b < 7 .

Thus, by (11), a, b 6 M and a + b < 7  + e implies a + b e  M, since M is a parameter 
set. Define a function d : W x W — > R r by setting for all u, v e  W:

d(u,v) -  min( { 7  + e} U {a € M | uR<av}).

As M is finite, d is well-defined. Next, we show that if f is D-standard then d is a dis
tance function. If f is D-symmetric, then d satisfies symmetry, and if f is D-triangular,
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then d satisfies the triangular inequality. Thus, if f is D-metric, then, indeed, d is a 

metric. Clearly, the range of d is M U { 7  + e}.

(a) : d(u, v) = 0 if and only if uR<qv if and only if u = v, by condition (D4).

(b) : We assume condition (D5) of D-symmetric frames: suppose d(u,v) = a. If we
have a — y  + e  then ^uR<bv for all b G M, and so, by condition (D5), ~̂ vRsl)u for 

all b e  M, hence d(v,u) = 7  + e. Similarly, if a — min({b G M | ) and so
d(u,v) = a, then vR<au by (D5), and ->vR<cii for all c < a, so d(v,u) = a.

(c) : We assume condition (D6) of D-triangular frames: suppose d(u,v) = a and 
d(v,w) = b. We have to show that d(u,w) < a +  b. Suppose first that a +  b > y  + e.

Then, since the range of d is M U { 7  + e}, we have d(u, w) < a + b.
So we may assume that d(u,v) = n < 7 , d(v,iu) = b < 7 , and n + b < y  + e. By (1 1 ) 

we have a + b e  M. By condition (D6) it follows that uR<a+t,w. Thus, by the definition

of d, we have d(u, zv) < a + b.

Thus we can define a distance space S :=  (W,d). It remains to prove that, indeed, 

1d,m (S) = f. To this end, we have to show that

(A) d(u, v) < a <=$> uR<av, for all a G M, and

(B) d(u,v) > a <==> uR>av, for all a g M.
Let us first prove (A): Suppose d(u,v) < a . Then, by the definition of d, there is a 
b e  M with b < a such that uR<bv. By condition (D3) we obtain uR<av. Conversely, if

uR<aV, then d(u, v) < a by definition of d.
To prove (B), assume first that d(u,v) > a. Then we have -*uR<av by definition of

d• By condition (Dl) we obtain uR>,jV. Conversely, if uR>av then ~'uR<av by condition 
(D2). Then, by condition (D3), we have ->uR<bv for all b < a. Thus, d(u,v) > a.

Note that the proof does not depend on whether or not the set W is finite, but only

on the finiteness of M.

We can now proceed to prove (ii). One implication is immediate. Suppose that cp
is satisfied in the distance space model = ( W, d, p®, p f , . . .  / iff, ,. ■ •) based on the 
distance space S = (W,d), i.e., that (% w ) 1= (p for some point w G W. By Proposition 
L12, we have that y  is satisfied in the frame-companion model imD(03). Moreover, it is 
easily checked that the frame fD(S) underlying imD(S )  is D-metric, i.e. satisfies prop
erties (D l)-(D 6), if S was a metric space, that it is D-symmetric, if S was a symmetric

space, etc.
Conversely, assume (p is satisfiable in the D-standard M-frame [. We first define a 

finite parameter set M(q>) and a D-standard M(<p)-frame [+, such that <p is satisfiable

In f if and only if it is satisfiable in f+.
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Let

Par(cp) := {a £ M | a occurs in cp}

and let
7 := max(Par((p)) + 1.

Then define M(cp) as follows:

M((p) := {a e M | a — a\ H-------f- an < 7 , a\,. . .  ,a n e Par((p), n < co).

Clearly, M(q>) is a parameter set. For 0 € M((p) and if a, b, c e M(cp) and a + b < c < 7 , 
then a = a\ + . . .  + ak and b = &! + ••• + &/ with fly, bf € Par(q>), ci + b e  M, and so 
a + b e M(cp). Further, M(<p) is finite. For if }i is the smallest positive number in 
Par((p), then the number k of summands in a sum ci\ + . . .  + fljt is bounded by k- ¡i < 7 . 
Thus |M(<p)| < 2  +  |Pflr(ip)|l/, where v is the smallest natural number greater than jr  

Now we define the frame f+ as the frame-reduct of f with respect to that is

f+ := f l(D,M(9)) •

As remarked on Page 21, since (p G Czd[AT(<p)], (p is satisfiable in [ if and only if it 

is satisfiable in f 1(D#m(?))- By ®  there is a distance sPace S such that i+ is its frame- 
companion, i.e., fD,M(<p)(S) =  f l(D,M((p))’ By Proposition 1.12, (p is satisfiable in S, 
which had to be shown.

□

In the next section we are going to proof that every satisfiable £ D[M] formula (p 
is satisfiable in a finite D-metric M'-frame, where M' C M is finite, thus proving the 
finite frame property with respect to D-metric frames. Note that in the presence of the 
difference operator the finite frame property is, in general, not equivalent to the finite 
model property [de Rijke, 1992]. The finite model property with respect to metric 
spaces, however, is an immediate corollary by Theorem 2.7. Further, we can regard 
the class of all D-metric (D-triangular etc.) M-frames as a relational representation 
of metric (triangular etc.) spaces in the sense that a formula is satisfiable in a metric 
(triangular etc.) space model if and only if it is satisfiable in a D-metric (D-triangular 
etc.) M-frame. However, this correspondence does not carry over to infinite sets of 
formulae, which will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.3, where we investigate 
the compactness property. Note also that the technique used in the proof of Theorem 
2.7 (i) does not apply to models with an infinite number of relations, that is, where the 
parameter set M is infinite.
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2.3.2. The Finite Model Property. In this section we prove the following theorem:

Theorem 2.8 (Finite Model Property of L d in Metric S p a c e s ).

An Cd [R+¡-formula cp is satisfiable in a metric space model if and only if it is satisfiable in a 
finite metric space model o f size f(\(p\), where f(\q>\) is effectively computable.

PROOF. The theorem follows from Proposition 1.12, Theorem 2.7 and the finite 
frame property of £ D[R+] with respect to D-metric R +-frames, Theorem 2.9 to be 
proved below. □

Theorem 2.9 (Finite Frame Property). An CD[R+]-formula cp is satisfiable in a 
D-metric R +-frame if and only if it is satisfiable in a finite D-metric R +-frame. In particular, 
(p is satisfiable in a finite D-metric M{(p)-frame, where M((p) c  R + is finite, whenever (p is 
satisfiable.

PROOF. We first outline the idea of the proof which consists of three steps. Sup
pose cp g £ D[R+] is satisfiable in some model 911 based on a D-metric JR+-frame f.

Step 1. We replace the D-metric R +-frame f by a D-metric M((p)-frame f+ such that 
9  is satisfiable in a model 91t+ based on f+ and M(<p) is a finite parameter set.

Step 2 . The next step is to filtrate the model 9H+ through some suitable set cl(ip) of 
formulae o f£ D[M((p)] (see, e.g., Chagrov and Zakharyaschev [1997]). The set cl((p) is a 
closure of the set SF(qy) of subformulae of (p under rules similar to those of the Fischer- 
Ladner closure for PDL-formulae (cf. Harel [1984]). As a result of the filtration we get a 
finite model 91?/ in which (p is satisfiable and which is based on a frame ft that satisfies 
all properties of D-metric frames except possibly (D2), and additionally (D7)-(D9).

Step 3. Since ^ does not necessarily satisfy condition (D2), there may exist a 
v € W f such that wR̂ <av and wR>av, for some w € W-f and a € M(</>). rIo 'cure' 
these defects, we make copies of such 'bad' points v and modify the relations and 
R>a in obtaining a finite D-metric M(<p)-frame f* in which (p is satisfiable. Here, we 
need the additional property (D7) satisfied by the frame \f to establish the triangular 
inequality for i.e. (D6). (TTie 'copying-method' was developed by the Bulgarian 
school of modal logic; see Gargov et al. [1988], Vakarelov [1991]. Our technique fol
lows Goranko [1990a].) Finally, we turn the frame f* into a D-metric R +-frame f*, in 
which (p is satisfiable.

Let us now turn to technical details. Suppose is satisfiable in a model 9)1 based on 

the D-metric R +-frame f = (W, {R<a)aer l  (R>a)aeR+>* i-e- (m ' w) N 9  for some point 
w g W.
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Step 1. Define M(q>) as in the proof of Theorem 2.7 (ii). M(cp) is a finite parameter 
set, 7  is the greatest number in M((p), p is the smallest positive number in M(cp), and 
M((p) is bounded by \M(q>)\ < 2  + \Par(cp)\v, where v is the smallest natural number 
greater than

Further, define f+ := f [(d,m(<p)) as frame-reduct of f with respect to Then
for all ip 6 £ d [M(<p)] and points u e W we have

(lP Q ,'P ? r---’ u )  •= <P •*=*• (fV o '/ P ?1. - ••,«)•= f

In particular, we have (f+, p^1, p f 1, Denote the model (f+, p™, p™,. . . )  by
on+.

Step 2. Let SF((p) be the set of all subformulae of (p. Define the closure cl(cp) of 
SF(cp) as the smallest set T of formulae of £ d[M(<p)] such that SF(cp) C T and 

(Cl) T is closed under subformulae.
(C2) If ip e T, then A -0 ip 6 T whenever tp is not of the form A-0̂ .
(C3) If A -7ip 6 T and a > ci\ H h an, fl, 6 M(q>) -  {0}, then A-fll . . .  A- a"ip e  T.
(C4) If A>a\p G T and b £ M((p), then ->A-b-'A '’aip 6 T.
(C5) If A>a\p 6 T and b > a (b € M(q>)), then A>btp 6 T and if a + b 6 M(<p)

(b € M((p) -  {0}), then -iA>a+b->A' a\p e T.

Next, we show that cl((p) is a finite set.

Lemma 2.10. \cl((p)\ < S((p) = 2l'+3 • \SF((p)\ ■ \M(q>)\2v+l.

PROOF. Observe that cl(cp) can be obtained from SF(cp) step-by-step as follows: 
First, take the closure of SF((p) under subformulae and (C5) and denote the result 

by cl\(cp). Second, take the closure of cli(cp) under subformulae and (C4) and denote 
the result by chicp), which is still closed under (C5). Third, take the closure of chicp) 
under subformulae and (C3), denote the result by ch(q>) and notice that ck((p) is closed 
under (C4) and (C5). Finally, take the closure of c/3(<p) under (C2). This is closed under 
(C1)-(C5).

The following is now readily checked:

• \cl\{(p)\ is bounded by |SF(</?)| • 2V ■ \M(cp)\1', because the introduced formu
lae are of the form (- )̂A rtl(-i)A^fl2(->). . .  ( - i ) A w i t h  > p and
(-n) marking a possible occurrence of The length k of such sequences of 
parameters ax is bounded by v, because a\ < 7  and so k ■ p < 7 .

• \cl2 ((p)\ is bounded by 4 ■ \cl\((p)\ • \M((p)\.
• |c/3(<p)| is bounded by |c/2(<p)| • \M((p)\v because, as shown in the proof of 

Theorem 2.7 (ii), no chains a \ + .. .  + an < 7  of length > v exist in M(<p), so 
no chain A-fll ■ • • A: a” of length > v is introduced when taking the closure 
under (C3).
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• \cl(cp)\is bounded by 2 • \cl3 (q>)\.
So we obtain that \cl(q>)\ is bounded by S(cp) = 2l'+3 • |SF(<p)| • | | “‘ 4-1. □

We are now going to filtrate 9H+ through 0  = cl(q>). Define an equivalence relation

= on W by taking
u =  v : <=> t= ip iff h ip for all if) G 0 .

Let [k] = {v 6 W : u =  v j. Construct a filtration W  = {]<, p f ' , p f , . . . )  with 

f1 = <W/, ( < ) 0£ ( RL) oemM )  o fOT+ through © hy taking

• W  = {[« ]: m 6 W};
• p ^ f =  {[i/] : u G pf*+} for i < cv;
• [w]K4 fl[u] : <==> for all formulae f\-ax  £ ©:

-  (9Jt+, i/) (= A& x  implies (9Jt+, w) N X and
-  (9Jl+,i>) h fi& x  implies (m \  u) t= X'>

• [w]R>a[v] • <=> ôr a*1 formulae k >ax  £ ® :
-  u) f= A>rtx  implies (fm+, v) h x  and

-  (9J?+,u) h k >ax  implies (OT+,u) t= x •
Since 0  is finite, W  ̂ is finite as well. We summarise the properties of m f in the fol

lowing lemma:

Lemma 2.11. (1) For every ip G 0  and every u G W we have:

(2) f/ satisfies conditions (Dl) wid (D3)-(D9) from Section 2.3.1.

(3) f/ is finite and |Wr | < 2S(̂ .

Proof. Claim (3) follows immediately from the definition of 9 #  as a filtration 

through cl(cp) and the bound for the size of cl{cp) proved in Lemma 2.10.
Claim (1 ) is proved by an easy induction on the construction of ip.

To prove (2), let us check conditions (Dl) and (D3)-(D9).

(Dl): We have to show that R{„ U Rf,a =  W/ x Wf . Let -[»]«'< > ]•  Then ^,iR<„v, 

and so uR>av, since f+ satisfies (i). Thus [»]R>n[u]'

(D3): If [u]r { > ]  and a <  b then {u}R{b[v}. Let [h]R ^ M  and a < b, for e  M(<p). 
Suppose ( 9Ti*, u)t= A -bX- By condition (C3) in the definition of 0  =  cl(ip), A “,y e 0 , 
and so (911+,» )  t= A -“x- Hence (OTi, ,u) 1= X- In fhe same way we can show that

(®lt,u) N A -bx  implies (OX*,") h X-
(D4): [m]r { 0[d] <=» [„] = [»]. The implication (<=) is obvious. So suppose

[w]R̂ 0 [v],Take some f £ 0  with <0Ti+, »> h </>. Without loss of generality we may
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assume that tp is not of the form A-°x- Then, by closure condition (C2), A-°ip G 0  and 
(9Jt+, u) f= A-°\p. Hence (©t+,u) N ip. In precisely the same way one can show that 

for all i/> G 0 , (9Jt+,i>) h i/> implies (93t+, u) h ip. Therefore, [m] = [i>].

(D5) and (D9): [tv]R<a[u] <=$> [u]R<a[w\ and [iv\R>a[u] <=> [m]K>«[w] hold by 
definition.

(D6): If [u]R<a[v] and [v]R<b[w], then [u]R<a+b[w], for (a + b) G M(<p). Suppose 
u) N A -a+bx- Then A -aA -bx  € 0  by (C3) and (9Jl+, u) h A~aA~bx- It follows 

that h A -bx, whence (9tt+,ze) N x • Now suppose that N A -a+bx.
Again, we have A -bA -ax  G 0 by (C3)and (9Jl+,ze) N A -bA -ax> Then ($H+,z;) \= A -ax, 
whence (9Jt+, u) t= x-

(D7): If [u]R^a[v] and [z/]R{.fl+i,[w], ^ en for a + b G M(q>). Suppose
that N A>bx- Then ~̂ A-a-̂ A>bx  G © by closure condition (C4) and hence
(9JZ+, ») N -iA-a-iA>bx- It follows that t= A>a+bx  and so (9JI+, 7̂ ) N For
the other direction suppose (9JI+,ze) h A>b̂ . Then (9Jt+, u) h ->A>a+b->A>bx  and 
-nA>a+b-̂ A>bx  G 0  by (C5). Hence (97?+,z/) t= A -^  and so N x-

(D8): If [u)Rf>a{v\ and a > b then [u]Rf>b[v]. Let [u\Rf>a[v] and a > b. Suppose 
(9JI+, u) h A>bx. Then A>ax  G © by (C5), (9Jt+, u) h A>ax, and so {9JZ+,z;) h x- 

Again, the other direction is treated analogously.

□
Step 3. Unfortunately, ft does not necessarily satisfy condition (D2) which is re

quired to construct a metric space from a relational model. It may happen that for 
some points [u], [v] in Wf and a G M(<p), we have both [u]R{a[v] and [u]Rf>a[v]. We 
therefore have to perform some surgery on the model W .  The defects form the set

D(Wf ) = { v e W f  | 3a G M(<p) 3u G Wf  (uRf<av & uRf>av)}.

Let

W* = {(v ,i) | z; g D(W/) , i g {0, 1 } } u { { m, 0) : z/g W^-D(W^)} .

So for each v e D(Wf) we now have two copies (z>,0) and (v, 1). Define a new model 

9JT = / pT >"■>) f* ~ (W*, (R<a)aeM(<p)/ (R>a)aeM(q>)) by setting

• p f 1' — { (w ,f )  G W ' | u G p f*7 } ,  for all i <  a?,

and by defining accessibility relations R<„ and R*>a as follows:

• if a >  0  then

<«, i) R < fl (v ,j)  : e ith e r  & -n iR f>av), o r  & i =  j ) ;
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• if a = 0 then

(u,i)R<„ (v,j) : *= * (u,i) = (»,/);

• R*>ais defined as the complement of K<rt, i.e.,

(«/<■> R'x, ( v , j ) ■ •*=*• -> («/!> (»,;) •

Lemma 2 .12 . (* = (W \ {R ’ia )aeMiv),(R>a)aeM^)) is nfinite D-metric M {f)-frame 
and |VV*| < 2 • 2S(^.

Proof. The upper bound for W* is obvious. That f* satisfies (Dl), (D2), and (D4) 
follows immediately from the definition. Let us check the remaining conditions.

(D3) Suppose that (u,i) (v,j) and b G M{q>) is such that a < b. If i = j  then
clearly (u, i) R*<b (v,j). So assume i ^ j. Then, by definition, uR?<av and ~'uR>av. Since 

\f  satisfies (D3) and (D8), we obtain uRf<bv and ->uRf>bv. Thus (u, i) R<b (v,j).

(D5) follows from the symmetry of K<(, and Rf>a, conditions (D5) and (D9).

(D6) Suppose (m, i) R<a (v,j), (v,j) R<b (w,k) and a +  b e  Then uR{av and 
vRf<hw. As ff  satisfies (D6), we have uR?<a+bw. If i = k then clearly (u,i) R<a+b (w,k). 

So assume i £  k. If i =  j  ±  k then, using (D7) for ff, - aRf>a+bw, since uR {av and 
~'vRi>bw. The case i ^ j  == k is considered analogously using the fact that the relations 
in ff  are symmetric.

□
Lemma 2.13. For all (v, i) € W* and tp G 0, we have:

<=> ip-

In particular, (p is satisfiable in 9JT, i-e., »(w• ^  ^ *

„ . , .. „  lh nrhp basis of induction and the case ofProof. The proof is by induction on ip. Ihe basis
n _  I _  a 9 v and ii) =  A >aX  are consequences of theBooleans are trivial. The cases ip — A X a r
following claims:

Claim 1: If uR^v  and (u,i) 6 W* (i e  {0 .1 }), then there exists a j such that

I d e l d ^ i s  is clear for f =  0. Suppose < -  1. If *  was duplicated, then <„. 1) is as 
required. If u was not duplicated, then -u R f>av, and so <t»,0> is as require, .

Claim 2: If (u,i) R*<a (v,j), then uR {av.
This should be obvious.

f v u n  r  i  /n  i B  then there exists a j  such thatClaim 3: If uRf>av and (u,i) € W* (i € {0 ,1 }), tnen me
(W'0  K a  {v,j).
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Suppose i = 0. If v was not duplicated, then ~̂ uR̂ av. Hence -i (u, 0) (v, 0). If v
was duplicated, then -• {u,0) R*<a (v, 1). In the case of i = 1 we have -> (u, 1)

i.e., (m, 1 ) (v,0).

Claim 4: If (u, i) R*>a (v ,j>, then uR̂ >av.
Indeed, if i = ; then -niR?<av and so uRf>av. And if i ±  j, then uR*>av. □

Thus, we have shown that (p is satisfiable in the model OJl* based on the finite D- 
metric M(«p)-frame f*. It remains to transform f* into a D-metric R +-frame ft in which 
(p remains satisfiable. By Theorem 2.7 (i), there is a metric space S based on the same 
set W* such that f* is its M(<p)-frame companion, i.e. fD,M(ç>)(S) = T- By Proposition 
1.12, (p is satisfiable in S. Take the IR+-frame companion of S, f* = fD/R+(S). Then f* is 
a D-metric R +-frame and (p is satisfiable in it.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.9. □

2.3.3. Decidability. We can now derive the decidability of the satisfiability prob
lem of formulae from the language £ d [Q+] in the class of metric spaces.

Theorem 2.14 (Decidability of L d Metric Spaces).
The satisfiability problem for L D[Q+]-formulae in the class MS of metric spaces is decidable.

Proof. Let tp be some £ D[Q+]-formula. By Theorems 2.9 and 2.7, cp is satisfiable 
in a metric space if and only if (p is satisfiable in some finite and D-metric M(<p)-frame 
f, where the size of f is at most f(\q>\) and M(q>) is finite. Thus, to decide whether (p is 
satisfiable in the class MS, we first enumerate all D-metric M(q>)-frames of size at most 
f(\(p\) (clearly, it is decidable whether a finite frame of size n is a D-metric frame), of 
which there are only finitely many, and then check whether cp is satisfiable in one of 

them. □

2.4. Decidable Logics of Non-Metric Distance Spaces

Let us now consider the satisfiability problem in the class T>d of arbitrary distance 
spaces and its subclasses Vs and Dh For V d and V s we can prove decidability even 
for the language LT2[Q'f ]• For D f we will consider the language L D[Q+].

Theorem 2.15 (Decidability of LJ2 in Non-Metric Spaces).
The satisfiability problem for  CT2[Q+]-/ormi/Dc in Vd and V s is decidable. Moreover, both 
problems are NEXPTIME-complete (for binary encoding o f parameters), and, in both cases, 
any satisfiable formula is satisfiable in a finite model.

PROOF. The proof is based on a simple reduction to the satisfiability problem for 
the two-variable fragment of first-order logic. Recall that atomic formulae S(x,y) < a
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and£(.x,j/) =  « can be regarded as binary predicates P«j(t/i/) and P~tJ(x,y). Denote by 

cp+ the result of replacing all subformulae in (p of the form 8{x,y) < n and 5{x,y) — a 

bY P<a{x,y) and P=a{x,y), respectively Let

0 = (Jq < (l\ < • • • < an

be the list of rational numbers that occur in cp, together with 0, and let 1 be the set of 

the following formulae, for i < n :

Vx,y(P=ai(x,y) -» [\ ~,P<ai(x/}l) A f\  ~'P=aj(x/}/) A f\  P<a,(x,y));
0 <j<i ¥ i  n^ >l

\/x,y(P<ai(xfy) -> f\  P<af(x>y))mt
i<j<n

Vx,y^P<0(x,y);

Vxf y(P=o(x,y) ++x = y).

We claim that the set T U {q>+} (which is of size polynomial in the size of <p for binary 

encoding of parameters) is satisfiable in a first-order structure

2 1= (W ,P % ....... ................P ] ........ c? - }

if and only if (p is satisfiable in a distance space model.
The direction (<=) is clear. So suppose that '21 satisfies 1 U }. Define a distance

space structure
2} = ( w , d , I f

by taking, for a,b  e  W:

a,- if QO= P-a.(a,b);

d(n,b) :=  sd^i±i if 2t ^P<0i(a,b) A P<tM(a,b) A ^P^f(a,b);

2 - a n if 2th  -̂ P<an(a>̂ ) A )̂-

It is not difficult to see that 53 satisfies (p, we just need to show that d is a well-defined 

distance function and satisfies, for all a, b € W:

d(a,b) < a{ <==> '21 t= P«j((fl,b) and d(a,b) = a,- <=> 2t \= P=aj(a,b).

But this is exactly what is guaranteed by 211= T.
Hence, to decide whether cp is satisfiable in a distance space model, it suffices to

check whether F U is satisfiable in a first-order structure. This proves the decid

ability of satisfiability in Vd.
For Vs, we take the set r s which is

F u  {Vx,y(P<ai(x,y) ~  p<„,(y,*)). Vx,y(P«,,(x,y) -  P.«((y .*)) I i < «}•

It is readily checked that cp is satisfiable in '!>' if and only if l's U {<y+ } is satisfiable.
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Since the satisfiability problem for the two-variable fragment with unary pre
dicates only is already NEXPTIME-complete, the satisfiability problem for LT^IQ4 ] 
is clearly NEXPTIME-hard. The remaining claims follow immediately from the 
NEXPTIME-completeness of the two-variable fragment of first-order logic (with bin
ary relations) and its finite model property, compare Mortimer [1975], Fiirer [1984] and 

Gradel et al. [1997]. □

In Theorem 1.17, we have shown that the first-order language -C^IQ4] is express
ively complete for the modal language £ 0 f [Q4] over symmetric structures and that 
LT2[Q+] is as expressive as £ 0 f [Q4 ] over arbitrary distance spaces. We can now use 
this correspondence to easily derive corresponding upper complexity bounds for £ 0 f 
over symmetric and arbitrary distance spaces.

COROLLARY 2.16. The satisfiability problem for LQp[Q+]-formulae (and all its sublan
guages) is decidable in NEXPTIME (for binary encoding o f parameters) in the classes Ds and 
Dd. £ 0 f [Q4] has the finite model property in the classes Ds and Dd.

PROOF. Since the translation from -COf [Q+]-formulae to £ T 2[Q4]-formulae given 
in Theorem 1.17 is polynomial and satisfiability preserving, £ 0 f [Q+] satisfiability is 
decidable in NEXPTIME. Further, £ 0 f [Qt 1 has the finite model property over both, 
arbitrary and symmetric distance spaces, since £ 3*2[Q4] has the finite model property 
over these classes by Theorem 2.15. □

We leave it as an open problem whether the complexity of the satisfiability prob
lem for £  Of [Q+]-formulae in symmetric and arbitrary distance spaces is NEXPTIME- 
complete. Similarly to the situation in Boolean modal logic enriched with converse 
operators and the difference operator, compare Lutz et al. [2001b], it might be the 
case that satisfiability in £Of [M] is EXPTIME-complete for finite M, but NEXPTIME- 
complete for M infinite, i.e., M =  N , Q f .

Let us now consider the satisfiability problem in the class V* of spaces satisfying 
the triangular inequality.

Theorem 2.17 (Decidability and FMP of £ d in Triangular Spaces).
(i) The satisfiability problem for L D[Q+]-formulae in T)1 is decidable.

(ii) Any L d [Q+]-formula q> satisfiable in D' is satisfiable in a finite member o f V* of size at 
most g(\(p\), where g(\q>\) is computable.

PROOF. The proof of (ii) is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 2.8. Given 
a formula <p satisfiable in a triangular space, we find a D-triangular R +-frame in which 
cp is satisfiable by Proposition 1.12. By Theorem 2.18 to be proved below, £ D[R+] has 
the finite frame property with respect to D-triangular R +-frames. In particular, we
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find a D-triangular M((p)-frame in which q> is satisfiable and such that M{q>) is a finite 
parameter set. Finally, by Theorem 2.7 we find a finite triangular space S in which cp 
is satisfiable.

Claim (i) follows, as in the proof of Theorem 2.14, from the strong finite model 
property together with the Representation Theorem 2.7. □

Next, we prove the finite frame property of £ d[R 1 ] with respect to D-triangular 
R +-frames.

Theorem 2.18 (Finite Frame Property of L d in &).
A &D[R+¡-formula q> is satisfiable in a D-triangular U+-frame if ami only if it is satisfiable 
in a finite D-triangular R +-frame. In particular, (p is satisfiable in a finite D-triangular 
M(q>)-frame, where M{<p) C R + is a finite parameter set, whenever (p is satisfiable.

Proof. The proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 2.9 and proceeds in three 
steps. Steps 1 is as before. So we may assume that we have a model 911 based on 
a D-triangular M(<p)-frame f such that (f, ppf , • • •,»> t= and is a finite 
parameter set.

However, since models are now not necessarily symmetric, two important modi
fications are required in Steps 2 and 3. One concerns the filtration, another the copying 
technique:

Step 2. Let SF(q>) be the set of all subformulae of q>. Define the closure cl(<p) of 
SF(tp) as the smallest set T of formulae of £ D[M(<p)] such that SF(<p) C T and

(Cl) T is closed under subformulae.
(C3) If A -a\j) € T and a > a\ + -----h an, a{ 6 M(q>) -  {0}, then A ^  . . .  A^'ip e  T.
(C4) If A>flip e  T and b e  M(cp), t h e n 6 T.
(C6) If A>fli/; e  T and b > a, for b 6 M(<p), then A>bip 6 T.

The closure cl(q>) of SF(q>) is defined in almost the same way as on page 48; the 
only differences are that the last condition (C5) has been replaced with the condition 
(C6), and (C2) is now not longer necessary since we define the relation I i{0 differently:

The filtration of 911 through 0  = c/(0) is modified in the following way. Define an 
equivalence relation = on W by taking

u ~ v : <=> for all ip e  0  we have (911, u) L i/’ iff (911, v) h ip.

Let [m] = [v e  W : u = ;>}. Construct a filtration 9Jp = ( j f , I’q’1 , ■ ■.) with the frame 

*r = ( W/f (Rf>a)aeMM)  of through 0  by taking

• W f  = {[«]: t/ e W};
* l’f ,! = {[«1 : H 6 p f1} for i < u ;
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• a > 0: [u]R<a[v] <=> A-flip € ©and (9ft, i/) N implies (9ft, u) N tp;

• a — 0: ^ ^  M := [u]/
• a > 0: [u]Rf>a[v] <$=*► A>atp e  ©and (9ft, m) t= A>atp implies (9ft,u) N tp.

Since 0  is finite, YJf is finite as well. Note also that we have that uR<av implies

[u]R<a[v], and uR>av implies [u]Ria[v}.

Lemma 2.19.
(1) For every ip e  0  and every u 6 W: (9ft, m) t= tp <=> (9ft-̂ , [u]) N ip.
(2) f/ satisfies (Dl), (D3)-(D4) and (D6HD8) from Section 2.3.1, Page 42.

Proof. (1) is proved by an easy induction; To prove (2), we have to check condi
tions (Dl), (D3)-(D4) and (D6)-(D8). The proof of (Dl), i.e., Rf<a U Rf>a = W  x Vjf, is 

as in Lemma 2.11.

(D3): if [u]Rf<a[v] an d a < b  then [u]Rf<b[v]. Let [u]R<a[v] and a < b  for some b e  M{tp). 
Suppose (9ft, u) h A- btp. By the definition of 0 ,  (C3), A -atp e  0 .  Thus, since a < b, 
(9ft, u) N A -aip. Then [n]Rf<a[v] implies (9ft, v) t= ip, and [u]R{b[v] follows.

(D4): [u]r { q[v] <=> [m] =  [v] holds by the definition of r { 0.

(D6): if [u]Rf<a[v] and [v]R.{b[w], then [u]R<a+bN , for a + b € M(<p). Suppose that 
we have (9ft, u) 1= A -a+btp. Then A-aA -btp € 0  by (C3) and (9ft, u) 1= A^aA^btp. So 

(9ft, v) N A- btp, whence (9ft, w) 1= tp.

(D7): if [w)R<„[i>] and [m]R L + »N  then forn + i; € M(tp). Let (OT, 1= A
and A>bif> e0 . Then we have ^ a-,A>btp € 0  by (C4) and (OT h -,AS"-.A
for otherwise (since 0  is closed under subterms) (9ft, u) h A -a->A>btp together with 
[u]Rf<a[v] would imply (9ft,v) N ~̂ A>btp, which is a contradiction. Suppose that 
uR>a+bX for some point x e W. Since (9ft, u) \= ->A-fl-iA>,;ip, there is a point y e W 
such that uR<ay and (9ft, y) 1= A>btp. As 9ft satisfies (D7), it follows that yR>bx, and so 
(9ft, x) N tp. Hence (9ft, i/) t= A>{a+b,tp, which implies (9ft, w) N tp.

(D8): if [u]R>a[v] and a > b then [u]Rf>b[v]. Let [u]Rf>a[v] and a > b for some b € 
Suppose (9ft, n) 1= A>btp. By the definition of 0 ,  (C6), A>atp e  0 .  Thus, since a > b, 
(9ft,m) N A>atp. Then [u]R.l>a[v] implies (9ft, v) N tp, and [u]Rf>b[v] follows.

□

Step 3. We are now again facing the problem that f/ may not satisfy condition (D2). 
To avoid this problematic case—the situation where for some points [w], [v] in ]Nf and 
a 6 M((p) both [u]R{a[v) and [u]R{a[v] hold—we modify the copying technique in the 
following way. The problematic points form the set

D( Wf ) = {v e  W/ | 3a e  M(q>) 3u € Wf  (uR {av & uRf>av)}.
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Let

W* =  {(c ,i) I v 6 D(Wf),¿6  {0,1,2} }  U{(«,0> I

So for each v € D(W f) we have now three copies (z>,0), (v,\) and {v,2). Define an 
new model = (f*,Po with f* =  (W*, (R*<a)aeM{<p)> (R>a)aeM(<p)) by setting

p fv =  { ( u,i) e W* | u 6 p?l f }, for all i < cv,

and by defining accessibility relations and R*>a as follows:

• If a > 0, then (u,i) R<a (v , j ) : <=> either

-  uR<av and -iiiR>av, or
-  uR̂ <av and j  = 0, or
-  (u,i)  =  (v, j )  (then also uR<av).

• I f «  =  0, then (u,i) R<a (v, j ) : <=> (u, i ) =  (v, j) .
• R>a is defined as the complement of K<fl, i.e.,

(U, i) R*>a (V' j )  1 (U' 0 R <a (V' j )  *

Lemma 2.20. The frame f* is a D-triangular M(<p)-frame, i.e., satisfies conditions (D6) 

and (D1HD4) .

Proof. That f* satisfies (Dl), (D2), and (D4), follows immediately from the defin

itions of R%a and R*>a. Let us check the remaining conditions.

(D3) Suppose (u,i) R*<a (v, j )  and a < b, for b e M((p). If (u,i) ~ (v, j ) ,  then 
(«/*> R<b (v, j )  follows immediately from the definition. So assume (u,i) / (v, j ).  By 
definition we have uRf<av, and since f f  saHsfies (D3), uRf<bv holds as well. If -*uRf>bv, 

iben clearly (u, i) R*<b (v, j) .  So suppose uRj>bv. Since f f  satisfies (D8), we then have

uR>av, whence j  — 0 and so (u,i) R*<b (v,j)-

(D6) Suppose {u,i)R\a {v,j) and (v,j) R<b {w,k), for a,h ,a  + b e  M(q>). We 
have to show that (u,i)R*<a+h(w,k). First, if (u,i) = {v,j) or (v,j) =  (w ,k), then 
(“/*) R<a+b {w ,k> follows immediately from (D3), since a,b  < a + b. So we may as
sume that (u,i) ^  (v,j) and (v,j) ^  (w ,k). Then by definition, uRf<av and vR^w , 
whence uR<a+bw, because ff satisfies (D6). If ~'iiR>aJrbw, then (u,i) R<a+b (w,k) fol- 

lows from the definition. So assume uRf>a+bw holds in ff  as well. From uR {av and 
(D7) we obtain vRf>bw, and so k  =  0. But then again, (u,i) R*<a+b (w ,k) follows from

the definition. □

Lemma 2 .2 1 . For all (u,i) e W*, i e {0,1,2} and all ip 6 0 ,  we have

(m *, (u, i)) t= ip <=> u)  ^
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PROOF. The proof is by induction on ip. The basis of induction follows from the 
definition and the case of Booleans is trivial. The cases of ip = (A-ax) and = (A>flx) 
are consequences of the following claims.

Claim 1: If uR*<av and (u, i) e  W*, then there is j  such that (u, i) R*<a (»//'>■

Indeed, if a > 0, we put j  = 0, and (ii, i) R*<a (v,j) follows from the definition. If 
¿7 = 0, then u = v; so we can take i = j.

Claim 2: If (u, i) R*<a {v ,j), then uR<av.

This follows immediately from the definition of R<a.

Claim 3: If uR>av and (u, i) e  W*, then there exists j  such that (u, i) R*>a (v ,j).

Fix some uR>av and (u,i) € W*. Suppose first that a — 0. If -̂ uR̂ <0v we then 
have u / v, since I?<0 satisfies (D4), and so we can choose j  = 0. If uR<0v then v 
has been copied, so we can choose j  — i +  1 (mod 2) and (u, i) ^ (v,j), from which 
(u, i) R*>a (v ,j). Suppose now that a > 0. Consider two cases.

Case 1: uR {av. Then v has been copied, i.e., W* contains (y,0), (v ,l)  and (v,2). 
Then put j  ^ 0,/ which is always possible, because we have three copies of v. 
But then all three defining properties of (u,i) R*<a (v,j) are violated, which means 

(*hi) &>a
Case 2: -niR<av. Then u ^ v. So we can put j  = 0, and again all three defining 

properties are violated.

Claim 4: If («, i) R*>a (v,j) then uRf>av.

There are again two cases.
Case 1: a > 0. If j  = 0 then uR{av, and thus iiRf>av by (Dl). If j  £  0, then, since 

the first defining property of is violated, uR<av follows again by (Dl).
Case 2: a =  0. Then (u, i) ^ (v,j). If u £  v, then uR{0v and hence uRf>0v as 

required. If u = v and i ±  j, then u has been copied. So there are zv e  Wf and b 6 M 
such that w R {bu and wRf>bu. Since the latter can be written as wRj>[h 0u, condition 
(D7) yields uR!>qu, as required.

Now, consider the induction step for ip = A -ax . Suppose (SOT*, (w, /)) t= A -ax  
and pick some v such that uR<av. By Claim 1, there exists j  e  {0,1,2} such that 
(m, i) R<a (v,j). Then (9JP, (v,j)) h x  and, by the induction hypotheses, it follows that 

v) 1= x • Hence ( m f , u) N A -aX- Conversely, if (W , u) \= A^ax  and (v,j) is such 
that (u, i) R*<a (v ,j), then by Claim 2, uR {av and (Wlf, v) £ x> and so by the induction 
hypotheses, (3JT, (v,j)) h x> i*e., (W*, (u,i)) N A -ax-

The case of t/> — A >ax  follows analogously from Claims 3 and 4. □
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Thus, we have shown that the model 9JH satisfies (p, i.e., (®T*, (ze,0)) t= (p, and 
that the frame f* it is based on is a D-triangular M(<p)-frame. Again, it remains to 
show that this frame can be transformed in a D-triangular R +-frame in which cp is 
satisfiable, which can be done in precisely the same way as in Theorem 2.9, i.e., with 
the help of Theorem 2.7 (i) and Proposition 1.12.

□





CHAPTER 3

Logical Properties of Distance Logics

This chapter studies logical properties of distance logics. We have introduced lo
gics of distance spaces in Definition 1.9 semantically, that is, as the sets of formulae of 
some language valid in some class of distance spaces. Let us begin our investigations 
by stating the obvious:

Proposition 3.1. All the logics MSq[M] (MSOq [M]), where O ç  O(M) is some 
operator set and i e  {d, s, t, m}, are normal multi-modal (hybrid) logics.

Proof. Let D', i e  {d,s , t, m}, be a class of distance spaces. It easily follows from 
the definition of the truth-relation that

(1 ) all propositional tautologies are valid in D',
(2) the K-Axioms

O(<P *P) (0<P ~* O V),

for O  £ {■ } UO(M) are valid in V ,  and
(3) that the rules of (sorted) substitution, modus ponens and necessitation, i.e.

vV _ZLÎ(MP) J£-(r n ) O e { l } u O ( M ) ,
^ O <p

preserve validity. □

In the next section, we present Hilbert-style axiomatisations of the logics MSp[M], 
i € {d ,s ,t ,m }, in the languages Co[Mj not containing nominals. To prove complete
ness in Theorem 3.3, we employ the relational representation for these languages given 
in Section 2.3 and use Sahlqvist completeness theory as well as variants of the filtra
tion and 'frame-repair' techniques used to prove the decidability of the satisfiability 
problem for these languages in Chapter 2.

In Section 3.2, we draw our attention to the modal distance logic MSOf [M], whose 
language we showed in Section 1.4 to be expressively complete for the two-variable 
fragment £ 3 2 [M] interpreted in metric spaces. We show that even for this (undecid- 
able) language, an elementary relational representation of metric spaces can be given 
that captures theoremhood. To axiomatise the corresponding class of frames in the 
language £ 0 f [M], we will use some rather general completeness results from hybrid 

completeness theory
61
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Finally, in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, we discuss several themes related to the (frame) 
representation theorems for languages L 0 d [M] and HOfJM]. We first show, in Sec
tion 3.3, that while F-metric frames can capture theoremhood in £O f [M], the local 
consequence relations with respect to metric spaces and F-metric frames differ in that 
the latter is compact, while the former is not. We then use the frame representations, in 
Section 3.4, to derive corresponding representation theorems for a variety of sublan
guages of the full modal distance language £ 0 [M], and provide sound and complete 
axiom systems for the respective logics. We close our investigations on distance logics 
by deriving a few results on Craig interpolation.

3.1. Axiomatising MSo

In this section, we present Hilbert-style axiomatisations of the logics MS'D, for 
i e  {d ,s ,t,m }. As noted after the proof of Proposition 1.16, we have an effective 
translation .** such that

(p e  MSO'd <=> $  € MSp, for i e  {d,s, t,m }.

Thus, the axiomatisations given can be understood as giving axiomatisations for the 
logics including nominals, as well. Note again that, as proved in Proposition 1.16 (i), 
the language Co 'contains' standard modal operators like

• the universal modality: Oa(p = A- a(p A A>acp (cp holds 'everywhere'),
• its dual: ()a(p = E-acp V E>acp) (<p holds 'somewhere'), and
• the difference operator Dcp =  E>0(p ((p holds 'somewhere else').

as definable operators in the sense of Definition 1.13.
Since A -a and A>a are both normal modal operators, the operator □„ is normal as 

well, for any a in a given parameter set M.

3.1.1. The Axiomatic Systems for MS'D. We start by presenting the Hilbert-style 
calculi for the logics MS^[M], and JvtSyfM], where the choice of
the parameter set M C R + is arbitrary. The corresponding axiomatic systems will be 
denoted by MSpjM], MSpfM], and MSJJ[M].

As usual, given a logic L and an axiom schema 0 ,  we denote by V -  L ® 0  the 
smallest normal modal logic containing L and 0 . Let MS^ be the axiomatic system 
with the axiom schemata and inference rules listed in Table 3.1 .

Let us make a few comments on the choice of those axioms: The schema ( K q ) 

reflects that we are dealing with standard normal modal operators, while the axiom 
schemata (MoA<) and (MoA>) are sound, since d is a function and the values d(u, v) are 
compared by the usual ordering on R +. The Axiom (TA<0) codifies the assumption 
that the modality A- 0 satisfies reflexivity. Intuitively, it states that the distance from
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A x io m  s c h e m a t a  f o r  MS‘i [ M ]

(CL) Axiom s of propositional calculus;

(K0 ) 0 1 -G
. 1 0 -s 1 O H

w here O  £  { A - fl,A >fl | a ,b e  M }

(Moa <) A- n(p —» A - bcp (a, b £ M, a > b)
(Moa >) A >aip —* A>bcp (a,b E M, a < b)
(T a<o)

ToV!<

(T A-°) cp —> A -°(p
(Diff) m IA & > V 0

-e 1 > V a (a €  M)

(U l)

S-
□To□ (a E M)

(U2) D a(p Do<p (a c  M)

(*□ ) F]ap (,a E M)

(Bq) (p -*  DaOaP {a E M)

I n f e r e n c e  r u l e s :

The inference rules are modus ponens and necessitation for both A - fl and A>fl:

f  ^ (MP) ^  (RN1) ^  (RN2) N M )

Table 3.1: The axiomatic system MSp[A4].

a point to itself is zero. Conversely, Axiom (T^<0) states that this is never the case for 
distinct points. Axiom (Diff) asserts a weak form of the triangular inequality, namely, 
that if a point u is at most a far away, and a point v is more than a far away, then 
the distance from u to v should be greater than 0. Axiom (Ul) says that if (p holds 
everywhere, then (p holds at all points whose distance is less or equal to a or greater 
than a. Axiom (U2) is the converse of (Ul). Finally, the last two Axioms plus item (4) 
from Lemma 3.2 state that the modality □„ is an S5 modal operator. Here, to ensure 
the soundness, we basically need that every pair of reals is assigned a distance.

The following lemma gives two simple theorems of MSd0 [M] which will be used in 

the proof of Theorem 3.5.

Lemma 3.2. For any q> E £ d[M] we have:

(Eqo): FMSd̂ Oa<p t3b<P (a,b E M)

(Td): b M5£ □  a<p~* <P (a e  M)

PROOF, (ad V. This follows easily from (Ul) and (U2) and some propositional 
reasoning, (ad 2). By (Eq0 ) it suffices to show that hMS, D0cp -> <p. But this is a 

weakening of Axiom (TA<o). O
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A d d i t i o n a l  A x io m  s c h e m a t a  f o r  MSg[M], MSg[M], a n d  MSg[M].

(Ba<) ( p -+ A -aE - a(p (a e M )
(Ba>) cp -» A >aE>a(p (a e M )
(Trl) A^a+b(p -> A - aA - b(p (a, b e M )
(Tr2) A>bcp -  A>a+btp (a, b e M )

The A x i o m a t i c  s y s t e m s  MSg[M], MSg[M], a n d  MSg[M].

MSg[Mj = MSg[M] © (Ba<) © (Ba>);
MSg[M] = MSg 0  (Trl) 0  (Tr2);
MSg[M] = MSg © (BA<)© (Ba> ) © (Trl) © (Tr2).

Table 3.2: The axiomatic systems MSg[M], MSg[M], and MSd [MJ.

To axiomatise MSg[M], MSg[M], and MSD[M] ( = MSg[M]), we require four extra 
axiom schemata as specified in Table 3.2.

For an £ D[M]-formula (p we write bMSm[M] <p, hMSsD[M] cp etc. if <¡0 is a theorem of 
MSg[M], MSsd[M] etc. To simplify notation, we will usually omit M and write MSg, 
MSg, hMS« (p, LMssD (p, etc.

The main result of this section is the following:

Theorem 3.3 (Weak Completeness). Let MSg, i e  {d ,s ,t,m }, be any o f the axio
matic systems and MSg the corresponding logic. Then for all L D[M}-formula cp:

h MS'D ?  *= *  <P e  M S b -

We begin the proof of this theorem by establishing the soundness of the axiomatic 
systems.

Lemma 3.4 (Soundness). Let MSg, i E {d ,s ,t ,m }, be any o f the axiomatic systems 
and MSg the corresponding logic. Then for every Lo[M}-formula cp:

hMŜ  (p implies (p E MSg.

Proof, (a) Let us start with the system MSg and the class of all distance spaces as 
intended models. The validity of the K-schemata follows from the semantic definition 
of the modal operators. The validity of the schemata (MoA<) and (MoA>) follows from 
the K-Axioms (in the case of a = b) and the definition of distance spaces. For suppose 
that a > b and
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Then there exists a u e  W such that d(w,u) < b and (53,u) P cp. But since < is 
the usual linear order on IR, we have d(iv, u) < a, and hence (53, u) h cp, which is a 
contradiction. The Axiom schema (MoA>) is considered analogously.

Consider now the Axiom (Diff). Suppose that (53, u) h E-aA>Qcp. Then there is a 
point v € W with d(u,v) < a such that for all points w with d(v,w) > 0 (i.e., iv f- v) 
we have (53, w) h (p. Now take any point w' with d(u,w') > a. Then clearly v ^ w', 
and hence (53, w') t= (p, from which (53, u) N A>a(p.

The validity of the remaining axioms follows immediately from the definitions 
(note that (53, w) 1= Qaq> means that cp is valid in 53), and it should be clear that validity 
is preserved under the inference rules.

(b) Now assume that the distance function d is symmetric and consider Axiom 
(Ba<). Suppose that (53, w) P q>-*  A-flE -> . Then (53, w) h q> and there is a point u 
with d(u>, u) < a such that (53, u) t= A -^tp. Since d is symmetric, we have d{u, w) < a, 
and hence (<8 ,it;) N -«p, which is a contradiction. The validity of Axiom (BA>) in 
symmetric distance spaces is shown in a similar manner.

(c) Suppose that the distance function d satisfies the triangular inequality (3) and 
(53,w) t= A -a+b(p. Take any points u,v such that d(w,u) < a and d(u,v) < b. By (3), 

we have d(zv, v) < d(w, u) + d(n, v) < a + b. Therefore, (53, v) t= <p, and so we obtain 
(53, w) b A -aA -b(p, which shows the validity of (Trl) in triangular spaces. To show the 

validity of (Tr2), assume that (53, w) 1= E -aA>b<p, i.e., that there is a u with d(w, u) < a 
such that (53, m) N A>b(p. Take any point v such that d(w,v) > a + b. We then have 
a + d(u,v) > d(w,u) T d(u,v) > d(w,v) > a + b, from which d(u,v) > b, and hence 
(53, w) N A>a+b(p.

(d) The case of metric spaces is a consequence of (a), (b) and (c). □

To prove completeness, we will use the representation of distance spaces by the 
respective standard classes of M-frames, as given in 1 heorem 2.7.

3.1.2. Frame Completeness and Finite Frame Property. To proceed with the proof 
of Theorem 3.3, we first show that our axiomatic systems are sound and complete with 
respect to the classes (of finite frames in) 3rd, T5, Tf, and 'Jm, respectively.

Theorem 3.5 (Frame Completeness). Let MS'D, i e {d, s, t,m }, be any o f the axio
matic systems and T  the corresponding class o f standard frames. Then, for even/ formula cp of 
£ d [M], zve have:

<p «=► f N <p, for all finite f € T .
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P r o o f . ( ==> ) Suppose b MS, cp', for i e { d , s , t ,m } .  Let M' D Par{(p') be a 
finite parameter set containing the parameters occurring in cpl. Then, given any (finite) 
D-standard M-frame f  e T ,  (p‘ is valid in f  if and only if (pl is valid in the frame-reduct 

f  i(DM')):=  <W,(R<fl)flGM',(R>fl)fleM'}- By Proposition 2.7 (i), f  l(D/M') is the frame- 
companion of some distance space S, where S is a metric space if f  is a D-metric
M'-frame, etc. By Soundness with respect to the respective classes of distance spaces, 
Lemma 3.4, <p' is valid in the class £>', thus cp' is valid in the respective class T  of 
(finite) M-frames.

(«$=) Let MS'd, i e {d, s, t, m}, be any of the axiomatic systems and W  its canonical 
model based on the canonical frame f . As all axioms of MS'D are Sahlqvist formulae, 
for i e {d,s,f,m }, by Sahlqvist's Theorem we have f  N MS'D. It is not hard to see 
that f  satisfies all the frame properties corresponding to T ,  except perhaps (Dl) and 
(D2). (For instance, conditions (D3) and (D8) are first-order equivalents of (MoA<) and 
(Moa>).)

As an example we consider condition (D7). Suppose that uRd<av, uRd>azv and 
A>0(p e  v. Then E~dA>0^ € u, for otherwise >0(p e  u (since u is a maximal
consistent set of formulae), and so -A >0<p 6 v by the definition of Rd<a, contrary to 
v being consistent. By Axiom (Diff) we then have A >aq> e  u, whence ( p e w  by the 
definition of Rd>a, and so vR^qW.

Suppose now that ^ MS,p (pl■ Then there exists a point wx in f1 such that we have 
(M'tWj) ¥ (pl. Take the submodel

Vftwi =  , (R<a)aeMf (^>a)aeM /^

of tm' generated by zuif where b' is the respective canonical valuation. Then, clearly, 
¥■ <pl and the underlying frame fw. satisfies all the properties mentioned 

above. We claim that, for i e {d ,s, t, m}, fjp. satisfies (Dl) as well. Indeed, by (4D), (Bn) 
and (Td), for every a e M, □« is an S5-box interpreted by the relation R'<fl U R‘>a. It 
follows that the R'<fl U Rl>a are equivalence relations on W'. By (Eqa ), we also have

V<a U Ria = R{<b U RU

for all a, b e  M. And since fw. is rooted, we can conclude that R'<fl u R‘>a is the universal 
relation on W', i.e., R'<a U R‘>a =  W' x W', as required.

It remains to transform 9Jl[0i into a finite model Wlf which still refutes <p' and has 
all the properties corresponding to T ,  including (D2). For the cases of D-metric and 
D-triangular frames we have already shown how models of type and 0 can be 
transformed in this way in Theorems 2.9 and 2.18. It remains to consider the simpler
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cases of D-symmetric and D-standard frames. As before, the required construction in
volves finite filtrations of the models 9JlsUh and Tld)j that are manipulated by duplicat
ing certain points to obtain finite models satisfying (D2), extending similar techniques 
developed in Gargov et al. [1988] and Goranko [1990a].

We will treat the two cases simultaneously. Again, as condition (D2) is not defin
able, we will have to assume 'redundant' frame conditions in the middle of the con
struction, this time, condition (DIO). So suppose that wd) Y (pd, where MSdD Y yd, 
and that (9)is, ws) ¥ (ps, where MSSD Y q>s.

Without loss of generality we may assume that the models 911,/ and 9J1S are based 
on M (cp1)-frames fd and fs as defined in the proof of Theorem 2.9 Step 1 , with M(q>d), 
M(cps) a finite parameter set. Set Md := M(cpd) and Ms := M(<ps). Then the frame fd 
underlying is of the form

fd ~ (Wd,(D<a)aeMd,(D  >a)a€Mj')

and satisfies (Dl), (D3)-(D4), (D8), and (DIO), whereas the frame fs underlying 9Jts is 
of the form

fs =  (WS/ (S<a)aeM,r (S>a)aeMt)
and satisfies (Dl), (D3)-(D5), and (D8)-(D10).

We want to convert the models 9Jld and 9JIS into finite models 9Jljjj and 9Jtf which 
also satisfy (D2) and still refute cpd and f ,  respectively.

We continue with the construction of the filtrations. Define the closures cl(qfl) 
and cl(cps) of (pd and (ps to be the smallest sets Td and Ts of £ D[M]-formulae such that 
(pd e  Td, q)s e  Ts, and, for i € {d ,s}

(Cl) V  is closed under subformulae.
(C6) If A>a\p 6 V  and b > a, then A>hip 6 V (b € M,).

(C7) if A-fli/> € V  and a > b, then A^t/; £ T  (b 6 M ).
(C8) If A>0tp e  V,  then -.A^->A>0i/> e  V (b 6 M;).
(C9) If A>{ty € Ts, then -<A>b^A>(ty € Ts (b 6 Ms).

Note that Td is closed only under (Cl) and (C6)-(C8), while Ts is also closed under 
(C9). By slightly modifying the proof of Lemma 2.10, it is easily seen that the closures 
of q)d and (ps are finite sets.

Now we filtrate Md and 9tts through 0 *  =  c/(/) and 0 s = c/(<ps), respectively. 
Define equivalence relations =,/ and =$ on Wd and Ws by taking, for i € {d, s} and 
u, v € W, :

u v : (9J1,-, u) Y ip iff (99?/, v) 1= ip for all ip e & .
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Let [u\j -  {v e  Wj | u =i v} and construct filtrations

m fd =

and
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of 9 %  OTS through 0 '', 0 s, by taking, for i6 {d,s}:

. W( = {[«],■  | i/ e W,};
• P?‘ = {[“]/ I » e p f ’} for k < o ;; 

and by defining the accessibility relations as

• a > 0 : '• ior a11 A~ ^  6
-  t= A-fli/> implies (?Md,v) ^

• a = 0 : : <i=> [“Id = M<*;
• a > 0 : for all A>fli/> 6 Qd

-  (9Jld,u) N A>aip implies (ftt\d,v) f= ip,

for the frame f̂ , and

• a > 0 : [w]ss £ » s : <==> for all A^ip € 0 s
-  (VJls,u) N A-rti/> implies (2nS/u) ^
-  (Wls,v) 1= A-fli/> implies (Wls,u) N ip;

• a = 0 : M sS{0Ms : ^ ^  Ms = Ms'
• a > 0 : : <=> for all A>fli/> € 0 s

-  (VJlS/u) 1= A><ji/j implies (Ws,v) t= ip;
-  (9JtS/v) h A>flip implies (DJls,u) N ip,

for the frame f{. Since Gd and 0 s are finite, and w/ are finite as well.

Lemma 3.6. (i) For every f  e  &  and every wf- 6 W„ i e  { d ,s }:

(Onf/Mi> *=> (wif/M i) ^ $'•

In particular, ( m fd, [wd]d)  V cpd and ( m { ,  [ws]s)  J* cps.

(ii) The frame fd underlying 9Jlfd satisfies (Dl), (D3)-(D4), (D8) and (DIO).
(iii) The frame f£ underlying 0Jlfs satisfies (Dl), (D3)~(D5) and (D8)-(D10).

PROOF. Claim (i) is proved by an easy induction on the construction of ipd, t/>s, 
respectively.

Let us prove (ii) and (iii): Note that we have uD<av implies [u]dDf<a[v]d and uD>av 
implies [u}dD ia[v}d, The same holds true for the relations S^a and Sf>a. For a = 0 and 
the relations d { 0 and s { 0 this is true by virtue of condition (D4) which holds for both,
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fd and fs. For the relations and Sd>a this holds since fs satisfies conditions (D3) and 
(D8).

(Dl): For we have to show that U D>„ = Wj x w{. Suppose that ^ ¡u ]d D f<a[v]. 
Then ->uD<av, and so uD>av, since satisfies (Dl). Thus [u]dD>alv]d- The proof for fs 
is the same.

(D3): We check that if [u]dD<a[v]d and a < b then [u]dD^b[v]d. Suppose [u]dD<a[v]d 
and a < b, for b £ M,/. Assume further that (Md, u) b A -bi() and A -btp £ Gd. By the 
definition of ©d, condition (C7), A £ ©d. Since (D3) holds in f(/, (Md,u) b A~aij) 
and thus (93?̂ , v) b \}h The proof for fs is similar.

(D4): [u}dD<o[v}d <=> Md -  [v]d holds by the definition of D<0. The same holds true 
for fs.

(D8): If [u]dDf>a[v}d and a > b then As above, let us assume that
[u\dD>aiv]d and a > b, for b £ Mj. Suppose that b A>b\p. Then A>(lip £ ©d by
(C6), (Md, u) b A>a\p, and so (93T¿>v)  ̂ */>• Again, the proof for fs is similar.

(DIO): Suppose that [u]dD{a[v]d, [«]</£><,M<f and (Md,v) b A>0ip, where A>0i(> e S d. 
Then, by the definition of 0 f, condition (C8), E -aA>0ip £ ©d (so A -a->A>0\p £ 0 d as 
well) and (Md,u) b E-aA>Q\p (for otherwise we would have (9Jld,u) 1= A-rt->A>0i/; 
and then (Md, v) b ->A>0i/>). So there is a w/ € such that uD<aw' and it holds 
that (Md,ivr) b A>0i/x So, for any w" with uD >aw", by condition (DIO) which holds 
for fd, we have w'D^iv" and thus ( 9 b tp. It follows that (Md,u) b A>fli/\ 
By definition of 0^, A>a\j> £ 0 d since a > 0 and A>0ip £ 0 d. So [w]dD>fl[wi]d implies 
(93Td/u;) b i/;, from which [z7]dD>0[w]d.

Next, to prove (DIO) for fs we can first repeat the above proof to show that 
(93lS/i>) b A>0t/>, and A>0ip £ 0 5 implies (Ms,w) b \p. Further, assume that 
(93ts,u;) b A>0i/>, and A>0ip £ 0 s. Then E>i,A>0ip £ 0 s by (C9) and we also have 
(93ts, u) b e ><,A>0ip (for otherwise, we would have (971$,u) b A>fl->A>0ip and then 
(Ms,w) b - iA>0ip). So there is a w1 £ Ws such that uS>aivf and (Ms,w') b A>0ip, Let 

w" be such that uS<aw". By condition (DIO) for fs we obtain w"S>0w' and by condi
tion (D9) zv'S>ow". Thus (Ms,w") b ip and so (9Jls,u) b A -atp, which implies that 
(M$,v) b ip. This shows that [u]ss { 0[zt>]s-

(D5) and (D9): These conditions follow immediately from the definitions of Sf<a and
Sd°>a-

□
Next we perform the copying technique to guarantee that yd and \{ also satisfy 

condition (D2).
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The possible defects form the sets

D(W{) = {v6 w j | 3a e Md3k 6 (uD {av &

and
D(w/) = {v€ w/ I 3n 6 Ms 3k € w/ (uSfia v & hS£„»)}.

Let, for i e  {d ,s }:

w ; =  {(» ,;)  I K 6 D ( w { ) , j6 {0 ,1 }}  U { ( k, 0) I

So, for each K S D (W j), i € {<f,s}, we now have two copies (v,0) and (v, 1 ). Define 

new models 9J1J and 9JI* based on frames

and
f,* =  ( w ; , ( s i fl)fleM„ ( s i a)a6Ms) ,

by taking, for i6 (d ,s), k < u>, and j 6 {0, 1 }

pf? = {(»./) e w? | nep^ } ,

and by defining accessibility relations D<i}, D>fl, and as follows:

• ci > 0: (i/, z) (Pi j ) • ^ ^
-  i ^ j  and uD̂ <av and ->uD>av, or

-  i = j  and uD<av;
• a = 0: (u,i) D<a (v,j) : «=► (m, i) = (i;,/);
• is defined as the complement of D*<a, i.e.,

(u, i) D*>a (v,j) : (u, i) D<fl (v ,j).

• The relations S<a and S*>a are defined in exactly the same way.

The new models Wd now have all the required properties, namely, we have:

Lemma 3.7. (i) The model 9J1J is D-standard.
(ii) The model 9J1* is D-symmetric.

Proof. That both, OTJ and OTJ, satisfy (Dl), (D2) and (D4) follows immediately 
from the definition. Hence (D10) is an immediate consequence. Let us check the re- 
maining conditions.

(D3) Suppose that (u,i) D’<a (v,j) and a < b 6 Md. If i =  j  then clearly („,/) D ' . (v,j) 
by (D3) for ffr  So assume i jt j. Then, by definition, uD {av and - kD{„k. Since m f  
satisfies (D3) and (D8), we obtain uD ^ v  and - kD ^ k. Thus i) The proof
for 9Jt; is the same. (D8) is a consequence of (Dl), (D2) and (D3).
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(D5) Suppose that (u,i)S'ia (v,j). If i =  j, then uS{„v and so vS’̂ u  by (D5) for 
hence ( v, j ) (u,i).Similarly, if i ft j, then uS{„v and -^uSf>av, whence, by (D5) and
(D9) for vSfia u and so { v ,j)S\a (D9) is a consequence of (Dl), (D2)
and (D5).

□

Lemma 3.8. For i e {d ,s }  and all (v,j) e W* and all e 0 ', we have 

(971-, (i>,/)) h i/> <=> N t/>.

PROOF. We prove the lemma for the case i =  d, i.e., for the case of distance spaces. 
The proof for the symmetric case is identical. We proceed by induction on t/>. The 
basis of induction and the case of Booleans are trivial. The cases — (A - x) and 
ip = (A><7̂ ) are consequences of the following claims:

Claim 1. If uD ^v  and (u,j) € Wj (j € {0 ,1 }), then there exists a k such that 

(u>j) D<a {v,k).
(j > 0: Indeed, this is clear for j  = 0. Suppose j — 1. \f v has been duplicated, 

then <d, 1) is as required. If v has not been duplicated, then -•uRf>av, and so (v,Q) is 

as required.
a =  0: Then u =  v. I f ;  =  0 pick k = 0. If j  = 1, then u has been duplicated and we 

can pick k =  1 .

Claim 2. If ( U,j) (v,k), then uD^av.
This should be obvious.

Claim 3. If uDf>nv and (u,j)6 W,J 0  6 l 0' 1!). then there exists a such that 

(» ,;) D>„ (v,k).
(I > 0 : Suppose j  =  0. If vhas not been duplicated, then Hence

-  (u,0) D’<a (v,0) by Claim 2, and so (»,0) D*„ by definition. If v has been du
plicated, then —> (ir, 0) D<„ (p, 1). In the case o f ;  = 1 we have 1)D'£, { v,0), i.e., 

{u ,l )D ’>a(v,0).
a = 0 : If -wD^gV, then u ft v, since d { 0 satisfies (D4), and so we can choose k = 0.

If iid { 0o then v has been copied, so we can choose k = j  + 1 (mod 2) and (u,j) f- (v,k), 

from which (u,j) D*>a (v,k).

Claim 4. If («,/') D‘>a (v,k), then uD iav.
a> o : Indeed, if j  = k then -■irD<ai> and so by (Dl). And if j  f- k, then

-¡udI  ]v or iiD{,av by definition, so uD{.av by (Dl), as well.

a = 0 : Then (u,j) ft {v.k)- If « *  *. * e n  ^uD<ov and hence uD>»v as recIuired'
If u = v and j ft k, then u has been copied. So there are w e W({  and b a M,i such that 
ivD {hu and wDf>bu. Now condition (D10) yields uD>0u, as required.
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Now consider the induction step for ip = A -ax • Suppose f= A -ax
and pick some v such that nD<av. By Claim 1 , there exists k e  {0 ,1} such that 

(u'j) D<a (v'k)- Then (®ij/ (V,k)) N X and, by the induction hypotheses, it follows 
that ( f f ld,v^ N x- Hence 1= A~aX- Conversely, if N A^ax  and (v,k)

is such that (u,j) D*<a (v,k), then by Claim 2, nD {av and ( m fd, v  ̂ h from which, by 
the induction hypotheses, (9JIJ, (v, fc)) 1= £, i.e., (9JIJ, (w,;)) h A-fl#.

The case of ip = (A>ax) follows analogously from Claims 3 and 4. □

To complete the proof of Theorem 3.5, we transform the frames fj, f* underly
ing the models 9JIJ, 9JTJ into D-standard and D-symmetric M-frames refuting (pd, cps, 
respectively. This can be done as before, i.e., since Md and Ms are finite, we find a dis
tance space Sd and a symmetric distance space Ss whose Md, Ms-frame-companions 
are fd and fj, respectively. Then, take the full M-frame companions fj and fj. These 
are, respectively, finite D-standard and D-symmetric M-frames, and they still refute 
(pd, cps, respectively.

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.5. □

3.1.3. Completeness. We are in a position now to prove Theorem 3.3, i.e., derive 
the completeness of the axiomatic systems introduced.

T h e o r e m  3.9 ( C o m p l e t e n e s s ). Let MS'D, i e  {d ,s ,t,m }, be any o f the axiomatic 
systems and let MS'D be the corresponding logic. Then, for every CD[M]-formula <p, we have:

(p e  MS'd implies h M$l cp.

P r o o f . Suppose (/MŜ  q>. By Theorem 3.5, we then have a model refuting <p 
which is based on a finite M-frame f 6 T  of the corresponding standard frame class. 
It remains to transform f into an appropriate distance space for JvtS  ̂which also refutes 
(p. That this can always be done was shown in Theorem 2.7 (ii). □

Furthermore, although this follows already from Corollary 2.16, we have re
proved, as an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.5, that the logics MS'D[Q+], 
i € {d ,s , t, m}, are decidable and have the finite model property.

C o r o l l a r y  3.10. All the logics MSD[Qf j, i e  {d,s, t,m ), are decidable and have the 
finite model property.

PROOF. It suffices to observe that all these logics are recursively axiomatisable and 
complete with respect to their finite standard frames with an effectively computable 
upper bound / (\tp\ )for models satisfying a formula and use Harrop's Theorem (see, 
e.g., Chagrov and Zakharyaschev [1997]). n
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3.2. Axiomatising M S0F

In this section, we will present an axiomatisation of the logic MSOF[M] (for some 
fixed parameter set M C IR+)—thus axiomatising the two-variable logic :KM2[M] (via 
translation)—and show it to be weakly complete with respect to metric spaces.

In the previous section, we gave 'orthodox' axiomatisations for the logics MS'D[M], 
for i G {d ,s ,t ,m }, in the sense that the axiomatic systems given are standard (modal) 
Hilbert calculi comprising as rules of proof just modus ponens and necessitdtion. We 
proceeded by applying finite filtrations to the canonical models and by 'repairing' the 
resulting models to obtain standard models still refuting a given formula.

Unfortunately, as concerns the distance logic MSF[M], this proof technique is 
rather difficult to apply. First, while in the case of D-metric fiames we had to deal 
only with one condition which was not definable in the language, namely (D2), an ad
equate relational representation of metric spaces for the language Lf [Ad] requires, as 
we will see below, several frame conditions that are not definable in [A4]. Second, 
notice that, by Theorem 2.2, the language jCf [M] does not have the finite model prop
erty, and so we cannot expect to be able to apply a filtration technique similai to the 

one employed in Section 3.1.
However, we can axiomatise the logic MS0 f [M] by making use of its hybrid char

acter, i.e., the presence of both, nominals and the universal modality, and by using 
general results from hybrid completeness theory involving the use of non-standard 
rules of inference, namely (a simplified version of) the covering rule (COV) used, e.g., 

in Goranko [1998].
The main technical tool for showing completeness is a 'finitary' and elementary 

relational representation of metric spaces-whose frame conditions are 'suggested' 
by the semantics of the Boolean variant £0®[M] of the language-that captures the- 
oremhood in metric spaces, given in Theorem 3.12. The representation theorem im
plies that, to axiomatise M 80f  [M], it suffices to axiomatise the class J F[M] of F-metric 
M-frames, defined below in Definition 3.11. More specifically, it allows us to transfer 
weak completeness from F-metric M-frames to metric spaces. That this is all we can hope 
for in general follows from the fact that strong completeness implies compactness, and 
the non-compactness of MSOf [M] for infinite (unbounded) M, which we will discuss 

in Section 3.3.

3.2.1. Frame Representation for £ 0 F[M). Let M C R f be a parameter set. An 
M-frame for the language L 0 F[M] is a structure of the form

f = (VV, R>a> R-ar
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which consists of a set W and families {R <a, R>a, R=a, R<1) of binary relations on W, 
depending on M. The intended meaning of, e.g., uR>bv will be "the distance from u 
to v is between a and b", etc.

A model based on a frame is of the form

P 0 ' Pi > *0 t h >

where the p®1 are subsets of W and the i®1 singleton subsets. The notions of truth (in a 
pointed model) and validity in M-models and M-frames are again the usual Kripkean 
ones, with the addition that nominals are interpreted as singleton sets. For instance,

(<m,w) t=Aj;<p 

{9Jl,w) f= U(p 

(9JI, w) t= i

(Ott, u) N (p for all u e  W such that wR>bw, 

(9JÎ, u) N (p for all u e  W; 

im = {w }.

Similarly for the other operators.
The following definition of an F-metric frame singles out those M-frames that re

flect properties of metric spaces. In particular, notice that the conditions (F1)-(F12) 
correspond rather directly to validities (in metric spaces) of the Boolean modal lan
guage £0£[M ] from Section 1.5.

D e f i n i t i o n  3.11 ( F - M e t r i c  F r a m e s ). An M-frame f is called F-metric, if it meets 
the following requirements for all u, v, iv e  W:

(FI) R>a —  R<a D R-a (fl 6 M)
(F2) R^b —  R<a D R=a D R<b (a,b  g M)
(F3) R=o  =  {(w ,w ) 1 Z ü  € W}
(F4)

$1!oVûÜ

(F5) n R<b =  0 (a >  b)
(F6) R=a n R=b =  0
(F7) R<a Q R<b (n < b)
(F8) R=„ S R<b (a <  b)

(F9) R~a and R<a are symmetric (a e  M)
(F10) (uR=aV AvR^bw) ==> (uR=a+bWV uR<a+bw) (a + b e  M)
(Fl 1 ) (uR<av A vR<bw) = >  uR<a+hw (a + b e  M)
(F12) (uR=av A vR<bw) = >  uR<a+bw (a + b e  M)

We denote the class o f all F-metric M-frames by [A4].
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Note that, for a ^  0, (F3) and (F6) imply that the relation R,=a is irreflexive, and (F3) and 
(F8) imply that R<a is reflexive. Thus, in all F-metrie M-frames we have additionally.

(F13) R=fl is irreflexive (a ^ 0)
(F14) R<a is reflexive (a ^ 0)

We are now in a position to prove a representation theorem in the spirit of Theorem 2.7 

which shows that the notion of an F-metric M-frame is sufficient to capture validity 
in metric spaces. This representation is 'finitary' in the sense that, given a formula 
(p G -COp[AT] satisfiable in some F-metric M-frame f, we construct a finite parameter 
set M((p) such that (p is satisfiable in a possibly infinite F-metric M(<p)-frame {j, but 
which is based on the finitely many relations induced by M(q)), and from which we 
can construct an 'equivalent' metric space, i.e., one whose frame-companion is g.

Theorem 3.12 (Representation of Metric Spaces for £Of ).
(i) For every finite parameter set M and F-metric M-frame f there is a metric space S such that 
f is its frame-companion, i.e., f = 1f,m (S). In particular, if] is finite, so is S.

(ii) For an arbitran/ parameter set M zve have: an LQf[M]-formula q) is satisfiable in a metric 
space model based on a set W if and only if it is satisfiable in a model based on an F-metric 
M-frame based on W if and only if it is satisfiable in a model based on an F-metric M((p)-frame 
based on W, with M(ep) finite.

PROOF. We first prove (i). The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.7. How
ever, this time the definition of an appropriate metric requires much more care since, 
for instance, we obviously cannot choose as the value of d(v, w) the minimum of the 
parameters a such that vR<aw, but have to choose a slightly smaller value.

Let M be a finite parameter set and

f = {W, {R<fl,

an F-metric M-frame. Enumerate the N elements of M as

M = (0 = a0,a u . . . , a N- 2^N-\ = 7> with a, < a¡, if / < j.

Thus, 7  — rnax(M). If a = a¡ G M, we refer to the position i of a in the enumeration 
also by ia. Now for the definition of the metric. Let

D := {a¡ -f a¡ ~ y  \ a¡ + aj > y,di,&/ G M} U {/?,• -  a¡ | ai > aj,at,aj G M },

and let p := min(D U  {1}). Next, we choose some e > 0 satisfying
p

£ < 2n + r
Before we proceed to define a metric, let us summarise some properties of e that we 

will need later on:
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Lemma 3.13. The following hold:

(1 ) a, < cii if and only if a y < fl/ -  2' • e.
(2) a, -  2l ■ e >  0 for all a\ e  M — {0}.
(3) a,- + fly < 7  + (2 ' + 2J + 1 ) • e implies fl,- +  fly < 7.
(4) ai +  dj <  7 +  (2 ' +  1 ) • £ implies «/ + ay < 7.
(5) fl/ + aj < 7 + £ implies a\ + aj < 7.

PROOF. (1): a, > aj if and only if p < fl/ -  fly and thus

p ^ I1 < a' ~ / ai ~ a)
2N + 1 ~ 2N + 1 2' '

i.e., aj < a, -  2* • e.

(2) : By the definitions of e and p we have

flf -  2 ' • e > fl/ -  2 ' • 2N^Y > ai ~ P > 0 ,

for 0 j^fl; € M.

(3) : First, note that for all i ,j  < to:

2' _j_ 2  ̂ < 2 * 2max̂  = 2max(,V)+1

Thus we obtain:

a, + Ay < 7  + (2' + 2; + 1 ) • e < 7  + (2max(' )̂+1 + 1 ) • e < 7  + (2n + 1 ) • e. 

So, since by definition of e we have (2N + !)• £ <  p, we have

fl/ + fly < 7 + /b

which implies fl, + aj < 7 . For, if a -f b > 7  then 0 < a + b — 7  > ;/ by definition of p, 

and so a + b > 7  4- p.

(4) and (5) are a consequence of (3). □

Now, define a function d by setting:

7  + e if vR>aw for all a € M; 

d ( v , w ) : - l a  if vR^aw for some a e M;

[ a, -  2' • £ if i = min{; < N \ vR<aw} and Vfl e  M : ->vR=aw.

We first show that the function d is well-defined and total. Note that in the case
d(v,w) = fl/ -  2' • £, fl/ =  0 cannot occur, because of condition (F4), R<0 = 0 . This, 
together with (2) of Lemma 3.13 shows that d(v, zv) > 0 whenever d is defined.

Moreover, the three cases in the definition of d(v,iv) are mutually exclusive, but 
exhaustive. If for all a e M we have vR>aw then, for all a e M, ^vR<aw and ->vR=aw 
by Property (Fl). if vR=aw for some a € M, then, again by (Fl), ->vR>aw. And if for all
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a e M we have ->vR=aw and there is a b 6 M such that -*vR>bzv, then, by (FI), vR<bw. 
So d is always defined. Lastly, by Property (F6), we cannot have vR=azv and vR=bw for 
a ^ b, which shows that d is well-defined.

Next, we show that d is indeed a metric:

(a) : d(v, zv) = 0 iff v = zv.

By (2), a/ -  2' • e > 0 for all i > 0. Hence d[v, zv) = 0 iff vR=0zv iff v = zv, according 
to Property (F3) of F-metric frames.

(b) : d(v,zv) = d(zv,v).
If d{v,zv) =  7  +  e, then vR>azv for all a € M, i.e., by Property (FI), -¡vR^w  and 

~̂ vR<azv for all a 6 M. By Property (F9), R=-.a and R<a are symmetric, thus zvR>av for 
all a e  M by (FI), and so d(zv, v) = 7  + £.

Suppose d(v, zv) = a for some a e M. By (1) this is the case if and only if vR=aw, 
and so zvR=av by the symmetry of R=<1, thus d(w, v) = a. The case of d(v, zv) = a{ -  2' • e 
follows similarly from the symmetry of R<a, Property (F9).

(c) : d(u,v) +d(v,zv) > d(u,zv).
First, we can assume without loss of generality that d(u, v), d{v, zv) ^  0. Otherwise, 

if e.g. d(u, v) = 0, we have u = v b y  (a) and the inequality obtains.

Case (i): If d(u, v) +  d(v, zv) > 7  + £, the inequality obtains.

Case (ii): Suppose d(u,v) — a and d{v,zv) — b because of uR—aii and z>R=bzv, with 
a, b 6 M, and a + b < 7  + e. By (5) we then have a + b < 7  and thus a + b 6 M, since A4 
is a parameter set. By Property (F10), we have either (ii.i) uR—a+bzv, or (ii.ii) uR<a+bzv. 
In Case (ii.i) we have d(u,zv) = a + b, and the inequality obtains. In Case (ii.ii) we 
have d(u, zv) < a + b -  2,a+h • e < a + b.

Case (iii): d(u,v) = aif d{v,zv) = af -  2’ • e with aifaj e M, and, by assumption, 
a,- -f. (¡j — 2) • e <  7  T e. By definition of d, \iR âiV/ vR<ajW an<̂  ^vR<akzv for all k < j. 

Further, by (4), + tij < 7  and so a\ -F rt; € M.
By Property (F12) we obtain uR<ai+ajW anct st)

d(u,zv) < aj + aj -  2 ^  ■ e < af +  a} - 2 ’ ■£ =  d(u, v) + d(v,zv),

since iai+0] >  max(i,;) > /•

Case (iv): d(u, v) ~ a\ -2 *  -e and d(u, v) = aj with ait aj € M. This is similar to case
(iii). We use again (FI4) and additionally symmetry.

Case (v): d(u, 2' ■ e and d(v, w) = af -  7f ■ t. with a„ a, 6 M. By definition
of d, uR<aiv and vR<„w. By assumption, a, + ay -  -  2' < y + e. By (3) of
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Lemma 3.13 we obtain fl, + cij < 7  and thus a,- + fl;- e M. By Property (F ll) we have 

uR<ai+ajW- Thus

d(u, w) < (ij + t t j-  •£<«,- + a, -  2max(,'-»+1 < a,- + a;- -  2' • £ -  2' ■

since we can assume i,j  ̂ 0 and so > 2max(''^+l = 2 • 2maxi',/l > 21 + 2?. Hence

the inequality follows.

Now that we have established that d is a metric, we can define the metric space 
S = (W,d) and show that f is its M-frame companion, i.e., that fp,M(S) = f. To this 
end, we have to show that:

(A) d(u,v) =  a uR=av, for all a 6 M;
(B) d(u,v) < a <=> uR<av, for all a e  M;
(C) d(u,v) > a <=> uR>av, for all a e  M;
(D) a < d(u, v) < b <=> uR>abv, for all a, b e  M;

(A) : To prove (A), note that by (1) we have 7  -I- e, tf; -  2' • e £  a for all a 6 M. Thus 
we immediately obtain from the definition of d that uR=av for some a e  M if and only 

if d(u,v) =  a.

(B) : Suppose first that d(u, v) < a, then either (i) d(u,v) = b < a and wR=bv 
for some b 6 M, or, (ii) d(w,i>) = a,- -  2‘ ■ e < a. In Case (i) we obtain uR<av by 
condition (F8). In Case (ii) we have uR<a,v with a, minimal with this property. By (1) 
of Lemma 3.13 we have a,- -  2X • e < a implies fl/ < a. Hence, by condition (F7),

Conversely, suppose that uR<av. Then, by (F5), ~'uR=bv for all b > a. We again 
have to distinguish two cases. Case (i): There exists a b < a with uR=bv. But then 
we have d(u,v) — b < a. In Case (ii), we have ~̂ uR=bv for all b € M and hence 
d(u,v) = ttj -  2' • £ with at < a. Hence d(u,v) < a.

(C) : Suppose first that d(u, v) > a. There are three cases to consider:
Case (i): d(u,v) = 7  + e. Then uR>bv for all b e  M. Hence, in particular, uR>av. 
Case (ii): d(u,v) -  b > a for some b e  M and uR=bv. By (F5) we have -1 uR<av and 
by (F6) -^uR^aV. Hence, (FI) implies uR>av. Case (iii): d(u,v) = cit- - 2 ' - e > a. Then 
-*iiR=av by definition of d and -•uR<av since otherwise d(u,v) < a. Hence, by (FI), 
uR>nv.

Conversely, suppose uR>av. There are again three cases. But note first that we 
cannot have uR~bv for b < a due to (FI) and (F8). Case (i): For all b 6 M we have 
uR>bv . Then d(u ,v) = 7  + £ > a by definition of d. Case (ii): There is some b > a 
with uR=bv. Then d(u,v) = b > a. Case (iii): There is some b > a with uR<bv. Then 
d(u, v) -  (ij -  2' • £ with a <cii < b. But by (1 ), a,- - 2 1 ■ e > a, as required.



(D): Suppose first that a < d(u,v) < b. Then, clearly, d(u, v) < 7 , so we cannot 
have uR>cv for all c 6 M. There are two cases. Case (i): d(u, v) — c with a < c < b, and 
uR=cv. By (F8) we then have uR^v, by (F6) ->uR=av, and by (F5) -iuR<av. Hence, (F2) 
gives uR>abv. Case (ii): d(u, v) = a,- — 2 ' • e with uR<tt.v, a,- minimal with this property, 
and a < a,- -  2' • e < b. By (1) we have a < t?/, so ~̂ uR<av. Because we also have 
-iuR=av we get uR>av by (FI). Further, we have a, < b, so uR ^v  by (F7). Now, (F2) 
implies uR^v, as required.

Conversely, assume uR<‘bv. By (FI) and (F2) we get uR>av, uR<i,v/ ->uR<av and 
-iuR=av. We further distinguish two cases. Case (i): d(u,v) — c and uR=cv, c e  M. 
Then b > c by (F5), c — a is impossible by (FI), and c < a would imply uR<av by (F8). 
Hence a <  c <  b. Case (ii): d(u,v) =  a, -  2* • e, a, minimal with uR<(liv. Then, since a, 

is minimal, we have a,- < b, hence d(u, v) < b. Finally, by (F7) we cannot have a > a„ 
so a < a, and hence a < d(u,v) < b by (1 ).

We can now prove (ii). Suppose that (p is satisfied in the metric space model

S = (w , d, p$, p f , . . . , 1?,
based on the metric space S = (W,d), i.e., that (©,«?) 1= cp for some point w e  W. 
By Proposition 1 .12 , cp is satisfied in the frame-companion model QJ1f (®)- It is easily 
checked that the relations of the frame companion fF(S) satisfy properties (F1)-(F14). 
Thus, fF(S) is an F-metric M-frame in which (p is satisfiable.

Conversely, suppose that <p is satisfied in an F-metric frame model

m  = (lP$',p?..f t . ? . . . )

based on the F-metric M-frame f = (W, {R<a>R>a/R=a, We first define a
finite parameter set M(q>) and an F-metric M(<p)-frame f+ such that cp is satisfiable in f 
if and only if it is satisfiable in f+.

Just as in the proof of Theorem 2.7, let

Par(cp) := { a € M | a occurs in <p)

and let 7  ̂ := ma\(Pnr((p)) -I-1 and define M(cp) as follows:

M((p) := {b  € M : 7 f  > b = b i + . . .  + bntbt € Par[(p),n < co}.

As before, it is easily seen that M((p) is a finite parameter set.
Now we define the frame f+ as the frame-reduct of f with respect to that is
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f+ := f l(F,M(<p)) '
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As remarked on Page 21, since cp e  £0f[M(<p)], (p is satisfiable in f if and only if 

it is satisfiable in f [(f,m (<p))- By (*) there is a metric space S such that f+ is its frame- 
companion, i.e., = f L(f,a%))* By Proposition 1.12, (p is satisfiable in S, which
had to be shown.

□

3.2.2. Completeness. Theorem 3.12 implies that, to axiomatise the logic MSOp[M] 
of metric spaces, it suffices to axiomatise the class 3t [M] of F-metric M-frames. More 
specifically, the set of validities in metric spaces of the language £Of[M] coincides 
with its validities over the class 3 f [M].

By using general completeness results from hybrid logic, however, the axiomatic 
system MSOf[M], given below in Table 3.3, is in fact strongly complete with respect 
to the class of F-metric M-frames. Let us discuss and summarise the relevant parts of 
hybrid completeness theory.

The (second-order) standard translation from formulae of standard modal logic 
to the second-order frame correspondence language can be straightforwardly exten
ded to cover nominals and the universal modality, and similarly to formulae from the 
Sahlqvist fragment, pure formulae, that is, formulae containing only nominals (rather 
than propositional variables), define frame classes that are always first-order definable 
(see, e.g., Gargov and Goranko [1993, Proposition 3.1]):

P r o p o s i t i o n  3.14. Pure formulae define first-order definable classes o f frames.

As early as in Bull [1970], it was realised that axiomatisations with pure formu
lae give rise to 'easy' completeness proofs. Very roughly, completeness proofs for 
languages involving nominals and universal modality or the ©-operator proceed by 
combining the techniques of canonical models from modal logic and a Henkin con
struction as in first-order logic. The main task is to show that we can construct named 
models from the canonical models, i.e., models which consist only of maximally con
sistent sets that contain a nominal, and such that we can still prove the usual truth 
lemma.

In Blackburn and Tzakova [1999], we find such a completeness proof for languages 
containing nominals and ©-operator, and in Gargov and Goranko [1993] we find a 
completeness proof for languages with nominals and the universal modality. Al
though many first-order conditions that are modally or Sahlqvist definable are defin
able by pure formulae, e.g. reflexivity to name one of the simplest examples, this is 
not true in general. The Church-Rosser property

\/u\/vVw(uRv A uRw —> 3x(z;Rx A ivRx))
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is modally definable by the Sahlqvist formula

<>□ (p —*■ OOcp,

which is not equivalent to any pure formula [Goranko and Vakarelov, 2001].
Now, it is known that any extension with pure axioms of the basic logic of the 

universal modality enriched with nomináis is strongly complete with respect to the 
class of frames defined by the pure formulae when using the additional covering rule 
of inference (COV) [Goranko and Vakarelov, 2001]. To state this result properly, let us 
discuss the rule (COV) first.

(COV) was introduced in Passy and Tinchev [1991] to axiomatise PDL with nom
ináis, and further examined most notably in Gargov et al. [1987] and Gargov and 
Goranko [1993]. Usually, (COV) takes on a rather complicated form, being formu
lated with the help of universal forms //(jj) (compare Goldblatt [1982] and Gargov et al. 
[1987]), which are defined as follows:

D e f i n i t i o n  3.15 ( U n i v e r s a l  F o r m s ). Let jj be a symbol not appearing in the lan
guage COF[M]. The set UF( ]}) o f universal form s o ft  is the smallest set that is closed under 
the folloiving conditions:

• jj / s a  universal form oft, i.e. J € UF({j);
• Ifu (t) € UF(jj) and y  e  JLOf [M] a formula, then q> -> i/(U) <E UF(jj);
• lfu(\j) 6 l/F(tl) and Q  G {A>fl, A<a, A=fl, A>J,B | a,b  € M }, then O  «(#) €

UF(||);
Every universal form u(\1) has precisely one occurrence of the symbol #, so we may 

denote by u{cp) the formula that results from the universal form t/(Jj) by substituting 
the formula q> for the symbol #. Furthermore, up to propositional equivalence, every 
universal form can be rewritten as

epo -*  (n- • • • -*  -*  vf,"(<p„ -*#))•••)

where the are sequences of k¡ universal distance opeiators from the list 
A<fl, A=a, Ajg | a, b e  M} or the universal modality ■ , and some of the (p¡ may 

be T, when necessary. The number n is called the depth of n({l)« Given a sequence 
vf'/ we denote by A*' the sequence of 'existential' distance operators, including the 
existential ♦, that result from vf* by replacing every A>rt by E etc. Then, the neg
ation —'*/({]) of a universal form is called an existential form and is, again modulo 
propositional equivalence, of the form

tpo A ( f l  A . . .  A A¡¡" (ip„ A #) ...) .

The standard (COV) rule—which is needed in general for pure extensions—states that 
if is derivable for some universal form «(#) and nominal i not appearing in »(8),
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then infer u(±). To understand this rule a bit better, it is probably best to look at a 
soundness proof for it, given here with respect to the class of all distance spaces:

Lemma 3.16 (SOUNDNESS OF (COV)). The rule (COV) preserves validity in the class 
V of all distance spaces.

Proof. We show something slightly stronger than the usual soundness, namely 
that (COV) preserves validity in each fixed distance space (W,d). Suppose u(jj) is a 
universal form such that (W,d) 1= n(-ii), i.e., that i/(-u’) is valid in on (W,d). We may 
suppose without loss of generality that m(J) is of the form

u(U) = q>o -> ViU^i -> • • • Vn-i (<Pn- 1  “■*#))•• •)/

where the depth of u(#) is n, some of the (pi might be T, and the nominal i does not 
occur in w(Jf). Assume that there is a full model 931 based on some distance space 
S = (W,d) and a point v in W such that (93X,v) 1= - u i ( 4  i.e., that

(931, v) 1= (po A A*1 ((pi A . . .  {(pn A T )...) .

Then there is a sequence (v,wh iv2/. . . ,w n) in W that witnesses the truth of ->u( 1 ), 
i.e., (931,Wi) N (pi, for 1 < i < n. Since i does not occur in w(Jt), we can define an 
/-variant 931' of 9JZ by setting im> = {wn} and f m' =  ;'OT for every nominal j  ±  i and 
pW _  pW for every propositional variable p, such that we still have (931', Wj) N (pi, for 
1 < i < n. But (W,d) 1= m( •/) implies (931',v) 1= u(-d) and thus (9)\',wn) N (pn 
Since {ivn} = this implies (931',zv„) N -xpn, which is a contradiction. □

We can now state the general completeness result mentioned above. By KB[M] 
we shall denote the minimal multi-modal logic in the language £ 0 F[M], comprising 
the S5 Axioms for ■ , the Axioms (Nomi), (Nom2) and (lnc0 ) from Table 3.3, the cov
ering rule (COV), modus ponens, generalisation for ■, and sorted substitution, i.e., 
nominals may be substituted for nominals and arbitrary formulae for propositional 
variables.

Further, by L ©c T we denote the smallest hybrid logic obtained by adding the 
formulae in T as axioms to the logic L, and which is closed under modus ponens, 
generalisation, sorted substitution, and (COV).

Theorem 3.17 (Pure Completeness). Let M be a parameter set and FI a set o f pure 
formulae in language COF[M]. Then the multi-modal (hybrid) logic Ka [M] ©c n  that has 
(COV) as additional rule o f inference is strongly sound and complete with respect to the class 
of frames that FI defines.

The role that the (COV) rule plays in the proof of this result is to ensure that, given 
the canonical model for the logic K■ [A4] ©c FI, we can select from any definable subset
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of the model, i.e., every set of points at which some formula is true, a named member, 
i.e., a point that contains a nominal [Gargov and Goranko, 1993]. Thus, there are, as it 
were, enough named maximally consistent sets to still prove a truth lemma.

Note that, as opposed to the case of the logic M§d[M] where nominals were not 
available, we can, in a way, 'internalise' the distance function in the modal language 
£ 0 f [A4] with nominals. For, if 9J1 is any full model based on a distance space (W,d) 
and i,j are nominals, then, for any point u of W we have

(m ,u) h ■(/ -> E=aj) <=> d(i™ ,fn) = a,

and so on for the cases d(im, j m) < a, ¿ (r01, ; 371) > a and a < d(im, f n) < b.
Now, to axiomatise the class using the language £Gf[M], we have a number 

of options. First, we can check that, indeed, all the frame conditions from Defini
tion 3.11 are definable by pure formulae. But this is an immediate corollary to the next 
lemma. First, recall that the first-order correspondence language m for a language 
of type £ 0 f[M] comprises a countably infinite set {.r, | x < a ’} of variables, a count
ably infinite set {c,- | i < a?} of constants (one for each nominal), binary relation 
R<a, R>a, R=a and R^ab for any a, b e  M, as well as equality =. Then we have:

Lemma 3.18. Every class o f frames defined by universal first-order formulae of the first- 
order correspondence language CFfM of LQF[M) can be defined by pure formulae o f CGF [M], 
where M is arbitrary.

Proof. We define a translation .+ from first-order formulae of to pure for
mulae such that, for any M-frame f and universal first-order formula ip of we 
have

(*) f \= (p f N (pf .

Clearly, every universal formula of CF M can be written, without loss of generality, in 
the form

(p(x) — VXj . . . V.Y,j B (-̂ "l, ’ • •, C\/ • • •, Cfa ̂ ,

where is a Boolean combination of atoms of the form
R<a(sa/ta), etc., and equalities s =  t, where the terms sa,tn,s ,t  are either variables 
from {x\,. . . ,  xn} or constants from {c\,. . .  cm}, and a € M.

Define the translation .+ by, given q>, associating with every variable x, a nominal 
(x/)+ =  ij and with every constant cF a nominal (cjt)+ =  such that

{i\ / • • • / in } D {/i, • ♦. jm } ~ D,

removing the quantifiers Vxi. . .  Vx„, and by simultaneously replacing

• equalities s = t with B(s+ tf );
• binary atoms
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-  R<a(s,t) w ith «(s+ - *  E<0f+);
-  R>a(s, t) with B (s+ -> E>0i+);
-  R=a(s,t) w ithB(s+ -+
-  R>l(s,t)with ■ (s+ —* EJJf+).

Now, an easy induction shows (*). O

This immediately gives us the following completeness result:

T H E O R E M  3.19. M S0f [M] is strongly sound and complete with respect to a pure exten

sion of Kb [M].

P r o o f . Obviously, conditions (F1)-(F12) are universal first-order conditions for
mulated in Thus, Lemma 3.18 together with Theorem 3.17 proves the The

orem. D

Yet, we can do a bit better. Notice that all the modalities in the set F are symmetric 
by conditions (FI), (F2) and (F9). Fortunately, symmetric modalities are a special case 
of the versatile similarity types of Venema [1993], or the reversive languages of Goranko 
[1998]. Moreover, it is clear that the languages LOp[M] (having nominals and the 
universal modality) and £ f [M] (having the difference operator E>0) have the same 
expressive power when it comes to frame definability [de Rijke, 1992]. Thus, we can 
choose between giving an axiomatisation over the language £ f [M]—using the general 
completeness theorems available for languages employing the difference operator and 
Sahlqvist axioms [Venema, 1993]—and a (mixed) axiomatisation using pure formulae 
and Sahlqvist schemes, using the (generalised) Sahlqvist completeness theorem from 
Goranko and Vakarelov [2001].

To be precise about the results that we will be using in the completeness proof be
low, we give simplified versions of some of the definitions and results of Goranko and 
Vakarelov [2001]. For a polyadic modal language L, the definition of reversiveness of 
the language requires that, for every n-ary modal operator y  interpreted by an n +  1 

ary relation R, there are n-ary modal operators v “', i =  1 , . . .,n , interpreted by the 
inverse relations R~' as follows:

xR ly i . . . i / i . . . y n <=> yiRyl . . . x . . . y n.

Obviously, for unary modalities, this requirement boils down to having a tense sim
ilarity type, i.e, for every modality □ interpreted by a binary relation R there is an 
inverse modality D-1  interpreted by R "1, where

xR~ly <=> yRx.

Also, modalities that are interpreted by symmetric binary relations are therefore 
their own inverses in this sense.
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Now, by Kj|[M] we shall denote the logic in the language £O f [M] that is defined 
just like K*[M], with the exception that the rule (COV) is replaced by the rule (COVo), 
that is, infer (p from i —► (p, (i £ (p), and it additionally contains the axioms

(B0 ) <P~> 0 - 0 { A=fl, A<fl, A>« , A>« }  ( a , b e M ) .

Further, we use L ©c0 T to denote the smallest hybrid logic obtained by adding the 
formulae in T as axioms to the logic L and which is closed under modus ponens, 
generalisation, sorted substitution, and (COVo).

Note that, in the case of symmetric modalities, and more generally in the case of 
reversive languages, universal forms are no longer necessary: given the rule (COV0), 
the rule (COV) becomes derivable. A universal form of type

<po —> v { ' -* -> #))•••)
is provable in KjgjM] if and only if its 'converse'

—* {tyri —*’ 1 —*■ • • • Vi' -'Vo) • • •)/

is provable in Kj,[M], compare Gabbay and Hodkinson [1990] and Gargov and Gor- 
anko [1993]. Thus, if « (—•/) is provable for some universal form, so is

i — (</>„ -* vS"(<Pn-l -*•••-* V?’ ■ • •) 

and so, by (COVo), we obtain

(pn vX" iVn-i Vi1 «̂Po) • • •)/

which is equivalent to h(X).
Assume now Sahlqvist formulae in the language £ 0 F[M] are defined as usual.1 

We say that two formulae ip and if’ are axiomatically equivalent over the base logic 

K^M ], if (p hKy M] ip and if’ 1~K'm\Mj <P-

T h e o r e m  3.20 (Goranko & Vakarelov). Over the base logic Kj^Mj, every Sahlqvist 
formula is axiomatically equivalent to a pure formula.

The following lemma is immediate from the fact that the inference rules preserve 
validity on frames.

L e m m a  3.21. Axiomatically equivalent formulae define the same classes offrames.

Thus, the following theorem is an almost immediate consequence of Theor
ems 3.17 and 3.20.

ljn Goranko and Vakarelov [2001], the (standard) class of Sahlqvist formulae is substantially exten

ded, and the results we mention here hold for this larger class as well.
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T h e o r e m  3.22 (S a h l q v i s t  C o m p l e t e n e s s ). Every extension Kj^M] ©Co £  ©c0 n  
of K ra  [M] in the language JCOF [AT] by a set L o f Sahlqvist axioms and a set n  o f pure axioms is 
complete with respect to the class o f symmetric M-frames defined by the first-order conditions 
defined by £  U IT

We now give the axiomatisation of the class #f [M] for the language with nom
ináis, using both, pure and Sahlqvist axioms, which we feel to be the most elegant 
formulation. The axiomatic system, which is listed in Table 3.3, will be denoted by 

MSOf [M].
Some comments on the choice of axioms might be in order. First, we have the 

standard S5 and 'inclusion' axioms for the universal modality, as well as the Axioms 
(Nomj) and (Nom2) which suffice to axiomatise nomináis in the presence of the univer
sal modality, compare Gargov and Goranko [1993]. The remaining axioms are basic
ally derived from the Representation Theorem, Theorem 3.12. They precisely define 
the first-order conditions given for F-metric M-frames, i.e., those that are needed to 
construct an appropriate metric space from a frame.

The inference rules of the system MSOf[M] are sorted substitution (SSUB), modus 
ponens, necessitation for I ,  as well as (COVo).

Note that, in the presence of the Inclusion Axioms (Ihcq), all of the rules of neces
sitation

~  (RNO), O  € {A^, A<a, A=‘ , A I a,b€M)  

are derivable in MSOf.
Thus, the details of the proof of the following theorem are easily spelled out:

Theorem 3.23 (Strong Frame Completeness).
For every LOF[M]-formula (p and set o f formulae T:

r  EMsof <P <=> r  h5f[M] q>.

P r o o f . W e  f irs t  p ro v e  the so u n d n e ss  p a rt.

The validity of the axioms for the universal modality, the Inclusion Axioms (Inc.) 
and (lnc=), and the S5-Axioms (4«), (Bb) and (Tm), is immediate. Similarly, the valid
ity of the axioms for nomináis, (Nomi) and (Nom2), is proved as usual.

Checking the validity of the remaining axiom schemata is a routine matter: they 
directly correspond to properties of metrics as specified by the F-metric M-frame con
ditions (F1)-(F12). To illustrate this, let us check the validity of the schemata (Def>) 
and (Trai). Let 9JÍ be a full model based on an F-metric M-frame f, u e W, and 
a,b,a + b e  M.

(DefJ): We have

<SW,m)N E 3 i
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Axiom schemata for MSOf [M]
(CL) Axioms of propositional calculus
(K0 ) 0  (<p -* </’) -♦ (0<p -♦ O'/')/ 

where 0  6 {■, A~a, A>a, A<a, A>£} (a,b e  M)

(DeP) E>ai *-* (A<a-ii A A=fl-ii) (a € Ai)
(Def>) E ^ i«-» (A<a-i/ A A=fl-ii A A>b-<i A A=b-*i) (a,b e  M)
(DisS) E=ai -  A<b-z O' > b)
(Dis«) E=fli -> A~b->i (n Ï  b)

(T=0) A:=0cp <-+ (Og Ai)
(Bot<0) A<01 (0 G Al)
(Mon<) A''a(p —* A<b(p (« > l>)
(Mon!:) A<a(p —» A "^ (a > b)

(B0 ) i’ - O - ’ O - i ’. O e {n,b G Ai)

(Traj) (A<fl+i> A A=fl+V ) A~aA~b(p (fl-F F G Ai)
(Tra2) A<a+b<p -  A<aA<b<p (fl -F F G Al)
(Tra3) A<a+V  -  A<aA=b(p (fl -F b G Ai)

(lnc0 ) ■i> -  Oi>- O e  {A“fl, A>“, A<*, A ̂ ¡¡} (fl/F G Al)
Ha) ■<?> -  KB ,
(Bb ) (p -* ■ ♦</>
(T .) —■»cp

(Norn]) ♦f
(Nom2) ♦ (/A(jp) — ■ (/ <p)

Inference rules

<P <P  ̂(MP) (RN) i J l i . ,  i <£ f  (COVo) 
■ f  <P

(SSUB)

Table 3.3: The axiomatic system MSOf[Ai].

if and only if uR'^i^ if and only if -~>uR=ai  ̂ and ~̂ uR<ai and u R ^ i (by condi
tion (F2)) if and only if —* i a n d  ~~*uR<ai and ~~iuR>i,i and ''uR—fri (by condi
tions (FI) and (F5)) if and only if

(it)?, u) 1= A' a-̂ i A A~~a-ii A A>b-*i A A“ b->i.
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(Trai): Suppose (9H,i/) N E~aE~b (̂p. Then there are points v,zv e  W such that 
uR=av, vR=hw, and (911, w) h -><p. By condition (F10), we obtain (i) uR=a+bzv, or (ii) 
i(R<a+bw. Thus (fm,u) N E<a+b~i(pV E=a+b~̂ (p.

The soundness of the remaining schemata is checked in a similar way.

That the rules of modus ponens and necessitation preserve validity is clear. So let 
us check the soundness of the rule (COV0), which just amounts to a much simplified 
version of the proof of Lemma 3.16. Fix some F-metric M-frame f such that f N i -> q>, 
where the nominal i does not appear in cp. Assume that there is a full model 911 based 
on f and a point v in W such that (911, u) h ~̂ (p. Since i does not occur in (p, we can 
define an /-variant 971' of 911 by setting im> = M  and jm> = jm for every nominal j  f  i 
and p9Jl' = pvn for every propositional variable p, such that (9H', v) (= i A  -up, which is 

a contradiction.
For the completeness part it suffices to show, according to Theorem 3.22, that the 

axioms given in Table 3.3 indeed define the frame conditions (F1)-(F12). We show 
this only for the condition (F10), and leave the remaining cases to the reader. We 
have shown above that Axiom (Trai) is valid in the class of M-frames satisfying con
dition (F10). Now assume that condition (F10) is violated, i.e., take an M-frame f 
such that there are points u.v, w € W with uR=av, vR=bw, i uR=a+bw, and uR<a+bzv. 
Define a model 911 based on f by setting pm = W\ {zv}, and arbitrary for proposi
tional variables q p. Then

(«01, u) N A=a+bp A A<a+bp A E=flE

from which it follows that (Trai) is not valid in M-frames violating (F10). □

Next, as a corollary to Theorem 3.12 and Theorem 3.23, we obtain:

T h e o r e m  3.24 ( W e a k  M e t r i c  C o m p l e t e n e s s ) . For every LQF[M]-formula q>:

bMSOf <P (p € MSOF.

3.3. Compactness

To clarify the relationship between Theorems 3.23 and 3.24, let us briefly dis
cuss the compactness property in metric spaces. We have shown in Theorem 3.12 (i) 
that, for finite parameter sets M, there is a precise correspondence between F-metric 
M-frames and metric spaces, that is, there are maps

MS 5 f [M], with h(S) :=  ff<M(S)

5 f [M] - L  MS, withhog = idJf|M],

and
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vR<„v vli<â y / r r  vR<aiv

uR^our^ /^^y//'//'lR>''v uR=ou(

uR<nu uR<aiu

-(+) -(t)

Figure 3.1: Non-standard frames with 'points at infinity' and 'infinitesimal points'.

where ¡d5f[Mj is the identity function on the class $ f [M] (but note that, in general, 
g o h(S) S). This means that, for finite M, the local consequence relations hMS and 
N5r[M] coincide and are, by strong completeness with respect to F-metric M-frames, 

both compact. This picture changes radically, however, when we move to infinite 
parameter sets. For instance, let M = N and consider the set

T =  {-.E<np | n <o>}U {♦/;}.

Then every finite subset To of T is satisfiable in some metric space, but T is not. 
This shows that the local consequence relation is not compact for the language 
£O f [N]. Since the local consequence relation is compact independently of M,
T is satisfiable in some F-metric M-frame. In fact, define a 'non-standard' F-metric 
M-frame f that is based on the set W = {u,v}  by setting uR>nv, for all n 6 N, uR^u, 
vR=0v, uR<nu and vR<„v, for all n > 0, and = 0 , for all n, m, see Figure 3.1.

Then f is an F-metric [N]-frame and T is satisfiable in u. But [ is not the frame- 
companion of any metric space S, since any such frame-companion satisfies the addi
tional infinitary condition

(t) |J R<n = VV x W.
n<w

This condition holds generally in any frame-companion of some metric space, 
whenever the parameter set M is unbounded: since the distance between any two 
points is functionally determined by the metric, the Archimedean axiom for the real 
numbers

Va,b € 1R+3 ji € N : n - a > b

guarantees that, eventually, we will find some u (— IN such that d{u, v) <.. tt, which 

rules out frames as the one defined above.
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Similarly, suppose M is a dense subset of IR+, e.g. M = Q+. Suppose a = (an)n<co 
is some strictly decreasing sequence of numbers from M, i.e., an+\ < an for all n < to, 
with inf (a) = 0. Then every frame-companion of some metric space (W,d) satisfies 

the following condition:

(J) Mv,w 6 W : v £  iv =s> inf({rt; | a,- G a and vR <a, w}) > 0.

On the other hand, there are F-metric Q f -frames that violate it, and which are hence 
not the frame-companion of a metric space, compare, again, Figure 3.1.

It should be now rather clear that the concept of 'metric space' is not first-order 
definable on frames: an adequate stronger relational representation of metric spaces 
also has to 'represent' the theory of real numbers. In particular, given an arbitrary 
F-metric M-frame f with an infinite parameter set M, it is in general not possible to 
find an equivalent metric space S, i.e, such that Th(f) = Th(S). At this point, we 
can proceed in different ways. One possibility is to enrich the language [M] by 
numerical variables x, y, . . .  that range over M and can take the place of parameters, 
and to allow explicit quantification over these variables, with the obvious semantic 
interpretation.2 Then, for instance, the formula

E >0<p —  E3x<xf

taken as an extra axiom corresponds to the frame-condition

Vu,v.3a € M.uR<av,

thus expressing (+).

3.4. More Axioms and Interpolation

In this section, we discuss several themes related to the frame representations of 
metric spaces given above. Using the fact that by algebraically manipulating the frame 
conditions given for F-metric M-frames (or D-metric M-frames) into equivalent forms 
taking other operator sets and the corresponding relations as primitive (in the sense 
that the relations R=i} and R<a were used to define the relations R JJ in Definition 3.11), 
the frame representation for the language COf [M] can be used to derive correspond
ing representation theorems for various sublanguages £ 0 o [M], O C D, and to give 
respective sound and complete axiom systems. Finally, we can use these relational 
representations to derive various positive and negative results about Craig interpola
tion for languages without nominals.

2A similar extension with variables but not allowing quantification was considered for weaker de

cidable logics of distance in Wolter and Zakharyaschev [2003], and it was shown that adding variables 

ranging over parameters and linear inequalities as constraints preserves decidability.
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The fragments we are interested in here, besides the operator sets F and D defined 
earlier, are the following:

Definition 3.25 (Operator Sets). Given some parameter set M, let:

(1) L,[M]

aV <<3VIII 1 n € A4};
(2) L2[M] = {A -“ I a e M } ;

(3) ¿3 [A4] =  {A<0 | a € M };
(4) Gi [A4] = {A-®, A>a j Cl E A4};
(5) G2[A4] = {A2" | a e M } ;

(6) G3[A4] = {A>fl | a E  M } .

This defines languages C 0 L, [M], CL, |M], etc. Again, we will usually suppress the dependence 
on the parameter set M and will talk about operator sets G2, etc.

As concerns the interpolation property, in modal logic, one usually distinguishes 
a weak and a strong interpolation property. Strong interpolation is also referred to as 
arrow interpolation or Craig interpolation, and weak interpolation as turnstile interpola
tion. Furthermore, weak interpolation also depends on the consequence relation be
ing used, i.e., depends on whether we use the local or the global consequence. Let us 
define these notions properly. If ip is a formula in -CO[M], we shall denote by V((¡>) 
the set of propositional variables and nominals appearing in cp and by the set of 
propositional variables appearing in <p. As specified in Definition 1.7, we distinguish 
the local and global consequence relations bj and with respect to the classes 1) 
of distance spaces. Further, as we have discussed in the last section, the local con
sequence relations with respect to metric spaces and the respective classes of standard 
frames coincide, whenever the parameter sets A4are finite, and can thus be identified 
whenever convenient. Indeed, as we will explain in a moment, it is enough to invest
igate the interpolation properties with respect to the relational semantics. If is a class 
of frames, let us denote the local consequence relation with respect to by b f , and 
the global consequence relation by b j.

D e f i n i t i o n  3.26 ( I n t e r p o l a t i o n  P r o p e r t i e s ) . Let £ 0 [M ] be some language 
(without nominals), F a class o f frames for L 0 [M], Lo jm  the logic o f the class F ,n language 
£o[M], and k 6 {/,,?}. We distinguish the following interpolation properties:

(AIP) t o  r Mhas the arrow interpolation property if, for all formulae <p and </’ such that 
"  ^ e L o r  M, there is a formula 0 with Q IP(cp) n CP(</>) and such 

—. ( 1 6  L o  f .m  ond 0 > i f  & io,F,M -

(TIP*) L orra has the k-tumstile interpolation property if, for all formulae q>, f  such 
that <p Nf </-, there is a formula 0 with 9(9) C 9 ( f )  n  ?(</') ond such that q> b f  0 

and 0 b [  i/’-
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(SIPjt) Lo.fm  has the k-splitting interpolation property if, for all formulae cpo,(p\,ip 
such that (p0 A cp\ (=[ ip, there is a formula 9 with 7(6) C 7(cp0) n (T(<jPi) U 7(tp)) 
and such that cpo t=£ 9 and (pi A 9 1=£ ip.

The interpolation properties just defined are interrelated as follows, compare e.g. 

Areces and Marx [1998].

L em m a  3.27. Let £ 0 [M] be a language and F a class o f frames for £ 0 [M].

(i) (AIP), (TIPj) and (SIPi) are equivalent for L0tFM.
(ii) If the local consequence relation t=f is compact and F is closed under taking point

generated subframes, then (AIP) implies (TIPS), and (TIPS) and (SlPs) are equival

ent.

PROOF. To prove (i), just notice that with the local consequence relation w e have  

the standard deduction theorem available, and thus Nr  cp -»  tp if and only if ep h f  ip.
(ii) follows from the fact that we can switch from the global consequence to the 

local consequence using the deduction theorem for the global consequence, the as
sumption that the class F of frames is closed under taking point-generated subframes, 

and compactness. ^

Now, suppose the class F of frames, closed under taking point-generated sub- 
frames, is an elementary relational representation of a class V  of distance spaces, i.e., 
the logics L0 f,m and coincide. Then, clearly, if we are able to prove (AIP) for
1OFm, then (AIP) holds for MSq [M] as well. Further, the local consequence relation

is compact by using the standard translation and the compactness of first-order 
logic, and thus, if we are able to disprove (TIP^) for then also (AIP) fails for
Lo,f,m by (ii), and so we have disproved (AIP) for MS^M].

As mentioned above, we will concentrate here on (the failure of) the interpolation 
property for the languages <Co[M] without nominals and the universal modality. If 
nominals and the universal modality are available in a language, Craig interpolation 
usually fails. For instance, as we show below, the language CLz[M] does have Craig 
interpolation. Now consider the language £O l2[M] and let 0 a e  M. Then the 
formula

E-ap A E -a-<p -  (m(q -+ i) -> +->q)

is a tautology with respect to any class of distance spaces: suppose the formulae 
E-ap A E a n d  M(q -*  i) are true at some point w of a model 93 based on a dis
tance space (W ,d). Then there are at least two 'p-worlds' and at most one 'q-world', 
whence is true at w as well. Possible interpolants for this implication have to be 
build from T and X, which is impossible in this language. If we treat nominals on a 
par with modalities, i.e., allowing them to appear freely in the interpolant, we may
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restore interpolation. For example, the formula ♦->/ can serve as an interpolant for 
the implication above. Sometimes, a more restricted version of Craig interpolation is 
investigated, where interpolants not only have to be build from shared propositional 
variables, but also from shared modal operators. This, though, makes no sense in this 
general form in the context of distance logics. Consider, for instance, the formula

A~2(p —> A

While the language containing the operators of type A -a have Craig interpolation in all 
classes of distance spaces, the above formula, being tautological in triangular spaces, 
has clearly no interpolant using no distance operators at all. The question, on the 
other hand, exactly which parameters from a parameter set M are needed in an in
terpolant, given the parameters appearing in the antecedent and consequent of some 
valid implication, is a non-trivial and interesting question.

3.4.1. The Logics M§l, and MSOl„ i = 1,2,3. Let us now continue by analysing 
the languages [M] and its sublanguages £Ol2[M] and C0^3[M].

Call an M-frame f of the form

f = (W, (R<a)aeM)

L2-metric, if the following conditions hold for all a,b € M and w ,u,v e  W:

(LI) If uR<av and a < b, then uR<bv;

(L2) uR<ov <==> u = v)

(L3) uR<av <=> vR<au;

(L4) If uR<av and vR<bw, then uR<a+bw, whenever a + b 6 M.

These are the same frame conditions as used for D-metric frames given on Page 42, 
save conditions (Dl) and (D2). An inspection of the proof of the Representation The
orem 2.7 shows that the logic MSi2 coincides with the logic of the class of L2-metric 
frames. By a standard Sahlqvist argument, this class is easily seen to be axiomatised 
by the axiomatic system MSl2 given in lable 3.4.

Similarly, call an M-frame f of the form

f =  (W, (Rca W m)

/^-metric, if the following conditions hold for all a, b € M and w, u, v € W:

(L5) If uR<av and a < b, then uR<bv;

(L6) uR<auf whenever a ^ 0;

(L7) R<o = 0 ;

(L8) If uR<av and vR<bw, then uR<a+bw, whenever a +  b € M.
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A x io m  s c h e m a t a  f o r  MSl2[A4]

(CL) A xiom s of propositional calculus

(K<) *&{<p  ( A * >  -  A - » (a €  M }

(Mo<) A- a(p —* A - b(p (a,b e  M, a > b)

(T <0) A~°(p —► (p
(Tc<0)

oVI<T

(B<) (p -  A - aE - acp {a G A4)

(Tr<) A - a+b(p —► A -aA- b(p (ci +  b G A4)

I n f e r e n c e  r u l e s :

The inference rules are modus ponens and necessitation for A -a:

9 <MP> J y  <RN>

Table 3.4: The axiomatic system MSl2[A4].

A x io m  Sc h e m a t a  f o r  MSl3[A4)

(CL) A xiom s of propositional calculus

(K<) A<a((p —» ip) - *  (A<a(p -+ A<aip) ( ne M)
(Moa <) A<acp —► A<b(p (a,b £ M, a > b)

(t a<) A<fl<p —► (p (a £  0)

(BotA<o) A<0_L

(Ba <) -»  A<flE<fl<p (a G A4)

(Tr<) A<fl+i>  A<rtA<bcp (a + b G A4)

I n f e r e n c e  R u l e s :

The inference rules are modus ponens and necessitation for A<fl:

9  9^ f - < M P > J ^ y  ( R N )  N M )  

Table 3.5: The axiomatic system MSl3[A4].

Again, it is easily seen that the logic MSl3 coincides with the logic of the class of 
L3-metric frames. The axiomatic system MSj,3 listed in Table 3.5 axiomatises this class.

Further, a representation theorem for the language CL] is obtained by adding to 
the properties (L1)-(L8) 'interaction' conditions. Call an M-frame f of the form

f (W, {R<a)a€M/ (̂ <<i)<7€m}
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Lj-metric, if the following conditions hold for all a,b e M and w, u, v e W:

(L1)-(L8);

(L9) If uR<av, then uR<av;

(L10) If iiR<av and a < b, then uR<bv;

(L ll) If uR<av and vR<bu>, then uR<a+bzv, whenever a + b e  M;

That the logic MSl, coincides with the logic of the class of L\-metric frames follows 
from the Representation Theorem 3.12 and has independently been shown in Lutz 
et al. [2003]. The axiomatic system MSL, listed in Table 3.6 axiomatises this class.

A x io m  Sc h e m a t a  f o r  MS^[M] 

MSL2[M]©MSL3(M]©
( ln c | ) A - a (p -► A < a<p {a  c  M )

(M o|) A %  ( <  n)

(TrJ) A <a+i> ->

I n f e r e n c e  R u l e s :

The inference rules are modus ponens and necessitation for A<a:

y \  —  <MP) (RN) ( f l €M)

Table 3.6: The axiomatic system MS ,̂ [M].

As concerns the axiomatisations of the logics MSl2 and we run across a pe
culiar phenomenon. Both modalities, A<0 and A^°, are trivial in the sense that A °̂cp 
can always be replaced by (p, and A<0cp can always be replaced by T. So when con
sidering languages with parameter sets that do not contain 0, or when performing a 
trivial translation, the tautologies of and completely coincide (when replacing 
A- by A<). On the other hand, when it comes to expressivity on models based on 
distance spaces, the languages £ L, and £ l3 are incomparable. More specifically, since 
A' a(p is true in a point zv of a model based on a metric space S if and only if (p is 
true in an 'open ball' around zv, there is no translation taking formulae of CLz to 
formulae of such that for any metric space S and point zv we would have

(S, w) N A<a(p <=> {S,w ) 1= (A<atp)K
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We do not give a formal prove of this here, but remark that it follows, e.g., from con
sidering topological extensions to these languages with interior and closure operators, 
as investigated in Wolter and Zakharyaschev [2004].3

Next, we look at interpolation for these languages. Recall that a universal Horn 
formula is a universally quantified conjunction of disjunctions of literals, where in 
each disjunction at most one literal appears positively. Since all of the axioms given 
for the logics MSLi, i = 1,2,3, are of Sahlqvist type and correspond to universal Horn 
conditions, i.e., conditions (L l)-(L ll) can be rewritten to be universal Horn, we can 
make use of the following theorem, a proof of which can be found in Marx and Venema 

[1997].

T h e o r e m  3.28 (Marx & Venema). Every Sahlqvist axiomatisable modal logic whose 
axioms correspond to universal Horn formulae enjoys the arrow interpolation property.

Thus, we immediately obtain:

T h e o r e m  3.29 ( I n t e r p o l a t i o n  f o r  

The logics M S[.[AT] have Craig interpolation, for j  = 1,2,3 and i 6 {d, s, t, m}.

Failure of Craig interpolation, though, is the norm for distance logics, as we will 
see in the next section.

3.4.2. The Logics MSg, and MSOg,/ i = 1,2,3. Call an M-frame f of the form

f = (W, (R>a)a€\i)

G3-metric if the following conditions hold for all a,b e  M and w, u, v e W:

(Gl) If uR>av and b < a, then uR>bv;

(G2) uR>aV "v vR>au,

(G3) uR>ov <==> u ±  v;

(G4) If uR>a+bw, then uR>av or wR>bv, whenever a + b e  M.

Again, it is easily seen that the logic JVtSc3 coincides with the logic of the class of 
G3-metric frames. This follows immediately from the Representation Theorem 2.7 by 
replacing the condition for R< by their 'converses' for R>—e.g., replace

(D3) If uR<av and a < b, then uR<bv;

by (Gl)—and by noticing that the proof of Theorem 2.7 does not depend on whether 
we specify frame-conditions for R<a or R>a due to the conditions (Dl) and (D2) that 
make the relations R<a and R>a mutually exclusive but exhaustive.

3Note, however, that we can find such a translation for every fixed finite model, since then the 
topologies are trivial.
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Conditions (Gl) and (G2) are defined, respectively, by the Sahlqvist axioms (MoA>) 
and (Ba>) from Table 3.7. Condition (G3) tells us that the operator E>0 has to be inter
preted as the difference operator, that is, by the inequality relation. Clearly, condition 
(G4) is definable by a pure axiom, e.g.

E>fl+f,t E >fl; V  ■ ( ;-+  E>bi).

Moreover, if we assume that E>0 acts as the difference operator on a class of frames, 
we can in fact show that the Axiom (Tr>)

(Tr>) (cp V E>0<p) A E>tt+bfli>b-up —> E>a(p (a +  b e  M )

defines the class of frames satisfying condition (G4):

Suppose f = (W, (R>*),€m) satisfies conditions (G3) and (G4). Let u 6 W, ©t be a 
model based on f, and assume

(©t,u) N (<p V E>lV ) A E>a+bA>b-̂ cp.

Then there is some point v e W  (possibly v = u) such that (m ,v) N <p and a point 
w e  w  such that (W ,w) 1= A»-u p  and uR>a+bw. It follows that - wR>bv and hence, 
by condition (G4), uR>av, from which <©t, u) N E>>. This shows that (Tr>) is valid 
on the class of frames satisfying (G4) and on which E>° acts as the difference operator.

Conversely, pick a frame f = (W, (.R>0)aeM) that violates condition (G4), i.e., there 
are u,v,w  e  W such that uR>a+hV), - uR>av, and -w R >bv. We have to show that (Tr>) 
can be refuted on f. Define a model M  on f by setting Vm = {v} and qm = 0  for all 
q 7̂  p. Then

(9H, u) t= E>0p A E>“+f’A>i’-'p,

since wR>bv'implies v' f  v. But <OT,u) V E>‘ p, since ^uR>av and, by definition of

m,pm  =  M .

The Axiom (Tr>) is also a Sahlqvist formula, for E>“p is positive, that is, the pro- 
positional variable p appears in the scope of an even number of negations, and the 
formula (p V E>0p) A E>' +‘ A>*-<p is a Sahlqvist antecedent, for it is build from T , 1 ,  

boxed atoms (i.e. p) and negative formulae (i.e. E>»+*A>^p), using A, V, and exist
ential modal operators only.4 In particular, note that if we treat E>° just as a normal 
modal operator rather than the difference operator, the first-order correspondent of 
(Tr>) is weaker than (G4), namely, for a + b e  M:

(G4)' If uR>a+bw and “ = vv uR>oV,then or wR>bv.

That the axiomatic system MSGj listed in Table 3.7 axiomatises this class follows from 
the D-SahlqvistTheorem, which is proved in Venema [1993, Theorem 7.7], Similarly to

4 We use here the definition of Sahlqvist formula as defined in Blackburn et al. [2001).
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(CL)

A x io m  Sc h e m a t a  fo r  MSg3[M] 

the axiom  schem ata of classical propositional calculus

(K>) A>a(cp (A>atp — A>aip) (a e  M)
(Mo>) A>acp -* A>b(p (a < b e  M)

(B>) (p —> A>aE>a(p (a e  M)

(Tr>) (cp V E>0(p) A E>a+bA>b~icp E>> (a + b G M)

(Diff) E>0E>°(/7 (cpVE>0(p) (0 e M)

In f e r e n c e  R u l e s :

The inference rules are modus ponens, substitution, necessitation for A>fl, and the
irreflexivity rule for E>0, (IR)E>0:

S - l Z L i -  (MP) ^  (RN) -  -  (IR)e>. 

Table 3.7: The axiomatic system MSg3[M].

the condition of reversiveness discussed earlier, the condition of versatility used in the 
formulation of the D-Sahlqvist Theorem below takes on a very simple form for the 
case of unary modal operators, in particular, temporal or symmetric modalities are a 
special case of versatile similarity types.

THEOREM 3.30 (D -S a h l q v i s t  7 HEOREM, Venema). Let Z bea collection o f Sahlqvist 
formulae in a versatile similarity type containing the difference operator. Then the minimal D- 
logic enriched with the axioms in £  is strongly sound and complete with respect to the class 
of frames defined by the first-order frame correspondents o f the axioms in £  and where D is 
interpreted as inequality.

Call an M-frame f of the form

f =  (W, (R>a)aeM)

G2-metric, if the following conditions hold for all a,b e M and w, u,v e W:

(G5) If uR>av and b < a, then uR>hv;

(G6) uR>aV  v— y l )R > qU,

(G7) uR>0v = W x W;

(G8) If uR>a+bw, then uR>av or wR>bv, whenever a + b € M.

Again, by modifying Theorem 2.7, it is easily seen that the logic JvtSG> coincides 
with the logic of the class of G2-metric frames.
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Note that, while the operators A^° and A<0 where both trivial, the operators A-0 
and A>0 are both rather powerful, but A>0 is strictly more expressive than A-° over 
models, i.e., as we have discussed in Chapter 1, the operator E>0 (the difference op
erator) allows for the 'simulation of nominate', while the operator E;>0 (the universal 
modality) does not, compare also de de Rijke [1992]. Furthermore, we cannot give 
an axiomatisation for this logic in the same way as for 3YiSGa, since the language does 
not contain the difference operator, and so the D-Sahlqvist Theorem is not applicable. 
We could, however, obviously axiomatise the class of G2-metric frames in the stronger 
language C 0G, including nominals. Also, the logic MSGl [M] is easily characterised as 
the logic of a class of frames comprising the conditions (G1)-(G8) and additionally 'in
teraction' conditions for the modalities E><7 and E^a, similarly to what we have done 
in the last section.

As shown in ten Cate [2004], any language that has Craig interpolation over a class 
of frames and extends the basic logic of the difference operator is at least as expressive 
as the first-order correspondence language. Thus, all distance logics containing the 
operator E j11 fail to have Craig interpolation.

T h e o r e m  3.31 (F a i l u r e  o f  In t e r p o l a t i o n  in  CCi, ¿ g,)-

The logics MS c,[M], i = 1,3 Jail to have Craig interpolation.

Even worse, if we consider the languages £ D[M \ {0}] comprising the operat
ors k - aand A>0, but leaving out the difference operator E>0, we can still construct 
a counterexample for Craig interpolation following the lines of the proof for failure 
of interpolation in Humberstone's inaccessibility logic, which comprises modal oper
ators for a binary relation and its complement [Areces and Marx, 1998], This will be 
discussed below in detail.

3.4.3. The Logics MS‘D, i  6 {d ,s ,t ,m }. In Theorem 3.5 we have shown that the 
logics M Sp,i e {d ,s ,t,m }, are complete with respect to the finite members in their 
standard frame classes *• as defined on Page 42. Using the results from the last sec
tions we can now without further ado give a hybrid variant of the axiomatic system 
MSSjM] We just have to add to the base logic K^M ] in language COD pure axioms 
that define the conditions (D1)-(D6) of D-metric M-frames. The corresponding axio- 

matic system is listed in Table 3.8.
We next show that the logics MS’D[M] fail to have interpolation for finite parameter 

sets M, even if we leave out the operators Es° and E>° (that is, the difference operator),
and even in the weak form of the splitting interpolation property

To prove this, we will use a technique from Areces and Marx [1998], where failure 
of interpolation was shown for a variety of combinations of logics, like certain fu
sions, products, and Humberstone's inaccessibility logic. But let us first introduce
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A xio m  Sc h e m a t a  fo r  MSOd [M]

<? 9

Kj,[M]©c0
(Def>) E >aj  w (a e M )
(Mon<) E -ai - *  E^bi (a < b)
(T'io) E- ° i  *-* i (0 G M )
(Traf,) £<<>E<bj  _> £<a+bj (a,b G M )

^ (MP)

In f e r e n c e  R u l e s

iL  (RN> ^ ^ , i & (p, (<
19 9

Table 3.8: The axiomatic system MSOd[M].

some terminology needed. Given two frames, f = (W, (R<a)aeM, (R>a)aeM) and 
0 = (V, (S<a)aeM, {S>a)aeM), a p-morphism from f to 0 is a function / : f -> 0 such 
that the following two conditions hold for all a € M:

• If wxR<aw2, then f(zvx)S<af(w 2); the same for R>a;
• If f(zv\)S<av, then there is a w2 6 W such that f(zv2) = v and wxR<aw2; the 

same for S>a.

If the function / is surjective, we call 0 the p-morphic image of f under / and then

write / : f -» 0 or f -» 0. The notions of a frame generated by a set X and generated 
subframes are the usual ones from modal logic, compare, e.g., [Kracht, 1999). In par
ticular, if f is generated by a single point w e  W, it is called rooted and w is called the 

root of f.
We can now state the criterion for failure of interpolation mentioned above.

L e m m a  3.32 (Marx and Areces). Let F be a class of frames for a poly-modal language 
with finitely many modal operators. Suppose there are finite frames q, t) e  F and a frame f 
such that:

m n
(1) There are surjective p-morphisms m, n, such that 0 -» f tj;
(2) f is point-generated by the root w, every u e m~l {w) generates 0, every v € n~} (zv) 

generates h;
(3) There is no frame j e  F with commuting surjective p-morphisms g and hfrom  j onto

g h
0 and f), i.e., such that 0 «- j -» b and m o g — n o h.

Then an explicit counterexample for the splitting interpolation property (SIP) can be construc-
m n

ted from the frames and functions 0 -» f tj.

The proof of this criterion depends on the fact that finite frames can be character
ised syntactically up to bisimulation [Fine, 1974] and that a counterexample for (SIP)
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can be explicitly constructed from the formulae describing the frames and functions 0, 
1), m and n.

For the case of distance logics we are interested in here, though, this criterion can 
be simplified and strengthened. Since in D-standard M-frames the relations R>a are 
the complement of R<a, for all a e  M, D-standard frames are point-generated by every 
point. Moreover, the classes T , i 6 {d ,s ,t,m }, are elementary and obviously closed 
under point-generated subframes. More precisely, D-standard frames are simple, i.e., 
every generated subframe of a D-standard frame is the frame itself. We thus have the 
following stronger variant of Lemma 3.32, compare [Areces and Marx, 1998, Lemma 
2.5]:

L e m m a  3.33. Let F be one o fT , i € {d,s, t, m}. Suppose there are finite frames g, () 6 F  
and a frame \ for Co containing just one zvorld such that m n

(1) There are surjective p-morphisms m,n such that g -» f <*- f);
(2) There is no frame j € F with commuting surjective p-morphisms g and hfrom j onto

s ' h
g and f), i.e., such that g «- j -» 1) and m o g — n o h.

Then all interpolation properties fail including the relevance property, i.e., there are formulae 
(p and ip with 9(tp) n ?{ip) =  0 , such that <p A ip NF 1  and there is no splitting interpolant.

T h e o r e m  3.34 (F a i l u r e  o f  In t e r p o l a t i o n  in  L d ). The logics MS'D[M] and 
\ {0 }],for i 6 {d ,s, t, m} and |M| < to finite, do not have the relevance property, 

and thus fail to have Craig interpolation.

PROOF. We will use Lemma 3.33 and show the failure of the relevance property 
for the logic MS'D[M \ {0}] over some 'non-standard' parameter set excluding 0. First, 
let us define two finite D-metric frames g and f). Define

o = (ii,(R < o)„6M\{0}/(R>«)»6M\{0}> and •) = ( v > (S<»)«€M\(0)/(S>„)o6M\{0}>

by letting

u  := {u,v,u>},R<a := {<u, u ) , (v,v), (w, w)} and R>0 := (U x U)\R<a,

and
V :=  {u',v'},S<a :=  {<«,«>,<*'/*'>} and S>„ := (V x V)\R<„,

for every a e M \  {0}. Note that by D-metric frames for parameter sets M \ {0} 
we still mean frames satisfying all of the conditions of D-metric frames even if the 
relation R>0 is not explicitly present in the frame. Thus, for instance, the relations 
are assumed to be irreflexive. Further, define the one-point frame f based on the set 

W = { * }  by setting T<* =  T>„ = {<*,*»/ for every « 6 M \ I°>- Finally' define 
functions m.nwith 0 -  f and b -  f by setting = =  x and
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n(u') = n(v') = x. Obviously, m and n are surjective p-morphisms. In Figure 3.2 
below, white arrows represent the relation R<a, black arrows represent R>a (holding 
for all a), and the functions m and n are shown as dotted lines.

Figure 3.2: Counterexample for interpolation in L D[M \ {0}].

Now, suppose that there is a D-metric frame

) =  (// (P<a)aeM\{0}> (P>a)aeM\{0})

with commuting surjective p-morphisms g  and h from j onto g and 1), i.e., such that
g h

g « -  j -*  f) and m o g =  n o h. Pick some yx in j such that g{yx) =  u. This exists by 
surjectivity of g. Then we have, for some a, g(y\)R>avR>aw, and so there is a y2 in 
j with g(y2) = v and yiP>ay i• Since j is assumed to be D-metric, P>a is irreflexive 
and so y\ ^ 1/2* Repeating this argument shows that there is a 1/3 in j with y2P>ij]/3, 
g(y3) = w, and y2 ^ 1/3. Since g(yx) =  u ±  w =  g(y3), we also have y, ^  y3. Note 
that, at this point, we directly obtain a contradiction if E>0 is in the signature: y\,y2t 1/3 

are all distinct, which implies that y\P>oy2P>mP>oy\' and since h is a p-morphism, 
we obtain

% l ) S > 0 % 2 ) S > 0 % 3 ) S > 0/l( !/l) ,

which implies that f) has at least 3 points, which is a contradiction.
Let us now continue with the case of M \ {0}. Without loss of generality, we may 

assume % j)  = Then h(y2) = v‘, for y,P>„y2 implies h(yt)S>ah(y2) and so, by 
irreflexivity, h(yi) ji  h(y2). Similarly, it follows that h(y3) ?  h(y2), and so h(y3) =  u1. 
It follows that h(yi )S<Ji(y3) and so 1/1 P<ay3, for otherwise we would have y, P , b y  
condition (Dl) of D-standard frames, and thus % ,  )S>ah(y3) contrary to the definition 
of I). But y,P<0y3 implies g (y i )R & g (y 3 ), i-e., iiR<0te, contradicting condition (D2) of 
D-metric frames.
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Note that the proof of the last theorem can be readily adapted to prove failure of 
interpolation for the language £f[M]. Simply notice that the modality E-a is definable 
in £p[M] and that the modalities and can be 'trivialised' in the frames used in 
the proof: just set R = S>£ = 0 , R=a = $=a = 0  for fl 7̂  0, and R=0 = S=0 = id.

It is open, however, whether Craig interpolation still fails over metric spaces, if 
we only have 'weak' difference operators in the form of E>a saying 'somewhere at 
least a far away', but not their complements (Craig interpolation is obtained for this 
language if we leave out the triangular inequality, since then all frame conditions are 
again universal Horn).





Part 2

¿-Connections





C H A P T E R  4

£-Connections and Abstract Description Systems

4.1. Introducing ¿-Connections

Logic-based formalisms play a prominent role in modern Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) research. The numerous logical systems employed in various applications can 
roughly be divided into three categories:

(1) very expressive but undecidable logics, typically variants of first- or higher- 
order logics;

(2) quantifier-free formalisms of low computational complexity (typically P- or 
NP-complete), such as (fragments of) classical propositional logic and its non
monotonic variants;

(3) decidable logics with restricted quantification located 'between' propositional 
and first-order logics; typical examples are modal, description and proposi
tional temporal logics.

The use of formalisms of the third kind is motivated by the fact that logics of cat
egory (2) are often not sufficiently expressive, e.g., for terminological, spatial, and 
temporal reasoning, while logics of the first kind are usually too complex to be used 
for efficient reasoning in realistic application domains.

Thus, the trade-off between expressiveness and effectiveness is the main design 
problem in the third approach, with decidability being an important indicator that 
the computational complexity of the language devised might be sufficiently low for 
successful applications. Over the last few years, an enormous progress has been made 
in the design and implementation of special purpose languages in this area—witness 
surprisingly fast representation and reasoning systems of description and temporal 
logics.1 In contrast to first-order and propositional logics, however, these systems 
are useful only for very specific tasks, say, pure temporal, spatial, or terminological 

reasoning.
Since usually realistic application domains comprise various aspects of the world, 

the next target within this third approach is the design of suitable combinations of 
formalisms modelling each of these aspects. Following the underlying idea that to 
devise useful languages one has to search for a compromise between expressiveness

]Cf. Schwendimann [1998}, Hustadt and Konev [2002}, Moller and Haarslev [2003], Horrocks [2003].

107
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and effectiveness, the problem then is to find combination methodologies which are 
sufficiently robust in the sense that the computational behaviour of the resulting hy
brids should not be much worse than that of the combined components. The need 
for such methodologies has been clearly recognised by the AI community,2 and vari
ous approaches to combining logics have been proposed, e.g., description logics with 
concrete domains in Lutz [2003], multi-dimensional spatio-temporal logics in Wolter 
and Zakharyaschev [2000, 2002], independent fusions in Kracht and Wolter [1991], 
Fine and Schurz [1996], Baader et al. [2002], fibring in Gabbay [1999], temporalised 
logics in Finger and Gabbay [1992], temporal epistemic logic in Fagin et al. [1995], or 
more general logics of rational agency in Rao and Georgeff [1998], van der Hoek and 

Wooldridge [2003].
In this part of the thesis, we introduce and investigate a novel combination method 

with a wide range of applications and a very robust computational behaviour in the 
sense that the combination is decidable whenever all of its components are decidable.

This combination method can be applied in the following setting. Suppose that 
we have n mutually disjoint domains D\,. . . ,  D„ together with appropriate languages 
L i,. . . ,  Ln for speaking about them. Although the domains are disjoint, they can rep
resent different aspects of the same objects (say, a concrete house as an instance of a 
general concept house, its spatial extension and life span). So we can assume that we 
have a set £ = {Ej | ;  6 /} of links establishing certain relations Ej C D\ x • • • x D„ 
among objects of the domains.

Now, we form a new language L containing all of the L„ 1 < i < n, which is 
supposed to talk about the union UiU where the D, are connected by the links in 
£. The fragments L, of L can still talk about each of the D„ but the super-language 
L contains extra (n — l)-ary operators {Ej) , 1 < i < n, j  € /, which, given an input 
(X i,. . . ,  X/-1, X ;+i,. . . ,  X„), for X( C Dt, return

{X € D, I W  7£ i3xe € Xf  ( * 1 , . . . , * ;_ ! ,* ,* ;+ ! ,* „ )  € Ej}.

In other words, the value of (£,-)' (X i,. . . ,  X ,.], X/+1, . . .  X„) is the i-th factor of 

(Xi x • • • x X/_i x D, x X/+1 x . . .  x X „)n  Ej.

For instance, if / = 2 then, for all Xj C Dj and X2 C D2, w e have

xi € {E j)1 (X2) <==> 3x2 € X2. {x\,x2) € Ej,

*2 6 {E j)2 (X j) <=> 3.ti 6 Xi. (x i,x2) € Ej. *•

*•11 suffices to mention the workshop series 'Frontiers of Combining Systems' (FroCoS'96-02) and 

subsequent volumes [Baader and Schulz, 1996, Gabbay and de Rijke, 2000, Kirchner and Ringeissen, 
2000, Armando, 20021
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We call the new system £ the basic £-connection3 of L\,. . . ,  £„. The operators (£ ; )' 
correspond to the exists-restrictions of standard description logics [Baader et ai., 2003], 
or, in terms of first-order logic, to an E;-guarded quantification over the members of 
foreign domains [Andreka et al., 1998].

Here are four simple examples of £-connections; in more detail they will be con
sidered in Section 4.5.

Description Logic-Spatial Logic. A description logic L\ (say, ALG or S3EJQ [Hor- 
rocks et al., 1999]) talks about a domain D] of certain 'abstract' objects. A spatial 
logic Lz (say, qualitative S4U4 or quantitative MSOd from Chapter 1) talks about some 
spatial domain D2. An obvious £-connection is given by the relation E C D\ x  D 2 

defined by taking (x,y) 6  E if and only if y belongs to the spatial extension of x— 
whenever x occupies some space. Then, given an L\-concept, say, river, the operator 
(£) (river) provides us with the spatial extension of all rivers. Conversely, given a

1

spatial region of £2, say, the Alps, (E) (Alps) provides the concept comprising all 
objects whose spatial extension has a non-empty intersection with the Alps. So the 
concept country fl (E) 1 (Alps) will then denote the set of all alpine countries.

Description Logic-Temporal Logic. Next, let £3 be a temporal logic (say, point- 
based PTL [Gabbay et al., 1994] or Halpern-Shoham's logic of intervals HS [Halpern 
and Shoham, 1991]) and let D3 be a set of time points or, respectively, time intervals 
interpreting £3. In this case, a natural link relation E C D\ x D3 is given by taking 
(x,y) G £ if and only if y belongs to the life-span of x.

Description Logic-Description Logic. Besides the description logic L\ talking 
about the domain D\, another description logic £4 may be given that is used to form
alise knowledge about a domain D4 closely related to D\. For instance, if £j talks 
about countries and companies, while £ 4 talks about people, we may have two rela
tions W, £ C Dj x D4, where (x,y) G W if and only if y works in x (for x a company) 
and (x,y) e £ if and only if y lives in x (for x a country). Typically, £1 and £4 will also 
use different sets of concept constructors.

Similar combinations, called distributed description logics, have been construc
ted by Borgida and Serafini [2002], whose motivation was the integration of and lo
gical reasoning in loosely federated information systems. In more detail, the relation
ship between £-connections of description logics and distributed description logics

3Basic £ -connections were first introduced in Kutz et al. [2001] and further investigated in Kutz et al. 
[2002bl. The construction of ¿-connections was in part inspired by the author's work on counterpart the

oretic semantics for modal predicate logics, where we have a set of relations interconnecting the objects 

of different first-order domains, compare [Kracht and Kutz, 2002, Kutz, 2003, Kracht and Kutz, 2004].

4Cf. Tarski [1938], Bennett [1996], Shehtman [1999], Gabbay et al. [2003].
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will be analysed in Section 6.1, where we will show that distributed description logics 
can be thought of as special instances of ¿-connections.

Description Logic-Spatial Logic-Temporal Logic. Further, we can combine the 
three logics Lj, L2, L3 above into a single formalism by defining a ternary relation 
£ Ç Di x D2 x D3 such that (*, y,z) e  E if and only if y belongs to the spatial extension 

of x at moment (interval) z.
So far, we have given only the rough idea of how we intend to construct ¿-connec

tions. To make it more precise, and to provide evidence for the claim that this com
bination technique is computationally robust, we will use the framework of abstract 
description systems (ADSs, for short) introduced in Baader et al. [2002]. Basically, all 
description, modal, temporal, epistemic and similar logics (in particular, modal logics 
of space) can be represented in the form of ADSs with the same computational beha
viour as the original formalisms. For this reason, ADSs appear to be a good level of 
abstraction for investigating ¿-connections.

The next question is how one might 'prove' that the formation of ¿-connections 
is a computationally robust operation, for, obviously, 'computational robustness' is a 
rather vague term. Here, we adopt the idea that a proof of the decidability of the main 
reasoning tasks provided by a formalism is an important first step towards 'good' 
computational behaviour. Of course, only experiments will show whether a particular 
¿-connection is of sufficiently low complexity to be useful in practice; this is, however, 
left for future research.

Thus, our aim is to prove transfer results of the following form:

(1 ) if a certain reasoning task for each of the component ADSs of an ¿-connection is 
decidable, then this reasoning task for the ¿-connection itself is decidable as well

On the other hand, to show that our results are in a sense optimal, and that, in
deed, we have found—at least on the theoretical level—a good compromise between 
expressivity and effectiveness, we provide examples which demonstrate that

(2) the transfer results in (1 ) do not hold if we take more expressive ¿-connections.

All 'positive' decidability transfer theorems come with the following complexity res
ult:

(3) the time complexity o f a reasoning task for an ¿-connection is at most one non- 
deterministic exponential higher than the maximal time complexity of its compon
ents; in some cases this upper bound is optimal.

The increase of the worst-case time complexity by one exponential shows that in gen
eral ¿-connections are not given 'for free', that is, they are so to speak more expressive 
than the 'sum of their parts'. On the other hand, this result also shows that the form
ation of ¿-connections is a 'relatively cheap' combination methodology compared, for
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instance, with the multi-dimensional approach (see Section 6.4). We hope the ideas 
underlying the proofs of the decidability transfer theorems do not only indicate that 
'practical algorithms' may exist for some particular cases, but may also help the de
signer of such algorithms.

The structure of this part of the thesis is as follows:

Section 4.2 introduces abstract description systems, describes four important logic- 
based knowledge representation formalisms—being used in examples of £-connec
tions given in Section 4.5—and their translations into ADSs. Section 4.2 also discusses 
the treatment of the nominal constructor within the framework of ADSs. In Section 4.3, 
we discuss two important technical aspects of ADSs: number tolerance, a property of 
ADSs, and singleton satisfiability, a new reasoning problem for ADSs. Both notions will 
play an important role in Chapters 5 and 6 when proving (negative) transfer results 
for ¿-connections involving number restrictions on links or constructors motivated by 
DDLs. In Section 4.4, we formally introduce basic ¿-connections, and in Section 4.5 
we give a number of examples illustrating the new combination technique.

Chapter 5 is concerned with an analysis of the computational behaviour of vari
ous kinds of ¿-connections. After a discussion of basic ¿-connections in Section 5.1, 
we consider extensions of ¿-connections which allow more interaction between the 
combined formalisms, namely, link operators on object variables (Section 5.2), Boolean 
operators on link relations (Section 5.3), and number restrictions on link relations (Sec
tion 5.4). Decidability transfer results as well as counterexamples to the transfer of 
decidability describe the trade-off between expressive power and computational be
haviour.

In Chapter 6, we compare the methodology of ¿-connections with related combin
ation techniques and analyse the expressive power of basic ¿-connections. We start, 
in Section 6.1, by considering the relation between ¿-connections and distributed de
scription logics as introduced in Borgida and Serafini [2002]. To fully capture the con
structors employed in DDLs, we have to define a new variant of ¿-connections. We 
give a number of decidability transfer results concerning DDLs as well as show where 
general transfer fails. In Section 6.2, we analyse the expressivity of basic ¿-connections 
by lifting the concept of bisimulations to ¿-connections and by providing a number of 
undefinable properties. In Section 6.3, we then show how basic ¿-connections can be 
extended by means of assertions stating certain first-order constraints on models of 
¿-connections such that those undefinable properties can be expressed and we still 
preserve decidability. Finally/ in Section 6.4, we briefly discuss ¿-connections in the 
light of other combination methodologies such as multi-dimensional products of lo
gics, independent fusions, fibrings, and description logics with concrete domains.
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4.2. Abstract Description Systems

4.2.1. Basic Definitions. Abstract description systems (ADSs) have been pro
posed in Baader et al. [2002] as a common generalisation of description logics, modal 
logics, temporal logics, and some other formalisms. Our presentation of ADSs in this 
section will be brief, yet self-contained. As illustrating examples, we describe sev
eral logics that have been proposed in the literature for knowledge representation and 
reasoning, and show how these logics can be viewed as abstract description systems. 
For more details about ADSs, the reader is referred to Baader et al. [2002].

An abstract description system consists of an abstract description language and a 
class of admissible models specifying the intended semantics.

D e f i n i t i o n  4.1 (ADL). An abstract description language (ADL) L is determined 
by a countably infinite set V of set variables, a countably infinite set X of object variables, 
a countable set R of relation symbols R of arity mr , and a countable set 3* of function 
symbols f  o f arity n f  such that A £ X. The terms tj o f L are built in the following way:

tj ::= x | -ifi | *i A f2 I f ( h , . . . , t „ f ),

zvhere x £ V and f  £ X. The term assertions of L are of the form

h Q h  /

where t\ and t2 are terms, and the object assertions are

• R(ai/. . . /antR), for ai,. . .,aniR e land R eR;

• a : t, for a £ X and t a term.

The sets o f term and object assertions together form the set o f L-assertions. We will write 
ti =  t2 as an abbreviation for the two assertions t] C t2, t2 Q t\.

The semantics of ADLs is defined via abstract description models.

D E F IN IT IO N  4.2 (ADM). Given an ADL L =  (V, X, IR, CF), an abstract description 
model (ADM)/or L is a structure o f the form

w  = (w ,V w = (x3n)xev,X w =  = (Rw )ReK) ,

where W is a non-empty set, xw C W, aw e  W, each f w is a function mapping nr  tuples 

{ X i , . . . , X n/}  o f subsets o f W to a subset ofW, and the Rw are mR-ary relations on W.
The value tw C W o f an L-term t in W is defined inductively by taking

• (-nf)® = IV \ (t)w, (h  A f2)® = f f  n t f ,

• m .......^ /))2D= /2D( i f ....... o
The truth-relation W\= (p for an L-assertion <p is defined in the obvious way:
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• 2HN R(au .. .  ,a „ R) <=> Rw (a f}, . . . ,a^R),

• 217 N a : t <=> aw e  t'w,

• 237 N h  C t2 <=> t f  C t f .

If%Q\=(p holds, we say that q> is satisfied in 2U. For sets T of assertions, we write 217 t= T if 
233 N (p holds for all cp 6 T.

ADSs become a powerful tool by providing a choice of an appropriate class of 
ADMs in which the ADL is interpreted. In this way we can, e.g., ensure that a func
tion symbol has the desired semantics, and that relation symbols are interpreted as 
relations having desired properties, say, transitivity.

D E F IN IT IO N  4.3 (ADS). An abstract description system  (ADS) is a pair (£,At), 
where C is an ADL and At is a class o f ADMs for £  that is closed under the following opera
tions:

(i) ifW  -  (W, V ^ X 20,^ 20,# 20) is in At and V20' -  (x20') * ^  is a new assignment 
o f set variables in W, then 233' =  ̂W, V20, X '11, T20,^ 20  ̂ is in At as well;

(ii) for every finite 9 Q 3, there exists a finite set 1 3 C 1  such that, for every model 
217 = ( W, V25, X20, X211, K'20) from At and every assignment X20* = {a2lV)aeX of 
object variables in W such that aw = a2lV for all a e  Xg, there is an interpretation 
T20' _  ( f W } 0f  the function symbols such that Z20' — f w for all f  e  9 and 

213' = ( w , V w, X™',3 ™ ' , is in At.

The first closure condition imposed on the class of models At means that set vari
ables are treated as variables in any ADS, i.e., their values are not fixed. Closure condi
tion (ii) deals with object variables and is slightly weaker: it states that object variables 
behave like variables, except that the interpretation of a finite number of function sym
bols may determine the assignments of a finite number of object variables. This weak
ening is required to enable the representation of the important 'nominal-constructor' 
from modal and description logic (which associates with any object variable a nullary 
function symbol; see below for more details) in abstract description systems. Mostly, 
however, the example ADSs we are going to discuss satisfy the stronger condition:

(ii') if 213 = (W, V ^ X 20, ? 20,^ 20) € At and X20' = {a^'jaeX is a new assignment 
of object variables in W, then 213' = ( w ,  V20/X20'/̂ 20/̂ 20  ̂ is in At as well.

The main reasoning tasks for an ADS S we will be concerned with are the satisfiab
ility problem for finite sets of assertions, and the satisfiability problem restricted to sets 
T of object assertions, which we will call the A-satisfiability problem for S (here, the 'A'

stands for ABox; see below).
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D e f i n i t i o n  4.4 (S a t i s f i a b il it y  in  ADS). Let S =  (C,M) be an ADS. A finite set Y 

of L-assertions is called satisfiable in S if there exists an ADM 2D e M such that 2D N Y. The 
problem of deciding, given any finite set Y of object assertions from L, whether Y is satisfiable, 
is called the A -satisfiability problem in S.

Note that the entailment of term assertions and, e.g., object assertions of the form 
a ; f—to decide, given such an object assertion cp and a finite set of assertions Y, 
whether 2D t= Y implies 2D h (p for all models 2D—is clearly reducible to the satisfiab
ility problem. For example, Y entails a : t if and only if Y U {a : -T} is not satisfiable.

We now introduce a number of logics that have been proposed for knowledge 
representation and reasoning in AI, and show how these logics can be viewed as ADSs. 
Again, our presentation will be brief, but self-contained. We put these formalisms 
to work in Section 4.5, where we give several examples illustrating ¿-connections. 
Moreover, we will discuss the treatment of nominals in the framework of ADS.

4.2.2. Description Logics. Description logics (DLs) are formalisms devised for the 
representation of and reasoning about conceptual knowledge. Such knowledge is rep
resented in terms of compound concepts which are composed from atomic concepts 
(unary predicates) and roles (binary predicates) using the concept and role construct
ors provided by the given DL. Description logic knowledge bases consist of

• a TBox containing concept inclusion statements of the form C] C C2, where 
both Ci and C2 are concepts, and

• an ABox containing assertions of the form a : C and (a, b) : R, where a, b are 
object names, C is a concept, and R is a role.

Description logics have found applications in various fields of Artificial Intelligence, 
for example, as languages for describing ontologies in the context of the semantic 
web.3 In Baader et al. [2002], it has been shown that almost all description logics can 
be regarded as ADSs. Here, we briefly describe three members of this family of logics 
and their translations into ADSs. We start with the basic description logic, AJLG.

The alphabet o f ALQ comprises concept names A\, A2, . . . ,  role names R\, R~>,. . . ,  
object names a\,a2, . . . ,  the Boolean constructors -> and n, and the existential and uni
versal restrictions 3 and V, respectively. ./LCC-concepts C, are built according to the 
following rule:

Q Ai | -C] | Cj n C2 | 3R.C | VR.C. 5

5More information on DLs can be found in the handbook [Baader et al., 2003).
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As usual, we use C\ U C2 as an abbreviation for —*(—>Ci n - 1C2), and 3R.C as an abbre
viation for -iVR.->C. An A£C-model is a structure of the form

where A is a non-empty set, the A- are subsets of A, the R- are binary relations on 
A, and the n3 are elements of A. The interpretation of complex concepts is defined by 
setting

(~,C)3 = A \  c \  ( C n D ) 3 = c 3 n D\

(3R.C)3 = {w e A I 3v 6 A((w,v) € R3 Av 6 C:))},

(VR.C)'J = {w  € A | Wv e A((w,v) € R3 -> v e C:J)}.

The concepts of ACC can be regarded as terms O  of an ADS ACCK Indeed, we can 
associate with each concept name A, a set variable A], with each role name R, two 
unary function symbols /vr, and f 3Rl, and then set inductively:

(-,C)# =  -iC#, (CnD)# = C#AD*,

(3 R,.C)# =  f3R,(C*), (VR.-.C)* =

The object names of ACC are treated as object variables of ACC* and the role names as 
its binary relations. Thus, ACC}-term assertions correspond to concept inclusion state
ments, while object assertions correspond to ABox assertions. The class M of ADMs 
for ACC# is defined as follows. For every ACC-model 3 = (A, A3, . . . ,  R?v . . . ,  a\,. . . ) ,  
the class M contains the model

ot =  ( a , v"  i * , * " , » " ) ,

where, for every concept name A, role name R, and every object name nr

(Aj)m =  A3, Rm =  RJ, =  a3, 

f f R(X) = {¡0 € A I 3l> ((w,v) 6 RJ Al> 6 X )},

/ $ (X ) = {w € A I Vv (( -*  v e X)} .

Observe that the semantics of the function symbols /g* and /vr is obtained in a 
straightforward way from the semantics of the DL. constructors 3R.C and VR.C,. Since 
the interpretations of concept and object names can be changed arbitrarily, At satisfies 
the closure conditions (i) and (ii') (and therefore (ii) as well). Now, considering this 

translation, it is easily seen that

• the satisfiability problem of ACC1 corresponds to the problem of whether an 
ACC-ABox is satisfiable with respect to a TBox;6

6Note that in the literature the TBoxes we are concerned with are usually called general TBoxes.
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• the A-satisfiability problem of A L&  corresponds to the problem of whether 
an AXG-ABox is satisfiable without any reference to TBoxes.

Our second description logic, STCJQ, extends ALG by various additional construct
ors. For brevity, we define here only those that will be used in the examples later on,

ry

viz., inverse roles and qualified number restrictions. The inverse roles allow us to use 
roles of the form K_1 (where R is a role name) in place of role names, and the quali
fied number restrictions are concept constructors of the form (> nR.C) and (< nR.C); 

their semantics is almost obvious:

{R~l )J =  {(w,v)  | (v,w) € R0},

(>n R.C )J = { w e A  \ \ { v e A \ { w , v ) e R ' J A v e C ' J } \ > n } ,

(< nR.C)3 = {we  A I |{y e A | (w,v) e RJ Av e CJ}| < n}.

More details on S3CJQ can be found in Horrocks et al. [1999, 2000]. By extending the 
translation .s of ALG above in a straightforward way, one can transform STHQ into the 
corresponding ADS SWOP. Details of this translation can be found in Baader et al. 

[2002].

The third description logic we deal with is called AXCO; it extends ALG with the 
nominal constructor {a}, where a is an object name; cf. Schaerf [1994], Horrocks and 
Sattler [2001]. The semantics of the concepts {tf} is as expected: { a } 7 3 = Thus, 
the difference between ALG and ALGO is that AACO allows the use of object names 
in concepts rather than only in ABox assertions. The corresponding ADS, AGCO11, is 
obtained from ALG* by introducing, for every object variable a of ALG*, the nul
lary function symbol f a such that, for every model Wl, J f 1 = {fl®1}, and by setting 
{a} 5 = f a. While ALGs and STCJQ" satisfy the closure condition (ii') following Defin
ition 4.3—simply observe that there is no interaction between the interpretation of 
function symbols and object variables—this is obviously not the case for ALGO*: by 
changing the assignment of an object variable a we also change the interpretation of 
the nullary function symbol f a. However, A/CGO* does satisfy (ii). Indeed, given a 
finite set 9 of function symbols of ATAO1, let Xg be the set of all object variables n 
such that f a e S. Now, for any new assignment of the variables in X \ Xg, the new 
interpretation of the function symbols not occurring in 3 is obtained by interpreting 
every nominal f a, a e X \ Xg, as the singleton set containing the object newly assigned 
to a. The remaining function symbols are interpreted as before.

To determine the computational complexity of reasoning with the ADSs defined 
above, let us recall that, for ALG, STCJQ, and ALGO, ABox-satisfiability with respect 
to TBoxes is EXPTIME-complete, compare De Giacomo and Lenzerini [1996], Tobies

7S'}CJQ also provides for transitive roles and role hierarchies, and the application of the qualified
number restrictions constructor is limited to so-called simple roles.
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[2001a], and Areces et al. [1999], respectively. It follows immediately that we have the 
following:

P r o p o s i t i o n  4.5. The satisfiability problem for ALGf SHOO*, and ALGO" is 
EXPTIME-complete.

In what follows, it will turn out that the difference between ACC and ACGO is 
rather important, also on the level of ADSs.

4.2.3. Nominals in ADS. To be precise about the notion of 'nominal' within the 
framework of ADSs, let us first give a definition.

D e f i n i t i o n  4.6 ( N o m i n a l s ) .  An ADS S  = (£,M),  where L  = is said
to have nominals if 7  contains a nullary function symbol f a, for each a e  X, such that, for  
every 21) = (W,Vw, Xw, Fw, R'd) in M, we have = {a9n}. Usually, we will denote the 
function symbols f a by {«} and call them nominals.

The ADS ALGO* obviously has nominals in the sense of this definition, while the 
ADSs ALG5 and STOQ* do not.

R e m a r k  4.7. There is a close connection between nominals and object assertions: 
for an ADS with nominals, object assertions of the form a : t can be reformulated as 
{fl} C t. On the other hand, in general, object assertions of the form Ii(a\,.. . , a m) 
cannot be rephrased in this style. Yet, for some ADSs they are equivalent to assertions 
of the form {fli} C f f a ,  ■ am), as will be clear from examples below. We could give 
a more general definition of 'to have nominals' by replacing nullary function symbols 
fa with terms ta. The results we are going to obtain for ADSs with nominals hold true 
under this more general definition as well.

In the examples that follow, some expressive means provided by the ADSs have 
no direct counterparts in the corresponding logics. For instance, none of these logics 
has explicit term and object assertions. However, we will see that this additional ex
pressivity can be regarded just as 'syntactic sugar'.

4.2.4. A Modal Logic of Topological Spaces. The modal logic S4U, i.e., Lewis's 
modal system S4 enriched with the universal modality, is an important formalism for 
reasoning about spatial knowledge. The interpretation of the basic S4 logic (without 
the universal modality) in topological spaces dates back to Tarski [1938]. Later, the uni
versal box was added in order to allow the representation of and reasoning about the 
well-known RCC-8 set of relations between two regions in a topological space [Randell 
et al., 1992].8 We discuss the encoding of the RCC-8 relations in S4U in Section 4.5.2.

^Compare also Renz [1998), Bennett (1996), Renz and Nebel [1998], Shehtman [1999], Wolter and 

Zakharyaschev [2002], Cabbay et al. [2003].
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The language of S4U is built from region variables X\, X2/. . .  (in the modal con
text, propositional variables), the Boolean operators, the interior operator I (the ne
cessity operator), and the universal quantifier ■  (the universal modality). More precisely, 
S4u-formulae (pi are defined as follows:

(pi ::= Xj | -npi | (pih(p2 | I (p\ | M(p\.

As usual, we use (p\ V (pi as an abbreviation for —•(—*<jpi A -'(pi), ♦ (p (the universal dia
mond) as an abbreviation for -up, and the closure operator C(p (the possibility oper
ator) as an abbreviation for —*J— A (topological) S4u-model

consists of a topological space (T, I), where I is an interior operator mapping subsets 
X of T to their interior 1I(X) C T and satisfying Kuratowski's Axioms

i(X n Y) = i(X) n i(Y), U(X)  = i(X), i(X) c  x,

for all X, Y C T, C is the closure operator defined by€( X)  = T\ !I(T\X), and the X'j 
are subsets of T (interpreting the region variables of S4U). The value (p[] of an S4u-for- 
mula (p in 3 is defined inductively in the natural way:

(->< p)0 =  T \x j) \  ( j ; m  p),J =  r ’ n i / i 3 ,

0  if 1f  i  T,
(hpy  — fopj, w  =

T if f  = T.

We say that (p is satisfiable if there is an S4u-model 3 such that (p‘J ^ 0 .
Let us see now how S4U can be represented as an ADS S4j,. The corresponding 

ADL contains the set variables X\, X\,. .. ,  the unary function symbols // and /*, but 
no relation symbols. Besides, according to the definition, S4J, must contain a countably 
infinite set of object variables fl,-. The translation .s of S4u-formulae into S4j,-terms is 
obvious, e.g., (□<?)* = /□(?#), where □ € { / , ■ } .

Define a class M of ADMs for S4;u by taking, for every S4u-model 3 as above, the 
ADMs

an = ,

where (Xj)®' = X3', am e  T, for every a € X, = I, and, for every C

x m -  0  i f y " T'
[ T  if y = T.

Obviously, S4„ satisfies the closure conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 4.3 (it even 
satisfies (ii')); so it is an ADS. Unlike S4*, the logic S4U does not have assertions of
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the form t1 C t2 or a : t. So we have to be careful when relating the computational 
complexity of S4J, to that of S4U. However, we have the following:

P r o po sitio n  4.8. The satisfiability problem for S4J, is PSPACE-complete.

PROOF. PSPACE-hardness follows from PSPACE-hardness of the satisfiability 
problem for S4 [Ladner, 1977]. We establish the corresponding upper bound by means 
of a reduction to the satisfiability problem for S4U enriched with nominals in topolo
gical models,9 which is known to be PSPACE-complete [Areces et al., 2000]. Namely, 
given a set T of S4J,-assertions we define an S4u-formula (pr as the conjunction of all 
formulae in the set

Obviously, (pr is satisfiable in some topological model if and only if F is satisfiable, 
which gives us the required PSPACE-upper bound. Reductions of this type are known 
as internalisations of TBoxes by means of the universal modality [Schild, 1991]. □

Note, that S4J, does not have nominals.

4.2.5. A Logic of Metric Spaces. Formalisms like S4U allow the representation 
of qualitative spatial knowledge using, e.g., the RCC-8 relations. Motivated by the 
fact that many spatial AI applications also require representations of quantitative in
formation, we investigated logics of distance spaces in Part 1 of this thesis. Here, we 
consider one member of this family, namely JVfS0t)[Q+] introduced on Page 20, and 
define a corresponding ADS.10

Recall that formulae in the language £ 0 D of MSOD are build from propositional 
variables px and nominals ik using the Booleans, the universal modality ■, as well as 
the operators A-" and A>fl, for a e  Q +. More precisely, MSOD-formulae <px are defined 
as follows:

(pi pj | ik | -><pi | (p\ A f2 I ®<5Pi I A-  | A cp].

Intuitively, given a subset p in a metric space, A~ p is the set of all those points u in the 
space such that all points located at distance < a from 11 belong to p. An JVlhOp-niodel

consists of a metric space (W,d) together with interpretations of propositional vari
ables pi as subsets p f  of W and nominals ik as singleton subsets i f  of W. We remind 
the reader that d is a function from W x W into the set IR+ (of non-negative real num
bers) satisfying Axioms (1)—(3) from Page 7.

9Nominals M  are interpreted as singleton sets of topological spaces.

10The logic we consider here is called M 82 in Sturm et al. [2000] and MS: in Kutz et al. [2003b].

{■  ( , -  V2) I (ç>5 £  *• ) €  n  U { ■  ( { r t }  ->  VO I (fl : V 1) 6 r } .
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To define a corresponding ADS MSOjp, we reserve a set variable pjj for each pro- 
positional variable p,-, an object variable i[ and a nullary function symbol /-for each 
nominal ik, and take unary function symbols /a<« and /a>«, for each a G Q+. Again, 
the set of relation symbols is empty. It should now be clear how to devise a translation 
.# of MS0D-formulae into ^VfSOp-set terms. Moreover, to describe the class of ADMs, 
similarly to what was done in the preceding two sections, note that the semantics of 
the function symbols f A<a and /a >a can be derived from the semantics of the operators 
A-'1 and A>a in a straightforward way. Namely, every MS0c>-model 93 gives rise to an 

ADM

m  =

for MSOp, where (p-)271 =  p\, (i[)m = u G W, for (ik)° =  {«} ,  and T97* consists of all 

nullary functions /- interpreted as (/-)27i = (4  }, and /A <a, /&>«, for a G where 
the latter are defined by taking

/jj<,(Y) = {u> G W | Vx g W (d(zv,x) < a —> x e  Y)},  

ffi>a(Y) =  {iv G W I Vx G W (<$(w,x) > rt —> x G Y)},
for every Y C  W.

It is shown in Wolter [2004] that the satisfiability problem for 3vtS0o[Q+] is 
EXPTIME-complete if the parameters from Q+ are encoded in unary. Thus, since 
the universal modality is available in MSOp, we can essentially repeat the proof of 
Proposition 4.8 and obtain:

PROPOSITION 4.9. The satisfiability problem for MSO^ is EXVUME-complete (for un
ary encoding of parameters).

The ADS MSO^ does have nominals.

4.2.6. Propositional Temporal Logic. Finally, we consider the propositional tem
poral logic PTL [Goldblatt, 1987, Gabbay et al., 1994, Fagin et al., 1995] which is a 
well-known tool for reasoning about time. PTL-formulae <p, are composed from pro- 
positional variables p, by means of the Booleans and the binary temporal operators 11 
('until') and S ('since'):

<Pi -=  Pj I “,<Pi I (p\A(p2 | (p\U(p2 | <p]S (p2.

We introduce 0 Fcp ('eventually <p'), DFcp ('always in the future <p'), <0Pq> ('sometime in 
the past </>'), □ pep ('always in the past <//) as abbreviations for TUq>, - ,o F->cpf TSep, and 
-¡Op-vp, respectively. A PTL-model is a structure of the form
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where (N, <) is the intended flow of time, and p- Ç N. The temporal extension (p°
of a PTL-formula cp is defined inductively in the standard way, the interesting cases 
being:

{(piUç2 )J = {u £ N  \ 3z > u (z £ (pi A\/y £ (u,z) y £ q>i)},

{(piS(p2)J = {il € N \3z < u (z € (pi A Vy £ (z, u) y £ <pj)},

where (u,v) = {re £ N | u < w < v).

To obtain the corresponding ADS PTL', we associate with U and S binary function 
symbols f u and /§. It is not hard now to define a translation f  from PTL-formulae to 
PTL^-terms. We represent individual time points and the precedence relation < by 
adding nominals and the relation symbol < to PTL, i.e., the language PTlJ has the 
function symbols fu ,  fg  and {a},  for any object variable a, and the binary relation 
symbol < interpreted by the precedence relation on IN. Note that although PTL itself 
contains none of these explicitly, nominals {«} (and so object variables) can be simu
lated as PTL-formulae pa A ->0Ppa A -«0ppa, and the assertion a < b can be simulated 
as

(Pa A -'OFPa A ~̂ Oppa) A Op(pb A -'0 Fpb A Ppb).

The definition of the class of ADMs for PTL' is now straightforward. Note that the 
satisfiability problem of PTLS is not more complex than the satisfiability problem in 
PTL:

P r o po sit io n  4.10. The satisfiability problem for  PTLS is PSPACE-complete.

Proof. It it proved in Sistla and Clarke [1985] that the satisfiability problem for 
PTL is PSPACE-complete. As we have already seen above, the nominals and the bin
ary relation < can be simulated in PTL. Observe that the universal box ■  cp can be 
expressed as well, by using the formula □ r<p A y  A □ P(p. Therefore, we can employ 
the same internalisation reduction as in the proof of Proposition 4.8 to show that the 
satisfiability problem for PTL' is PSPACE-complete. □

4.3. Number Tolerance and Singleton Satisfiability

In this section, we introduce and discuss an important property of ADSs, number 
tolerance, which will plav a key role in the decidability transfer results for ¿.-connec
tions allowing number restrictions on links. Furthermore, we will introduce a new 
reasoning problem for ADSs, singleton satisfiability, that we will employ in Section 5.4 
to show that enriching 8-connections with number restrictions does, in general, lead 

to undecidability.
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4.3.1. Number Tolerance. Given a finite set Z of ¿/-assertions, we denote by 

term(L) the set of all terms in Z.

D e f i n i t io n  4.11 ( N u m b e r  T o l e r a n c e ) . An ADS S = (£,M) is called number 
tolerant if there is a cardinal k such that, for every k' > k and every satisfiable finite set Z of 
assertions, there exists a model 2B € M satisfying £  and such that, for each d e W , there are 
precisely k' elements d' € W for which

{t e  term ( I f  \ d e  tw} = {t e  term(L) \ d! € tw }.

Intuitively, being number tolerant means that if a knowledge base Z is satisfiable 
we can find a model of Z in which each occurring type, that is, set of terms, is satisfied 
a Very large' number of times. For example, ADSs of modal logics that are invariant 
for the formation of disjoint unions of structures are clearly number tolerant. In con
trast, ADSs with nominals cannot be number tolerant because nominals are always 
interpreted as singleton sets. Thus, for instance, the ADSs ACCO11 and are not
number tolerant. Indeed, even PTL: and MSp are not number tolerant since they can 
simulate nominals, as shown in the last section for PTL and in Proposition 1.16 for 

MSd.
We now use results from Baader et al. [2002] to obtain a straightforward proof that 

the ADSs for numerous description logics, in particular ALG* and S9CJQ#, are number 
tolerant. The following notion of a local ADS was introduced in Baader et al. [2002], 
where the transfer of decidability from local ADSs to their so-called fusions is proved:

D e f i n i t i o n  4.12 ( L o c a l n e s s  a n d  D is jo in t  U n i o n s ). Given a family ((X0P)pep of 
ADMs

Wp =  (w p,V™ r,XWr,3m,i’,

over painvise disjoint domains Wp, we say that

2D = (  W,V®, X®, X®, X® ) 

is a disjoint union o f ( ^ p ) pep if

• W =  U,,eP Wp!

• f w (X.......x„f ) = U n wp.......x„f n wp),
peP

for all X\,..., X„j C W and all f  6 J ;
.  Rw = [ J  Rm-for  all R e  X.

p€P
An ADS S =  (C, M) is called local if M is closed under disjoint unions.

The following result is easily proved and illustrates the relationship between loc
alness and number tolerance.
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P R O P O S IT IO N  4.13. Every local ADS is number tolerant.

PR O O F. Suppose that an ADS (L,M) is local. Let k be any infinite cardinal such 
that, for every finite satisfiable E, there exists a model 211 € M of cardinality < k 
which satisfies E. The supremum of all the minimal cardinals needed to satisfy each 
E will do, for instance. We show that k is as required. Suppose that k' > k and that E 
is satisfiable. Take any model

from UVt which satisfies E and is of cardinality < k. N o w  take the disjoint union 211 of 
k' isomorphic copies 2B/, i < k', of 2Hq in which

-  aw  =  aw°, for a e X.

By cardinal arithmetic, the size of 211 is k', and it is not difficult to show that 211 satisfies

It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 15 in Baader et al. [2002] that both 
ALG  ̂ and STCJQ11 are local. By applying Proposition 4.13, we thus get:

P r o p o s i t i o n  4.14. ACG* and SW O * are number tolerant.

Note, however, that localness and number tolerance are not the same. For instance, 
the ADS S4j is a counterexample: it is number tolerant but not local.

P r o p o s i t i o n  4.15. S4* is number tolerant.

PROOF. To prove that S4j* is number tolerant, we show that P0 is the required 
cardinal number. Suppose that k' > Ko and that E is satisfiable. Let

be a countable model satisfying E. Take the disjoint union 2B' of k' isomorphic copies 
2B', i < k', of the reduct

2%  =

-  X

all of the conditions we need. □

W'o = ( t0, Vw\

of 211o, leaving out the universal modality, in which

-  j 20' = \J.<K, x™0, for a: e V;

-  aw' — aw°, for a 6 X.

Now we extend 2B' to a model 2B of the required signature by setting
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for every subset Y of \Ji<K, T,. It is readily seen that the constructed ADM 2B is as 

required. O

That S4* is not local follows from the fact that it is equipped with the universal 
modality: if we take the disjoint union of two ADMs, then the function symbols for 
the universal modality 'lose' their universality.

4.3.2. Singleton Satisfiability. The concept of singleton satisfiability discussed in 
this section is of a rather technical nature. However, the undecidability results we 
obtain will prove very useful when showing that automatic transfer of decidability 
fails for certain types of ¿-connections.

D E F IN IT IO N  4.16 (S i n g l e t o n  S a t i s f i a b i l i t y ). Let S = (G,M) be an ADS. We call 
an L-term t singleton satisfiable if there exists a model 1  6 M such that |fOT| = 1. The 
singleton satisfiability problem for the ADS S is to decide, given any term t e £ , whether 
t is singleton satisfiable.

As the following theorem shows, there exist ADSs that are number tolerant and 
have decidable satisfiability problems, but for which singleton satisfiability is, never

theless, undecidable:

Theorem 4.17 (Undecidable Singleton Satisfiability).
There exist number tolerant ADSs with decidable satisfiability problems for which singleton 
satisfiability is undecidable. In particular; there exist number tolerant ADSs with decidable 
satisfiability problems whose extensions with nominals have undecidable satisfiability prob
lems.

P r o o f . Consider the ADS A L&  — (£ ,M ) corresponding to the description logic 
ACC. It follows from, e.g., Theorem 13.15 of Chagrov and Zakharyaschev [1997]— 
which proves that there is a continuum of generally Post-complete logics in the lattice 
NExtK4—that there exists an uncountable set X = {§,- | i € /} of ADSs S, = (£,M ;) 
such that Mi C M for i 6 I and

(1 ) for all i e  l and any C-term t, satisfiability of a : t in S, implies singleton 
satisfiability of t in S,;

(2) for all i, j 6 / with i f- j, there exists a constant term t (i.e., a term composed 
using the Booleans and function symbols from the symbol T) such that a : t 
is S,-satisfiable and not S;-satisfiable or vice versa.

By property (2), i ^ ; implies that the set of constant terms satisfiable in S; is not 
identical to the set of constant terms satisfiable in S; . Since there exist only countably 
many algorithms (i.e., Turing machines), the fact that X is uncountable implies that 
there exists an i'o C / such that satisfiability of constant terms in S,- is undecidable.
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Since for any satisfiable a : t the term t is singleton satisfiable by (1 ), it is undecidable 
whether a constant term is singleton satisfiable in S,0.

Let M' denote those members of M which are disjoint unions of at least N0 iso
morphic copies of some model in M. By M" C M we denote the closure of M' under 
disjoint unions and arbitrary re-interpretations of object and set variables. The im
portant properties of M" are as follows:

(a) A knowledge base T is satisfiable in (£ ,M ") if and only if it is satisfiable in
Ace*.

(b) If a : t is satisfied in some 9K e M" and t is a constant term, then \tm \ > N0.
Hence no satisfiable constant term t is singleton satisfiable in Jvt".

That property (a) holds should be clear. Property (b) follows from the fact that 
the extension of constant terms does not depend on the interpretation of set or object 
variables. Now set N = M ,0 U jM" and S = (C,N). We claim that S is as required. 
Obviously, § is number tolerant and singleton satisfiability is undecidable. It remains 
to observe that the satisfiability problem for S coincides with the satisfiability problem 
for A L C f which is decidable.

The extension of S by means of nominals has an undecidable satisfiability problem, 
since {a } = t is satisfiable if and only if t is singleton satisfiable, for any term t. □

4.4. Basic ¿-Connections of Abstract Description Systems

We are now in a position to formally introduce the basic ¿-connection of ab
stract description systems. Similarly to the definition of ADSs, an ¿-connection 
e £(S i , . . . ,S„)  is specified by first defining its language, i.e., its alphabet and sets of 
terms and assertions, and by specifying its semantics.

Let be n ADSs, where S, = for 1 < i < n. Without loss of
generality we assume that, for 1 i ^ ihe alphabets of the ADSs S,- and Sj (i.e., 
the sets of set variables, object variables, function symbols, and relation symbols) are 
disjoint apart from the Boolean operators.11

To define the basic ¿-connection e^ (Si,. . . ,  S„) of n ADSs S i , . . . , S,„ the first in
gredient we have to specify is the set ¿ of links:

D e f i n i t i o n  4.18 ( L in k s  a n d  L in k  O p e r a i o r s ). Let S j , . . . ,  be ti ADSs.

(i) A non-empty set o f n-ary relation symbols

¿ =  {Ef |; € /} ^ 0

11 It should be noted that this condition is different from the one required for fusions of ADSs in 

Baader et al. [2000, 2002]: when forming fusions, we assume that the respective sets of set and object 

variables of the ADSs to be combined coincide. In the case of ¿-connections, these sets of symbols should 

be disjoint, since they are used in the combined system to represent knowledge about disjoint domains.
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is called a link-set for  S i ,..  .,S„- The elements o f £ are called link relations or 

simply links.
(ii) Given a link-set £ = {Ey \ j £ /}, the set of link operators generated by £ is the set

{(EjY  | 1 < i < n , j e j }

o f function symbols ( Ej)' ofarity n — 1 which are assumed to be distinct from the 
function symbols o fS  i , . . .  ,S„. The function symbols ( Ej)' are called link operat

ors.

Next, we introduce the terms of an £-connection C£(S i,.. .,§„). The set of 
C£(S i,. . . ,  S„)-terms consists, intuitively, of n disjoint sets of /-terms, 1 < i < n, which, 
in turn, consist of the terms of £,• enriched with the new function symbols (Ey)1, for 
each j £ J. Here is a formal inductive definition:

D e f i n i t i o n  4.19 ( T e r m s  a n d  / -T e r m s  o f  £ - C o n n e c t i o n s ). Let S i , . . . ,S „  be n 
ADSs in languages £,, 1 < / < n, and £ = {Ej \ j £ J} a link-set. The set o f terms o f 
e £(S ],. . . ,  S„) is the disjoint union o f the sets o f i-terms, 1 < / < n, defined inductively as 

follows:

-  every set variable o f Li is an i-term;
-  the set o f i-terms is closed under -i, A and the function symbols o f Lp,
-  if (t\,. . . ,  £_i, ti+1, is a sequence ofk-terms tk,for k ±  /, then

(Ey) {ti, . • •, E -1/ E+i/• • • /Ei)

/s an i-term, for every j £ J.

There are three types of assertions of C£(S i,. . .  ,S„). The first two types are the 
term assertions and object assertions of the component ADSs, taking into account the 
new sets of /-terms. Additionally, to be able to speak about the new ingredients of 
£-connections, link relations, we require so-called link assertions. A formal definition 
is as follows:

D e f i n i t i o n  4.20 ( A s s e r t i o n s  i n  £ -c o n n e c t i o n s ) . Assume, for  1 < / < n, the 
sets of i-terms are already defined. Then define

-  if t\ and ¡2  are i-terms then
h C t2

is an i-term assertions;

-  if a, a\,. . . ,  antK are object variables o f Li, t is an i-term, and R is a relation symbol 
o f Li ofarity niR, then

a : t and R(au . . . , a mk)

are i-object assertions;
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-  tfaj, 1 < / < n, arc object variables o f L ,■ and j  e  } then

(a\,. . . ,a n) : Ej

is a link assertions.

Taken together, the sets o f all link assertions, i-terin assertions, and i-object assertions form the 
set o f assertions o f the E-connection G^(Si,. . . ,  SM). A finite set o f assertions is also called a 
knowledge base o f QL(S\,.. .,§«)•

We now introduce the semantics of ¿-connections.

Definition 4.21 (Semantics of ¿-connections). Let S i , . . . ,S n be n ADSs, 
where S/ = (JLj,Mj), for  1 < i < n, and let ¿ =  {Ej | j  € /} be a link-set. A model 
for the E-connection e £(S i,. . . ,  S„) is a structure o f the form

OJt = ((20, £ot = ( E f ) ;s, ) ) ,

inhere 2B; € M¡,for 1 < i < n, and

E f1 C W, x • • • x W„

for each j e  ].
The extension tm C W, o f an i-term t is defined by induction. For set and object variables 

X and a o f Li, we put Xm =  Xw‘ and am = a m'. The inductive steps for the Booleans and 
function symbols o f Lj arc the same as in Definition 4.2:

-  = w, \ i f ,  (f, A (2)OT = tf  A i f ,

-  (/(f,....... < « , ) ) * ........ Q

M w let7, =  ( i] , . . . ,  i/-j, (,+i, . . . ,t„ )  ben sequence o f £  i. Then set

((E,)'(I/))®1 = {i6  W, | 3^ e •••<*..) 6 Ef1}.
fjti

Finally, the extension Rm o f a relation symbol R o f Li is just R-l]‘.
The truth-relation N between models 91?/or the E-connection e £(S i,. and asser

tions o /e £(S i , , S„) is defined in the obvious way:

-  OH h fj C  f2
-  911t= o : 1 <=> € fOT/’
-  onf= R (a i,. . . , amR) R-n{ ^ \ •••/«!!;);

-  91? N (flj,...,«« ) : Ej l, . . . ,«?*)•
As in the case o f ADSs, we say that <p is satisfied in 9tt if 911 N <p. A set f  o f e L{$x, . 
assertions is saH sfiable if there exists a model Wlfor e £(Si....... S„) to/i/c/i satisfies all asser
tions in T. In this case we write 911 h D IfT contains only object assertions then, as before, we 
use the term A -satisfiability instead o f satisfiability.
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Domain 1 Domain 2

As in the case of ADSs, the entailment of term assertions and object assertions of 
the form a : t can be reduced to the satisfiability problem.

Observe that, technically, the ¿-connection of ADSs is not an ADS itself because 
the structure of models for ¿-connections is different from the structure of models for 
ADSs. This approach was taken on purpose. Since we define the ¿-connection as 
an n-ary operation, there is hardly any need to connect ¿-connections. An alternative 
would be to extend the definition of ADSs in order to capture ¿-connections. Although 
this is not a problem in general, it would further complicate the definition of ADSs 
and, in turn, also of ¿-connections.

Several examples of ¿-connections are given in the next section. For now, we refer 
the reader to Figure 4.1 for an illustration of the semantics of ¿-connections: the figure 
displays the connection of two ADSs by means of a single link relation £, highlighting 
the extensions of two 1 -terms and two 2-terms (one of the latter is a nominal and thus 
has a singleton extension).

The central result on ¿-connections, as we have already mentioned, is that they 
preserve decidability of the satisfiability problem. More precisely, as we prove in the 
next chapter in Theorem 5.1, given n abstract description systems Si,...,S„ whose 
satisfiability problems are all decidable, the satisfiability problem for any ¿-connec
tion e£(Si,...,S„)is decidable as well, where the choice of the link-set ¿ is arbitrary.

4.5. Examples of ¿-Connections

Our aim in this section is to demonstrate the versatility of the new combination 
technique. We will give four examples of ¿-connections using the knowledge rep
resentation formalisms introduced in Section 4.2. The first three examples are Two- 
dimensional/ while the fourth one connects three ADSs. To simplify notation, we use
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the syntax of the underlying logical formalism rather than the syntax of the corres
ponding ADSs. This is justified, since the ADS representation of a logical formalism is 
always at least as expressive as the formalism itself.

4.5.1. A Metric-Conceptual ¿-Connection: Suppose that you
are developing a KR&R system for an estate agency. You imagine yourself to be a 
customer hunting for a house in Liverpool. The following variation of Example 1.1 

from Page 9 could, for instance, be a list of requirements (constraints) that you might 
have:

(A) The house should not be too far from the Chadwick Tower, not 
more than 3 miles.

(B) The house should be close to a shop selling newspapers, say, 
within 0.2 miles.

(C) It should be located in the 'golden area', that is, 1 mile around the 
house is the city centre, in each direction.

(D) There must be a pub around, say, within 0.1 miles, and moreover, 
all pubs of the city centre should be reachable on foot, i.e., they 
should be within, say, 2 miles.

(E) Public transport should be easily accessible: whenever you are 
within 3 miles of your home, the nearest bus stop should be 
reachable within 0.1 miles.

(F) The house should have broadband.

(G) The neighbours should be ignorant to extreme noise.

The terminology usually requires some background ontology. In this case, you may 
also need statements like:

(H) Supermarkets are shops which provide no service and sell news
papers, coffee, etc.

(I) Newsagents are shops which sell magazines and newspapers.

The resulting constraints (A)-(I) contain two kinds of knowledge. (F)-(I) can be classi
fied as conceptual knowledge which is captured by almost any description logic, say, 
AfhG:

(F') house : 3has.Broadband;

(GO house: Vneighbor.Vsensitive.^Extreme_noise;
(HO Supermarket C Shop (1 V'service.l n 3sell.Newspaper n 3sell.Coffee;

(10 Newsagent C Shop n 3seil.Magazine n 3sell.Newspaper.
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(A)-(E) speak about distances and can be represented in the logic M S0D[Q+] of metric 

spaces:

(A') house —> E- 3 Chadwick Jow er;
(B') house —* E -02Newspaper_shop;

( C )  house —> A - 1 City .center;

(D ') house -* ( E - 0,1Pub) n  (A >2-<(City_center n Pub));

(E') house -> A - 3E - 01Bus_stop.

Note that house and ChadwickJower are nominals of MSOd, i.e., location constants rep
resenting single points, while Newspaper_shop, City_centre, etc. are propositional vari
ables representing subsets of a space.

However, we cannot just join these two knowledge bases together without con
necting them. They speak about the same things, but from different points of view. 
For instance, in (H), 'shop' is used as a concept, while (B) deals with the space occupied 
by 'shops selling newspapers'. Without connecting these different aspects we can
not deduce from the knowledge base that a supermarket or a news agent within 0.2 

miles is sufficient to satisfy constraint (B). Moreover, it is obviously not too natural for 
the spatial part of the knowledge base to deal with primitive set variables for regions 
occupied by 'shops selling newspapers'.

The required interaction can be easily captured by an ¿-connection between ACC*1 

and MSO^, where £ = {£ }  and the relation E is intended to relate abstract points of 
an ACC-model with points in a metric space understood as the abstract point's spatial 
extension. Indeed, take relations has, neighbour, sensitive, sell, service and set variables 
Broadband, Supermarket, Shop, City .centre etc. from ACC*, and the object variable Chad- 
wickJower from MSO^. Now, using the constructors (E)1 and (£ )2 connecting models 
of ACC* and MSOsD, we can represent constraints (A)-(I) as the concept Good.house 
defined by the following knowledge base in C^ACe^MSO^):

Good-house =  House fl Well-located n 3has.Broadband fl 

fl Vneighbor.Vsensitive.->Extreme_noise;

Well-located = (E )1 (E<:3 {Chadwick Jower} n E - 02 (E )2 (3sell.Newspaper) n 

n AS1 (E)2 (City.center) n E£2 (E )01 (Pub) n  

n  A 2- . ( E ) 2 (City.center n Pub) n  A S3E - 01 (E)2 (Bus^top));

Supermarket C  Shop n Vservice.i. n 3sell.Newspaper n  3sell.Coffee;

Newsagent C  Shop n 3sell.Magazine fl 3sell.Newspaper.

If we also want to specify that the house should be available at a reasonable price, ALG 
can be extended with a suitable 'concrete domain' dealing with (natural or rational)
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numbers such that the resulting description logic is still decidable [Lutz, 2002, 2003]. 
As shown in Baader et al. [2002], description logics with concrete domains can still be 
regarded as ADSs and, therefore, the decidability of the ¿-connection is preserved as 
well.

As mentioned in Section 4.4, the satisfiability checking algorithms for ACG  ̂ and 
MSOp can be combined to obtain an algorithm for their ¿-connection. This algorithm 
can then be used to check whether the formulated requirements are consistent. How
ever, we can go one step further: to answer the query whether such a house really 
exists in Liverpool, we should not perform reasoning with respect to arbitrary metric 
spaces, but rather take a suitable map of Liverpool as our metric space. This scenario 
can be represented by an ¿-connection of ACC3 with the following ADS. Suppose that 
our map is a structure

X) = (D, 5, P\,. . . ,  Pn, C\,. . . ,  Cm) ,

where D is a finite set, 6 a distance function on D, the P/ are subsets of D represent
ing spatial extensions of concepts like House, Pub, etc., and the c, are elements of D 
representing objects such as ChadwickJower)2 We then define an ADS

MAT = (MAT/,MATm)-

Here, the ADL MA?j extends the language of MSOsD by 0-ary function symbols 
/Pj, . . .  , f Pn and /C], . . . ,/ Cm, and contains models of the form

m  = (D ,v " .a *  s « ,/?...... f Z f f ........f * ) ,

where (D, Vm, Xm, 3m ) is an MSO^-model corresponding to (D, S) as defined in Sec
tion 4.2.5 ,/*> =  P,........= Pn.ar>d f™  = { d }.......... f g  = Note that
contains more than one model since, according to Definition 4.3, the class of ADMs 
of any ADS is closed under arbitrary variations of the extensions of set variables. For 
this reason, we have to take 0-ary function symbols rather than set variables to repres
ent the sets P, and 0-ary function symbols rather than object variables to represent the 
constants c,-. However, since all models in JYDttP„, agree on 5™, the f f ,  and the /™, 
the ADS biA T  uniquely describes a single map.

Now, returning to our example, let us assume that the map 3  contains subsets 
P, = City-center, P2 =  Pub, P3 = Busstop, P4 = Supermarket, P5 =  Newsagent, 
and a point c, =  Chadwick Jower (but no subset marked by shop). We can then modify 
(he knowledge base above by replacing ChadwickJower with /c, and by adding the 
following equations to the knowledge base in order to fix the spatial extensions of

12This representation depends, of course, on the size or granularity of the map.
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certain concepts:

<E)2 (City.center) = f Pl, (E)2 (Pub) = fp2,

(E)2 (Bus-stop) =  fp3/ (E)2 (Supermarket) =  /p4,
(E)2 (Newsagent) = fp5.

Although shops selling newspapers are not marked in the map, it will follow from the 
subsumption relations (H) and (I) of the ACes-part of the knowledge base that any 
supermarket or shop at distance <  0.2 in the map is sufficient to satisfy the constraint 

on shops selling newspapers.
Finally, by adding

house : Good.house

to the knowledge base and checking its satisfiability, we can find out whether Liver
pool has the house of our dreams.13

4.5.2. A Topo-Conceptual £-Connection: G¿(ALGO', S4{,). Now imagine that 
you are employed by the EU parliament to develop a geographical information sys
tem about Europe. One part of the task is easy. You take the description logic ACGO 
and, using concepts Country, Treaty, etc., object names E li, Schengen-treaty, Spain, Lux
embourg, UK, etc., and a role member, write

Luxembourg : 3m em ber.{Eli} n 3member.{Schengen.treaty};

Iceland : Bmember. {Schengen .treaty} n ->3member.{Eli};

France : Country;

Schengen-treaty : Treaty;

3member. {Schengen .treaty} C  Country, etc.

After that you have to say something about the geography of Europe. To this end, 
you can use the spatial logic S4U in which, as we have mentioned already, the topolo
gical meaning of the RCC-8 predicates can be encoded as follows, where X, Y are set

13ln fact, in Liverpool, our coastraints are satisfiable.
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variables and T =  Z V  ->Z:

D C (X ,y ) : T  =  ^ ( X A Y ) ;

EQ(X, y ) : T = (X  «-> Y);

EC(X, y ) : T  = » ( X a Y ) A ^ ( 1X a  IY);

P O (X ,y ) : T = ♦ ( IX  A IY) A ♦ (/X A - .y )  A ♦ (JY  A ->X);

T P P (X ,y ) : T  = h X V Y ) A * ( X A - n I Y ) A t ( - , X A Y ) ;

NTPP(X, y ) : T  =  l h X v / Y ) A » ( n X A Y ) ;

(TPP i(X ,Y ) = T P P (y ,X ) and N TPP i(X ,y) = N TPP (y,X )). To ensure that RCC-8 
predicates are only applied to regular closed sets, one can add the assertions CIX = X 
and CIY  =  Y to the knowledge base.

Now, using an 8-connection between ALCO* and S4*,, you can continue:

EQ((E)2 ({EU }), (E)z ({Portugal} u u • • • U

EC((E)2 ({France}), (E)2 ({Luxembourg}));

NTPP((E)2 ({Luxembourg}), (E)2 (^member. {Schengen .Treaty}));

Austria : (E)1 (Alps);

i.e., The space occupied by the EU is the space occupied by its members', 'France 
and Luxembourg have a common border' (see Figure 4.2), 'If you cross the border 
of Luxembourg you enter a member of the Schengen Treaty', 'Austria is an alpine 
country' (Alps is a set variable of S4j,). You can even say that Germany, Austria and 
Switzerland meet at one point:

♦ ((E)2 ({Austria}) fl (E)2 ({Germany}) n (£)“ ({Switzerland}})) a 
A (1 (E)2 ({Austria}) n I  (E)2 ({Germany})) A 
A ->♦ (I (E)2 ({Austria}) n I  (£)2 ({Switzerland})) A 
A ->♦ (I (E)2 ({Switzerland}) n I  (£)2 ({Germany})).

Of course, to ensure that the spatial extensions of the EU, France, etc. are not degen
erate and to comply with requirements of RCC-8 you should guarantee that all men
tioned spatial regions are interpreted by regular closed sets, i.e.,

(E)2 ({EU }) = C l (E)2 {{EU });

(£)2 ({France}) — C l (£)2 ({France}); 

etc.

Suppose now that you want to test your system and ask whether France is a member 
of the Schengen treaty, i.e., France : 3member.{Schengen„treaty}. The answer will be
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E

'Don't know!' because you did not tell your system that the spatial extensions of any 
two countries do not overlap. If you add, for example,

( /( ( £ ) 2 (Country n -»3member.{SchengenJreaty}) A

A /((£) (Bmember.{Schengen.treaty}))

('The members of the Schengen treaty do not overlap with the non-Schengen coun
tries') to the knowledge base, then the answer to the query will be 'Yes!'.

Clearly, the representation task is much easier if complete knowledge about the 
geography of Europe is available. Then you could have taken an existing spatial data
base describing the RCC-8 relations between the European countries, mountains, etc., 
and thus use a fixed model of S4U with a fixed link relation E. This database can be 
conceived of as an ADS in the same manner as the map of Liverpool in the previous 
example.

4.5.3. A Purely Conceptual ¿-Connection: e^STUQ^ACeO11). Having satisfied 
your boss in the EU parliament with the constructed GIS, you get a new task: to de
velop a knowledge base regulating relations between people in the EU (citizenship, 
jobs, etc.). On the one hand, you already have the ACCO knowledge base describing 
countries in the EU from the previous example. But on the other hand, you must also 
be able to express laws like

(i) 'No citizen of the EU may have more than one spouse';
(ii) 'All children of UK citizens are UK citizens'; or

(iii) 'A person whose residence is the UK either is a child of a person whose res
idence is the UK, or is a UK citizen or has a work permit in the UK'.
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This means, in particular, that you need more constructors than ALGO can provide, 
say, qualified number restrictions and inverse roles. It is known, however, that inverse 
roles, number restrictions, and nominals are difficult to handle algorithmically in one 
system [Horrocks and Sattler, 2001]. The fusion of ALGO with, say, the description 
logic STC3Q of Horrocks et al. [1999] having the required constructors, does not help 
either, because transfer results for fusions are available so far only for DLs whose 
models are closed under disjoint unions which is not the case if nominals are allowed 
as concept constructors [Baader et al., 2002]. It seems, a perspective way to attack this 
problem is to connect STCJQ* with ALCO8.

Let £ contain three binary relations between the domains of S3LJQ (people, com
panies, etc.) and A£C0 (countries): xCy means that x is a citizen of i/, xRy means 
that x has residence in y, and xWy means that x has a work permit in y. For example, 
(R)1 ({U K}) denotes all people having residence in the UK, and (C) 1 ({U K}) all UK 

citizens. The subsumptions below represent the regulations (i)-(iii):

(C)l ({EU}) C -.(> 2married.T);

3child_of. (C)1 ({UK) C (C)1 ({UK});

(R)1 ({U K}) C 3child-of_I. (R) 1 ({UK}) U (C)1 ({UK}) U (W)' ({UK}).

4.5.4. A Concept-Topo-Temporal £-Conneclion: S4;,, PTL-). 'The EU
is developing!', said your boss, 'We are going to have new members by 2004'. So 
you extend the connection Gz (ALGO\ S4;,) with one more ADS—propositional tem
poral logic PTL11. Now, besides object variables EU, Germany, etc. of ALCO11, and set 
variables Alps, Basel, etc. of S4J,, we use the terms {0}, { ! } , . . .  as abbreviations for 
(-, O p  T A where O p <P stands for ±Sq>. We then have {/i}217 = {n }, for any
PTL11-model 217. The ternary relation E (x,y ,z) means now that at moment z (from the 
domain of PTL) point y (in the domain of S4U) belongs to the spatial region occupied 
by object x (in the domain of A£C0). Then we can say, for example:

(E)2 {{Poland},{2004}) C (E)2 ({EU }, {2004});

PO «E>2 {{Austria}, {1914)}, <E>2 {1950}));

Ojr-i (£)3 ({BiisU}, {EU});

i.e., 'In 2004, the territory of Poland will belong to the territory occupied by the EU' 
(see Figure 4.3), 'The territory of Austria in 1914 partially overlaps the territory of Italy 
in 1950', 'No part of Basel will ever belong to the EU'.14

14This example was devised before Poland actually became a member of the EU.
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E

Figure 4.3: In 2004, Poland will be part of the EU.



CHAPTER 5

Computational Properties of S-Connections

This chapter studies the computational behaviour of £-connections. After discuss
ing basic ¿-connections in the next section, we investigate several extensions that al
low a closer interaction of the combined formalisms by extending basic £-connections 
with more powerful link operators. In Section 5.2, we add link operators that can be 
applied to object variables even though the connected ADSs do not have nominals. 
In Section 5.3, we add operators that can 'talk' about Boolean combinations of links, 
and, in Section 5.4, we add operators that correspond, in description logic termino
logy, to 'qualified number restrictions' on links—they can be used to express, e.g., that 
a given link operator is a partial function. We provide (brief) examples illustrating the 
expressive power of the new constructors and study the computational properties of 

the resulting formalisms.

5.1. Basic ¿-Connections

Our central result on basic ¿-connections is that they preserve decidability of the 
satisfiability problem. We will not give a proof of this theorem directly, though, since 
it follows immediately from the extension of basic ¿-connections with link operators 
that can be applied to object variables, which we investigate in Section 5.2.

T heorem  5.1 (Transfer  of D ecid ability  for Basic ¿ -C o n n ec t io n s).

Let C£(S i,. . . ,  S„) be an ¿-connection o f ADSs S i , . . . ,  S„. If the satisfiability problem for 
each o f S i , . . . ,  S„ is decidable, then it is decidable for C£(S i,. . .  ,S„) as well.

P roof. By Theorem 5.7 to be proved in Section 5.2. □

Intuitively, the decision procedure for C£(S i,. . .  ,S„) works as follows (for simpli
city, we confine ourselves to the connection of two ADSs and a single link relation). To 
check whether there exists a model Wl = (2Bi, W 2 , E) of a given set of assertions F, the 
algorithm non-deterministically 'guesses'

(1) the 1 -types that are realised in 2Bi and the 2-types that are realised in 2112, 
where an /-type is a set of /-terms (constructed from F) satisfied by a domain

element of 211,; and
(2) a binary relation e between the guessed sets of 1 -types and 2-types.
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Then it checks whether the guessed sets satisfy a set of integrity conditions. This check 
involves satisfiability tests of certain sets of ¿/-assertions (/ = 1 , 2) constructed from 
T—here we use the fact that the satisfiability problems for Sj and §2 are decidable. If 
the integrity conditions are satisfied it is possible to construct a model of Y using mod
els of the constructed sets of ¿/-assertions. If the integrity conditions are not satisfied 
T has no model.

This algorithm also provides an upper complexity bound for the satisfiability 
problem for e £(S i,.. .,S„): the time complexity of our algorithm is one exponential 
higher than the time complexity of the original decision procedures for S i ,... ,§ „ . 
Moreover, the combined decision procedure is non-deterministic. The provided com
plexity bound is not always optimal. For instance, the ¿-connection of ALG with it
self, GE(ALG,ACG), can be simulated by a 'two-sorted' version of ALG and thus its 
satisfiability problem can be solved in EXPTIME, whereas the algorithm for the ¿-con
nection provides an upper bound of 2NEXPTIME.

We can, however, show that there indeed exist cases where the complexity of 
the ¿-connection is higher than the complexity of the combined formalisms, namely, 
growing from NP to EXPTIME.

Let 3  = (£ 3 , JYf®) be the ADS, where

• £® is the abstract description language without any function and relation sym
bols (but, by definition, with the Booleans, infinitely many set variables and 
infinitely many object variables);

• JVC® consists of all ADMs for £®.

3  can be regarded as the basic ADS from which all others are obtained by adding 
function and relation symbols and/or constraints on the ADMs. Obviously, the sat
isfiability problems for 3  and classical propositional logic are mutually reducible to 
each other. So we have:

Lemma 5.2. The satisfiability problem for 3  is NP-complete.

On the other hand, the ¿-connection of 3  with itself is quite powerful:

Theorem 5.3. The satisfiability problem for GE( 3 ,3 ) is EXPTIM E-hard for any infinite 
set ¿ o f links.

PROOF. We reduce the EXPTIME-complete satisfiability problem for AJIG- 
concepts relative to (general) TBoxes [Schild, 1991] to the satisfiability problem for 
GE{ 3 ,3 ) .  Intuitively, 3  is used for the Boolean part of ALG, while the link relations 
and link operators simulate roles and value- and exists-restrictions, respectively.

Select, for any role name R € 3  o f ALG, two links Ee and E*, set

£  =  { E f ,  E f  | £ } ,
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and associate with any concept name Aj of ACe a set variable XA> of the first compon
ent of e £( 3 ,3 ). Now define a translation .+ by taking

Af = X A>; (Ci A C2)+ = Cj A Cj;

(-'C)+ = -,C+; (3R .cy  = ( £ * ) '  ( ( e| ) 2 (C+));

(Cl C C2)+ = Ci C Cj; (fl :C )' = a : C+.

We claim that for every set T of ACC-assertions and the corresponding set of C£ (3 , 3 ) 
assertions T+ = {<p+ | q> e  F} we have

(4) risACC-satisfiable <=> F+is C£(3,3)-satisfiable.

For, assume that F is satisfied in an ACC-model

3 =  ( A  ,A\.R 3...........

Define a model

OT = (OTi,OT2, { (£ f )™  (E2V V x ) ,

where »?, = (tx, (XA')m',. .  . .)  with (X^)™' =  A? and af'  = a], m 2 is some
arbitrary ADM for 3  with domain A, and

A ) ® 1 =  { ( * , * )  | -v €  A } ,  (E | )ot =  | e  R 3 } .

Clearly, it suffices to show that, for any concept C of ACC,

C° = (C*)m.

The proof is by induction on the construction of C. We consider the case C = 3R.D, 
leaving the remaining ones to the reader:

( < B f ) ’ ( ( E f ) 2 ( D +) ) ) ® ! =  { * I 3 y. y  €  ( ( e 2k ) 2 ( D * ) ) ”  A ( x , ; / )  6  ( E , * ) * }

=  { . r | A - €  ( ( E 2R) 2 ( D +» OT}

=  { a: | 3  y6 ( D f ) OT 6  R 3 }

= ( 3 R.D)3.

Conversely, suppose f* is satisfied in a model OR of e £(B, B). Define a model 3 o f f ic e  
by taking A] = (XA‘)m', a? = a f 1', and

R 3 =  { ( x , y )  I 3z 6  A 2 . ( x , z ) €  ( E f ) ® 1 a  ( y , z )  e ( E R) » ' } .

Again, it suffices to show that, for any concept C of ACC, C3 = (C+)an. We consider 
only the case C — 3R.D of the inductive proof:



(B R .D f = {x  € Ai I By 6  D° (x,y) € R°}
= {*  e Ai | By 6  (D*)m Bz e  A2. (x ,z )  6 (E f)®1 A  (y ,z )  e (E2 )OT}
= { x  € A, I 3z e A2. z 6  (<E2r ) 2 (Df ))m A  (x ,z )  6  (E f)® 1}

=  ( ( E f ) 1 ( ( E « ) 2 (D +) ) ) OT

This completes the proof. O

In the case of ¿-connections that provide for Boolean operators on links the given 
complexity bound is in fact optimal, namely growing from NP to NEXPTIME, as 
proved in Theorem 5.16.

In contrast to full satisfiability, the decidability of A-satisfiability is not preserved 
under the formation of ¿-connections. Consider the description logic ACCS' which is 
the extension of ACC with functional roles and the feature agreement and disagree
ment constructors. More precisely, the set of role names of ACCS is partitioned into 
two sets R and F, where the elements of F (called features) are interpreted as partial 
functions. For any two sequences of features p = f\ • • •/* and q = f [  • • ■ f[ , ACCS' 
provides the additional concept constructors p [ q (feature agreement) and p ] q 
(feature disagreement) with the following semantics:

(p i q)3 =  { ^  6  A | 3v(v =  /*(• • • (fi(u>))) = f'e(- ■ ■ (fi(w))))};

(P T i?)3 =  €  A | 3v,v'(v =  /*(••• ( / i W ) ) A ^  =  / i ( -  •• ( / i (w )) )  Av £  v')}.

It is straightforward to define a corresponding ADS ACCJ* (see Baader et al. [2002] 
for details). The satisfiability of ABoxes with respect to (general) TBoxes is undecid- 
able for ACCS', while satisfiability of ABoxes (without TBoxes) is decidable [Hollunder 
and Nutt, 1990, Baader et al., 1993, Lutz, 1999]. Hence, the satisfiability problem for 
ACCS'- is undecidable, while the A-satisfiability problem is decidable. Interestingly, 
in the ¿-connection of ACCS* and ACC0:, we can simulate general TBoxes, even in 
the case of A-satisfiability. Thus, w e obtain the following theorem:

THEOREM 5.4. Let ¿ be an arbitrary non-empty set o f link relations. Then the 
A-satisfiability problem for C^iACCT^ACGO'") is undecidable.

P r o o f . A s  noted above, the satisfiability problem for ABoxes relative to TBox ax
ioms in ACCS is undecidable. For simplicity, however, we will consider the concept 
satisfiability problem relative to TBox axioms which is formulated as follows: given an 
ALCT-concept C and a set T of ACCS TBox assertions of the form D C D', does there 
exist a model 3 for T such that C'J / 0 ? As shown in Baader et al. [1993], this problem 
is undecidable for ACCS. To prove (1), we reduce this problem to the A-satisfiability 
problem for the connection (^ (A X ej^A X eO 5).
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Let C be an AL Cft-concept and T a set of ALCT TBox assertions. We use ft to 
denote the set of roles occurring in C or T, and [E]'D as an abbreviation for -»(£>' -,D. 
Let a be an object variable of AZGJ* and b an object variable of ALGOK Define the 
following set of C^A-CC^A-CeO^-object assertions:

V  = {a : C* A (E)1 {b }}

U {b : [E]2(D* -  D'**) | D C D' e T}

where E is some link from £. We show that

C is satisfiable relative to T in ALCT <=>

<=> T* is A-satisfiable in ALCO1*).

( => ) Suppose that {a : C} U T is satisfiable relative to T. Due to the correspond
ence between ALGJ and the ADS ACGJ*, there is an ALe^-m odel 21h of {a : C} u F 
with domain A]. Define a model for e^A LC T^A Leo11) by taking an arbitrary 
AUGO*-model 2U2 with domain A2 and putting E™ -  Ai x A2. It is easily checked that
nil t= r*.

(< = ) Suppose ffl  N r  for a ALGO1* )-model ©1 =  (2tfi,2B2,E im). Let
A be the domain of 2#i. Denote by A' the minimal subset of A containing and
satisfying the following closure condition for all d,d' 6 A:

if {d,d') e S™ for some d e A' and S € ft, then d' e A'.

Let 2HJ be the substructure of 2th induced by A'. Since it is straightforward to prove 
that ALG'J^ is invariant under taking generated substructures, we have aw\ e C2ui. 
To show that 2UJ satisfies F, it obviously suffices to prove that, for every assertion of 
the form D C D' e V, we have (D{)f n A' C (D'*)W n Ah To this end, note that 
d 6 (D$ -> D'$)m whenever (d, bm) e Em due to the third component of r*. Hence, it 
is sufficient to prove that, for all d e A', we have (d,bm) e Em. This, however, is an 
easy consequence of the facts that (am, bm) e Em and 2Jt satisfies the third component 
of r\  □

5.2. Link Operators on Object Variables

In some of the examples from Section 4.5, the connected ADSs have nominals. 
According to Definition 4.6, this means that, for each object name a, they provide terms 
{fl} such that, for every model 2U, we have {a }m — This is the case, e.g., for
MSO^, ACGOK and PTL* (see Section 4.2). In E-connections where the components do 
have nominals, it is often convenient to form terms such as (£)'({<?}) to state that the 
current element is connected to a particular element of the other component, namely,
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the one denoted by a. However, not all ¿-connections considered in Section 4.5 are 
of this type, e.g., e £(S3LJQ5,AXCO11) from Section 4.5.3. In this connection, we are not 
allowed to build, say, the term comprising all of the countries where some person, 
Bob, has citizenship: since SJCJQ* has no nominals, we cannot use

country n (S)2 ({Bob}),

where Bob is an object variable of STDQ2. An addition of the nominal constructor to 
STDQ does not seem to be a promising solution because, despite considerable efforts of 
the description logic community, no 'implementable' algorithms are known for STLJQ 
extended with nominals. A better idea is to allow applications of link operators dir
ectly to objects, even if nominals are not available in the component ADS. Indeed, we 
can show that this kind of ¿-connection is still computationally robust.

D e f i n i t i o n  5.5 ( L in k  O p e r a t o r s  o n  O b j e c t  V a r i a b l e s ).

Suppose that S,- = (£/,M,), 1 < i <  n, are abstract description systems and ¿ = { E j  | j  G / }  
is a set o f n-ary relation symbols. Denote by

Cq(Si , .. • / S„)

the ¿-connection in which the definition of i-terms is extended with the following clause, for 
1 < i < n:

• if (a\,. . .  i, aj+1, . . . ,  an) is a sequence o f object variables aj from L }, j  ^ i, then 
(Eky (ai/ . . . , a i- i / ai+ i , . . . , a n) is an i-term ,fork e  J.

As for the semantics, given an ADM

and a tuple aj = (a\,. . .  aj+\,. . . , an), we set

« £ ; ) ' (?,■))* = { *€Wi  |(<I?an nm nm/ ni-\! X, J, ,an
) 6  E f } -

The next result shows that applications of link operators to object variables do not 
influence the decidability of ¿-connections. But before going into the details of the 
proof, let us introduce some notation that will be used not only in the proof of the 
next theorem, but also in the proofs of the transfer theorems that we will prove in the 
following sections. In particular, to make the presentation as clear as possible, and 
since the general case is proved in essentially the same way, we confine ourselves to 
the cases of ¿-connections of only two ADSs Si = (L i,M i) and ¿2 =  (£ 2/^ 2)- For 
this case, we will use the following notations, conventions, and terminology:

N o t a t io n  5 .6  (T e r m i n o l o g y  f o r  D e c i d a b i l i t y  T r a n s f e r  P r o o f s ).

Let T be a finite set o f assertions o f some ¿-connection of Si =  (£ i,M i) and S2 = (£ 2/^2)
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(possibly allowing link operators on object variables and/or Boolean combinations o f link rela
tions). We use the following notations and conventions:

• We use I  to denote 2, and 2 to denote 1 .

• We write obi(T) to denote the set o f object variables from L { which occur in T, for 
i=  1,2.

• We write X/(T) to denote the set o f object variables

X ;\ (0fy(r)U (X ;)g.),

where S/ is the set o f function symbols o f £,■ which occur in T and (X,-)g. is the set o f 
object variables supplied by the closure condition o f Definition 4.3 (ii),for i -  1,2

• In each of the decidability proofs, we will use cl/(T), i = 1,2, to refer to some finite 
closure o f the set o f i-terms occurring in T. Since different closures are required in 
different proofs, we do not fix the exact details here.

• We assume that, for every i-term t o f the form (F)' (s) occurring in cl,(T) (where s 
is an i-term or an object name of L-, i = 1,2, and F is a link symbol or a Boolean 
combination o f such symbols), there exists a set variable xt o f Li not occurring in T 
Given an i-term t, denote by surj(t)—the surrogate o f  t—-the term which results 
from t by replacing all subterms t' of the form (F)' ($) that are not within the scope 
o f another term (G f (s) with xt>. Clearly, surj(t) belongs to the language L t.

• The i-consistency set £,-(T) is defined as the set { tc I C C d ,(r)}, where

tc = f\{XI X e c} A A O *  I e cl,(D \ c}.

Sometimes we will identify t e  £/(T) with the set o f its conjuncts. Then s e  t means 
that s is a conjunct oft.

• Recall that by T, we denote x, V where Xj is a set variable from L,.

We are now prepared for the proof of the first transfer result:

T h e o r e m  5.7 (T r a n s f e r  o f  D e c i d a b i l i t y  f o r  eg).
Let S i , . . . ,  Sn be ADSs with decidable satisfiability problems. Then the satisfiability problem 
for any t-connection e g (S j,. . . ,  S„) is decidable as well.

P r o o f . A s was said above, we confine ourselves to £ -connections of only two 
ADSs Si and S2- Moreover, for simplicity' we assume that the link set £ contains only 
a single link symbol E. Thus, our aim is to prove the following variant of Theorem 5.7.

T h e o r e m  5.8. Suppose the satisfiability problems for the ADSs Si and S2 ore decidable. 
Then the satisfiability problem for the {E}-connection G0 1 (S i,S2) is decidable as well.

The reader should be able to extend the proofs to n-ary £-connections with mul

tiple link relations without any difficulty.
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Observe that, since we restrict ourselves to the connection of only two ADSs, the 
additional function symbols (E) and (E) of the connection are unary. Since the 
connections treated in this section allow the application of link operators to object 
variables, we do not explicitly treat link assertions of the form (^1,^2) • E. Clearly, 
such a link assertion can be replaced with the equivalent object assertion ci\ : (E)1 («2)-

PROOF OF Theorem 5.8. Fix two abstract description systems

81 = (Ci,M i) and 82 =  (£ 2/M2)

with decidable satisfiability problems, and let T be a finite set of assertions of the 
{E}-connection 6^ ( 81, 82). To define the closure cl/(T) of /-terms occurring in T, we 
first introduce the abbreviation

oi(T) = {(E )i ^ (E )1( a ) \ a e o b i(T)}/

for / = 1,2. The set o,(T) contains /-terms that must be present in the closure cl,(T) in 
order to ensure a proper treatment of link operators applied to object variables. Note 
that, given a model 9J1 of the {£}-connection G ^  (Si, 82),

((E)f - < £ ) > ) ) » '  = {x  e  W, | 3y € W; ((a,y) i  Em A (x,y) 6 Em)}, 

and so am 0 ((£)*'-. (E)1 (a))™.
We now define cl/(T), / = 1,2, to be the closure under negation of the set of /-terms 

which occur in T U 0/(T). Without loss of generality we can identify -W  with t. Thus, 
cl,(F) is finite.

The following lemma is the core component in the proof of Theorem 5.8: it 
provides us with a criterion of satisfiability of sets of (Si, S2)-assertions T which 
almost immediately implies decidability of the satisfiability problem for 6^ ( 81, 82).

Lemma 5.9 (Satisfiability Criterion for c j f }(Si,S2)).
Let T be a Gq ’ (Si, S2 )-knowledge base. Then T is satisfiable if and only if there exist

(i) subsets Ai C dT(T) and A2 C (^(H,
(ii) a relation e C Ai x A2, and
(iii) functions cr1 : ob 1 (T) — ♦ Ai and cr2 : ob2 {T) — * A2, 

such that, for i — 1 , 2, the following conditions are satisfied:

(1 ) for any a e  oh/(T), we have (E)' -1 (E)‘ (rt) £ cr, (a);
(2) the union T, of

-  {swr,(V A,-) = T J ,
-  {at : surj(t) | t 6 A,},
-  {a : su riiafa)) | a e  o^(T)},
-  {s2/r,(/i) C surj(t2 ) | t\ Q t2 € T is an i-term assertion],
-  {K/(fl I R/(ai,.. 6 T is an i-object assertion], and
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-  {(» : suri(t)) | (a : t) £ T is an i-object assertion} 
is Sj-satisfiable, where at £ X,-(r) is afresh object variable for each t £ A,;

(3) for all t £ Ai and (£ )1 (s) £ eli (T) zvith s a 2-term, we have

(E) 1 (s) £ t <==> there exists t' £ A2 with (t, t') 6 e and s £ t';

(4) forali t £ A2 and (E) (s) £ cl2(r) zvith s a 1-term, zve have

(E)2 (s) £ t <==> there exists t' £ Aj zvith (t', t) £ e and s £ t

(5) forali t £ A] and (E)1 (a) £ cli(r) zvith a £ ob2 (T), zve have

(E)1 (a) £ t  <=> (t,cr¿(a)) £ e;

(6) forali t £ A2 and (E>2 (a) £ ch(F) zvith a £ ob\(T), zve have

(E)2 (a) £ t <=> (a\(a),t) £ e.

PROOF. We first prove the 'only if' part of the lemma.

( = *  ) Suppose T is e^£}(S1/S2)-satisfiable and m  = ((2Ui,2tf2), Em) is a model of 
T, with W] being the domain of W3\ and W2 being the domain of 2U2- For i -  1,2 and 
each d £ W„ define

t(d) = /\ {s  € d,(r) I A 6 sw }.

Then set A, = {t(d) | d £ W,} for i =  1,2 and define c C Ai x A2 by putting (t, t') e  e 
if and only if there exist d\ £ Wi and d2 6 W2 such that / = t(d]), t' = t(d^), and 
(d\,d2 ) £ E9̂ . Finally, for i — 1,2 and each a £ obj(T), define

Vi(a) = f\ {s  € cl,(r) | am e  s®’} = e  A,-.

It remains to check that Ai, A2, e,crx, and <r2 satisfy conditions (l)-(6).

(1) Suppose that there is an a 6 o(>,(r) such that {E)' -> (E)‘ (a) g u,(a). Then, by 
the definition of cr„ am 6 ((E)' (E)f (fl))m, which is impossible.

(2) We have to show that the T, are S,-satisfiable. The models

217,- y 2U, m2»,wifvf\xp,x;

are almost as required: we just have to give appropriate values to the fresh set vari
ables x, (which result from taking surrogates) and the fresh object names at from X, (F). 
To this end, put

2»i ©ixs ’ = SMl

for every term s 6 c\j(T) of the form (£)' (s') and xw'i = xWi for the remaining vari-' art1
ables. For every t £ A„ choose at ' such that
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and set a10' — aw‘ for the remaining object names. Note that

for some interpretation 3̂  of the function symbols in J ,  such that f Wi =  for 
all function symbols / of Y (due to the closure condition for the class M,- formulated 
in Definition 4.3). Using induction on the term structure of s, it is straightforward to 

show that
d e (suri(s))w> <=> d G s5J1

for all d G W, and s G cl, (T). By considering the construction of r„ it is readily checked 
that this implies 2B' N T,. Hence T, is (-Ct/M/)-satisfiable.

(3) Let t 6 A] and (E)1 (s) € ch(r) with s a 2-term. Since t G Ai, there is a d G W] 
such that t(d) = t. First assume that (E)1 (s) G t. By definition, this means that there 
exists a d' G W2 with (,d , d ') G E0Jl and d' G sOT. This, in turn, clearly yields s G t(d') 
and (t,t(d')) G e, as required. Now assume that (f, t') G e and s G t'. Then there exist 
d G W] and d' G W2 such that t =  t(d), t' =  t(d'), and (d,d') G We have d' G sw, 
and so d G ((E)1 (s))m, from which (E)1 (s) G t, as required.

(4) is proved similarly to (3).

(5) Let t G Ai and (E)1 (a) G clj(T) with a G ô 2(r). Since t G Ai, there is a d G Wi
suchthatf(d) = f. First assume (E)1 (a) e t. By definition, we then have (d,rtan) G Em. 
Hence (f, £ e,\.e , € c, as required. Conversely, suppose (f,<72(rt)) Ge.
condition (1) yields (E)2 -> (E)1 (a) £ (7 2 (a). By condition (4), we have -»(E)1 (a) & t. 
Hence (E)1 (a) G t, as required.

(6) is proved similarly to (5).

We next prove the 'if' part of the lemma:

(< = ) Conversely, suppose that A2/ e, V\, and a2 satisfy the conditions of the 
theorem. By (2), there exist a model 20i G Mi of Tj and a model 2U2 G M2 of T2. For 
i = 1,2, let Wi be based on the domain W,. For each d G W„ we set

/(d) = /\ {t  6 cl/(r) I A 6 (sHri(t))aBi} € C/(r).
Now define the extension £OT C Wj x W2 of the link symbol £ by taking:

Em = {(d,d')\(t(d),t(d')) e e } .

In the following, we prove that 911 = (W i,W 2/ EOT) is a model of F. Using the con
struction of the F„ it is readily checked that it suffices to show that

(*) d G (surj(s))Wi <=> d  G swl

for / =  1,2, all d G W„ and all s G cl,(T).
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The proof of this claim is by induction on the term structure of s, simultaneously 
for i = 1,2. For set variables, the claim is an immediate consequence of the definition 
of 9)1. The cases of the Boolean operators and the function symbols of L if i ~  1 , 2 , are 
trivial. Thus, it remains to consider the cases of

(a) s = (£)' (s'), with s' an /-term, and
(b) s = (£)' (a), w ith fleo ^ (r).

We assume i = 1, since the case / = 2 is dual.

(a) s = (F)1 (s') with s' a 2-term. Let d £ (su r^ E )1 s'))w'. Then we have
(F) 1 (s') € t(d). Since is a model of T\,

1= sur\(\J AO = T j.

Thus t(d) £ Aj. By condition (3), we find a /' £ A2 with (/(if), /') £ c and s' € /'. By the 
definition of T2, we have

2U2 1= rtf' •* sur2(t'),

and so there is a if' £ W2 such that /' = f(if'). Hence we have (if, if') £ F®7 by the 
definition of F®7. From s' £ we obtain d' £ (sur2(s'))®t2, and therefore the induction 
hypothesis yields if' £ s'®*. Thus, d £ ((F )1 (s'))®1 by definition.

Conversely, suppose d £ ((F )1 (s'))®1. We find d' £ W2 with {d,d') £ F®7 and 
d' £ s®1. By the induction hypothesis, if' £ (si/r2(s'))2Ii- and so s' £ i(d'). The definition 
of F®7 together with (if,if') £ F®7 yields (t(d),t(d')) £ e. Finally, by (3), we obtain 
(F)1 (s') £ t(d) which implies if £ (s»ri((£ )1 s'))®7'.

(b)s =  (F)1 {a) with a £ ob2(T). Let d £ (swr1 ((£ )1 (fl)))^ . This implies that 
(F)1 (i7) £ f(d). As in the previous case, we have t(d) £ Aj. By condition (5), we thus 

obtain (t(d)f a2 (a)) £ e. Also, as in the previous case, we know that

QB2 h a : si/r2(<72(fl)).

Hence (t(d),a2(a)) £ e and the definition of F®? yields (d,nW2) £ F®7, which implies
if £ ((E)1 (a))m.

Conversely, suppose if £ ((F )1 (a))m. Then (d,am) £ E®7 by definition, and so 
(t(d),t(am)) £ c by the definition of F®7. We have t(am) = c7-2(rt)/ and therefore 
(f(if),cr2(i7)) £ c. Together with condition (5), this yields (F)1 (a) £ /(if) which clearly 

implies if £ (si/ri((F) 1 (fl)))911'-

This completes the proof of Lemma 5.9 q

Theorem 5.8 follows from Lemma 5.9. Indeed, since the sets Cf(F) are finite, 
Lemma 5.9 provides us with a decision procedure for the connection e£f} (S j,S 2) if 
decision procedures for Sj and S2 are known. To decide whether a set F of e * f} (cS j, S2)- 
assertions is satisfiable, we 'guess' sets A] C £ i ( l )  and A2 C £2(F), a relation
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e C A] x A2, and functions : ob,(T) -*  A„ i = 1,2, and then check whether they 
satisfy the conditions listed in the formulation of the theorem. □

To estimate the complexity of the obtained decision procedure, note that the car
dinality of the sets C, (T) is exponential in the size of T. Thus, the same holds true for 
the sets Ai and A? and for the constructed sets of assertions Ti and T2 which are passed 
to decision procedures for S,-satisfiability. This means that the time complexity of the 
obtained decision procedure for (Si, S2)-satisfiability is one exponential higher 
than the time complexity of the original decision procedures for Si and S2-satisfiability. 
Moreover, the combined decision procedure is non-deterministic: if, for example, Si 
and S2-satisfiability are in EXPTIME, then our algorithm yields a 2NEXPTIME de
cision procedure for C^P(Si,S2)-satisfiability.

This result is somewhat surprising, since the addition of nominals to an arbitrary 
ADS with a decidable satisfiability problem sometimes results in an undecidable one; 
for an example see Theorem 4.17 in Section 5.4.

In Theorem 5.4, we connected the ADSs ASL&3* and ALGO* to obtain a counter
example for the transfer of decidability of A-satisfiability. The choice of ALGO  ̂ was 
motivated by the fact that this ADS has nominals. Now that we are allowed to apply 
the link operators to object variables, we can strengthen this result: any connection (of 
the type considered in this section) involving A&G3* as one of its components has an 
undecidable A-satisfiability problem.

THEOREM 5.10. Let £ be an arbitrary non-empty set o f link relations and S an ADS. 
Then the A-satisfiability problem for G (̂AJIG3*% S) is undecidable.

PROOF. The proof of Theorem 5.4 depends essentially on the possibility of apply
ing link operators to the nominals of the connection's second component. We can 
therefore simply repeat this proof. Given an AGOT-concept C and a set T of AJLG'J 
TBox assertions of the form D C D', we now define P  by

r  = {fl:C ! A (£ ) '( !,) }

U {b  : [E]2(Di -» D'*) | D C D' €  T)

U { b : [E12/vr«£>’ (b)) | R e * } ,  

where E is some link from £, and prove, as before, that

C is satisfiable relative to T in A L G J <=>

<==> P  is A-satisfiable in Gq( A C G J §).

□
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5.3. Boolean Operations on Links

The two variants of ¿-connections introduced so far do not allow any interaction 
between links, which is a rather severe restriction. To illustrate this, we again consider 
the connection C£(SIKJQ!i,./LCeOfl) from Section 4.5.3. Recall that£ = {C, R, IV}, where 
the link C represents citizenship (of people in EU countries) and R represents the place 
of residence. In the ¿-connections e^STCJQ^ACCO11) and C^STCJQ15, Â CCO11), we can
not describe a concept such as

(iv) 'People taking residence in the country of their citizenship'.

To do this, we need the intersection of the links C and R:

Human_being FI (C D R)1 (Country).

Similarly, suppose that we are in the estate agent's framework of Section 4.5.1 and 
want to describe the set of points in space (say, Liverpool) which are served by all 
mobile phone providers. This can be naturally done using the complement operator 
on a link S (representing 'serves'):

(-iS)“ (Mobile_phone_provider).

Note that (~̂ S)2 (Mobile_phone_provider) is the set of points that are not served by some 
mobile phone provider.

These simple examples motivate the following definition:

D e f i n i t i o n  5.11 (B o o l e a n  L i n k s ).

Suppose that S,- =  (£„M , ), 1 < i < n, are ADSs and that £ = {E; | j  e  /} is a set o f n-ary 
relation symbols. Denote by

Cf (Si,. . . , S„)

the £-connection with the smallest set £ o f links such that

-  £ C £;
-  / / F € £, then ->F 6 £;
-  ifF , G e l  then F a G e l .

Given an ADM
an = ((<»,•),<„, £ ® ) ,

we interpret the links F 6 £ as relations l ^  C W] x • • ■ x Wn (ivith VV, being the domain o f 

Wj) in the obvious way:

(FA G f n =  Fm n Gm, ( -F )^  =  (Wj x •.. x Wn) \ Fm.

The Boolean operations on links allow us to express link inclusion assertions of 
the form F C G, where F and G are links, and F01 b F GI o  if and only if F*  ̂ C G* .̂
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Such assertions are called role hierarchies in the area of description logics. Indeed, 
F O G  can be equivalently rewritten as

Ti C —> (F A -iG)1 T 2,

where T, = x\ V -or,-, for some set variable x, of £;.
We denote by CqB(Si , .. .,S„) the £-connection which allows Boolean operations 

on links as well as applications of link operators to object variables.
We can now prove the analogue of Theorem 5.7. The intuition behind the proof is 

similar to the basic case: we again reduce the satisfiability problem for £qB(Si , . . . , S„) 
to the satisfiability problem for its components. This time, however, the reduction 
is not so straightforward because the interaction between (complex) links has to be 
taken into account. For this reason, it is not enough to simply guess the 1-types and 2- 
types realised in a potential model together with a binary relation between them, but 
we have to guess a so-called pre-model which involves a relational structure between 
elements (rather than between types) and can be understood as the 'irregular core' of 
an otherwise 'regular' model. Fortunately, the size of this irregular core is at most 
exponential in the size of the input.

T h e o r e m  5.12 (T r a n s f e r  o f  D e c i d a b i l i t y  f o r  e£fl).
Let Si, ... ,S„ be ADSs with decidable satisfiability problems. Then the satisfiability problem 
for any £-connection CqB(Si , •. . ,S„) is decidable as well.

PROOF. A s before, we confine ourselves to considering ¿-connections of only two 
ADSs. In contrast to the proof of Theorem 5.7, however, we admit an arbitrary number 
of link relations, since otherwise the Boolean operators on link relations cannot deploy 
their full power. Under these restrictions, Theorem 5.12 reads as follows:

T h e o r e m  5.13. Suppose the satisfiability problems for ADSs S\ and S2 are decidable. 
Then the satisfiability problem for any £-connection GqB( S i , §2) is decidable as well.

Let us fix two ADSs S\ = (£ i,M i) and 82 = (£ 2, ^ 2) with decidable satisfiability 
problems and a set of link symbols £. Let T be a finite set of assertions of the ¿-con
nection £03(81, 82). We start by defining some notions:

• In contrast to the proof of Theorem 5.7, the closures cl, (T) (for i — 1,2) are 
now defined as the closure under negation of the set of /-terms occurring in 
T. As before, we identify -»-if with t, and so cl,(T) is finite.

• By rel(T) we denote the set of link symbols used in T. A link type for T is a set 
T C rel(T). We use T(T) to denote the set of all link types for T. If we interpret 
the symbols of rel(T) as propositional variables, then a link type T for T can 
clearly be viewed as a propositional logic interpretation. Thus, given a link 
type T and a link F, we use the notation T F if T is a model of F.
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• For t e £,(r), t' £ £ j(r), and T a link type for T, we write t t1 if the 
following conditions are satisfied:

(1 ) for all (F)' (s) € t with s 7-term and T h F, we have s g F;
(2) for all -> (F)' (s) € F with s i-term and T h F, we have s £ f.

• Let Si, S2/ and S3 be sets. We call a total function

/ : (Si x S2) U (S2 x Si) -*■ S3

a symmetric function from Si, S2 to S3 if for all (x i,x2) € l̂ x ^2 we have

f ( X i , X 2 ) = f { X 2 , X i ) .

We assume without loss of generality that Si and CS2 support assertions of the form 
a -  af and a £  a', where a and a' are object names. An assertion a = a' {a ±  a')
is satisfied by a model W  if and only if nw =  a'm (aw £  a'w). It should be dear
that reasoning with such assertions can be reduced to reasoning without them: first 
perform appropriate substitutions of object names to eliminate all assertions of the 
form a =  a'. Then introduce a fresh set variable .v from the respective language for 
every assertion of the form a i  a' and replace a f  a' with (rt : x,n' : -x } .  As in the 
proof of Theorem 5.7, we assume that link assertions (01, 02) : E are replaced by the 
equivalent object assertion Oj : (E) (02).

Our aim is to formulate a criterion of satisfiability of sets of egB(S,; S2)-assertions 
T similar to Lemma 5.9, from which we will derive decidability of the satisfiability 
problem for Cog(Si, S2).

Mnwever in the presence of the Boolean operators on link relations, things are
T . «  why ,h ,. „  ,he ,h .

of the proof of Lemma 5.9 in which we 'connect' the models for the sets T, and r 2 to a 
model for T Whenever an element A e  W, should satisfy a term (E)'(s), properties (3) 
to (6) ensure that there is a f € A? such that (i) s € t, and (ii) s' *  t for all (E)'(s') that d 
should not satisfy. Moreover, T; ensures that t is 'realised' at least once in and thus 
we can connect d to an appropriate witness via the relation E. This simple strategy 
does not work with Boolean operators on link relations: since the element d 6 W,
may need a witness for the term s for many complex link relations E,........Ek that are
mutually exclusive (the simplest case is a an atomic link relation and its negation), it 
does not suffice to ensure that there is only one appropriate / € A7 that is realised only 
once in W- The requirement of having enough witnesses for each term is in conflict 
with the fact that the involved ADSs may not allow certain terms to be realised an 

arbitrary number of times. ,
Our solution is .0 view models of egB(S„S2) as having a core of complex struc

ture which is 'surrounded' by a shell of more regular structure. Intuitively, the core
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provides a 'sufficient' number of witnesses required for the model construction: wit
ness requirements inside the core are satisfied inside the core, and witness require
ments of elements outside the core (whose existence may be enforced by the class of 
models of the involved ADMs) are also satisfied inside the core.

In what follows, pre-models are used to describe the core part of models.

Definition 5.14 (Pre-Models).
Let A] C  (r) and A2 C  <£2(r). A pre-model for A\, A2 is a structure

{P\,P2,h,h,e,V\,vi),

where

• Pi and P2 are disjoint sets,
• tj is a surjective function mapping each p 6 Pi to an element of A „
• e is a symmetric function from P\, P2 to T (r ) ,  and
• Vi is a function mapping each a e  obi(T) to an element o f Pi,

such that, for i e  {1 ,2}, the following conditions are satisfied:

(1 ) for all p € P,; if (F ) ' (s) € f,-(p), then there is a p1 € Pj such that e(p,p') N F 
and s 6 tj(p');

(2) for all p e  P{: if  (F)' (a) € f,(p), then c(p,i7j(a)) N F;
(3) for all p e  Pi and p' e  P-: tj(p) tj(p');
(4) for all p e  P,: if  ̂  (F)1 (a) e  h(p), then e(p,<Tj(a)) \f F.

We are now in a position to formulate a satisfiability criterion for sets of 
e^g(S1,S 2)-assertions.

Lemma 5.15 (Satisfiability C riterion for egB(Si, S2)).
Let T be a &QB(S\,S2 )-knowledge base. Then T is satisfiable if and only if there exist subsets

Ai C  ^ ( r )  and A2 C C2(r),

and a pre-model

V = {P\,P2,ti,t2,e,ai,a2)

for Aj, A2, such that, for i € { 1 , 2 }, the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) |P/| < (2s + 1 ) • 4S4, where

S =  max(|ofcj(r)|, \ob2(r)\, |cli(r)|, |cl2(D|);

(ii) the union F, of the sets
-  {sur,(V A,) =  T ,},
-  {ap :sur,(t¡(p))\ p 6 P,},

-  {“p = a| <Ti(a) = p),
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-  {ap £  | p, p' G Pj and p ^ p'},
~ {suri(ti) C suri(t2) \ h Q t 2 e T  an i-term assertion},
-  {Rj(ai,. . . ,  amj) | R j(a i,. . . ,  anij) G T an i-objcct assertion}, and
-  {(tf : surj(t)) \ (a : t) e T  an i-object assertion},

is Sj-satisfiable for i G {1 ,2}, where ap is a fresh object name from X, (T) for each 
P € Po

PROOF. ( = *  ) Let 9J1 = (Wi,iW2,( E f l)i<k) be a model for T, where 2U] has 
domain Wx and 2B? has domain W2. We use »1 to choose sets A] and A2 and define a 
pre-model satisfying the conditions given in the theorem: for i e  {1,2} and d g W„ 
put

m  = /\{s e d ,(n  i d e  sm ).

Further, for d e  W\ and d’ G W2, define their link type ct(d,d') as 

ct{d,d') =  {£  6 rel(T) | {d,d') e  £ w} € 1 (F).

Then set

A/ =  {t(d) | d e  Wi}.

The construction of = {P\,P2, t\, t2, e,a\,cr2) requires a bit more effort. We proceed 
in several steps:

1. Choose a set L\ C Wi such that the following conditions are satisfied:

(a) for t € Aj and L t = {d 6 Wi | t(d) ~ t and am ^ d for all a e  ob\ (T)} we let

{ d e W x | t(d) = t } C L u 

if 152/ 1 = |cl2(T)|, and, otherwise, choose a set

Z' C Zt with |Z; | = |cl2(r)| and letZ ' C L,;

(b) for all a e  ob\(r), we have am e  L\;
(c) |L,| < |A,|.|d2(r)| +  |o6i(r)|.

It is easy to see that such a set exists.
2. Choose a set R\ C W2 satisfying the following conditions:

(a) for each t e  A2, there is a d e  R\ such that t(d) =  t;
(b) for all a e  ob2(Y), we have dm G Rx;
(c) for each d G Lx and (F)1 (s) G t(d), there exists a d! G Rx such that (d,d') g Fm 

and s G t(d');
(d) |r ,| < |ii| • |cii(r)| + |a 2| + |ofc(r)|.

Such a set exists since property (2 .c) can clearly be satisfied by choosing at most |L, | . 

|cl] (F)| elements of W2 for R\.
3. Choose a set l 2 C W] such that the following conditions are satisfied:
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(a) L] n L2 = 0 ;
(b) for each d e R\ and (F)2 (s) G f(d), there exists ad '  G Li U L2 such that 

(d,d') G FOT ands G f(d');
(c) |L2| < |Ri| • |ci2(r)|.

4. Choose a set R2 C W2 such that the following conditions are satisfied:

(a) Ri n R2 = 0 ;
(b) for each d G l 2 and (F)1 (s) G f(d), there exists ad ' G Ri U R2 such that 

(d,d') G FOTands G f(d');

(c) |R2| < M-|cii(r)|.
5. Choose a function K from Li x R2 to X(r) such that the following conditions are 

satisfied:

(a) for each d G R2 and each <F)2 (s) G f(d), there exists a d' G Li such that 
K(d',d) 1= F and s G f(d');

(b) for each d G R2 and (F)2 (rt) G f(d)x we have K(nm,d) \= F;
(c) for all (d,d') G Lj x R2/ we have d ) d';
(d) for each d G R2 and -»(F>2 (a) G t(d), we have K(a™,d) F.

Let us show that such a function does exist. First, for each d G R2 we fix a subset 
r(d) C Wj of cardinality < |cl2(T)| such that, for each (F)2 (s) G f(d), there exists a 
d' G r(d) such that (d',d) G F9JI and s G f(d'). Due to properties (l.a) and (Lb) of L\, 
we can find a map

7T: |J r(d) -» Li
dcRi

whose restriction to T(d) is injective for each d G R2 and such that, for all d' in the 
domain of re, we have

(i) t(d') = f(7T(d')),
(ii) d' = for some « G o^i(r) implies d' = 7r(d'), and
(iii) d' ^ am for all a g oF](r) implies n(d') ^ a®1 for all a G o^i(r).

We now define K in three steps:

(1) for each a G o/?i(F) and d G R2, set K{am,d) = ct(aw\d);
(2) for each d G R2 and d' G r(d), set K (n(d'),d) = cf(d',d);
(3) for each d G Li and each d’ G R2 such that K(d,d') is undefined, we set 

K(d,d') — ct(d,d').

Due to properties (ii) and (iii) of n, K is well-defined. It is straightforward to verify 
that K satisfies properties (5.a) to (5.d).

6. We now define the pre-model ^  as follows:
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(1) Set Pj = L\ U  L2 and P2 = R\ U  P2.

(2) For i = 1,2, set tj(d) = f(d) for all d G P,. In view of property (l.a) of L] and 
property (3.a) of ¿ 2, it is clear that the f,- are surjective.

(3) Let 6 Pi and € P2. If if £ Li or d' £ P2 set e(d,dt) =  e(d',d) = ct(d,d'). If 
d e  L\ and d' G P2 set e(d,d') = e(J', if) = K(d,d').

(4) For i -  1,2 and a G obj(T), set crj(a) = fl®1 (we do not leave' P\ and P2 due to 
property (l.b) of L] and property (3.b) of L2).

A lengthy but easy computation yields the upper bound |P,| < (2s + 1) • 4S4 for the 
size of the sets P,. Next, we show that 3̂ is indeed a pre-model, i.e., that it satisfies 
properties (1)—(4) from Definition 5.14:

(1) Let d G L] and (F)1 (s) G tx(d). Since t\(d) = t(d) by the definition of <}3, 
property (2.c) of Pi yields a d' G R\ such that (d,d ') G Fm and s G t(d'). By the 
definition of 3̂, we have e{d,d') = ct(d,d') and t2(d') = t(d'). Thus, e(d,d') N F and 
s € t2 (d'), as required.

In the case d G Pi and (F)2 (s) G t2(d), we may use an analogous argument 
employing property (3.b) of l 2 instead of property (2.c) of Rh Similarly, in the case 
d G L2 we may use property (4.b) of R2-

Now let d G R2 and (F)2 (s) G t2(d). By property (5.a) of K, there exists a d' G 
such that K(d',d) N Fand s G t{d'). By the definition of %  we have e{d', d) = P(d',d) 
and f!(if') = *(</')• Thus,c(d,d') N Fand s G (</').

(2) Let d e  Li U L2 and (F)1 (1?) G fi(if). By property (2.b) of P i, we have G Rh 
Moreover, by the definition of %  we have t\(d) = f(if). Thus, (F)1 (a) G f(if) which 
implies ct(d,a™) \= F. Since c(if,flOT) = ct(d,a™) and cr2(a) = a™ by the definition of 
%  we obtain e(df Oi(a)) h F, as required.

In the case d G Pi and (F)2 (fl) G f2(if), we may use an analogous argument 
employing property (Lb) of L\ instead of property (2.b) of R\.

Now let d e  Ri and (F)2 (a) G t2(d). By property (l.b) of Lh  we have rt*1 G Lj. By 
property (5.b) of K, we have K(am,d) (= F. Since =  K(am,d) and ax{a) = <?au
by the definition of 3̂, we obtain c((7i (fl), d) = c(d, cr\ (a)) L F, as required.

(3) As the definition of — is symmetric, it suffices to show t2(d2)
for all d\ € Pi and d2 G ft. First, let ¿1  G Pi and d2 € R\. The definition of ty implies 
^ ^ 2) = ct(di,d2)- By the definition of —, we need to show two properties:

• Let -1 (F)1 (s) G /i(rfj) and e(<M2) ^ F. Since fi(di) = f(rfi), we have
(F)1 (s) e /(rfi). Since e(d\,d2) = ct(du d2) a n d e (d i,d 2) 1= F, we obtain 

s g f (rf2). Now t(d2) «  *2(^2) implies $ £ ¿2(^2)/ as required.
• The case of -  (F)2 (s) G f2( * )  and *(< *!'*) ^ F is considered analogously.
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Now let d\ e P\ and d2 € P2- The definition of 3̂ implies e(d i,d 2 ) = F(di,d2). Again 
we need to show two properties:

• Let -i(F )1(s) G h(d\) and e(d\,d2 ) f= F. Since fi(di) = t(d\), we have
(F)1 (s) G f(di). Since e(d\,d2 ) = K(d\,d2 ), we obtain s t(d2) by prop

erty (5.c) of K. Now t(d2) = t2(d2 ) implies s £ t2 {d2) as required.
• The case of -»(F)2s G t2(d2) and e(d i,d2) N F is considered analogously.

(4) Let d G L] U L2 and -»(F)1 (n) G fi(d). By property (2.b) of R\, G Fi. 
Moreover, by the definition of ^  we have t\(d) = t(d). Thus -> (F)1 (a) G f(d), which 
implies ct(d,cim ) F. Since e{d ,am) =  ct(d,non) and <72(fl) = by the definition of 
pi, we obtain e(d ,a2(a)) ^ F, as required.

In the case d G F j and (F)2 (a) G ¿2(d), we may use an analogous argument 
employing property (l.b) of Li instead of property (2.b) of R\.

Now let d G R2 and -> (F)2 (a) G 12(d). By property (l.b) of L\, we have a™ G Lj. 
By property (5.d) of F, K(d,am) \f F. Since e(d ,am ) = K (d,am) and cr\(a) = nm by the 
definition of 3̂, we obtain e{d,cr\(a)) \f F as required.

To complete the proof of the 'only if' direction, it remains to show that the sets T, 
are S, satisfiable, which is done as in Lemma 5.9 by additionally setting (ap)mi — p for 
all p G Pi.

(4= )  Suppose that Ai, A2, and 3̂ = (Pj, P2, t\, t2/e,cr\,cr2) satisfying the conditions 
of the theorem are given. We construct a model satisfying T. To this end, take models 
2B, G Mi with domain W, satisfying T„ for i =  1,2. Let, for d G W;,

f(d) =  /\ {s  e  cl/(T) | d G (si/r/Cs))233'}.

By the definition of T,, we clearly have t(d) G A, for each d G W,. Now fix an element 
p(d) G Pj for each d G W, such that f(d) = £(p(d)) and d =  implies p(d) = p, for all 
p G P,. This is possible, since the functions f, of 3̂ are surjective and f(fljf') = t,(p) by 
the definition of T,. Let rel(T) = {H i,. . . ,  £*}. For 1 < j < k, we define the extension 

of a link relation Ej by setting

d E fd ' <=> E,- G e(p(d),p(d')).

The proof of the following claim is straightforward and left to the reader:

(♦ ) For all links F, d\ e Wj, and d2 € W2,

(di,d2) G FOT <=* e(p(d i),p(d2)) 1= F.

We now show that 931 = (W \,iX82> (F fl)j<k^ is a model for T. It clearly suffices to 
prove that

d G suri(s)Wi <=> d G sw
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for all d € W/, s e cl,-(r), and i e {1 ,2}, which can be done by simultaneous structural 
induction. We only consider the interesting cases, i.e., Case (i): t = (F)' (s'), and 
further, Case (ii): t = (F)' (a), for / = 1 (the case i =  2 is symmetric).

(i) Assume t = (F)1 (s'). Let d € si/r1((F)1 s')®7'. This implies (F)1 (s') e  t(d), 
and so (F)1 (s') 6 t\(p(d)). By property (1) of pre-models, there exists a p e P2 such 
that e(p(d),p) N F and s' e t2(p). By the choice of p, we have p(a jf2) =  p. Since 
e(p(d),p) 1= F, we thus obtain (d ,a fl2) e F®7 from (4 ). Moreover, s' e t2(p) and 
p(ctf2) = p yield s' € ¿(fl^2), and hence a f 2 e si/r2(s')au2, from which we obtain 
rtjf2 6 s'®7 by the induction hypotheses. To sum up, d e  ((F )1 (s'))1™.

For the ' i f  direction, we show the contrapositive. Let d £ sur\((F)} (s'))®7'. We 
need to prove that d £  ((F )1 (s'))®7. Fix a d ' 6 W2 with (d,d') e F®7. By (Jfr), we have 
e(p(d),p(d')) f= F, and d £ si/ri((F)7 (s'))217* yields -«(F)1 (s') 6 f(d) and furthermore 
-i (F)1 (s') 6 h(p(d)). Thus, we have s' 0 t2(p(d')) by property (3) of pre-models and 
the definition of This clearly yields s' 0 t(d') and thus d' sur2(s')m*, which 
implies d' £  s'®7 by the induction hypotheses. Since this holds independently of the 
choice of d!, we obtain d £ ((F )1 (s'))®7, as required.

(ii) Let t = (F)1 (a) and d € si/ri((F)7 (a))®7'. This implies (F )1 (a) e t(d) and so 
(F)1 (a) 6 t\(p(d)). By property (2) of pre-models, e(p(d),cr2(a)) f= F. By the construc

tion of T2, there is a p € P2 such that p = <72(fl) and /7®2 = a®7*. By the choice of p, we 
then havep(af2) = <72(fl). Since e(p(d),02(a)) h F, we thus obtain {d,af2) e  F®7 from 
(A). Hence, d e  ((F)1 (fl))®7.

For the ' i f  direction, we show the contrapositive. Let d sur} ((F )1 (a))wK We 
need to prove that d £  ((F)1 (tf))®7- Fix a d' € W2 such that (d,d') 6 F®7. By the claim, 
we have e(p(d)/p(d')) 1= F. Moreover, d sur} ({F) 7 (fl))®7' yields - .(F )1 (a) <= t(d)
and (F)1 (a) € h(p(d)). Thus, e(p(d),02(a )) F, i.e., p(d') ^  (72(rt), by property (4) 
of pre-models, and so d' ±  a by the definition of T2 and the choice of p. Thus 
d! ±  am. Since this holds independently of the choice of d', we obtain d <£ ((F )1 (,a))m, 

as required.

This completes the proof of Lemma 5.15. □

Similarly to the proof of Theorem 5.7, Lemma 5.15 almost im m e d ia te ly  provides 
us with a d e c is io n  procedure for the connection e£)B(Si,S2) if decision procedures for 
Si and S2 are known: since the sets £,(I’) are finite and |P,| < (2s + 1) • 4<S4, to decide 
whether a set T of e g B( S ; ,S 2)-a s s e rtio n s  is satisfiable, we may 'guess' sets A, C c , (T) 
and A, C £ 2(r) and a pre-model %  and then check w h e th e r  they satisfy the conditions 

listed in the formulation of the theorem. D
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As before, a non-deterministic upper time bound for the satisfiability problem for 
the ¿-connection GqB(S\, . . . ,  §„) is obtained by adding one exponential to the maximal 
time complexity of the components. The following result shows that this upper bound 
cannot be improved, in general, since the satisfiability problem for the basic ADS £  
introduced in Section 4.4 is NP-complete (cf. Lemma 5.2).

The proof is by reduction of the NEXPTIME-complete satisfiability problem for 
the modal logic S5 x  S5 [Marx, 1999] (i.e., the full binary product of modal S5 with 
itself) to satisfiability in e § (£ ,£ ) . Since the ADS £  is rather trivial, while S5 x  S5 
is known to be a variant of the two-variable fragment of first-order logic1, this result 
demonstrates the considerable expressive power which the Boolean operators on links 
add to ¿-connections.

T h e o r e m  5.16. The satisfiability problem for  C|(£, £ )  is NEXPTIME-comp/cfc, for any 
infinite ¿.

PROOF.  Recall that S5 x  S5-formulae are composed from propositional variables 
p i,p 2 , - - . by means of the Boolean operators and the modal operators □] and D2. 
The models of S5 x  S5 are structures 91 = (Wj x  MS,*#) that consist of the Cartesian 
product of two non-empty sets Wj and W2 and a valuation 9J which maps any pro- 
positional variable to a subset of W j x  W2 . The extension (p01 of an S5 x  S5-formula (p 
in 91 is computed inductively as follows:

P? = %(Pi), (*h A W *  = H>1 n $2' =  (Wi x  W2) \ ip™,

( □ j ^ ) 91 =  {(w\,wi) | € Wi (v,w2) €  ipm},

(□2t/>)°1 = {(wi,zv2) | Vi> € W2 (u>i,v) € t/>01}.

A formula is S5 x  S5-satisfiable if there exists an S5 x  S5-model in which (p has a 
non-empty extension.

Suppose now that <p is an S5 x  S5-formula. Denote by sub((p) the set of all subfor
mulae of (p. For any ip e  sub(cp), take a link Ê , e ¿ and let the e|(£,£)-knowledge 
base T consist of:

(1) E|p,Al/>2 — A Ê>2/ (t/h Atp2 e  sub((p))
(2) E-i\p — (-'ip € sub((p))
(3) (- .£ i,)2 (T 1) = [Ea^l2(X 1);

[Ea,i/>]2(-i-i) = {->EDî )2 (T j ); (□itp 6 sub(<p))
(4) < ^ > 1 {t 2) = [eDjV,]'(X2);

[Ea2̂ -i1(X2) = (~'Ea2ipy (T 2). (□2V; € sub((p))

lTo be more precise, the two-variable substitution free fragment, Gabbay et al. {2003}.
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It was shown on Page 150 that such equations can be added to the vocabulary when 
working with connections allowing the Boolean closure of links. More precisely, an 
equation of the form F = G is shorthand for the conjunction of the two link inclusions 
F C G and G C F. Moreover, we use expressions of the form [E]‘(p as abbreviations 
for the formula -i (£)' -xp.

We now claim that

( * )  (p is S5 x S5-satisfiable Pu {a : (E^)1 (T 2)} is satisfiable in e% (3,3),

where a is an object name of the first component of Gg(3, 3 ).
To prove (♦ ), assume first that (p is satisfied in 91 = (Wi x W2,91). We construct 

a model ©1 = ^©ti,©l2/ {E f } ,p esuH(p)  ̂ that satisfies T U {/? : (E^,)1 (T2)}. Let ©t2 be 
any model for 3  with domain W2. By assumption, q?01 ^ 0 , so we can pick some 
(u, v) 6 qP1 and choose ©1] to be any model for 3  with domain Wi, where am 1 = u 
Finally, we can define = tj>m C Wj x W2, for every \p e  snb(cp). By construction, 
©1 N a : {E<p)] (T2), so it suffices to show that equations (l)-(4 ) hold in ©?, which can 
be done by structural induction.

If tpi A i}>2 € sub((p), then

Equation (2) is shown in the same way. To prove (3), notice that the following equival
ences hold:

v € {(-'Ey)2 (T i))m *= *  3u ( u ,v ) # E f  <=> 3» (u,v) £  i/j,! <=>

< = *  V m ( u , v )  fi( □ i V ’) 0'1 •<=*• V m (  4= >  t> 6  ( [ E n ^ p f l , ) ) ® 1,

and

t> 6  ( [ £ qW,]2( 1 i ) ) * '  <*=*■ Vm ( ii, v)£  *= >  3 m ( m £  ( □ 1i/))')1

<=*• 3 m ( m , v)t (Ea.V ')™  < = >  f e  ( ( - 'E o l^r)2 ( T j ) ) ® 1.

The equations in (4) are proved in exactly the same way.
Conversely, assume that T U {a : (E^) (T 2)} is satisfied in a model ©1, where 

W! = /ail, a%  {Ef}*=,„«,.) )  is based on the domains wi and W2. We define a model 
01 for S5 x S5 based on the domain Wi x W2 by letting =  E®1 fo r/>, e and
arbitrary otherwise. It can now be shown by induction that, for all ip e  sub(<p),

<<?) E f  = ¥*■

The base case, if’ =  p,, follows from the definition of 01. If if’ — t a  ifh we obtain 
(ip, A  </>2)® = t/f n V’?  = E™n E^ =  E ^ Aft by (1 ). The case of t/> = is shown in
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the same way using (2). The case of ip = □ ]£ is shown using (3) as follows:

(W/0) t
01

and

{u,v) £  (£□,*) 9JÏ

3u6 W| (i lv)i i 

3» e Wi (i), v) 0 E(by induction)

v e ( { ^ ) 2 (T ,))m 

v e ([Eo, .̂]2(J-i))im (by (3.1)) 

vn e  w ,  (a,v)$ ( E o lV, f  

( u ,v ) t ( E  o ^ )m,

> 3 m 6 W, (u,v) i  (Eo,*)®1 

v e  ( ( ^ ) 2

ve([E o .^ iJ.,))® 1 (by (3.2)) 

(u,v) £ (□ii/))01 (from above).

The case of ip =  0 2x  is treated in the same way. This shows (9 ).
As 9ft h a : (E^)1 (T 2), there is a v 6 W2 such that (am,v) € E®1 = (p31 ±  0 . It 

follows that (p is satisfied in 91, which proves (4»). □

5.4. Number Restrictions on Links

An obviously desirable expressive capability when dealing with ¿-connections 
is the ability to constrain the number of objects that are connected via the link rela
tions. For example, in the real estate agent's application, we may want to say that— 
according to the chosen granularity of the spatial domain—the spatial extension of any 
house consists of precisely one point in space. Thus, the corresponding link relation 
should be a partial function. The concept constructors employed in description logic 
to represent this kind of constraints are known as (qualified) number restrictions2; in 
modal logic they are called graded modalities3. So let us investigate what happens if 
we introduce similar constructors for links in ¿-connections.

Definition 5.17 (Number Restrictions on Links).
Suppose that S, = (jC/,M,) are ADSs, 1 < i < n, and that ¿ = {£ ; | j  e  /} is a set o f n-ary 
relation symbols. Denote by

Gq(S], . . . ,  Sn)

the ¿~connection in which the definition ofi-terms, 1 < i < n, is extended with the following 
clause, for every natural number r:

2Cr. Hollunder and Baader [1991], De Giacomo and Lenzerini [1996], and Horrocks et al. [1999],
3Cf. Fine [1972], de de Rijke [2000], and Tobies [2001b].
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• ifti (t j/ . . .  / tj—\, 1 , . . . ,  is a sequence o f j-terms tj, for j  f  i, and k g  J , then
(< rE*)1 (tj) and (> rE()1 (tj) are /-terms.

The semantics o f the new constructors, called number restrictions on links, is defined as 
follows. Let

m =  ((an e®1)

be a model for  C£(Si, . . .  ,S„). Then

x 6  ((<  rEj) (tj))®1 <—> | {Xj | („Y],. . . ,  Y/_i , y, Xj+\,. . . ,  xn) g E®1 AXfc G t f 1} | < r 

and

y € ((>  r E j ) 1 (tj))®1 <=> |{y/ I (yi, . . . , y,_i , y, Y/+J,. . . , x n) g  E f  Axk g }| > r, 

where Xj = (y1/. . . , yî_ i/yi+i/. . . /y„).

Combinations of Gq (Si , . . .  # S„) with previous extensions are denoted by the obvi
ous names, e.g., CqB(Si , . . . , S„) stands for the extension of basic ¿-connections with 
both number restrictions and the Boolean operators on links.

Unfortunately, it turns out that, in general, decidability does not transfer from 
ADSs S j , . . . ,  S„ to their ¿-connection with number restrictions Cq(Si , cS„).

5.4.1 . Undecidable ¿-Connections with Number Restrictions. In Section 4.3 we 
introduced the reasoning problem of singleton satisfiability of terms, and we showed 
in Theorem 4.17 that there are number tolerant ADSs with a decidable satisfiability 
problem for which singleton satisfiability is undecidable.

Apart from ADSs for which singleton satisfiability is undecidable, there is one 
more ADS that will play an important role in this section:

Definition 5.18. The ADS !Bi =  is defined as follows:

• Co3 is the ADL (as defined on Page 138) without function symbols (apart from the 
Booleans) and relation symbols;

• >[3 , consists o f all ADMs o f the signature o fC 3  based on a singleton domain.

It is obviously trivial to decide satisfiability in ®i. Note also that is not num
ber tolerant. We are now in a position to prove the undecidability results concerning 
¿-connections that allow for qualified number restrictions.

T H E O R E M  5.19. There exist ADSs S\ and S2, not both number tolerant, with decidable 
satisfiability problems and such that the satisfiability problem for  Cq(Sj , S2) is undecidable, 
even if £ is a singleton.

P R O O F. We first prove a technical lemma. This, together with Theorem 4.17, im

plies the result:
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Lemma 5.20. Let 8 = (£, Jvt) bean ADS for which singleton satisfiability is undecidable 
and let l  be a non-empty set of link symbols. Then the satisfiability problem for C^(S, £ ])  is 
undecidable.

P r o o f . By Theorem 4.17, there exist ADS 8 for which singleton satisfiability is 
undecidable but which have a decidable satisfiability problem. Take any such 8. We 
prove the lemma by reducing singleton satisfiability in 8 to satisfiability in 
it is readily checked that an L-term t is singleton satisfiable if and only if the set of 
Cq(S, Bi)-assertions (consisting of a 1-assertion and a 2-assertion)

{f  E  (E)1 (t 2) , T 2 C ( = l E ) 2(f)}

is satisfiable, where £ is a link relation from £ and {= 1 £)' (t) is an abbreviation for
(< 1 £ ) '(t) A (> 1 £ ) ' (t). □

□

The intuitive reason for this 'negative' result is that number restrictions on links 
allow the transfer of 'counting capabilities' from one component to another. For ex
ample, in (STilQ^ACGO*), we can 'export' the nominais of ALCO5 to S3CJQ51: the 
assertions

T2 = (< IE)2 (T j), T2 = (> 1£)2 (T1), T j = (< IE)1 (T2), T j = (> IE)1 (T2)

state that E is a bijective function, and so we can use (E)1 ({//}), a an object variable of 
ALG0 s, as a nominal in S3dQ\

When introducing number restrictions on links, it is thus natural to confine 
ourselves to ADSs which, intuitively, 'cannot count'. Indeed, as the decidability trans
fer result from the next section shows, the fact that one of the ADSs used in the proof 
of Theorem 5.19 was not number tolerant, is essential.

5.4.2. Decidable ¿-Connections with Number Restrictions. Fortunately, number 
tolerance is precisely what we need in order to preserve decidability in the presence 
of number restrictions on links.

The proof of the next result is similar to that of Theorem 5.1: we guess sets of 
1-types and 2-types to be realised in a potential model. Additionally, for each /-type t 
we need to guess the number and type of witnesses for the link operators <> rEY(s) 
such that none of the link operators << r£)*(s) of t is violated. Similarly to the pre
vious variants of ¿-connections, we get a non-deterministic upper time bound for the 
satisfiability problem that is obtained by adding one exponential to the maximal time 
complexity of the component ADSs.
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T h eo r e m  5.21 (T r a n s f e r  o f  d ec id a b il it y  for  eg ) .

Let • • • / be number tolerant ADSs with decidable satisfiability problems. Then the satis
fiability problem is also decidable for any £-connection eg(Sj, ...,§ „ ).

PR O O F. A s in the proofs of Theorems 5.7 and 5.12, we restrict ourselves to two 
ADSs and a single link relation £. For simplicity, we will therefore write number 
restrictions as (> r)1 (s) and (< r)1 (s), thus omitting the link symbol £.

Here is the variant of Theorem 5.21 obtained by the two restrictions:

T h e o r e m  5.22. Suppose that the satisfiability problems for the ADSs Sj and CS> arc 
decidable and both, 8j and S2, are number tolerant. Then the satisfiability problem for the 
{E}-connection eg£* (Si, §2) is decidable as well

Fix two ADSs 8] = and S2 = (b 2fM2) with decidable satisfiability prob
lems. Note that for any model VJl of eg£}(S j,S2) and any i-term s of 8/ (i =  1,2) we 
have

(( < r)' (s ))OT = (-1 ( > r + 1)' (s )) iW for all r e  N, and 

( ( £ ) 7(s ) )an =  ( ( > l > 7(s) )OT.

Therefore, without loss of generality we may assume that we do not have terms of the
T T

form ( < r)1 (s) and ( £ ) '(s). Let us fix some notational conventions:

• We use cl,(r), i — 1,2, to denote the closure under negation of the set of 
/-terms occurring in T. Without loss of generality we can identify - w  with t, 
and thus cl, (T) is finite.

• For an /-term t, we define a surrogate suri(t) as described on Page 142, but 
now replacing subterms s of the form {> r)' (s') with surrogate variables xs,

• For i e {1 ,2} , we use degfT) to denote the maximum number r such that 
{> r)' (s) € cl/(r), for some term s.

• Given domain elements d e W, and df e W- (or object variables a of 8, and b 
of Sj) we use the expression \d,d'] (or [a, b]) to denote the pair (d,df) (respect
ively, (a, b))f if i -  b  and the pair (d',d) (or (b ,a )), if i =  2.

As observed on Page 151, without loss of generality we may assume that the ADSs 
Si and S2 support assertions of the form a -  a’ and a ^ a', where a and a ' are object 
names. Note that, since we do not allow the application of link operators on object 
variables, we cannot replace link assertions with object assertions as in the previous 
decidability transfer proofs. Hence, we will treat link assertions (a ,b ) : £ explicitly in 

this proof.
4 j£l
We can now reduce satisfiability for the connection Cq (Sj , S2) to satisfiability for 

the components Sj and S2.
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L emma 5.23 (Satisfiability C riterion for e^E}(SlyS2))- 

LetY bea  6^ ( 8], S2)-knowledge base, where the 8/ are number tolerant. Then T is satisfiable 

if and only if there are subsets

Ai C C!(r) and A2 C C2(r)

and equivalence relations

~i C obi(T) x obi(T) and ~ 2 C ofr2(r) x ob2(T)

such that, for i e  { 1 , 2 }, the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) For each t £ A„ there exists a set Wt = { {Z\, 7 1 (Zk^ , 7 ^ ))} , where Z;- C A- 
and the 7 orefunctions 7y : Z; — ♦ {1 ,.. . , ^ ( r ) }  such that,for (Zj, yj) e  Wt, 
we have the following:
(a) For each term (> r)1 (s) E cl,(T), zoo /woo

(> r)‘ (s) € t <—> JD 7 ; )  — r'
{PeZylseP}

(b) for each t' € Zy/ f/iorc ox/sfs (Z ,7 ) € W,# suc/i that t £ Z.
(2) For each equivalence class C of there exist a type tc £ A,-, a set of types Zc  C A •, 

and a function 7  c : Zc — ♦ {1 ,.. .,degt(Y)} such that
(a) for each term (> r ) ‘ (s) € cl¿(Y), we have

( > r ) ' ( s ) e t c *=> £  T'c(i') + |{C' e comir(C) | s 6 tc }| >
{t'€Zc\sef}

where the set conn^iC) contains precisely those equivalence classes C  o f for 
which [a, b] : E 6 Y, for some a e  C and b £ C';

(b) for each t' £ Zq, there is (Z, 7 ) E Wt> such that tc 6 Z.
(3) The union F, o f the sets

-  {swr,(V A,) =  T ,},
-  {at : surj(t) | t E A,},
-  {a — a1 | a a'},
-  {a ¿a'\  a ¿ ¡a '} ,
~ {a : suri(t\a]t) | a € obt{Y)),
-  {sur,-(si) C swr,(s2) | (sj C s2) 6 F oh i-term assertion),
-  {R j(a\,.. . , a nij) | Rj(a]r. . ) € F an i-object assertion), and
-  {a : surj(s) | (a : s) £ Tan i-object assertion),

is S,-satisfiable, where [0], denotes the equivalence class o f a with respect to and 
at is a fresh object name from X,(F) for each t £ A,.

PROOF. ( = >  ) Let 9Jt = (2U], 2tf2/ Em ) be a model for T, where 2B] is based on the 
domain W\ and 2EL is based on the domain W2. We use to choose sets Aj and A2 and
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equivalence relations ~ i and ~ 2 satisfying the conditions given in the formulation 
of the theorem.

We start with some preliminaries. A domain element d e W, is called anonym
ous if d 7̂  am for all a € obi(T). For i G {1/2}, d e W,-, and P G £j(F), define the 
abbreviations

t(d) =  / \ {s e d j(r )  \ d e s m};

R(d) = {d'  e W j l [ d ,d ' ] e E m};

P(d) = {t(d') I d ' e  R (d)}; 

pA(d) = {t(d') I d' G R(d) is anonymous}; 

c(d,t‘) = mm{rf<%(r),|{<f 6 R(d) | (rf') =

cA(d, l') = min {deg, (r), | {¿/' e  Ii(d) \ t(d') = f'and is anonymous} |}.

Then we set

• A, = {t(d) | d G W,};
• = {(a,b) G obi(T) x obi(T) | = b9Ji};
• W/ = {(P(d),7</) I d € W/ and f(d) = f} for each t G A,-, where

7rf = {P>-»c(<i,P)|PGP(d)};

• tc  = with a G C, for each equivalence class C of

• Zc = with € C for each equivalence class C of
• j c  =  {P i—-> C/\(iiOT,P) I P € P/\(«OT)}/ with rt E C  for each equivalence class 

C of ~ f.

Note that fc , Zc , and 7c are well-defined by the definition of the relations It 
remains to show that these definitions satisfy conditions ( l ) - (3 )  from the formulation  

of the theorem. We only do this for i =  1, since the case i =  2 is symmetric.

1 . Fix terms (> r )1 (s) € cli(r), t G Aj, and a pair (Z ,7 ) G W*. Then there is a 
d e W] such that t{d) — t,Z  = P(d), and 7 = 7t- Let

£* = {iP € W2 | (d/d') € Ean and s € f(rf')}.

By definition we have

(> r ) l ( s ) e t  4=^ d G ((>  r) 1 (s))an |LJ| > r.

By the definition of P(d) and yA>

£  7 (P) *  |K  € W2 | {d,d') € E'ui and s € t(d')}\
{t'eZ\$et')
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if for all t' e  Z with s G t' we have | {d1 G R(d) \ t(d') = t'} | < deg^T), and

E  7(0 > des2(o ^r
{pgZIseP}

otherwise. The latter case implies \Zsd\ > deg2 (T) > r. We thus obtain

m\ > r <=* E  7(0 ^ r'
{ P € Z | s e P }

which gives (l.a).
To prove (l.b), let t1 G Z. Then there exists a d' G W2 such that (d,d ') G EOT and 

t(d’) = t'. It is readily checked that (P(d'),yd>) € Wp is as required, i.e., t G P(d').

2. Fix an equivalence class C of ~ i, an a  e  C and a term (> r)1 (s) 6 cl] (T). Let

L* = {</' G W2 | € Eot and s G t(d')}.

As above, we have by definition that (> r ) ! (s) G fc if and only if |L*| > r and, 
moreover,

|XLJ| = | {if' G W2 | (aon,d ') G Eot, s G t(d'), and d! anonymous} | +

| {^' G W2 | (iiOT,d') G Ew,s G t(d'), and d' not anonymous} |.

By the definition of P/\, ca, ~ i, Zq, and 7 c, the sum

E  7c(0
{PeZcIseP}

is equal to the former component of |£J | or is at least deg2(T). Further, by the definition 
of ~i and tc, the second component is equal to

|{C' G connr(C) \ s e  tc }\.

Thus, as in the proof of (l.a), we obtain

\K\>r <=> E  7c(t') + \{C'econnr(C)\se tc }\>r
{ f ' € Z c | s € / ' }

which gives (2 .a).
To prove (2.b), let t' G Zq. Then there is a d' e  VV2 such that (am,d') G Em and 

t(d') -  t'. It is readily checked that (P(d'),ydl) g Wf/ is as required, i.e., tc € P(d').

3. Take the model 2Bi and extend it as follows:

• for each surrogate variable xs occurring in T1 with s of the form (> r)' (s'), set
y2Bi _  c!2D.

• for each newly introduced object name at (with t G Aj), set af3' to some ele
ment o f tw .
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Note that the resulting model 20', can be found in the set of models M, by the closure 
conditions that are required to hold for M,. It is easy to prove by induction that, for 
all d 6 W, and s € cl, (r), we have d g sur, (s)aDi if and only if d g s®‘; details are left 
to the reader. Using this fact, in turn, it is straightforward to verify that 20', is a model

of r ,.

Suppose that there exist A,, A2, ~ i, and ~ 2 satisfying the conditions of the 
theorem. Hence, there also exist sets W,, for t e A„ and types fc , sets of types Zc , 
and functions 7 0  for equivalence classes C of satisfying conditions (l.a), (l.b) and 
(2 .a), (2.b). Our aim is to construct a model satisfying T. For each ADS S,-, i = 1,2, let 
K. denote the cardinal number for S, from the definition of 'number tolerance.' Hike 

an infinite cardinal Ksuch that K> K„ for i =  1 , 2, and models 20, g M, with domains 
Wj satisfying T,-, for i — 1,2. Let, for d g W„

1(d) = /\ {s   ̂ clj(r) | d g (snr,(s)) ‘}.

By the definition of the T„ we clearly have f € A, for each d g W,. Since S, and S2 

are number tolerant and f € A, implies the existence of some d g W, such that 
by the definition of the r„ by the choice of k we may assume that

M  I {d g W, | 1(d) = f} | = K for each f g A,.

Again, a domain element d € W, is called if d £  a'M for all a e o£>,(F).
We now show that there exists a relation C W, x W2 satisfying the following 

conditions:

(I) For all a € obi(r) and b 6 ob2(0 ,  we have

(fl2Bi ¿,2D2j e .4=̂  there are o! € [a]\,b' e [b}2 such that (n',b') : E e 1 .

(II) For all i € {1 ,2} and a € obi(T), we have
• 6 Em implies t(d') 6 Z ^ ;

• for each t €

7] j (() = |{d' g W, | 6 EOT,d' anonymous and t(d') =  f}|.

(Ill) For all! g { 1, 2 } and d €  W„ there exists a (Z, 7 ) g Wm  such that

• [ d ,d ']6 E™ implies t(d ‘) 6 Z;

• for each t € Z,

7 (() = \{d' 6 Wj I [<*,<*'] e E®1 and t(d') =  f}|.

, c  manv tvoes t € A, and each t is of the form t(d) for someSince there are only finitely many types r t  ,
1,., 1 iA 1 Hence, we can assume that the sets W, are orderedd€ W„wehave W, = |A,|-k - * - ™ -  .

by <, such that (K, 6 ) is order-isomorphic to (W„ <,) (i.e., <, ts a well-ordermg on W,
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such that no <,-initial subset of W, is of cardinality k ) .  We construct the relation E ® 1 

by transfinite induction as

E™ = U E™'
a<K

and simultaneously define (partial) functions 7if, oc < K , i  =  1,2, that take anonymous 
domain elements d 6 W, to elements of Wt(d)- We start with a = 0, 1 :

• Set Eg71 =  { ( ^ 1, ^ 2) | ( a , b ) : E e  T} and tt? = tt° = 0 .

• For all i e  { 1 , 2 } ,  a e  obi(T), t € Z[aj., and j, 1 <  ;  <  7[a]((f), choose an
anonymous element 6 W- with t(dihttj) = t such that ŷ  (a 'J'J')
implies dfl</ ,■ ŷ  — this is possible since Zjfl]|. C  Aj and in view of ( * ) .  Then 
set, for each a ,t ,j  as above, n) (da>t>j) to some (Z ,7 ) 6 W, such that f[fl] 6 Z, 
which exists by property (2.b). Further, set

E f  = e„otu U U U U
¡ £ { 1 , 2 )  anob,(T) ( € Z H  1 < / < 7 W|( ( )

• Suppose that & < k is the minimal ordinal for which E™ is not yet defined. If 

a is a limit ordinal set

E®1 = [ J  Ejf and ref = [ J  7tf for / = 1 , 2 .

Now suppose that a = a' + 1. Let /3 be the largest limit ordinal which is 
smaller than a, or 0 if no such limit ordinal exists. If a = p -F 2n for some 
natural number n, set i — 1 . Otherwise set i = 2. Choose the <,-minimal 
domain element d e  W, such that

(i) (d) is undefined, or
(ii) rtf (d) = (Z, 7 ) and there is a t' 6 Z such that

I K  6 w7 i [d,d'] € E®1 and t(d’) = E}| < 7 (0 -

In case (i), set

cSW _  ran <  = 7rf'u {(rf,(Z ,7 ))}, n? = tt? ,I I '

where (Z ,7 ) is an element of In case (ii), we do the following: choose 
an anonymous element d' e  W7 with t(d’) = t' and [d,d;] £ E®1 such that 
71? id') is undefined—this is possible since Z C Aj  and by (*). Then set

rOT _ E™U{[d,d'}}, n? = 7T?’ u{(d',(Z ,

for some (Z, 7 ) € WV such that 1(d) e Z, which is possible by property (l.b).
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It is not hard to verify that the relation £®! = ( J« «  E f  constructed in this way 
indeed satisfies properties (I)—(III).

We now show that Wl = (2tfi, 2B2, Em) is a model for T. Since (a, b) : E £ T implies 
(a™, b™) £ Em by property (I) of Em, it clearly suffices to show that

d £ suri(s)w> <=> d e  sm

for all d £ Wj, s £ cl/(T), and i £ { 1 , 2 }, which can be done by simultaneous struc
tural induction. The case of set variables and the Boolean cases are trivial, so we only 
consider the case s =  (> r)1 (s') and i = 1 .

Let s = (> r)1 (s') for s' a 2-term. First assume that d £ sur, (s)237', i.e., s £ t(d), and 
consider the case where d is not anonymous, i.e., there exists an a £ obi (F) such that 

= d. By condition (2.a), we then have

r < E  + \{C‘ e  connr ([a}i) I s'  € tc }\.

By the definitions of F2 and of Hli, we have b'm — b'T] if and only if b ~ 2 b' for all 
b, b' £ ob2 (T). Thus, property (I) of E9Jl and the definition of F2 yield

\{d' £ W2 | (d,d') £ Em, s' £ t(d'), and d' not anonymous}| =

\{[b]2 | s' € j2 and (,a',b') : £ 6 F for some a' £ [a]x,b' £ [t]2}| =

|{C' 6 connr ([a]i) | s' € tc }|.

By property (If) of E0}], we have for each f 6 z w,=

7[oj, (0  = ){</'€ IV2 | (aw\tf) 6 E™, d' anonymous and f(d') = f}|.

Moreover, (aw\d') £ E'M implies t(d') £ Z[fl]r  This yields

\{d' £ W2 | (rf,</#) 6 Em and s' € t(d')}\ > r.

Since, by the induction hypotheses, s' € t(d') if and only if d' £ sm , this yields d £ s9Ji, 
as required.

Now assume that d £ suri (s)217’ and d is anonymous. Then s £ t(d), property (l.a), 
and property (III) of Em yield

\{d' £ W2 | (d,d') £ Em and s' € t(d')}\ > r,

which is equivalent to d £ $m, and wre are done.
Conversely, assume that d £ sm . By definition and the induction hypotheses, we 

have that

|EJ'| > r, where = {dr 6 W2 | (d,d') £ Em and s' 6 t(d')}.

Assume first that d = awl for some a £ obi(T). Clearly, for each d’ £ Ej' that is not 
anonymous, i.e., bm = d' for some b £ ob2(T)f there are a' £ [a]} and b? £ \b\2 such that
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(a', b') : E 6 T and s' e t ^ 2, by condition (I) and the definition of T2. By condition (II) 
of Em we further have that for all d! € ESJ ,  s' e  t(d') e  and for any t e  Z ^ ,

7 [fl],(f) = \ {d' e W2 I (aw\d') 6 Em,d' anonymous and t(d') -  t}\.

Hence

r̂ l£il= E 7 [« l , (0  +  |{C'€con«r([fl]i)|s'€fC'}|.
Is'ei}

By condition (2.a), s e Since, by the definition of T\, we have t(d) = t ^ ,  this 
yields d € si/rifs)®1, as required.

Assume now that d is anonymous. By condition (III) of E9n there exists some 
(Z ,7 ) e W/(rf) such that s' € f(d') € Z for all d’ e ESJ .  As above we obtain

r < | s i| =  E
{teZjs'et}

and sos 6 t(d) by condition (l.a), which completes the proof of Lemma 5.23. □

Assuming that there exist decision procedures for S] and §2, it is now easy to use 
Lemma 5.23 to derive a decision procedure for the connection Gq£}(Si ,S2). Since the 

sets £/(r) are finite, to decide whether a set T of c [£} (Si, S2)-assertions is satisfiable, we 
may 'guess' sets Aj C ^ (T ) and A2 C <£2(T), equivalence relations and ~ 2, sets 
W, for each t e A\ U A2, and types tc, sets ZC/ and functions 7c for each equivalence 
class C of ~i and ~ 2, and then check whether they satisfy the conditions listed in the 
formulation of the theorem.

□

The time complexity of the obtained decision procedure is the same as in the pre
vious two transfer theorems: it is one exponential higher than the complexity of the 
original decision procedures for Sp and ¿^satisfiability. Moreover, the decision pro
cedure for the connection is non-deterministic.

Now, for example, the ¿-connection G^STOO", S4*) is decidable, since both com
ponents are number tolerant. But then it is a natural question to ask whether an ¿-con
nection allowing number restrictions on links can be extended by also allowing link 
operators on objects variables and/or Boolean operators on links, without losing the 
transfer of decidability.

Unfortunately, this is not the case.

5.4.3. ¿-Connections of Type CqB and Cq0 . Adding Boolean operators on links 
to a decidable ¿-connection of type Gq, or additionally allowing the application of 
link operators on object variables, leads, in general, to undecidability. The proof of the 
following theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.19;
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Theorem 5.24 (Failure of Transfer for e^B and e£0 ).

(i) There exist number tolerant ADSs Si, §2 with decidable satisfiability problems such that 
the satisfiability problem for CqB(§i , S2) undecidable even if £ is a singleton.

(ii) There exist number tolerant Si, S2 with decidable satisfiability problems such that the sat
isfiability problem for Cq0 (Si , S2) is undecidable even if £ is a singleton.

PROOF. As in the proof of Theorem 5.19, we give a technical lemma similar to 
Lemma 5.20 from which, together with Theorem 4.17, the result follows:

Lemma 5.25.
(i) Let Si = (L,M ) be an ADS for which singleton satisfiability is undecidable and £ a non
empty set o f link symbols. Then the satisfiability problem for CqB{S\,$2) is undecidable for 
any ADS S2.
(ii) Let Si =  (£, M) be an ADS for which singleton satisfiability is undecidable and £ a non
empty set o f link symbols. Then the satisfiability problem for e£0 (Si,S2) is undecidable for 
any ADS S2.

PROOF. As the proofs for (i) and (ii) are similar to the proof of Lemma 5.20, we 
give only the set of reduction assertions which varies with the type of £ -connection  

under consideration.
For a proof of (i) we use the following set, which consists only of a single 2- 

assertion:
{M (H >2 (0 A (== 1 E>2 (T ,) A< - i £ ) 2 (f))}.

To prove (ii), we can use the following set of assertions (one 1-assertion and one 
2-assertion):

{ fC(E) ' ( fc) ,  b : (= 1 E)2 (()}•

Here, b is an object variable from £ 2- □

□
Thus, by Theorem 5.24, if number restrictions on links are important for a certain 

application, we have to disallow Boolean operators on link relations and the use of link 
operators on object variables in order to avoid the danger of possibly using an unde
cidable £-connection. This, of course, does not mean that any specific £-connection 
of type egB0 (Si,S2) is undecidable, but that a proof of its decidability requires some 

extra effort.





C H A P T E R  6

Expressivity, Link Constraints, and DDL

This chapter studies a number of questions related to the expressivity of basic 
¿-connections. In Section 6.1, we show that while basic £-connections are expressive 
enough to simulate distributed description logics (DDLs) without so-called complete 
individual correspondences, to be able to treat DDL in general within the framework 
of £-connections we have to add a new kind of assertion to basic ¿-connections. We 
provide a number of transfer results for DDLs and show where transfer of decidability 
fails in general.

In Section 6.2, we study the expressivity of ¿-connections more systematically by 
defining a notion of bisimulation for ¿-connections which enables us to give a number 
of examples of properties of ¿-connections that are not definable in the basic language. 
We take this as an opportunity to study so-called link constraints in Section 6.3, which 
allow us to express some of those undefinable properties without losing the general 
transfer of decidability.

Finally, in Section 6.4, we will compare the methodology of ¿-connections with 
related combination techniques for logics, namey with multi-dimensional formalism, 
independent fusions, fibrings, and description logics with concrete domains.

6.1. ¿-Connections and Distributed Description Logics

Let us recall the knowledge base regulating relations between people in the EU 
from Section 4.5.3. We proposed to employ the ¿-connection ALCO11): the
SOiOQt component was used to talk about people and their relations, and the ACeo# 
component to talk about the EU countries. Apart from computational considerations, 
there is another important motivation for such a separation of various aspects of a 
large application: we may think of the components as independently maintained data
bases which are constantly updated, systematically linked, and import information 
from each other. This leads us to a discussion of distributed DLs (DDLs) introduced 
by Borgida and Serafini [2002] and further studied in Borgida and Serafini [2003], who 
observed that in some cases functional correspondences between different informa
tion systems are not enough to capture important information and who provided a

173
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number of examples illustrating this point. They also stressed that, unlike other ap
proaches relating databases, a suitable logic-based approach enlarges the possible in
ferences we may draw from a combined knowledge base.

In this section, we show that the distributed description logics of Borgida and 
Serafini can be regarded as a special case of ¿-connections linking a finite number of 
DLs. In what follows, all DLs are considered as their ADS representations.

6.1.1. The DDL Formalism. We start with a brief, but self-contained, description 
of the DDL formalism. Suppose that n description logics DL\,. . . ,  DLn are given. A 
sequence D = (DL,•),*<„ is then called a distributed description logic (DDL). We use 
subscripts to indicate that some concept Q belongs to the language of the description 
logic DL,. Two types of assertions—bridge rules and individual correspondence—are 
used to establish interconnections between the components of a DDL.

D e f i n i t i o n  6 .1  (B r i d g e  R u l e s ). Let Q  and Cj be concepts from DLj and DLj, re
spectively. A bridge rule is an expression of the form

(into rule) C, Cj

or o f the form

(onto rule) C, Cj.

Let aj be an object name of DLj and bj, b ] , . . b" object names o f DLj. A partial individual 
correspondence is an expression o f the form

(PIC) aj * ► bj.

A complete individual correspondence is an expression of the form

(CIC) «¡"{b}......./>''}.

A distributed TBox T consists ofTBoxes Tj o f DLj together with a set o f bridge rules. A 
distributed ABox 21 consists o f ABoxes Aj of DLj together with a set o f partial and complete 
individual correspondences. A distributed knowledge base is a pair (T,2l).

The semantics of distributed knowledge bases is defined as follows.

D e f i n i t i o n  6.2 ( S e m a n t i c s  f o r  DDL). A distributed interpretation 3 of a distrib
uted knowledge base (T, 21) as above is a pair ({3, },•<„,'R), where each 3j is a model for the 
corresponding DLj and R is a function associating with every pair (/,;), i f  j, a binary rela
tion rjj C Wj x Wj between the domains W, and W; of3j and 3j, respectively. Given a point 
u e Wj and a subset U C W,-, we set

=  ( J  r,■;(»).
ueU

= {V e Wj \ (u,v) 6 rjj},
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The truth-relation is standard for formulae o f the component DLs. For bridge rules and 
individual correspondences it is defined as follows:

• cn= c,- -=-> q  ^  c  c?;

.  3 t= C, Cj ri;(C?) 3  Cj;
• 3 N 0{ •—> bj bj E rjj(a?)i

• 3\=aj^> {& ],...,& *} <=* rij(a?) = {(& })V ..,(& ")3}.

As nsnn/, T N C C D  means that for every distributed interpretation 3, if 3 h cp for all ip e  T, 
then 3 f= C C D. The same definition applies to ABoxes 51 and individual assertions.

It is of interest to note that, unlike ¿-connections, DDLs do not provide new 
concept-formation operators to link the components of the DDL: both bridge rules 
and individual correspondences are assertions, and so atoms of knowledge bases, but 
not part of the concept language.

The satisfiability problem for distributed knowledge bases without complete indi
vidual correspondences (CIC) is easily reduced to the satisfiability problem for basic 
£-connections. Indeed, fix a DDL © = (DLi)i<n and associate with it the ¿-connection 
55# -  e £ ( D / J j , . . . ,  DL{), where £  =  { £ / ,  | i,j < n, i ± j} consists of n x ( n - l )  many 
n-ary relations. To define a translation of ©-assertions into ©-assertions, we mainly 
have to take care of the fact that DDL relations are binary, while ¿-connection links are 

n-ary.

Definition 6.3 (Translation). Suppose that Si = (T,5l) is a distributed knowledge 
base for © = (D £/),<„ without complete individual correspondences. We define a translation 
t from ©-assertions to & -assertions as follows:

• if (p is neither a bridge rule nor an individual correspondence, then qF is defined by 
translating the concepts in (p using the .s translation from Section 4.2.2;

.  (Q -E* C,)« = {Eli)' C l .......ci ....... T") E Cf;

.  (Q - i  q )t = (Eli)' (T ,.......cf....... T„) 3  cf;

• (aj i—* Ujf — (nj, . . . , ttj, . . . ,  aj, . . . , an) : E/y, 
inhere ak,for k f  i,j, are fresh object variables ofD Lk.

Finally, we put = {(p* | </? G T }, 51* = | <p € 51} and it13 =  1* U5i*.

Note that we only need simple link assertions to translate partial individual cor
respondences: no application of link operators to object variables is required. The 
theorem below follows now easily from the definition of the translation •*:

T h e o r e m  6.4 (R e d u c t i o n ). A distributed knowledge base Si for a DDL © without 
complete individual correspondences is satisfiable if and only if $  is satisfiable in a model o f 

the basic £-connection ©L
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PROOF. Suppose first that is satisfied in the interpretation 3 = ( p t’}/<n,^) of 
DDL D = (DLi)i<n. Define a model 9K of the associated ¿-connection by defining, 
for # ( ( / , / ) )  =  t j j  C  W{ x W j and all U \ G W i , . . . ,  u„  G W„:

(« 1 /  • • • , M|/ • • •, Wp. . . ,  M„) G E i j  : (W/, My) G Tij.

We claim that for any G it, iXK h (¡pL Indeed, if is in some DLjt, the claim is trivial 
since the local interpretations are the same. Due to the definition of £,y, we have that

(12 ) (U j,U j)erjj <=> \ f Ujc £ Wk : (u\,. . . ,U j,... ,Uj,., 
kfr,j

> • / un) G Ejj

(13) <==> ^  life G Wjt : (u\,. . .  , U i , . . .  , U j , . 

M U

• • / un) G Ejj.

Hence, for any concept C, of DL„

ri;(Cf3) =  {u; | 3m,- G C? such that (uif uf) G ri;} =  ((£//); ( T j , . . . ,  Q , . . . ,  T ,,))9;I

by equivalence (13). This shows the case of bridge rules. Finally, suppose q> — (ij 
is a partial individual correspondence in £. Then 3 (p implies UK 1= cp* by (12).

Conversely, suppose that is satisfied in a model 9JL We define the relations r,y 
of the associated DDL by letting:

( U i,  U j)  G rtj : < = >  ^  uk G Wfc : ( m , . . . ,  uu . . . ,  U j , . . . ,  u„) G £,y.

MU

This defines an interpretation 3 for the DDL in the obvious way. We claim that for any 
(p G £, 3 N (f). The proof is as above with the exception that we need (13) to prove the 
implication for (PIC). □

Corollary 6.5. The satisfiability problem for DDLs (DL,•),•<„ without complete indi
vidual correspondences is decidable whenever the satisfiability problem for ABoxes relative to 
TBoxes is decidable for each o f the DL, .

Unfortunately, complete individual correspondences cannot be translated into ba
sic ¿-connections, and Corollary 6.5 does not hold for arbitrary distributed description 
logics with knowledge bases including complete individual correspondences. To be 
able to deal with these as well, we introduce another extension of ¿-connections.

6.1 ,2. Complete Individual Correspondence in ¿-Connections. In this section, 
we extend the basic ¿-connections of n ADSs with an analogue of complete individual 
correspondences.
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D e f i n i t i o n  6.6 ( ¿ - C o n n e c t i o n s  w i t h  CIC).

Suppose that 8/ = (£;, M;), 1 < i < n, are ADSs and that £ = {E; | j  € /} is a set o f n-ary 
relation symbols. We denote by

ef(S!....... s„)

the £-connection in which the set ofi-object assertions is extended with (CIC) i-assertions o f 
the form

(EkY («;) =  Bi,

where 1 < i < n, k e  J, Bi is a finite set o f object variables o f £/, and a} is an object variable of 
Lj, for some j  i.

The truth-relation for the new assertions is defined as follows. Given an ADM 

we put

on (EkY (aj ) =

{.V,- 6 W, | 3  X, eW,(*1    e E f } = { ¡ f 11 b, e B,}.

Obviously, (CIC) i-assertions of the form (Ek)' (a,) = B, can be expressed in the ba
sic £-connection e£(S,........S„) if all its components have nominals: if B, = { b , b [ }
then (Eky (fly) = B, is equivalent to

( E t ) 1 ( T i , .• • /{* ;}< •  • ' / T „ )  =  {b - }  U • • • U {&;}•

Therefore, as a consequence of Theorem 5.12 we obtain:

T h e o r e m  6.7 (CIC a n d  N o m i n a l s ). Suppose that S1(.. . ,S„ are ADSs with decid
able satisfiability problems and that each o f them has nominals. Then the satisfiability problem 
for any £- connectionCoBi(S\. —  ,s decidable as ivell.

Moreover, there exists a connection to number restrictions on links: if we consider 
the connection of two ADSs S, and S2, then (Ek)1 (a) = B, where a is an object variable 
of So and B = {b\, is a set of object variables of Sl7 is equivalent to the set of
object assertions

{(¡>j,ii): Ek,.- . , ( b { .a )  : Ek, a : (<  rEk)~Tt )

if we adopt the unique name assumption (UNA), i.e., assume that ( b ^  *  ( b > r  for 
any distinct bi and b>k and any model OT. It should be clear that this assumption can be 
made without loss of generality: reasoning without UNA can be reduced to reasoning 
with UNA by first 'guessing' an equivalence relation on the set of object names of each 
S then choosing a representative of each equivalence class, and finally replacing each 
object name with the representative of its class. We thus obtain from Theorem 5.21:
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T h e o r e m  6.8 (CIC a n d  N u m b e r  R e s t r i c t i o n s ). Let Si and S2 be number tol
erant ADSs with decidable satisfiability problems. Then the satisfiability problem for any 
£-connection Cqj(Si , S2) is decidable as well.

Let us now transfer these results to distributed description logics. Obviously, the 
translation can be extended to a map from distributed knowledge bases which pos
sibly contain CICs into the set of assertions of the corresponding £-connection by tak

ing

• (d~ {ft] ,...,*? })»  = (E f, )'(<!;) = ..

We then obtain the following transfer results for DDLs:

C o r o l l a r y  6.9 (T r a n s f e r  R e s u l t s  f o r  DDL).
(i) The satisfiability problem for DDLs D = (DL,),<„ is decidable whenever the satisfiability 
problem for ABoxes relative to TBoxes is decidable for each o f the DLj, and all of them have 
nominals.

(ii) The satisfiability problem for distributed description logics © = {DL\, DL2) is decidable 
whenever the satisfiability problem for ABoxes relative to TBoxes is decidable for each of the 
DLj, and both o f them are number tolerant.

Although we were able to identify some natural cases in which decidability trans
fers from S],S2 to Cf (S i,S2), the transfer of decidability fails in general. The proof of 
the following theorem is similar to the proofs of Theorems 5.19 and 5.24:

T h e o r e m  6.10 (CIC a n d  U n d e c i d a b i l i t y ).

(i) There exist ADS S\ and S2 with decidable satisfiability problems such that the satisfiability 
problem for Gf (Si , 8?) is undecidable even if £ is a singleton.

(ii) There exist number tolerant §i ,S2 with decidable satisfiability problems such that the sat
isfiability problem for GjB(S i ,S2) is undecidable even if £ is a singleton.

(iii) There exist number tolerant §i ,S2 with decidable satisfiability problems such that the 
satisfiability problem for GfQ(S i ,S2) is undecidable even if £ is a singleton.

PROOF. Again, as in Theorem 5.19, this follows from Lemma 4.17 that states that 
there exist (number tolerant) ADSs with an undecidable singleton satisfiability prob
lem, together with the following technical lemma. The definition of the ADS S i can 
be found on Page 161.

Lemma 6.11.
(i) Let S = (£, At) be an ADS for which singleton satisfiability is undecidable and £ a non
empty set o f link symbols. Then the satisfiability problem for Gf( S , S j )  is undecidable.
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(ii) Let §1 = (£, M) be an ADS for which singleton satisfiability is undecidable and £ a non
empty set o f Jink symbols. Then the satisfiability problem for efB(Slf S2) is undecidable for any 
ADS S2.
(iii) Let Si = (£,M) be an ADS for which singleton satisfiability is undecidable and £ a 
non-empty set o f link symbols. Then the satisfiability problem for Gf0 (Si ,S2) is undecidable 
for any ADS S2.

P r o o f . The proofs of (i), (ii) and (iii) are similar to the proof of Lemma 5.20, 
whence we only give the respective reduction sets:

(i) We can use the following set of assertions (three 1-assertions):

{a-.t, iC (£>’ (T2) , = {«}}•

Here, the last assertion is a CIC assertion, a is an object variable from £ 1# and b is an 
object variable from £ 3 .

(ii) Use the following set of assertions (two 1-assertions and one 2-assertion):

{ < r  t .( £ ) ’ (&) =  { « } ,  h : - { - > £ >2 (i) } .

Here, a is an object variable from £1  and b is an object variable from £ 2.
(iii) Use the following set of assertions (three 1-assertions):

{a -1,  t c  (E) ' (b) ,

Again, a is an object variable from £ 1  and b is such a variable from £ 2. □

□

6.2. Expressivity of £-Connections

Given that the basic £-connection of any finite number of decidable ADSs is de
cidable as well (Theorem 5.1), it is clear that the interaction between the components 
has to be rather limited. Yet, it is not obvious what exactly can and what cannot be 
expressed in the combined language. In Section 4.5, we have gone into great depth 
to provide examples of potentially useful £-connections. This section is devoted to 
shedding some light on the question of expressivity.

Recall the example from Section 4.5.3, where we constructed a knowledge base 
containing information about relationships between people, companies etc. and coun
tries in the EU, based on an ¿-connection e £(S30Q!!, A £C011). We used STDQ to repres
ent knowledge about people etc., ACeO  to talk about countries, and used link relations 

being interpreted as, e.g., 'has citizenship in .
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Suppose we want to extend this knowledge base with the following information:1 * *

(1) 'Children have the citizenship of their parents';
(2) 'If a company cooperates with another company then the countries from 

which they operate have diplomatic relations'.

Assume we have link relations C for 'having citizenship in' and O for 'operating from', 
as well as roles has_child and cooperate of S9CJQ, and a role diplomatic of ALGO. Then 
these constraints can easily be expressed in the language of first-order logic, compare 

Figure 6.1, as:

(1) ' VxVt/Vz ((* has_child y A xC z)  -> i/Cz));
(2) ' VxVyV*'Vi/'((.r cooperate y A xO  x' At/O y') —> x' diplomatic]/').

V

has.child

x
C

Constraint (1)

O
y •

cooperate
♦

diplomatic

O

Constraint (2)

Figure 6.1: Undefinable Properties

Unfortunately, as we will show below, the basic ¿-connection GE(S9C3Q̂ , AC CO5) 
is not expressive enough to enforce these conditions. Here, we will work with the fol
lowing definition of definability in ¿-connections, where by property we shall mean 
any condition specified in the ¿-connections analogue of a first-order correspondence 
language, compare Page 83.

D e f i n i t i o n  6.12 (D e f i n a b i l i t y  in  ¿ - C o n n e c t i o n s ). Let G bean ¿-connection. A 
property 7  o f models o f G is called definable in G if there exists a finite set Y of assertions ofG 
such that, for all models 9)1 o f G, the following holds:

mhas? <=> m i=  r .

As is well known, undefinability results in modal logic—such as the undefinability 
of the irreflexivity of a Kripke frame—are usually gained by the concept of bisimula
tion, compare for instance Proposition 2.6 on Page 43. In what is to follow, we first lift

1Fhese constraints are not true empirically; for instance, (1) is false according to US law, but true

according to German law. Nevertheless, they can serve as prescriptions or regulations, e.g., of the new
EU constitution.
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this concept to cover ADSs, and then generalise bisimulations to £-connections. Fi
nally, we are able to derive that properties like (1 ) and (2) from above are not definable 
properties of ¿-connections.

6.2.1. Bisimulations for ADSs. As ADSs abstract from the concrete definition of 
a given logic, it is difficult to come up with a notion of bisimulation that is non-trivial 
in the sense that it reflects certain properties of the logics under investigation—as is 
the case with bisimulations for modal logics, where the semantic definition of modal 
operators is reflected in the definition of bisimulations.

So let us use a rather straightforward definition of bisimulation that simply pins 
down exactly what is needed to ensure that two models are indistinguishable.2

D e f i n i t i o n  6.13 ( B i s i m u l a t i o n s  f o r  ADSs). Let (L,M ) bean ADS, and let

Wk = (w k,V'SSSt,X m*,3Wk,y?ak'\,

k = 1, 2, be two abstract description models from the class Jvt.

We say that 2Ui and are locally bisimilar, in symbols 2U, z±L W2, if there exists a 
non-empty binary relation W] x W2, such that the following holds:

(a) For all object variables a, a\, . . . , a n £ X and n-ary relation symbols R e
-  a223' a'2132, and

-  R(af' f l f 1) 4=»
(b) For all set variables x £ V, u £ W] and v e  W2:

-  // u ?=s v then u £ Jr2*1 v £ x®32;

(c) For mf-ary function symbols f  £ T, terms tif i < nif, o f L, and u £W \,v £ Ŵ :
-  If u ^  v then 116  fP'(if* .fB?*) «=*• ..........t®*).

Further, zve say that and 2H2 are globally bisimilar, in symbols 2Bi =̂±G 2112, if they are 
locally bisimilar and the relation W\ x VV2 is g lobal in the sense that for all u £ W[ 
there is some v £ W2 such that u ^  v, and, conversely, for all v £ W2 there is some u £ W\ 
such that u ^  v.

The next proposition states the basic properties we expect from a notion of bisim
ulation between ADS.

Proposition 6.14 (Bisimilar Models in ADSs).
Let $ — (£ ,M ) be an ADS and 2%  k = 1 , 2, any tzoo ADMs from the class M that are 
locally bisimilar, 2#i 2B2. Then:

(i) For all terms t o f L  and all points u eW \ ,v  £ VV2, zve have:

i f u ^ v  then u £ tWl <=t> v £ t'2®2.

2\f one is interested in particular classes of logics, this definition of bisimulation can be accordingly 
strengthened.
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(ii) For all object assertions q> of L:

2Ui 1= (p <=> W 2 N (p.

(iii) For all term assertions t\ C t^

ifW i 2H2 t o  2Ui 1= h Q h  *=> 2B2 N fi C f2.

PROOF. Claim (i) follows directly from items (b) and (c) of Definition 6.13 (with 
the Boolean connectives being a trivial inductive step) and (ii) follows from (i) and 
item (a).

For the proof of the third claim, suppose that ^  is global and that 2Ui h t\ C f2- 
If tf*2 = 0  then 2B2 f= t\ C f2 follows. So assume otherwise. Take any v € if*2. By 
globality, there is a u e Wi such that u ^  v. Hence u e i f 1' by (i). By assumption, 
u e t?' as well, whence v e tf*2 by (i). □

6.2.2. Bisimulations for ¿-Connections. We will now extend the notion of bisim
ulation for ADSs to £-connections.

Definition 6.15 (Bisimulations for ¿-C onnections). Let S,- = (£/,M /),/or 
i — 1 , . . . , « ,  be n ADSs and let G = C£(Si , . . . ,  S„) be an E-connection. Two models

OT1 = ( (W }) i< „ ,(E f  );<m)  and OTI2 = ((2D ( E f ) ;<„,)

/or C ore called E-bisimilar, symbolically TR1 9J12, if there are global relations for 
i = 1, . .  .,/i, satisfying conditions (a)-(c) from Definition 6.13 such that the following holds 
for any j:

(d) If ( u i , . . . ,  un) € £ jJ|1 and Uj Vjfor some i, then there exist points
v\,. . . ,  V{+1, . . . ,  such that (v \ ,...,v n) e Ej^2 and uk ^ k vkfor all k.

(e) If (v\, . . . , v n) 6 F jx~ and ut v, for some i, then there exist points

U\,. . . ,  m,-_ 1, m,-+x, . . . ,  un such that (u\,. . . ,  u„) e  E ^  and uk ^ k vkfor all k.

Again, the following proposition tells us that we have defined the notion of bisim
ulation for ¿-connections appropriately.

Proposition 6.16 (Bisimilar Models in ¿-C onnections).
Let G — Ge (8 i , . . . , S w) be an E-connection and suppose that 9)11 97J2. Then for all
assertions (p o f G it holds that:

9J11 \= (p 9J?2 N (p,

i.e., E-bisimilar models are indistinguishable by means o f assertions.
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P r o o f . For simplicity, let us assume that the £-connection is 2-dimensional, i.e., 
C = GE(Sh S2), and that £ contains only a single link relation £. Suppose cp = (£)* (t) 
with t a 2-term. We prove that for all u\ e  Wj and u\ e  Wf with u\ ^  u]

U\ € ((E)1 [t))™' ^  u\ e  ((E)1 (t))™2

The case cp = (£)2 (s), s a 1-term, can be treated similarly. From this and the fact that 
the ?±j are global bisimulations, the claim follows.

So suppose that u\ 6 ((E )1 (t))™', i.e., that there is a u\ £ such that we have 
e  Em\ Since u\ r=*i u\, it follows that there is a u\ such that ç  Em2

and u\ R2- Hence, u\ e  tm~ by induction hypothesis, whence ii\ e  ((E )1 (t))m'.

□

6.2.3. Undefinability in £-Connections. We will now give examples of undefin- 
able properties of £-connections. For brevity, we will restrict the examples to the case 
of 2-dimensional £-connections with a single link relation E and show that the prop
erties (1 ) and (2) given earlier are not definable in basic £-connections.

Theorem 6.17 (Undefinability in £-Connectjons).

(i) Let G be any o f the E-connections e ^ fA C e o 11,S 4j*,) or
and R be a role name o f respectively, ALG, ALGO, or STT3Q. Then

the property

(t) VxVi/Vz(.tEi/ —► (xEz -*  yEz))

is not definable in G.
(ii) Let G be the E-connection G^iSTiJQfALGO^), R a role name of STOQ, and S a role 
name o f ALGO. Then theproperh/

(J) \/x\/yVx'\/y'(xRy A xEx' A yE ÿ  —► x'Sy')

is not definable in G.

P r o o f . Our strategy will be to give appropriate pairs of models for the respective 
£-connections, one model satisfying the given property, the other not, and to provide 
an £-bisimulation between them. This shows that the properties (t) and (f) are not 
definable in those £-connections.

Let us prove (i) and consider first the case of the £-connection e^:^(S^OQ,yu:ec)). 
We treat this case rather detailed and will be briefer in the remaining cases. To visual
ise the models we define below, compare Figure 6.2.

Let 9H1 = (2U],2ÏÏ2, ^ea m°del for e*H(S!H3Q,./lCeO) with

w} =  ( w / , v ® U a8'1, ? ® U  ® z ) ,
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where

W| := {ci\, n2, b\, b2/ ox}, x2̂  := 0 , for all x 6 V, ep\ = o\, for all a e  X.

There is one (non-trivial) role name R with

Rw\ :={<fli,&i),<a2,&2>}•

For other roles S we assume S®' = 0 . The function symbols / sr, /br- u /b<„r (n £ IN), 
etc. have the usual S9TJQ interpretation, compare Page 115.

2

Figure 6.2: £-bisimilar models of e(STOQ,*/l/CCO) for (t)

'(+)

(+)

p r -----h  p

i f -  ^-- 1 -  —'

Further, let

Wj := {cj, c2,o 2}, x20* 0 , for all x € V, a := o2f for all a 6 X.

We assume that in 2B}, all roles are interpreted by the empty set. For every nominal 
o of ALGO we have a 0-ary function symbol f 0 which we interpret as f 0 2 = {^2}- 
Finally, we define

Em' :=  { (a\ , c i ) , (a2,c2) , { bu c i ) , ( b2/c2)} .

Next, let the model 9)\2 — Emi) with

W2 := {rtj, a'j, b\, b'2 , o\} and Wf := (cj,C2,o-j} 

be defined just like in 9711, except for £ which is given by

£®I2 , ( K ' c\) / (&2' C2)}*
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1

E®>‘

( Î )

-’(t)

Figure 6.3: £-bisimilar models of e(SJ0Q,.4,C.eO) for (t)

It should be obvious that Wli satisfies (t), while 9JÎ2 does not. We claim that the rola 
tion ;=±i and ^ 2  defined by

^ 1  : =  ( ^ 1 / 4 ) / ( fl2 / « i ) ,  (« 2 / ^ ) /

( b i ,K ) , (h,b'2) , f a b ' t ) , (b2>b'2) ,

(o\,o[)}, and

^ 2  -= {(D/^i ) / (cl/c2) / (c2/cl )  , (c2, C2) ,

(°2,02)}

are global relations satisfying conditions (a)-(e) of the definition of {E}-bisimulation 
for and SEJfe. First, it is obvious that the relations t=±if i = 1,2, are global. Further 
it should also be rather obvious that conditions (a), (b) and (c) from Definition 6.13 are 
satisfied for ;=*,•, i = 1,2.

It remains to establish that conditions (d) and (e) of the definition of £ -bisimulation 
hold. We show only (d). There are a total of 16 cases to be considered. We go through 
some of them and leave the rest to the reader.

We have (a\,C\) e  Em1 and four possibilities to instantiate the antecedent of (d) 
In the cases ax a\ and cx ^ 2  c2, we have (a[f c2) e  and cx z=±x c'2 and ax ^tx a’ 
In the cases ax ?=±i a2 and cx c\, we have (a2,c[ ) € Em* and cx ^±x c\ and ax , 
In all cases, (d) is satisfied.

It should be clear how to check the remaining cases. Thus, we have shown that the 
models ©h and 1Vh are { £ } -bisimilar.
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Let us now briefly discuss which modifications are needed in the cases of the 
¿-connections e (Æ C C ,M S )  and e(ACeO,S4M). Roughly, we can use the same mod
els as before. But this time, to interpret the distance operators of M S  Op and the in- 
terior/closure operators as well as the universal modality of S4U, we need to specify 
metrics d/d' (in the case of M S ) and topologies T/T' (in the case of S4U) for 9JÎ1 /9JÎ2, 
respectively. A straightforward solution to this problem is to choose the discrete met
ric in the case of MSOp—i.e., the metric d such that d(x,y) = 0 if and only if x = y 
and d{x,y) = 1 , otherwise—and to choose the topology induced by the discrete met
ric in the case of S4„. The above proof can then be mimicked without further major 
modifications.

For the proof of the second claim, we ask the reader to follow the lines of the proof 
of (i) and restore the details from Figure 6.3. □

6.3. Link Constraints

We have seen in the last section that rather natural requirements having the logical 
form of constraint (t) from the last section, such as

• The spatial extension of the capital of every country is included in the spatial 
extension of that country', and

• The EU will never contract',

and which can be formalised in the language of first-order logic as

(i) VxVyVz (x capital-ofy -+ (xEz —► t/Ez)),
(ii) VxVyVz (y < z -> (.E(EU ,x,y) -> E (EU ,x,z)))t

are not expressible in the language of basic ¿-connections, for instance in the ¿-con
nections C£(A£COi!,S48) and C£(ACC0!i,S4u, PTL8). However, we can of course add 
these kinds of constraints as new primitive assertions to ¿-connections, obtaining vari
ous ways of increasing the expressive power of ¿-connections. Thus, it is an interest
ing question to find out what kinds of first-order constraints are 'harmless' from the 
computational point of view.

A general investigation of this question seems to be rather complex. Here, we only 
consider constraints of the form (i) and (ii) above which have the same structure in the 
sense that they enforce a new £-link between the models under certain conditions. In 
the following, we will show that, under some weak assumptions, constraints of this 
form do not harm the transfer of decidability. We begin by introducing link constraints 
formally.
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D e f i n i t i o n  6.18 ( L in k  C o n s t r a i n t s ). Suppose S,- = (>CI73VT,), n > 2, «re ADSs, R 
is a binary relation symbol o f L i, a = a ^ ,...,a n are object variables in C3, . . . , respect
ively, and E e  E. Then the formula

V.vVyVz (*Ry -> (E(x,z,d) -» E{y,z,a)))

is called a link constraint for Cij(S i,. . . ,  S„).
We say that the binary relation R of L \ is describable in Si if there exists a term tR in Ci 

such that, for every model 9)1 e M] with domain W, every x e W and every X C W, we have

x e t f ( X )  <=> Vy G W (xRmy -> y 6 X).

A link constraint with describable R is called a describable link constraint.

Clearly, the relations R and < in link constraints (1) and (2) above are describable 
by the ACC11- and PTC-terms corresponding to the 'box operators' VR.C and □ Fp, 
respectively. In what follows, we only consider those link constraints that are describ
able.

D e f i n i t i o n  6.19 ( ¿ - C o n n e c t i o n s  w i t h  L in k  C o n s t r a i n t s ) . Suppose that we 
are given n abstract description systems S, = (£,-, M,), 1 < i < n, and that £ = {£, | j  e /} 
is a set o f n-ary relation symbols. We denote by

C fo ( ^  1 / • • • /§«)

the E-connection in which the set o f link assertions is extended with describable link con
straints and the link operators can be applied to object variables. The truth-relation for the new 
E-connection is defined in the obvious way; in particular, satisfiability o f link constraints is 
defined via the standard first-order reading o f these constraints.

The following transfer theorem is proved by appropriately extending the proof of 

Theorem 5.7.

T h e o r e m  6.20 (T r a n s f e r  o f  D e c i d a b i l i t y  f o r  e£0 ).
Let S] , . . ., S„ be ADSs with decidable satisfiability problems. Then the satisfiability problem 
for any E-connection G[q(S\,. . .  ,8 n) is decidable as well.

P R O O F. A s before , w e  p ro v e  a s im p lif ie d  v e rs io n  o f  the  th e o re m  in v o lv in g  o n ly  

tw o  A D S s , Si and  S2, a n d  a s in g le  l in k  re la tio n  E . H e re  is the s im p lif ie d  v a r ia n t  o f  th is  

th e o re m :

THEOREM 6.21. Suppose the satisfiability problems for the ADSs Si and S2 are decidable. 
Then the satisfiability problem for the {E}-connection e[f,) (S i,S2) is decidable as well.
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We prove this theorem by modifying the proof of Theorem 5.8: we extend 
Lemma 5.9 and its proof to take into account constraints, thus obtaining a proof of 
Theorem 6.21.

Let T be a g[q (Si , 82)■-knowledge base containing a finite set <6 of link constraints 
talking only about the link relation £ such that the relations R\,. . .  ,Rk occurring in 
0  are describable in Si. Observe that no vectors of object variables a appear in the 
constraints, as we are concerned with the connection of only two ADSs. We need the 
following modifications of the notions used in Lemma 5.9 on Page 144.

• We redefine the closure cli(F) as follows (but keep the definition of c^fT)): 
let 0 o denote the closure under negation of the set of 1 -terms occurring in 

T and Oi(T). Then set

0 ,  = ©o U {(£ > '(s) I s = -■ (E)2 (s') e d2(r) or s = -- (E)2 (a) e d2(r )} ,

02 = 0 ,  U U  {fR,(s) | s = (E)1 (s') 6 0 ,  ors = (E)1 (a) 6 © i},
l<j<k

where, for 1 < j  < k, tR is the Lj-term describing the relation Rj (cf. the 
definition of 'describable' in Definition 6.18). Finally, define cli(T) to be the 
closure of 02 under subformulae and negation; again we identify ->->t with t, 
so that the closure is finite.

The formulation of the satisfiability criterion is largely identical to that of 
Lemma 5.9. We only add some extra 1-term assertions to the definition of Tj in Con
dition (2), but leave Y2 unchanged:

L e m m a  6.22 (S a t i s f i a b i l i t y  C r i t e r i o n  f o r  e[o (Si ,S 2)).
Let T be a g[q (§i , S2 )-knowledge base containing a finite set o f link constraints for E such
that the relations R\,. . . ,  R* occurring in <6 are describable in S\. Then T is satisfiable if and 
only if there exist

(i) subsets Ai C €i(T) and A2 C <£2(0/
(ii) a relation e C Ai x A2, and
(iii) functions V\ : ob\(T) — * Ai and 02 : obiiT) — + A2, 

such that, for i =  1 , 2, the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) for any a € obi(T), we have (£)' -> (£)' (a) 0 0,(0);
(2) the union T, of

-  {sMr,-(V A,) = T f},
-  {at : suriit) | t € A,},
-  {a : suri(cri(a)) | a e  obj(T)},
-  {swr,(fi) C s u r fa )  I t\ D € T is an i-term assertion},

-  { £ / ( * ! / •  I £  r  is an i-object assertion], and
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-  {(a :su ri(t)) \ ( a : t ) e T  is an i-object assertion), 
and where Fi contains additionally

-  {sun((E)' (s)) C t^ su n d E )1 (s))) I {£)' 6 c l,(D },
-  {sHri((E)' (a)) C tR(sur,((E)' (a))) \ (E)1 (a) e d ,( r ) } (

is Sj-satisfiable, where at E X,(r) is afresh object variable for each t e A ¡;
(3) for all t E A! and (E)1 (s) 6 clj (r) zvith s a 2-term, we have

(E)} (s) 6 t 4=^ there exists t' E A2 with (t, t’) e e and s e t';

(4) for all t & A2 and (E)2 (s ) E cl2(F) with s a 1-term, we have

(E) (s) G t <—> there exists t € A] with (t',t) 6 e and s 6 F;

(5) for all t 6 A] and (E)1 (a) E cli(r) zvith a e ob2(T), we have

(E)1 (a) e  t <=> (t,a2(a)) e  e;

(6) for all t E A2 and (E)2 (a) e cl2(r) zvith a E ob^T), we have

(E) (a) E f v-—>• (ci(tf),f) e e.

PROOF OF L e m m a . The proof of the lemma remains largely unchanged. The 
( = *  ) direction can be proved as before. Only in the (< = ) direction, the definition of 
the link relation Em has to be modified.

Thus, suppose that Aj, A2/ e, crx, and cr2 satisfy the conditions of the theorem. By 
(2), there exist a model 520j 6 Mi of Fi and a model W2 E M2 of F2. For i = 1,2, let qV 
be based on the domain W,. For each d E W„ we set

t(d) = /\ {t  E clf(r) I d E (suri(t))Wl) e €i(T).

Now, define the extension Em C W] x W2 of the link symbol E by taking:

E0ot = {(d ,d ')\ (t(d ),t (d '))6 e} ;

~  £,?? U {(d ,d r) | 3d" (d",d) E E2I?1 with 1 < j  < Eand (d",d') e E®1};

E ot =  | j £ ?f .
?r>0

It is easy to see that Em satisfies all of the constraints in <I>. We have to show that 
DJI = (20i, 21?2, £a,?) is a model of T. As in the proof of Lemma 5.9, it suffices to show 
that

(*) d E (surj(s))Wi 4=> d e  s971

for i = 1,2, all d E W;, and all s E c!,(r).
The proof of this claim is by induction on the term structure of s, simultaneously 

for i =  1,2. For set variables, the claim is an immediate consequence of the definition
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of 9H. The cases of the Boolean operators and the function symbols of i = 1,2, are 
trivial. Thus, it remains to consider the cases of

(a) s = (£)' (s'), with s' an i-term, and
(b) s =  (£)' (a), with a G obj(T).

The proofs of

(t) d G (suri(s))Wi = >  d G sOT

for the Cases (a) and (b) remain unchanged. However, the proofs of

(J) d G = >  d e  (surj(s))Wi

for (a) and (b) have to be modified. Let us prove the following auxiliary lemma:

L e m m a  6.23. Let s be a 1-term, s' a 2-term, a an object variable o f JL\, and a' an object 
variable of £2 with {(E )1 (s'), (E)1 («')} C cli(T) and {(E )2 (s), (E)2 (a)} C c^T).

// [d,d') G Em, then the following holds:

(i) s' € t(d') implies (E)1 (s') 6 t(d);
(ii) s G t(d) implies (E)2 (s) G t{d');

(iii) a,m = d' implies (E)1 (a1) e  t(d);
(iv) aTt = d implies (E)2 (a) € t(d').

PROOF. The proof is by induction on n. Let n =  0. Then (d,d') G E®1 implies 
(t(d),t(dr)) G e. Thus, (i) is an immediate consequence of condition (3), (ii) is an 
immediate consequence of (4), (iii) of (5), and (iv) of (6).

Let n > 0. Then (d,d') 6 E®J implies that either (d,d') € Ej^j or there exists a d" 
such that {d",d) 6 R for some j  with 1 < j  < k and {d",d!) e E®[v In the former 
case, (i)-(iv) follow by the induction hypotheses. Let us consider the latter one.

(i) Let s' g t(d'). By the induction hypotheses and since {d",d') G E^_x, we have 
(E)1 (s') G t(d") and so d" G sur\((E)] (s'))W]. Due to the new components of Tj 
and the fact that (d",d) G we then have d G suri((E)1 (s'))5®1, which yields 
(E)1 ( s ' )  G t(d), as required.

• j

(ii) Assume by contraposition that -»(£) (s) G t(d‘). By induction hypotheses
(and since we extended the closure clj(T)), we obtain (E)1 -1 (E)2 (s) G t(d") using 
(i), and thus d" G sur\((E)] (£ )2 (s))20'. Due to the new components of Ti, this
yields d" G fR(si/rl ((E)1 -1 (£ )2 (s)))20’ . Because (d",d) G Kj0’, we obtain that we have 
d e  suri((E)1 -1 (E)2 (s))90», and hence (E)1 -«(E)2 (s) G f(d). By conditions (3) and (4), 
we then have s £ f(d), which had to be shown.

Finally, (iii) is proved analogously to (i), and (iv) is proved analogously to (ii). □

We can now adapt the proof of (:£) for the cases of (a) and (b). As before, we restrict 
ourselves to the case i =  1.
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(a) $ = (E)1 (s') with s' a 2-term. Suppose d € ((E)1 We find d' € VV2
with {d,d') € Em and d' e s977. By the induction hypothesis, d' e (s izes'))3172 and so 
s' e t(d'). As (if, if) € E'm, part (i) of Lemma 6.23 yields (E)1 (s') e t(d), which implies 
d e (si/ri((E>1 (s')))2171.

(b) s = (E)1 (fl) with a e ob2 (T). Let d e ((E)1 (fl))97i. Then (d,aon) e Em by 
definition and thus (E)1 (a) 6 t{d) by part (iii) of Lemma 6.23. This obviously implies 
d e  (s u r i ( ( E ( a ) ) ) 201, as required.

The case i -  2 is similar and uses parts (ii) and (iv) of Lemma 6.23 instead of 
parts (i) and (iii).

This completes the proof of Lemma 6.22. As before, Theorem 6.21—and thus The
orem 6.20—is an immediate consequence. □

As already noted, a general investigation of first-order constraints seems to be 
rather complex. As to the link constraints of the form above, we conjecture that by 
dropping the describability condition one destroys the (general) transfer of decidabil
ity. The combination of link constraints with other variants of £ -connections and the 
computational properties of different kinds of first-order constraints are left for future 

work.

6.4. Comparison with Other Combination Methodologies

We now briefly compare ¿-connections with three other (families of) combination 
methodologies which are important in knowledge representation and reasoning.

6.4.1. Multi-dimensional Systems. The formation of multi-dimensional systems 
out of one-dimensional ones is probably the most frequently employed methodo
logy of combining knowledge representation and reasoning formalisms. Given n lan
guages L i,. . . ,  Ln interpreted in domains D\,. . . ,  D„, we take the union L of the E, and 
interpret it in the Cartesian product Di x • • • x D„ consisting of all //-tuples {d\,. . . , d n), 
d) e  Dj. (The combined language L contains no new constructors as compared with 
the original languages E,.) Typical examples of such multi-dimensional formalisms 

are:
-  temporal epistemic logics for reasoning about multi-agent systems—these 

are based on the Cartesian product of a flow of time and a set of possible states 
of a system (see Fagin et al. [1995], Halpern and Vardi [1989] and references

therein);
-  first-order modal and temporal logics based on the Cartesian product of a set 

of possible worlds or moments of time and a domain of first-order individuals 
[Fitting and Mendelsohn, 1998, Gabbay et al., 2003],
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-  spatio-temporal logics based on the Cartesian product of a flow of time and 
a model of space (see, e.g., Wolter and Zakharyaschev [2000, 2002]);

-  modal and temporal description logics based on the Cartesian product of 
a set of possible worlds and a description logic domain [Laux, 1994, Baader 
and Laux, 1995, Baader and Ohlbach, 1995, Bettini, 1997, Artale and Franconi, 
1998, Wolter and Zakharyaschev, 1998,1999].

The main difference between multi-dimensional systems and ¿-connections is the 
range of the quantifiers: while the former quantify (at least implicitly) over the set of 
«-tuples, in ¿-connections we can quantify only over one-dimensional objects which 
form a component of a link. This seems to be the main reason why ¿-connections ex
hibit a much more robust computational behaviour than multi-dimensional combina
tions (see, e.g., Gabbay et al. [2003] and references therein). In the multi-dimensional 
setting, even the two-dimensional combination of simple, say, NP-complete logics, can 
be highly undecidable [Spaan, 1993]. In contrast to ¿-connections, no general transfer 
results are available for multi-dimensional combinations: their algorithmic behaviour 
is governed by rather subtle features of the component logics, so that the concept of 
abstract description systems is Too abstract' to be useful in this context. On the con
trary, it has been proved that three-dimensional products of standard unimodal lo
gics (and even the two-dimensional products of CTL* with standard unimodal logics) 
are usually undecidable [Hirsch et al., 2002, Hodkinson et al., 2002]. In this respect, 
¿-connections do not TeeT the number of combined formalisms.

6.4.2. Independent Fusions and Gabbay's Fibring Methodology. Another way 
of combining formalisms without adding new constructors to the union of the lan
guages is known as the formation of independent fusions or joins [Kracht and Wolter, 
1991, Spaan, 1993, Fine and Schurz, 1996, Wolter, 1998, Baader et al., 2002]. In this case, 
it is assumed that the component languages L, actually speak about the same domain 
D. In other words, the expressive capabilities of the L, are combined by the inde
pendent fusion in order to reason about the same objects, yet viewed from different 
perspectives. As in the case of multi-dimensional systems, no new constructors are 
added.

A typical example of an independent fusion is the standard multi-modal epistemic 
logic modelling knowledge of n > 1 agents [Halpern and Moses, 1992], where we 
simply join n epistemic logics for a single agent. Sometimes, temporal epistemic logics 
degenerate to fusions of temporal and epistemic logics [Halpern and Vardi, 1989].

Independent fusions have also been suggested in the context of description logics 
[Baader et al., 2002], where constructors of different DLs may be required to represent 
knowledge about certain domains. Note that putting the constructors of different DLs
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together to form a new DL often results in an undecidable logic, even if the compon
ents are decidable.3 It has been shown in Baader et al. [2002] that independent fusions 
form a more robust (but, of course, less expressive) way of combining the constructors 
of different DLs than multi-dimensional combinations.

In contrast to ¿-connections, independent fusions behave 'badly' if the class of 
models is not closed under the formation of disjoint unions (the corresponding ADS is 
not local), for instance, when nominals or negations of roles are present [Baader et al., 
2002] or when we combine logics of time and space—while linear orders are natural 
models of time, their disjoint unions are certainly not.

The fibring methodology of Gabbay [1999] is a generalisation of independent fu
sions: when constructing the fibring of two formalisms L\ and L2, their models are 
not matched, but combined by a so-called fibring function F which associates with 
any element of the domain D, of a model M, for L, a model M ■ of the other formalism. 
The truth-values of formulae at point w are computed inductively: the Boolean oper
ators are treated as usual, and the inductive step for a given constructor of L, depends 
on whether w is a member of a model M, for L,—in which case it is computed as in 
Mj—or a member of a model Mj for the other logic Lj, in which case the truth-value is 

computed in the model F(w) for L,.
In contrast to ¿-connections and similarly to multi-dimensional systems and inde

pendent fusions, the fibring formalisms do not add any new constructors to the com
bined languages, but are based on their unions. Also, in contrast to ¿-connections, the 
atoms of the component languages are supposed to be identical. Finally, because of 
the guarded quantification in ¿-connections in 'any direction' of a link relation, the in
teraction between the fibred components is much weaker than the interaction between 

the ¿-connected ones.

6.4.3. Description Logics with Concrete Domains. As demonstrated in Sec
tion 4.5.1, ¿-connections can be used to connect a description logic, such as AL6, with 
another logic, such as MSOd, which is evaluated in a single model, say, a map of Liv
erpool. This idea—to fix a single model in one of the combined formalisms—also un
derlies the extension of description logics with so-called concrete domains: since 'clas
sical' description logics represent knowledge at a rather abstract logical level, concrete 
domains have been proposed to cope with applications that require predefined pre
dicates or temporal and spatial dimensions [Baader and Hanschke, 1991, Lutz, 2003].

3As an example, consider the DLs A C e j  (introduced on Page 140) and A £ e +'°'u (extending ACG 
with transitive closure, composition, and union of roles). For both DLs, the subsumption of concept 

descriptions is known to be decidable [Hollunder and Nutt, 1990, Schild, 1991, Baader, 1991]. However, 

the subsumption problem for their union A C e J+’°'u is undecidable [Baader et al., 1993].
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Examples of concrete domains include the natural numbers equipped with predicates 
like = i7, <, and + [Baader and Hanschke, 1992, Lutz, 2002], Allen's interval algebra 
[Allen, 1983, Lutz, 2001a], and the RCC-8 calculus discussed in Section 4.2.4 [Haarslev 
et al., 1998].

However, the expressive power provided by concrete domains is largely ortho
gonal to the expressive power of 8-connections. First, in DLs with concrete domains, 
the coupling of the two formalisms is 'one way,' i.e., we can only talk about the con
crete domain in the description logic, but not vice versa. Clearly, ¿-connections are 
'two way' in this sense. Second, in DLs with concrete domains, the description logic 
is equipped with operators which allow us to make statements about relations (of ar
bitrary arity) between 'concrete elements'. In contrast, ¿-connections allow us only 
to express that formulae (i.e., unary predicates) are satisfied by domain elements of 
other components. It should also be noted that the addition of a concrete domain to 
a DL is a rather sensitive operation as far as the preservation of computational prop
erties is concerned: even 'weak' DLs combined with rather 'weak' concrete domains 
can become undecidable, see, e.g., Baader and Hanschke [1992], Haarslev et al. [1998], 
Lutz [2001b]. In fact, except for a result in Baader et al. [2002] which treats extremely 
inexpressive concrete domains, no general decidability transfer results for the exten
sion of description logics with concrete domains are known. Indeed, investigating the 
computational properties of DLs with concrete domains is a cumbersome task which 
involves the development of new and specialised techniques, consult, e.g., the survey 
Lutz [2003].



Discussion

We summarise our main results, list open problems and possible extensions to the 
formalisms introduced, and point to interesting application areas.

Logics of Distance

In Part 1 of the thesis, we systematically investigated first-order, modal, and 
Boolean modal languages intended for reasoning about distances. The structures in 
which these languages were interpreted are the class JvtS of metric spaces, or the more 
general classes of arbitrary, symmetric, and triangular distance spaces. The main motiv
ation for considering these languages was a lack of knowledge representation form
alisms capable of representing and reasoning with numerical, quantitative concepts 
of distance, where we understood distance in a rather general, not necessarily spatial 

way.
In Chapter 1, we compared the expressive power of these languages over different 

classes of distance spaces and showed that the modal language £Of[M] is express
ively complete over symmetric distance spaces for the two-variable fragment £:T2[M]. 
Furthermore, we proved that £Of[M] is expressively complete for the Boolean dis
tance language £ 0 3  [M] over arbitrary distance spaces, and noted that the languages 
£ d[M] and £ f [M] can simulate nominals and define the universal modality.

In Chapter 2, we investigated the computational behaviour of these languages and 
showed that while both £T 2[Q+]-satisfiability and £ 0 [Q +]-satisfiability are decidable 
for the class of all (symmetric) distance spaces, even weaker languages turn out to 
have an undecidable satisfiability problem for the class of metric spaces and the class 
V 1 of triangular distance spaces. We also singled out a natural and expressive frag
ment C0£) [MJ of £0[M ] which has the finite model property and is decidable, both 

for metric and triangular spaces.
In Chapter 3, we studied logical properties of the modal distance logics intro

duced, gave Hilbert style axiomatisations for the logics MS'D, axiomatised the modal 
counterpart C 0F of the two-variable first-order distance logic interpreted in metric 
spaces using a weak form of the covering rule, and discussed compactness and the

interpolation property.
195
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The decidability results from Chapter 2 concerning the language £ d [Q+] obviously 
imply corresponding upper complexity bounds for the satisfiability problems. For 
instance, the satisfiability problem for L p [Q+¡-formulae in metric spaces is, accord
ing to the proof of Theorem 2.14, solvable in NEXPTIME if the parameters from Q+ 
are coded unary, and it is solvable in 2NEXPTIME if the parameters are coded bin
ary. However, we have not discussed these results in detail since it is known that, in 
fact, the satisfiability problem of £ d [Q+] in metric spaces is EXPTIME-complete for 
unary encoding [Wolter, 2004]. A proof of EXPTIME-completeness for the language 
£ 0 L][Q+] interpreted in metric spaces and using binary encoding can be found in 
Wolter and Zakharyaschev [2003]. It is, however, an open problem whether £ d [Q+] 
satisfiability is still EXPTIME-complete if we encode parameters from Q+ in binary.

As was noted in Section 1.1, logics of distance spaces were conceived and investig
ated primarily in view of their possible applications in knowledge representation and 
reasoning. In this respect, the following extensions and open problems seem to be of 
special interest.

• The presented decision procedure for the language L p  [Q+] based on the finite 
model property does not appear to be 'practical'. While a tableaux based 
decision procedure has been developed for the language [Q+] in Wolter 
and Zakharyaschev [2003], no tableaux or resolution based algorithms for the 
language £Od [Q+] are known.

• As concerns the logical properties of the distance logics discussed, the follow
ing problems seem interesting. Can the class of frame-companions of metric 
spaces in language Lp [M] be characterised in an elegant way for parameter 
sets such as M — N ,Q +,R +? What modal languages are appropriate for 
characterising such classes axiomatically? Is the modal logic of the class of 
Euclidean spaces axiomatisable in the language COp[Q+j? Is the rule (COVo) 
conservative in MSOf[M]? Is the Beth property more widespread in distance 
logics than interpolation?

• We have briefly mentioned some extensions of the languages of distance 
logics, namely the extension with variables over distances [Wolter and Za
kharyaschev, 2003] and the extension with topological operators [Wolter and 
Zakharyaschev, 2004]. Other interesting extensions that have not been stud
ied are the following. What is the computational and logical behaviour of 
spatial analogues of the temporal binary modalities Since and Until? For in
stance, we could define

(33, u) 1= qALip (93, i>) 1= (p for all v with d(u,v) < inf(», ip),
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where inf(w, iff) =  inf({fl = d(u, zv) | (03,w) N if)}); compare also Aiello and 
van Benthem [2002] for topological variants of this operator. Furthermore, 
some applications might require that we have some algebraic structure on 
the parameter sets different to the reals, such as finite groups, which we could 
also incorporate into the formal language.

• Logics of distance spaces reflect only one aspect of possible application do
mains. We envisage these logics as components of more complex, many
dimensional representation formalisms involving, for instance, also logics of 
time and conceptual knowledge. This can be realised, e.g., by constructing 
appropriate ¿-connections, where a specific application might call for a suit
able fine-tuning of the expressive means of the ¿-connection.

• Similarly to logics of time, spatial knowledge representation often requires 
to capture information at different layers of metric granularity [Montanan, 
1996]. Thus, can we construct (computationally well-behaved) formalism 
reflecting these different levels of granularity by constructing appropriate 
¿-connections? Note that naively adding, e.g., number restrictions to an 
¿-connection e £(MSsD,MS"D) quickly results in an undecidable system (and 
decidability transfer does not apply since JVtSjp is not number tolerant). So 
how can we devise more subtle 'granularity' operators?

¿-Connections

Part 2 of the thesis was concerned with a new combination technique for know
ledge representation and reasoning formalisms, called ¿-connections. The key idea of 
the methodology was to keep the domains of the combined formalisms disjoint and 
to introduce 'link relations' representing correspondences between objects in different 
domains. Typical interpretations of link relations were:

-  *x is in the spatial extension of y';
-  'x belongs to the lifespan of y';
-  'Object x in information system /Si corresponds to object y in information 

system l S i ‘,
-  'Object .v is at location y at time z'.

The new methodology was introduced in Chapter 4 within the framework of ab
stract description systems in order to provide coverage of a wide range of KR&R form
alisms such as description logics, temporal logics, modal logics of space, epistemic

logics, etc.
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The main theoretical results were shown in Chapter 5, where we proved a number 
of theorems showing that the formation of various kinds of ¿-connections is compu
tationally robust, even if we allow expressive link operators such as qualified number 
restrictions and Boolean combinations of link relations. We continued in Chapter 6 
to show that the methodology of distributed description logics (DDLs) can be under
stood as a special case of ¿-connections, analysed the expressive power of the lan
guage of basic ¿-connections, and provided examples of undefinable first-order con
straints on models of an ¿-connection. Finally, we showed that adding new, primitive 
assertions expressing such undefinable properties to basic ¿-connections, again, pre
serves the transfer of decidability.

As we argued in Section 4.1, the investigation of combination methods for KR&R- 
formalisms consists, to a large extent, in an analysis of the trade-off between possible 
interactions of the components in the combined system and its computational prop
erties. In this respect, our complexity and undecidability results show that we have 
achieved a rather promising compromise between predictable computational beha
viour of ¿-connections and expressive interaction between its components: the com
plexity results show that the various kinds of ¿-connections do add a considerable 
amount of interaction between the components, while the undecidability results illus
trate the limits of automatic transfer of decidability.

However, even if we have 'practical' algorithms for the components of a certain 
kind of ¿-connection, the rather abstract model-theoretic proofs of transfer of de
cidability do not directly provide a 'practical' algorithm for the ¿-connection itself. 
Moreover, it is unlikely that such 'practical' versions of the general transfer results 
exist at all. Rather, it is to be expected that the design of efficient reasoning systems 
for ¿-connections cannot be specified at this level of generality, but depends on spe
cific features of the combined formalisms. Nevertheless, the proofs of the decidability 
transfer results indicate that in many cases existing practical decision procedures for 
the components can be combined so as to obtain practical decision procedures for 
the ¿-connection—first steps in this direction have been undertaken in Serafini and 
Tamilin [2004] for the case of DDLs, and in Grau and Parsia [2004] for weak fragments 
of basic ¿-connections.

Although we have considered in-depth various extensions of the basic ¿-connections, 
many interesting problems remain open. Here are some of them:

• Starting from the decidability transfer results obtained, develop 'practical' de
cision procedures for particularly interesting ¿-connections like, for instance,

eHsm&.ALeo*), e £(STOQ!,M S 0 5 j,o r  e£(8jaQ!,S4»,,PTl.»). In all these
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cases, efficient decision procedures for the components are known. Is it pos
sible to devise decision procedures for the ¿-connections which are modular 
and integrate the existing decision procedures for the components without 
substantial modifications? Compare the performance of implemented al
gorithms for the ¿-connections with the performance of decision procedures 
for their components.

• Similarly to DDLs, ¿-connections can be employed as a tool for reasoning 

with distributed ontologies in the 'semantic web'. But in such a set-up, we 
obviously do not want that a local inconsistency, say, in a knowledge base of 
description logic DL\, spreads via the ¿-connection to the knowledge bases 
of description logics DL2 . . .  DL„. While there is some work on inconsistency- 
tolerant description logics, e.g. Odintsov and Wansing [2003], and some ideas 
on how to semantically treat inconsistency in the framework of DDLs, e.g. 
Borgida and Serafini [2003], there is no developed theory of paraconsistent 
reasoning with ¿-connections, and in particular no analysis of its computa
tional behaviour.

• Consider more general first-order constraints for the link relations and clas
sify them according to their algorithmic behaviour. This can also lead to a 
deeper analysis of the structural properties of ADSs because more subtle con
ditions than describability are required for decidability transfer results cover
ing larger classes of first-order constraints.

• Introduce elements of 'fuzziness' to link relations between different domains 
in order to reflect the fact that spatial extensions or 'corresponding' objects 
in distributed databases can often be specified only approximately. It would, 
therefore, be of interest to allow link operators stating, for example, that 'the 
probability that y belongs to the spatial extension of *  is not more than 75%'.

• The embedding of the product logic S5 x S5 into the ¿-connection 
allowing Boolean operations on links provides the first evidence that there 
might be an interesting and useful hierarchy of formalisms between the 
'weak' basic ¿-connections and multi-dimensional formalisms. For example, 
we can take the closure of the set of link relations ¿ not only under the 
Booleans, but also under the operations (R) E and [R]E defined by taking

((R) E)®1 = {(x ,y) 1 32 ((X,z) 6 Rm A (z,y) e E®')},

([K]£)ot =  {{x,y) I Vz ((x,z) e  Rm -*  (2, 1/) 6 E™)},

for every binary relation symbol Rof the first component of a binary £-con
nection e (and similarly for the binary relations of the second component).



Using these new constructors, we can easily 'simulate' most of multi

dimensional formalisms. Useful and interesting intermediate formalisms 

could be obtained by restricting applications of the Boolean operators to links.
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